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KEY NOTE LECTURE

Pathogenesis of migraine: from neurotransmitters
to neuromodulators and beyond

G. D’Andrea • A. Leon

� Springer-Verlag 2010

Abstract Here, in this review, we present our hypothesis

of the migraine pathogenesis. We believe that migraine

attacks derive from a top-down dysfunctional process that

initiates in a hyperexcitable and hypoenergetic brain in the

frontal lobe and downstream in abnormally activated nuclei

of the pain matrix. This hypothesis derived from the results

of the biochemical studies, mainly generated from our

laboratory, on the possible metabolic shifts of tyrosine

toward an activation of decarboxylase enzyme activity with

an increased synthesis of traces amines, i.e. tyr, oct and

syn, and an unphysiological synthesis of noradrenalin and

dopamine. This metabolic shift is possibly favored by the

reduced mitochondrial energy and high levels of glutamate

in CNS of migraine patients. The unbalanced levels of

neurotransmitters (DA and NE) and neuromodulators (tyr,

oct and syn) in the synaptic dopaminergic and noradren-

ergic clefts of the pain matrix may activate, downstream,

the trigeminal system that releases calcitonin gene-related

G peptide. This induces the formation of an inflammatory

soup, the sensitization of first trigeminal neuron and the

migraine attack.

Keywords Pathogenesis of migraine � Tyrosine �
Dopamine � Noradrenalin � Trace amines � Pain matrix

Introduction

Migraine is a disabling condition characterized by a uni-

lateral headache pain, pulsating in quality, lasting 4–70 h

and accompanied by photo, phono, osmophobia, nausea

and vomiting. Aura may precede the attacks in about 30%

of migraine patients, and occurs as an isolated symptom

[1]. The etiology of migraine is still not completely

understood. This because it is has ever been difficult to

explain, in a theory, its pathophysiological process char-

acterized by headache attacks and psychiatric, neurologic

and sympathetic symptoms.

The physiopathological hypothesis that may reconcile

the proteiform symptomatology of migraine has been

proposed by KMA Welch [2] who has considered migraine

as biobehavioral disorder. This hypothesis suggests that

cause of migraine is multifactorial, i.e. biological and

psychological, in which the crisis are considered a response

to a stressful agent from a hyperexcitable brain [3]. Genetic

mutations and/or polymorphisms of chromosomes, yet to

be determined, which regulate the metabolism of neuronal

mitochondrial energy, neurotransmitters and ion canals of

the CNS are considered the main biological factors [4].

Menstrual cycle, pregnancy, life style, diet, anxiety,

chronic stress etc., are considered the main psychological

factors [5]. Once the migraine threshold is primed, the

frequency of the attacks depend on the type of stress and

the anomalies of metabolism of the neurotransmitters and

neuromodulators that regulate the synapses of cortical,

antinociceptive (ANS) and sympathetic neurons [6].

Glutamic and aspartic acids are the main excitatory [7],

whereas GABA is the inhibitory neurotransmitter of CNS

[8]. The balance between the two systems constitutes the

frame in which the other circuitries regulate the functions

of the human brain. It has been hypothesized that
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anomalies of the metabolism of glutamate, GABA, toge-

ther with those that govern the pain and vegetative func-

tions, such as serotonin (5HT), dopamine (DA) and

noradrenalin (NE), constitute the phenotypical biochemical

cause of the migraine [9]. In addition, recent evidences

support the old notion that the elusive amines, such as

tyramine (tyr) and octopamine (oct), play a role in migraine

pathogenesis [10]. These amines, together with DA and NE

are products of two different metabolic pathway of tyro-

sine. Tyrosine hydroxylase generates DOPA, DA and NE,

the last two compounds by the DOPA decarboxylase and

dopamine b-hydroxylase (Db-H), respectively. The alter-

native pathway, tyrosine decarboxylase, synthesizes tyra-

mine (tyr), octopamine (oct) and synephrine (syn), oct and

syn by Db-H and PMNT enzyme activities [11].

Although the hypothesis that tyramine and octopamine

may contribute to pathogenesis of migraine was proposed

several decades ago [12], only recently the scientific

interest is increased on these amines, particularly when a

new class of G-protein-coupled receptors with high affinity

for these amine have been described in rodents and

humans. The trace amine receptors (TAARs) are found in

various tissues and organs, including specific brain areas

such as rinencephalus, limbic system, amygdala, hypo-

thalamus, extrapyramidal system and locus coeruleus [13].

All this opens the possibility that tyramine and/or octopa-

mine behave as neurotransmitters on these receptors and as

neuromodulators on DA and NE synaptic clefts contribut-

ing to the physiology of noradrenergic and dopaminergic

synaptic transmission in the ANS systems [14].

We, here, in this review, will briefly summarize the

evidences, mainly generated from our laboratory, which

support how the biochemical anomalies of these neuro-

transmitters and neuromodulators may contribute to the

pathophysiology of migraine. On the basis of these results,

we prospect possible future research development in the

field of physiology and pathology of biochemical neuro-

modulators in primary headaches.

Excitatory amino acids and aura

The aura constitutes the clinical phenotype of migraine

[15]. The hypothesis that aura is a clinical counterpart of a

cortical phenomenon derives from the observation of

Lashley’s [16] own visual phenomena. The speed of the

scotomata on the visual field (3 mm/min) and the funda-

mental studies of Olesen and its group [16, 17] on cerebral

blood flow (CBF), in patients during their auras, have

substantially demonstrated that the spreading depression

(SD) of Leao is the neurophysiological cortical event of the

aura symptoms [18]. In these human experiments, the

positive scotomata (visual scintillations and/or paresthesia)

are concomitant to a brief increase flow and the negative

symptoms to a reduced flow (oligemia) that propagates at

the speed of 3 mm/min on the occipital cortex [16]. Studies

with functional MRI, during spontaneous aura, have con-

firmed that the first phase of the aura is accompanied with a

brief focal occipital increase in brain oxygen level depen-

dent (BOLD) signal that propagates at the same velocity of

SD on occipital cortex and followed by a longer lasting

decreased and impaired BOLD response to functional

activation [19]. The clinical picture and the features

derived from CBF and fMRI studies suggest that positive

and negative signs of the aura may be caused, as in SD, by

a burst of activity followed by suppression of neuronal

cortical activity.

We have hypothesized that a neuronal hyperexcitability

is the functional background in which the aura takes place

[20, 21]. In favor of this hypothesis, there are arrays of

biochemical, neurophysiological and pharmacological

human data. Glutamate, released from NMDA channels of

the neurons and glia, is the main excitatory neurotrans-

mitter of CNS [22]. Anomalous levels of glutamic acid

determine SD in animal experiments and ingestion of

glutamate-rich food provoke, in predisposed subjects,

migraine attacks [23]. Until now it was almost impossible

to measure directly glutamate levels in the human brain.

However, platelets have constituted a valid model to study

glutamate metabolism because they have the characteris-

tics of synthesis, uptake, storage and release of this amino

acid similar to those of the neurons [24]. A number of

studies, done in last two decades, have demonstrated that

the levels of glutamic and aspartic acids are significantly

more elevated in platelets, plasma and CSF of migraine

patients, particularly in those with aura [25–29]. The

hypothesis of CNS hyperexcitability in migraine is further

supported by the neurophysiological studies utilizing the

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). The stimulation

with TMS of occipital lobe determines the appearance of a

higher number of phosphenes in migraine with aura

patients in comparison to control and migraine without

aura sufferers [30]. The same results were also found

stimulating of the motor areas and measuring the resting

motor threshold and the silent period [31]. Although same

authors suggest that these response abnormalities are due

to a reduced inhibitory cortical tone [32], the possibility

that an increased glutamate level in CNS plays the major

role in pathogenesis of the aura is also supported by the
31pNMR studies and pharmacological evidences with

lamotrigine. In comparison to control subjects, the levels

of magnesium, measured with 31pNMR, are significantly

lower in the brain of migraine patients, particularly during

the painful attacks [33]. Magnesium is the unique com-

pound known to block glutamate-dependent SD [34].

Lamotrigine is an antiepileptic drug useful in the
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prevention of partial and generalized seizures as well. It

acts by blocking the voltage-sensitive channels, leading to

an inhibition of neuronal release of glutamate [35, 36].

Based on these pharmacokinetic characteristics, we have

done an open pilot study treating 25 migraineurs with high

frequency of aura attacks (at least two auras/month) for

3 months. There was a dramatic reduction in the aura

frequency and duration in the treated patients. A number

of studies performed in the last decade have confirmed the

great efficacy of lamotrigine in the prevention of the auras

[37–41]. The specificity of this drug for the prophylaxis of

the migraine aura is stressed by the inefficacy of lamo-

trigine in the reduction of migraine without aura attacks

[42] and the capacity of lamotrigine, in contrast to val-

proate, to block the SD induced by KCL on the rat

occipital cortex [43].

Elusive amines, premonitory symptoms and migraine

attack

The way how the stressful agents cause the painful attacks

is not known; however, following the Welch theory, the

first step of the pathophysiological events may occur in the

orbitofrontal part of frontal lobe and, down stream, to

limbic, amygdala and hypothalamic connected areas of the

CNS. Although this hypothesis, at least in part, remains

speculative, in support of it, an increasing body of clinical,

biochemical and functional studies are now present in the

literature. The migraine attacks are, very often, preceded

by the premonitory symptoms such as hyperosmia, yawn-

ing, mood changes, anxiety, food craving, sexual excite-

ment, fatigue and emotional lability that last from minutes

to days [44–47]. These symptoms are considered markers

of activation of the areas mentioned before; therefore, it is

logical to attribute to these CNS abnormalities the first

phase of the migraine attacks [48]. This hypothesis is fur-

ther supported by the evidences that in such areas of CNS

TAARs and dopamine receptors are abundantly distributed.

Their activation may be related to the high levels of

dopamine and elusive amines found in plasma and platelets

of migraine without aura sufferers during headache-free

periods [49, 50].

Catecholamines, elusive amines and migraine attack

After the premonitory symptoms the painful phase occurs.

One current hypothesis considers the head pain the con-

sequence of the trigeminal activation. This determines the

release of calcitonin gene-related G peptide (CGRP) and

substance P (SP) in the trigeminovascular system [51].

Both peptides stimulate platelets, white cells and

endothelium to secrete an inflammatory soup (5-TH, ADP,

platelet activating factor, nitric oxide, interleukins, etc.)

that sensitize the first order neuron of trigeminal system

and, after minutes or hours, the second, by a early gene-

related process in the nucleus [52–54].

The pathophysiological process that causes the trigem-

inal activation is a debated question. One hypothesis,

derived by studies performed in animal models, suggests

that the wave of the SD on the occipital cortex stimulates

the ending of trigeminal system around the pial vessels.

This stimulation determines a trigeminal antidromic reflex

that induces CGRP and substance p release in the dura

mater head circulation, neurogenic inflammation and pain

[55, 56].

The other hypothesis, not mutually exclusive, is that the

activation of trigeminal system depends on an abnormal

pain process initiating in the frontal lobe and, after, down

stream to the connected pain centers [1, 57]. In support of

this hypothesis a functional fRMN study has shown that an

inhibition of the orbito-frontal cortex, important pain

inhibitory cortex area, is evident in chronic migraine when

the pain subsides [58], and evidences from fMRI and PET

studies have shown the activation of red nucleus, extra-

pyramidal system and nuclei behind the aqueduct of the

brain stem, all parts of the descending centers of the pain

matrix, before and during migraine attacks [20, 59, 60].

The modalities and the characteristics of the activation

of these nuclei are not known. We suggest that abnormal

levels of elusive amines and neurotransmitters such as DA

and NE, all products of tyrosine metabolism, play an

important role in the pathophysiology of migraine attacks.

Indeed, as mentioned before, TAARs are located in the

rhinencephanon, limbic system, amygdala, hypothalamus,

extrapyramidal system and locus coeruleus. These areas are

important parts of the pain matrix that modulates the pain

threshold [61, 62]. The physiological functions of the pain

matrix neurons are regulated mainly by synapses that uti-

lize DA and NE as neurotransmitters [63]. In addition, the

highest levels of octopamine have been found in the same

brain regions [64]. Octopamine acts, in the same synaptic

clefts, as neuromodulator. The neuromodulator is chemical

released from a neuron which causes no change in the

excitability of post-synaptic cells in the absence of the

neurotransmitter. The released neuromodulator acts to

modify the action (increase or decrease) of a coexisting

neurotransmitter [14]. Thus, one of the possible physio-

logic roles of octopamine is the regulation, together with

the neurotransmitters, in the DA and NE sinapse clefts of

the centers that regulate the pain threshold. As hypothe-

sized by Welch it is possible that, in the particular meta-

bolic circumstances of migraine pathophysiological

process, an abnormality of metabolism of tyrosine occurs

with a shift to an increased synthesis of products of
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decarboxylase enzyme activity: tyr, oct and syn, and a

decrease of NE. In support of this hypothesis we have

recently demonstrated that in plasma and platelets of

MwoA patients, in comparison to healthy controls subjects,

there are higher levels of tyramine and octopamine together

with increase levels of DA in platelets [50, 65]. The high

levels of DA suggest a reduced enzyme activity of dopa-

mine b-hydroxylase. In support of this hypothesis, a

reduced enzyme activity of DbH [66, 67] and a reduced

level of NE have been reported in migraine without aura

patients [68–70]. Finally, more recently, a polymorphism

of the gene that codes for this enzyme protein has been

discovered [71]. All these data demonstrate that a complex

enzyme abnormality of tyrosine metabolism occurs in

migraine patients with a possible derangement in the syn-

thesis of important neurotransmitters and neuromodulators.

If the same biochemical anomalies shown in plasma and

platelet are present at levels of synaptic clefts of pain

matrix, an unphysiologic balance of the intra synaptic

milieu between neuromodulators (tyr and oct) and neuro-

transmitters (DA and NE) occurs. The pathological con-

sequence would be a possible abnormal function of

hypothalamus [72], ANS nuclei with a downstream acti-

vation of trigeminal nucleus, release of CGRP in the

cephalic circulation and head pain.

Biochemical tryptophan anomalies and painful attack

The main product of tryptophan hydroxylase is serotonin

(5-HT), whereas tryptamine is the neuromodulator that

derives from the decarboxylase enzyme activity [73].

The involvement of 5-HT in migraine was hypothesized

more than 50 years ago when Federigo Sicuteri [74]

demonstrated that the levels of urinary excretion of

5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid, stable metabolite of the

5-HT, were significantly elevated during migraine attack.

Since then numerous studies have addressed to clarify

the possible metabolic anomalies of 5-HT in migraine,

mainly utilizing platelets, as model of serotonergic

neurons. Studies from our laboratory have shown that in

females the levels of platelet 5-HT fluctuate differently

to those of healthy woman in the different phases of the

menses, and, more important, the levels of the indole

decrease significantly in luteal phase in menstrual

migraine before the painful attacks [75, 76]. The reason

why the levels of 5-HT drop before the attack is not

known; however, it is possible to conceive that a bio-

chemical shift to decarboxylase enzyme activity occurs

also in the metabolism of tryptophan with a reduction of

5-HT in the synaptic clefts of the neurons of ANS nuclei

of brain stem.

GABA and migraine

GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS.

GABA plays an important role in the modulation of the

pain threshold [77]. The antiepileptic dugs such as val-

proate and topiramate, the more efficacious drugs in the

preventing the migraine without aura attacks, are potent

gabaergic substances [78]. Direct evidences are very few.

In one study it has shown that plasma levels of GABA, not

detectable in between migraine attacks, increased soon

after, suggesting that the activation of gabaergic metabo-

lism is necessary to the end of the pain crisis [79].

Mitochondrial energy, metabolic shifts and migraine

An increasing number of studies suggest that in migraine

sufferers there is a reduced mitochondrial cellular energy in

different tissues including brain. The anomalous platelet

behavior and structure is the first line of evidence. Platelets

of migraineurs present an elevated amount of the free

intracytosolic calcium [80], an abnormally high number of

dense bodies and an increased level of serotonin contained

in these organelles [81]. This structural abnormality is

accompanied by a reduced dense body secretion when

platelets are stimulated by collagen [82, 83]. The reason for

this accumulation of dense bodies and the impaired

secretion response to agonists may due to a decrease of the

multiple enzymatic activities found in the mitochondria of

platelets of MWoA and MWA patients [84, 85]. The same

mitochondrial energy defect(s) has been demonstrated in

brain and muscle with 31P NMR spectroscopy studies in

the migraine patients [86].

The physiological synthesis of neurotransmitters is

energy dependent [87, 88]. The metabolic shift of tyrosine

with increased levels of tyr and oct in migraine may depend

on this energy defect. This hypothesis is supported by the

study of these amines in CSF of the early post-mortem

subjects. In the first hours after death, the levels of tyra-

mine, octopamine and synephrine increase dramatically

suggesting that when the neuron energy fails there is a

metabolic shift toward a tyrosine decarboxylase enzyme

activity [89]. In addition, a contribution to the mitochon-

drial energy reduction in migraine may be caused by a

deposition of free radicals in brain stem structure of

migraine patients. The accumulation of iron ions is pro-

portional to the frequency of attacks, and is greatest in

chronic migraine where the attacks occur everyday [90]. It

is known that deposition of iron ions deteriorate the surface

of mitochondria and reduces the efficiency of the respira-

tory chain and the neuron energy substrates [91]. Thus,

it is probable that the deposition of iron radicals may
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progressively increase the biochemical shifts of tyrosine

and deteriorate the neurotransmission of the pain matrix.

And beyond…

All the data shown above may give a picture of the pos-

sible biochemical process of migraine pathophysiology.

Indeed many steps of this hypothesis remain speculative.

In the future, the biochemistry research should be focused

on the possible anomalies of other neuronal neuromodu-

lators, in particular those of 5-HT such as tryptamine and

dopamine such as phenyletilamine and phenyletanolamine

in patients with migraine and possibly in the brain of

adequate-stressed animal models. An important point is to

clarify further the nature of the energy reduction in

migraine and the specific relationship between this

reduction and the metabolic pathological modifications of

the strategic amino acid parent of neurotransmitters and

neuromodulators of the CNS circuitries. In addition,

studies on possible mutations on other anomalies for genes

that regulate the decarboxylase activities are welcomed

[92]. These studies may shed light on the physiological

and pathological significance of these ancient enzymes

that play a key role in the evolution since they (octopa-

mine, synephrine) constitute the main noradrenergic neu-

rotransmitter of lowest live species of evolutionary scale

such as worms and insects [93, 94].

In conclusion, it is possible that in a condition of energy

neuronal failure, as has been demonstrated in migraine, the

metabolism regress, under the push of an excitatory status

of the cortex [95], in an archaic modality of neurotrans-

mission, thus modifying the milieu of synaptic clefts of the

pain matrix and producing the migraine attacks.
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Abstract Since the publication of the second edition of

the International Classification of Headache Disorders

(ICHD-2) in 2004, a fiery debate has been raging about

chronic daily headache in general and about chronic

migraine and medication overuse headache in particular.

Based on a number of considerations and observations on

the current state of knowledge, a proposal is advanced that

suggests a few changes to ICHD-2, namely: (1) differen-

tiation of migraine without aura at the second-digit level

into infrequent, frequent and very frequent, based on fre-

quency of attacks. (2) Inclusion of transformed migraine

among the complications of migraine; this entry should be

coded to 1.5.1 replacing chronic migraine and the only

diagnostic criterion that needs to be changed over those

already listed in the revised ICHD-2 (ICHD-2R) is its

temporal pattern (more than 20 days/month for 1 year or

more and never with more than 5 headache-free consecu-

tive days). (3) Differentiation of transformed migraine at

the fourth-digit level depending on the presence or absence

of symptomatic medication overuse (i.e. use for more than

20 days/month) regardless of whether overuse played any

role in the worsening of the headache. (4) Switching of

medication overuse headache to the Appendix with other

diagnostic criteria to be defined.

Keywords Chronic headache � Chronic daily headache �
Chronic migraine � Transformed migraine �
Medication overuse headache

Introduction

Since the publication of the second edition of the Interna-

tional Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-2) in

2004, a fiery debate has been raging about chronic daily

headache (CDH) in general and about chronic migraine

(CM) and medication overuse headache (MOH) in partic-

ular. Fortunately, the participants to this debate have been

able to transform it into a productive discussion. Today, we

are still short of our goal, but can count on two funda-

mental elements that may help us to overcome the cate-

gorization problem.

The first is a cultural element and its function is to pave

the way for change. At last, there is consensus on the

absolute need that patients with CDH should find an

appropriate place within a classification system. Even those

who until some time ago were reluctant to tackle this

problem are now seriously committed to finding the best

possible solution based on the current state of knowledge

[2].

The second is a scientific element and its function is to

implement change. The incessant succession of studies,

observations and proposals for a revision of the ICHD-2 in

the last few years has certainly led to a great step forward.

The next revision of the ICHD-2 (ICHD-2R), which is

planned to be published in 2011 [3] will set new diagnostic

criteria for CM and for MOH.

Two recent papers provide interesting speculation over

this topic [4, 5]. Although they start from different per-

spectives, one being more favorable to [4] and the other

more critical of [5] the revisions proposed after 2004 by the

Headache Classification Committee, both of them totally

agree that, in order for research to progress efficiently, it is

urgent and imperative to give CM and MOH diagnostic

criteria serving as universally recognized benchmarks.
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The criteria that currently appear closer to being for-

malized are those reported in Tables 1 and 2 [6].

Unsolved questions

Apart from the reasonable and certainly legitimate obser-

vations advanced by several authors in the past year [2, 4,

5] about the classification of CDH in general and of CM

and MOH in particular, a basic issue remains that has not

yet been properly dealt with.

This unsolved issue can be broken down into two

intertwined questions: (1) Who are the subjects (or

patients) with CDH whom we want to address? (2) Can any

classification based on the ICHD-2’s categorization

requirements be suitable for an appropriate systematic

categorization of this kind of patients?

As to the first question, those who claim that the term

CDH cannot be considered a medical diagnosis, but is only

a general concept including the most disparate forms of

headache, are certainly right.

Lets go straight to the core of the problem and lets try to

sort out those headache forms that are truly ‘‘chronic and

daily’’, but do not present difficulties of classification from

the broad group of CDH forms already classified exten-

sively by Silberstein et al. [7]. First of all, we can exclude

all those forms lasting \4 h, such as chronic cluster

headache (CCH) and the other forms of chronic trigeminal

autonomic cephalalgia that are well described in the ICHD-2.

Next, we can exclude the rare and still widely debated

conditions known as new daily persistent headache

(NDPH) and hemicrania continua (HC), appropriately

coded to Group 4 ‘‘Other primary headaches’’ in the ICHD-2.

Finally, we can also exclude from our discussion chronic

tension-type headache (CTTH), which has been systemat-

ically categorized since the publication of the 1988 Inter-

national Headache Society (IHS) classification [8].

So, now, we may wonder what is left of the CHD group.

Well, what is left is a particular type of headache that is

known to puzzle clinicians and as far back as the early ‘80s

led Mathew et al to invent the term ‘‘transformed’’ or

‘‘evolutive migraine’’ [9].

We should not forget that when clinicians talk of CDH,

they mean exactly this particular type of headache. They

may be inaccurate in using the term CDH, but there is no

doubt that they are referring to patients who, after several

years of migraine without aura (MO), have fewer and fewer

symptom-free intervals between attacks and see their pri-

mary headache evolve from a typically episodic form into a

daily or near-daily form.

Therefore, the problem specifically concerns former

migraineurs who, in addition to changes in their headache’s

temporal pattern, are almost always experiencing also: (1)

changes in certain clinical features, such as pain location

and the accompanying symptoms; (2) overuse of symp-

tomatic medication; and (3) associated depression. Any

clinician managing these patients knows well that they are

very difficult to treat and that the ‘‘chronic duration’’ of

their disease may involve not a few months, but several

years.

Alongside difficulties in clinical management, these

patients also present difficulties of disease categorization,

and not only from a terminology viewpoint. Apart from

discussing what is the most appropriate term for this

headache form—whether CM, TM, evolutive migraine or

CDH—the major obstacle is represented by the interfer-

ence of medication overuse and of concomitant depression

that may actually mask the true clinical features of the

headache. Thus, it becomes very difficult for patients to

provide a detailed description of the clinical features of

their headache and for physicians or investigators to collect

reliable data that can be used in a disease classification

system.

Now, the second question.

The IHS classification of 1988 is typically a classifica-

tion of headache attacks, providing a ‘‘snapshot’’ of a

headache attack at a given moment. For primary headaches

at least, it is not and does not purport to be a classification

of disorders or of patients.

Perhaps, the only two exceptions to this rule were the

division of CCH at the fourth-digit level into ‘‘unremitting

from onset’’ and ‘‘evolved from episodic’’, and the listing,

also at the fourth-digit level, of some of the most likely

causative factors of tension-type headache (TTH).

Table 1 Classification of chronic migraine using the ICHD-2R diagnostic criteria [6]

Appendix 1.5.1 chronic migraine

A. Headache (tension-type and/or migraine) on C15 days per month for C3 months

B. Occurring in a patient who has had at least five attacks fulfilling criteria for 1.1 migraine without aura

C. On C8 days per month for C3 months headache has fulfilled criteria for pain and associated symptoms of migraine without aura or patient

has been successfully treated with an ergot or triptane

D. No medication overuse and not attributed to another causative disorder
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In the ICHD-2 of 2004, these two exceptions were

dropped, which is further proof that the primary goal of the

international classification is to provide a classification of

attacks. Consistently with the basic principles that inspired

the classification in the first place, this is truly a sacred

principle. If strictly adhered to, it makes the classification

an all-important tool for supporting epidemiologic, patho-

physiologic and therapeutic research.

However, this principle is not well suited to TM: in this

headache form, what matters most is the patient’s history,

and not a snapshot of his/her headache, which can only be

blurred and confused.

Those who drew up the ICHD-2 and its post-2004

revisions were constrained on the one hand by the need to

comply with the fair principle of an attack-based classifi-

cation, and on other hand by the increasingly urgent—and

just as fair—requirement that CDH or, more precisely TM,

be included in the classification. Thus, they made an

attempt at squaring the circle first by ‘‘inventing’’ CM in

the ICHD-2, and then by formulating more realistic diag-

nostic criteria in the subsequent proposals for revisions of

the ICHD-2 (Table 1).

How to tackle the problem

By now, there is an abundant literature on the issue. Yet,

we still do not have any elements at our disposal that can

help us provide an accurate and certain definition of this

topic. Achieving this important goal will only be possible

through further studies and specific investigations. But for

these to be reliable and comparable, we need classification

instruments and diagnostic criteria that can be taken as

‘‘official’’ benchmarks.

Owing to the constraints mentioned above, any solution

that we may find is going to be temporary and will need to

be further improved. All the same, it is urgent to devise a

systematic categorization that should be as straightforward

as possible and applicable to both clinical practice and

research.

To do so in the best possible way, it is important to make

a few considerations:

1. As we already said, a classification based on the

ICHD-2’s requirements is hardly suited to CDH [1, 8].

On the other hand, there are good CDH classifications

that taken into consideration affected patients more

than the headache subtypes they suffer from [7, 9, 10].

However, at the time being, the simplest thing to do is

to make some changes to the ICHD-2.

2. Considering that some CDH forms, such as NDPH,

HC and CTTH, are already coded along with their

diagnostic criteria in the ICHD-2, the problem

basically concerns former migraineurs without aura

who over the years evolved to a ‘‘chronic daily’’

form.

3. The term CM seems ambiguous and inaccurate. Olesen

himself [2], in a letter to Cephalalgia, criticized the

use of the adjective ‘‘chronic’’ which, as was reported

in a recent article by Seshia et al. [11] is used with

three different meanings in the IHCD-2. The term TM

is certainly to be preferred.

4. Even though we avoid use of the adjective ‘‘chronic’’,

to establish a diagnosis of TM we nonetheless have to

set a minimum period of time for the duration of this

daily or near-daily headache pattern. The 3-month

period generally taken as reference until now seems

too short and carries the inherent risk of considering

TM or CDH as a transient worsening of a primary

headache or migraine that fortunately is not a true

TM or a true CDH. A 1-year period seems more

appropriate.

5. The same applies to the other temporal parameter,

which is used to define and therefore better specify the

vague expression ‘‘daily or near-daily’’. Quantifying

this daily or near-daily parameter as 15 days/month or

more appears an oversimplification. A more accurate

statement would be 20 days/month or more, with the

added clause that there can never be more than five

headache-free consecutive days.

6. Then, there is the big question of MOH. From the IHS

classification to the ICHD-2 and ICHD-2R classifica-

tions, the question has become increasingly confused.

The addition of triptans, the addition of overuse of any

combination of symptomatic drugs without overuse of

Table 2 Classification of medication overuse headache using the ICHD-2R diagnostic criteria [6]

Appendix 8.2 Medication overuse headache

A. Headache present on C15 days/month

B. Regular overuse for [3 months of one or more acute/symptomatic treatment drugs as defined under sub forms of 8.2

1. Ergotamine, triptans, opioids, or combination analgesic medications on C10 days/month on a regular basis for [3 months

2. Simple analgesics or any combination of ergotamine, triptans, analgesic opioids on C15 days/month on a regular basis for [3 months

without overuse of any single class alone

C. Headache has developed or markedly worsened during medication overuse

Neurol Sci (2010) 31 (Suppl 1):S9–S13 S11
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any single class alone, the addition of the limits of

10 days/month for overuse from certain drugs and

15 days/month for overuse from other drugs, the

addition and then the removal of the criterion that

required improvement within 2 months (!) from with-

drawal of medication, the addition and then the

removal of the description of certain headache features

for some types of overuse…. All these tentative

changes clearly indicate that we are still a long way

from knowing this topic well, because specific liter-

ature reports are still much too scarce. As is currently

categorized in the ICHD-2 or proposed in the ICHD-2R,

MOH today appears as a largely arbitrary entity. Its

very existence appears questionable for certain sub-

types. The only sure data we have are those about

ergotamine, caffeine and combined medication includ-

ing barbiturates or codeine or prochlorperazine.

Perhaps, we should better take a more cautious

approach, moving all or the better part of MOH to

the Appendix.

A proposal for classification

Based on what has been discussed above, any realistic

proposal for classification that proves to be at least tem-

porarily acceptable should be as straightforward as possi-

ble. As long as it represents a starting point of further

research that will pave the way for specific and comparable

studies, it will have to steer clear of any far-fetched or

misleading conclusions.

The proposal is broken down as follows:

1. Differentiation of MO based on frequency of attacks,

with the addition of a second-digit level (Table 3).

2. Introduction of precise temporal parameters among the

diagnostic criteria for the three MO subtypes (infre-

quent, frequent and very frequent) (Table 3).

3. Inclusion of TM among the complications of migraine;

this entry should be coded to 1.5.1 replacing chronic

migraine and the only diagnostic criterion that needs to

be changed over those already listed in the IICHD-2R

Table 3 Proposed revision of the ICHD-2 for migraine

1.1 Migraine without aura

1.1.1 Infrequent migraine without aura

1.1.2 Frequent migraine without aura

1.1.3 Very frequent migraine without aura

1.1.3.1 with medication overuse

1.1.3.2 without medication overuse

1.5 Complications of migraine

1.5.1 Transformed migraine

1.5.1.1 with medication overuse

1.5.1.2 without medication overuse

1.1.1. Infrequent migraine without aura

Diagnostic criteria:

A. Headache fulfilling criteria C and D for 1.1 Migraine without aura on B3 days/month for C3 months

B. Not attributed to another disorder

1.1.2. Frequent migraine without aura

Diagnostic criteria:

A. Headache fulfilling criteria C and D for 1.1 Migraine without aura on [3 but \10 days/month for C3 months

B. Not attributed to another disorder

1.1.3. Very frequent migraine without aura

Diagnostic criteria:

A. Headache fulfilling criteria C and D for 1.1 Migraine without aura on C 10 but B 20 days/month for C3 months

B. Not attributed to another disorder

1.5.1. Transformed migraine

Diagnostic criteria:

A. Headache (tension-type and/or migraine) on[20 days/month for C1 year and never with more than five headache-free consecutive days

B. Occurring in a patient who has had at least five attacks fulfilling criteria for 1.1 Migraine without aura

C. On C10 days per month for C1 year headache has fulfilled criteria for pain and associated symptoms of migraine without aura or patient

has been successfully treated with an ergot or triptane

D. Not attributed to another disorder
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is its temporal pattern ([20 days/month for C1 year

and never with more than five headache-free consec-

utive days) (Table 3).

4. Differentiation of TM at the fourth-digit level depend-

ing on the presence or absence of symptomatic

medication overuse (i.e. use for more than 20 days/

month) regardless of whether overuse played any role

in the worsening of the headache (Table 3).

5. Switching of MOH to the Appendix with other

diagnostic criteria to be defined.
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Abstract Migraine is a prevalent, disabling, undiagnosed

and undertreated disease in neurological practice. It is a

chronic, recurrent disorder with episodic manifestations

that are progressive in some individuals with clinical,

physiological and anatomical bases. Progression may be

due to mechanisms generating the migraine attacks or to

the activation generated by the attacks. Potentially reme-

diable risk factors for chronification include frequency of

migraine attacks, obesity, excessive use of medications,

caffeine overuse, stressful life events, depression, sleep

disorders and cutaneous allodynia.

Keywords Chronic migraine � Migraine progression �
Transformation

Introduction

Migraine is a prevalent, disabling, undiagnosed and un-

dertreated disease and is currently conceptualized as a

chronic disease with episodic manifestations, with attacks

that increase in frequency. Moreover, a subgroup of

patients have migraine transformation or progression [1, 2].

Progression may be physiologic, anatomic and clinical, and

may be activated by mechanisms that produce migraine

attacks, such as cortical spreading depression or by attacks

on the periaqueductal gray matter [3, 4].

The transformation from episodic to chronic headache is

believed to usually occur gradually and, as frequency

increases, severe migrainous symptoms may become less

severe and more tension-type-like, at least in clinical

samples. During a migraine attack, neural events result in

the dilatation of meningeal blood vessels, which results in

pain, and nerve activation and inflammation [5]. Migraine

most likely occurs from dysfunction of the brainstem

involved in the modulation of craniovascular afferents [6].

Brainstem activation may also lead to activation of

ascending and descending pathways, with initiation of a

perimeningeal vasodilatation and neurogenic inflammation.

The pain is understood to be a combination of altered

perception (due to peripheral or central sensitization) of

stimuli that are usually not painful, as well as the activation

of a feed-forward neurovascular dilator mechanism in the

first division of the trigeminal nerve. Chronic daily head-

ache refers to a group of patients presenting with headache

attacks on 15 days or more per month. It represents the

most frequent cause of chronic headache seen in tertiary

centers, and affects nearly 4% of the general population.

Chronic or transformed migraine is a subgroup of chronic

daily headache with a migrainous biology [7, 8]. The

patients may overuse symptomatic medications, such as

analgesic, a combination of analgesic, caffeine, opioids,

ergotamine and, more recently, triptans, which may play a

crucial role in the transformation of episodic migraine to

chronic migraine [9, 10]. The presence or absence of risk

factors for the development of a chronic daily headache

migraine is currently debated, although the overuse of

medications as a risk factor is well established. Chronic

migraineurs overusing symptomatic medication have been

considered to be refractory to the preventive treatment,

until their acute attack medications are stopped. There may

be a correlation between the overuse of symptomatic

medications with drug rebound among other pathophysio-

logical mechanisms. It is considered a paradoxical response

to the use of acute attack medications, in addition to the
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influence possibly exerted by various psychological

comorbidities. Certain Axis I disorders, such as anxiety and

depression, and Axis II disorders, such as borderline per-

sonality disorders, may make these patients more prone to

drug overuse and poor prognosis [11]. In addition, other

involved mechanisms do suggest that the overuse of

symptomatic medications may interfere with the intrinsic

pain modulatory system by depleting serotonin and, con-

sequently, upregulating its postsynaptic receptors. It may

coexist with a defective functioning of the antinociceptive

system demonstrated by a persistent and progressive

impairment of iron homeostasis in the periaqueductal gray

matter in migraine and chronic migraine patients, along

with repeated episodes of peripheral and central pain sen-

sitization of the trigeminal neurovascular pathways [12, 13].

Chronification of migraine

Because migraine evolves from an episodic into a chronic

form in some, but not most, individuals, research should

increasingly focus on the identification of factors associated

with progression. Risk factors can be divided into those that

are easily modifiable and those that are not. Age and gender

are nonmodifiable risk factors; socioeconomic status and

head injury are not easily modified. Easily modifiable risk

factors for migraine progression include headache fre-

quency, allodynia, obesity, acute medication overuse,

depression, stressful life events, caffeine consumption and

snoring. Attack frequency and obesity are among the most

important risk factors for migraine progression [14].

The presence of abnormalities in cortical processing [15,

16], and impaired health-related quality of life [17] support

the idea that migraine is not just an episodic disorder, but a

chronic disorder with episodic manifestations [18]. In some

cases, it evolves into a progression or transformation [19,

20]. The transformation of migraine usually does not

happen abruptly but is often gradual, with patients moving

from a stage in which they have low-frequency episodic

headaches into a high-frequency stage and eventually into

chronic migraine. Although the source of pain in primary

CDH is unknown and may be dependent on the subtype,

recent studies suggest that the following mechanism, alone

or in combination, contribute to the process: (a) abnormal

excitation of peripheral nociceptive afferent fibers in the

meninges; (b) enhanced responsiveness of trigeminal

nucleus caudalis neurons; (c) decreased pain modulation

from higher centers such as the PAG matter; (d) sponta-

neous central pain generated by activation of the ‘‘on cells’’

in the medulla; (e) abnormal serotonin modulation; (f)

central sensitization [21].

This process, far from a static or irreversible transforma-

tion, shows sometimes spontaneous or induced remissions.

Finally, population studies show that around 3% of the

individuals have episodic migraine transformed into chronic

migraine in a year, and another 6% have low-frequency

transformed into high-frequency episodic migraine [22].

From a conceptual perspective, transformation of

migraine has been recently subdivided into three nonmu-

tually exclusive forms. Typically, transformation refers to

increases in attack frequency over time leading to CM; this

process, termed clinical transformation, occurs in about

3% of episodic migraine sufferers in the general population

over the course of a year [23].

A less discussed and characterized issue is physiologic

transformation [24, 25], where migraine leads to changes

in the central nervous system, which manifest themselves

through alterations in nociceptive thresholds (allodynia)

and alterations in pain pathways (e.g., central sensitization)

[26]. Finally, in some individuals, definitive brain lesions

including stroke and deep white matter lesions emerge

(anatomic progression) [27]. This process is of a potential

anatomic transformation, but the causal nature of the

lesions is sometimes unclear.

Bigal and Lipton [2] proposed a division among risk

factors into those which can be modified (attack frequency,

obesity, medication overuse, stressful life events, caffeine

overuse, snoring and other pain syndromes) and those

which are nonmodifiable. Modifiable risk factors are

important because they provide an opportunity to prevent

disease progression. Nonmodifiable risk factors include

age, female gender, white race, low educational level,

socioeconomic status and genetic factors. He also uses the

term physiologic transformation to refer to sensitization of

the second-order sensory neurons, the cell bodies of which

are in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis, and to the cutaneous

allodynia which arises as a consequence [28].

To date, mechanisms that link cutaneous allodynia and

migraine frequency, meaning physiologic and clinical

progression, are poorly understood. The trigeminal nucleus

caudalis is a structure that has reciprocal anatomic con-

nections with the periaqueductal gray area [29, 30].

Repetitive activation of trigeminovascular neurons seems

to lead to repetitive activation of modulatory pain pathways

involving the PAG. In turn, this may lead to impairment of

neuronal function through the liberation of free radicals, in

the PAG (involved with migraine modulation) or eventu-

ally in areas involved with migraine generation [31].

Finally, from an anatomical point of view, there are initial

evidences that brain lesions may arise as a consequence of

multiple attacks and may be linked with attack frequency,

suggesting a common underlying cause [32]. Because brain

lesions have only been clearly related to migraine with

aura, and because they increase in frequency with the

number of attacks, the mechanisms of aura may be linked

to the mechanisms of anatomic change [33]. Anyway, the
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temporal and causal sequence linking increasing attack

frequency, allodynia and brain lesions remains to be

determined.

Today, the concept of chronic emerging migraine must

be focused on periodical or permanent central changes

expressed during the migraneur’s life. This implies that

prevention of chronic migraine has a pivotal role in the

management of episodic migraine, particularly for indi-

viduals who exhibit risk factors for chronic transformation.
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Abstract In chronic migraine, many neuroimaging

studies with advanced techniques showed abnormalities in

several brain areas involved in pain processing. The

structural and functional dysfunctions are reported in

cerebral areas localized in the brainstem and in the lateral

and medial pain pathways. Using the advanced technique

of volumetric MRI (voxel-based morphometry), reduction

in the grey and white matter in brain areas of the pain

network and increased density of the structures of the

brainstem were observed in patients with episodic or

chronic migraine. Most of the studies of functional anat-

omy in chronic migraine uses positron emission tomog-

raphy (PET) and functional RM. These techniques could

detect cerebral areas with regional cerebral blood flow

and blood level oxygenation-dependant (BOLD) signal

changes. Several PET and functional MRI experiments in

patients with chronic migraine and drugs overuse before

and after the withdrawal showed hypometabolism and

hypoactivation in cortical areas involved in pain pro-

cessing. These areas normalize their activity after detox-

ification, indicating reversible metabolic changes and

BOLD signal changes as observed in other chronic pain.

Functional and structural alterations observed in the

cerebral areas of the pain network could be a result of

a selective dysfunction of these regions due to cortical

overstimulation associated with chronic pain. Advanced

neuroimaging techniques have revolutionized the knowl-

edge on chronic migraine, determining specific cortical

substrate that could explain different forms of chronic

migraine and perhaps the predisposition of patients to

different therapeutic responses and to possible relapse in

drug abuse.

Keywords fMRI � Chronic migraine � VBM �
Advanced neuroimaging

Introduction

Although recent reports have identified the patients with

headache that should undergo neuroimaging [1], in routine

clinical practice, the selection of these patients is not

always easy. In the last few years, in addition to diagnostic

structural imaging, functional imaging has provided a

unique insight in the organization of the brain. In chronic

headache, the functional anatomy of pain has been mainly

studied with positron emission tomography (PET) and

functional MRI (fMRI) [2, 3]. These methods investigate

the variation of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and of

blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal in

fMRI, specifically associated to a given task or a particular

stimulus [4]. In addition to functional study, chronic pain

has been analyzed with a recent morphometric MR tech-

nique, voxel-based morphometry (VBM), that permits to

study the morphological characteristics of the brain with a

semiquantitative analysis [5]. These techniques have pro-

vided important information on brain activity during

headache attacks and outside attacks, thus contributing to

an improved understanding of the pathophysiology of these

disorders.
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Diagnostic imaging

The use of diagnostic neuroimaging in patients with

headache varies widely with the clinical setting. The

guidelines and recommendations of the American Acad-

emy of Neurology regarding the use of various imaging

methods in patients with non-acute headache have been

reported in Neurology [6]. More recently, a paper has

summarized the results of a task force of the European

Federation of Neurological Sciences (EFNS) [7]. The main

conclusions regarding neuroimaging studies are expressed

in the following (1) in primary headache, such as migraine,

tension headache or trigemino-autonomic headaches, with

typical clinical presentation according to the International

Headache Society guidelines [8], with no recent changes in

attack pattern, no history of seizures and with normal

neurological examination, the routine use of neuroimaging

is not warranted; (2) if secondary headache is suspected,

with atypical presentation, history of seizures and focal

neurological symptoms and signs, brain MRI may be

indicated. However, there are many patients with chronic

or recurrent headache, with normal neurological examina-

tion, in whom intracranial aspecific abnormalities have

been discovered [9], but major brain abnormalities are rare

[10]. White matter changes should be controlled in the

follow-up and might be a marker of future stroke or future

development of chronic daily headache [11].

PET and fMRI

The most common methods for imaging brain function,

PET and fMRI, rest on the hemodynamic response to local

changes of brain activity. Local CBF and BOLD changes

are generated by metabolic products of synaptic function,

and reflect variations in local synaptic activity [12, 13].

Both studies allow comparison between consecutive func-

tional states, including resting state. The results are based

on voxel-by-voxel subtraction of images, looking for areas

where rCBF or BOLD signals have significantly changed

across the different conditions or under a specific stimulus

[4]. With respect to PET, fMRI has considerable advanta-

ges because of better temporal resolution, no intravenous

injection and non-radioactive tracer environment.

Pain is a complex and subjective experience incorpo-

rating sensory-discriminative, affective-motivational and

cognitive-evaluative dimensions [14]. The nociceptive

system include the ascending spinal bundles and the central

pain matrix, which is the complex cerebral network of the

supraspinal structures divided into the lateral pain system

and the medial pain system. The lateral pain system con-

sists of spinothalamic tract neurons and fibers that ascend,

via the somatosensory nuclei of the thalamus, conveying

nociceptive information to the primary (SI) and secondary

somatosensory cortices (SII). These areas, encoding loca-

tion, intensity and quality of sensations, are interconnected

with the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) that integrates

nociceptive inputs with other contextual inputs. The medial

pain system consists of spinothalamic tract neurons and

fibers that ascend via the midline thalamic nuclei to limbic

regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [15]

and the insular cortex (IC). These regions seem to mediate

the unpleasant-affective dimension of pain and the moti-

vation to escape from noxious events [14, 16, 17].

Several neuroimaging studies on migraineurs found

morphological and functional abnormalities in brain

regions involved in central pain processing [2, 14]. In

particular, dysfunction or structural changes were observed

in the brain stem [18–20], in the trigeminal somatosensory

pathway [21], in SI [22] and in PPC [23].

During noxious stimuli, rCBF changes were almost con-

stantly found bilaterally in the anterior insula, in the ipsi-

lateral ACC, in the secondary somatosensory area (SII), in

the cerebellum, and, with lesser consistency, in the contra-

lateral thalamus and in the primary somatosensory area (SI)

[4, 14]. In addition to ACC, activation of the posterior

parietal and prefrontal cortices is thought to reflect attention

and memory network [24]. Not infrequently, activation

concerns motor-related areas such as the striatum, cerebel-

lum and supplementary motor areas [4], as well as regions

involved in pain control such as the periaqueductal gray [21].

In trigeminal pain, functional neuroimaging demonstrate

activation in the trigeminal ganglion and spinal trigeminal

nucleus, as well as in the region of principal intracranial

arteries and in the cavernous sinus [2].

Functional imaging studies in migraine outside the

attacks have demonstrated activation of the rostral brain-

stem [19] and hypothalamus [25], reinforcing the central

role of these structures in the disease [26].

A few investigations have been conducted in chronic

headache, in particular in medication overuse headache

(MOH); the mechanism by which medication overuse

transforms episodic migraine into chronic daily headache is

still unknown [2]. A PET study performed in 16 patients

with MOH before and after medication withdrawal and in

healthy volunteers, showed that several brain areas

involved in pain processing, such as bilateral insula,

bilateral thalamus, orbitofrontal cortex, ventral striatum

and right PPC (Brodmann area’s 40), were significantly

less active metabolically than in healthy subjects [27].

After the withdrawal, all these areas metabolically nor-

malized, with the exception of the orbitofrontal cortex,

which remained hypometabolic. This process, known to

occur in drug dependence, should predispose subgroups of

individual with migraine to recurrent analgesic overuse.

The selective impairment of sensory pain processing due to
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the chronic migraine condition, and the association of

MOH with reversible metabolic changes in pain processing

structures is demonstrated in a recent paper submitted by

our group [28]. In this work, an fMRI experiment was

tested during application of mechanical painful stimuli in a

group of these patients before and after medication with-

drawal and in healthy control volunteers. Significant acti-

vations in the anterior and middle cingulate cortex (ACC/

MCC), in bilateral insular cortex (IC), in bilateral post-

central areas (PC gyrus), in inferior parietal cortex (IPL) and

in the supramarginal gyrus (SM) were demonstrated. Before

the withdrawal, MOH patients showed reduced pain related

activity in part of the lateral pain pathway in comparison to

control subjects. After the withdrawal, no differences were

found between the patients and the control subjects indi-

cating that this phenomenon may be reversible.

Structural imaging

In recent years, studies of brain morphology have been

carried out to obtain a whole-brain analysis by measuring

its surface, shape and volume; demonstrations of structural

alterations have been improved with the advent of the MR-

morphometric technique, in particular VBM [5].

One study [29] that used VBM to investigate possible

differences between patients with migraine and T2-visible

lesions and healthy controls reported increased density in

the periaqueductal gray matter and the dorsolateral pons

and decreased volume of gray matter in the ACC and in

bilateral insula.

In patients with chronic pain, structural brain changes in

supratentorial intracranial volume were manifested by

decrease in volume in both of gray and white matter. In

chronic tension-type headache, significant decrease of gray

matter was observed only in cortical areas involved in pain

processing [30], suggesting that these changes might be

due to a central sensitization generated by prolonged

nociceptive input. In several chronic pain syndromes, a

striking finding of morphometric studies [31] is the

decreased gray matter volume in defined, specific brain

areas of the pain matrix; whether these changes are the

cause or the consequence of chronic pain is still unknown.

The detection of structural differences in gray and white

matter in several pain conditions, and the demonstration that

the brain may alter its shape and density indicate that this

organ can structurally adapt itself to physical activity [32].

Conclusion

The functional neuroimaging methods have provided

means for exploring the functional anatomy of the different

pain components, including chronic pain, and have led to

the definition of a central pain matrix with different spe-

cialized functions [33]. In headache syndromes, these

techniques should open new ways for targeting the neural

substrates at the basis of the diseases [2]. In addition, these

techniques promise to be a powerful method for investi-

gating and monitoring the effects of novel therapies.
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Pharmacological prophylaxis of chronic migraine: a review
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Abstract Chronic migraine is an important public health

problem. The aim of treatment should be to reduce

migraine frequency and its negative impact on functioning,

as well as to limit the use of acute medications. These goals

may be accomplished by introducing effective prophylaxis.

The aim of the present article is to critically review the

published evidence on the pharmacological prophylaxis of

chronic migraine, analysing published double-blind, pla-

cebo-controlled studies on adult patients. The results of the

review indicate that tizanidine, gabapentin, valproic acid,

and particularly topiramate are effective prophylactics

against chronic migraine, with improvements in several

endpoints that were significantly superior to those achieved

by placebo. However, the different results found by dif-

ferent trials, as well as several methodological problems

inherent in the trials, suggest the need for further research

to provide clear indications from large, multicentre, con-

trolled trials with homogeneous inclusion criteria and

adequate endpoints.

Keywords Chronic migraine (CM) � Prophylaxis �
Double-blind placebo-controlled trials

Introduction

Migraine is a common, disabling disorder [1, 2]. While in

most patients the headaches occur episodically, some

patients experience increasing headache frequency with

time, until the attacks occur daily or almost daily.

The term chronic daily headache (CDH) has been

widely used to refer to these patients. However, the concept

of CDH has a number of difficulties as regards classifica-

tion criteria and definition of clinical picture, particularly

for forms that have evolved from previous episodic

migraine [3–8]. Thus the classification of primary CDH

proposed by Silberstein and Lipton [4] included the

sub-category chronic migraine (CM), previously called

transformed migraine, among other forms such as chronic

tension-type headache, hemicrania continua and new daily

persistent headache. The diagnosis of CM requires that

‘‘some’’ headache episodes be of the migraine type, a

history of previous typical episodic migraine (all sub-

forms) or a history of ‘‘increasing headache frequency with

decreasing severity of migrainous features’’. According to

this classification, CM could be further specified as with or

without medication overuse (MO).

In the second edition of the International Headache

Society (IHS) classification, International Classification of

Headache Disorders (ICHD-II) published in 2004 [9], CM

was included, for the first time, as a complication of

migraine. According to the ICHD-II, CM is defined by the

presence of typical migraine without aura attacks for

C15 days/month. Recently, revised criteria for CM have

been proposed by the IHS [10]. The main proposal is that

CM should be diagnosed in patients who currently suffer

from C15 headaches/month, at least 8 of which are

migraine without aura, and/or who report relief following

administration of triptan. By contrast, in patients who fre-

quently use symptomatic drugs (i.e., ergotamine, triptans or

combination analgesics for C10 days/month; simple anal-

gesics or any combination of ergotamine, triptans, anal-

gesics and opioids for C15 days/month) a diagnosis of MO

headache (MOH) should be made. Thus, MOH remains an

alternative diagnosis to CM [9, 10].
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Notwithstanding the classification problems, the evi-

dence is clear that CM is an important clinical problem.

The negative functional impact of CM is greater than that

due to episodic migraine. Patients report important limi-

tations in daily activities and both the physical and emo-

tional domains of health-related quality of life are

markedly compromised [11–13]. Epidemiological studies

show that approximately 3–5% of the adult population

worldwide has CDH, and 30–50% of them have headaches

with migrainous features [14, 15]. The rate of transfor-

mation from episodic migraine to CM was estimated in a

population survey to be around 3% per year [16] and as

high as 14% per year among patients attending a speciality

clinic [17].

While double-blind, placebo-controlled studies have

shown that several compounds are effective prophylactics

for episodic migraine, few adequate clinical trials have

addressed the prophylaxis of CM.

The aim of this paper is to review the published evi-

dence provided by double-blind placebo-controlled trials

on the pharmacological prophylaxis of CM, and to provide

an assessment of the main results obtained. First, however,

some methodological issues relevant to the interpretation

of the published results, together with possible clinical

implications, will be addressed.

Methods

Studies included in this review were identified in

MEDLINE using the search terms ‘‘chronic migraine’’,

‘‘prophylaxis’’, ‘‘preventive’’ and ‘‘double blind’’. The

definitions of CM in ICHD-II [9], and in the proposed

revised criteria [10], are relatively recent. Thus some of the

studies were performed in patients fulfilling the diagnostic

criteria for of CDH [4], which are likely to have included

patients suffering from CM. For these reasons, we also

used the search term ‘‘chronic daily headache’’ together

with ‘‘prophylaxis’’, ‘‘preventive’’ and ‘‘double blind’’.

Only studies that were performed on adults who were

administered placebo and published after 1995 were

included.

Results of studies

Gabapentin

After a small open study [18], a placebo-controlled study

on gabapentin was published in 2003 [19]. This was a 21-

week multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-con-

trolled, phase IIIB cross-over study. The daily dose of

gabapentin was 2,400 mg, given over 6 weeks, after a

2-week titration period. Analysis of the 95 patients who

completed the trial (thus not intention-to-treat) showed that

headache-free rates were significantly (p = 0.0005) higher

when patients were on gabapentin as compared to placebo.

Gabapentin was associated with 9.1% more (p = 0.0005)

headache-free days than placebo, and was also superior to

placebo for other endpoints (headache-free days/month,

disability, etc.). An analysis of the intention-to-treat pop-

ulation was not given [19].

Although the authors did not divide the patients by CDH

type, two-thirds of completers had headaches with

migrainous characteristics (22 patients had migraine

attacks and 58 had both migraine and tension-type head-

ache attacks), and it is therefore reasonable to presume that

they suffered from CM. A formal analysis to assess any

differences in the outcome in this sub-group was not per-

formed. However, the authors did report that 25 patients

were considered ‘analgesic overusers’, and that responses

to gabapentin were inferior in this sub-group as compared

to non-overusers, although the difference was not

significant.

Adverse events were recorded in 39% of patients on

gabapentin. The most common were dizziness, somno-

lence, ataxia and nausea.

Tizanidine

The effectiveness of tizanidine over placebo was evaluated

in a study on patients with CDH in 2002 [20]. A total of

134 patients was randomised to tizanidine or placebo: 92

completed at least 8 weeks of treatment, and 85 completed

12 weeks of treatment. Tizanidine was slowly titrated over

4 weeks up to 24 mg or maximum tolerated dose (mean

18 mg; SD 6.4; median 20.0; range 2–24). The primary

endpoint was the headache index (calculated as the sum of

the products of the number of headache days, average

intensity, and duration of each headache during each

4-week interval). Tizanidine was associated with lowered

headache index as compared to placebo (p = 0.0025). The

average number of headache days per week, average

number of severe headache days per week, average and

peak headache intensity, and mean headache duration were

all reduced.

However, no clear difference was found between the

active drug and placebo for headache-related disability:

none of the MIDAS measures differed between tizanidine

and placebo. The analysis was confined to on-treatment

patients; no intention-to-treat analysis was given.

To assess whether possible differential improvement

according to headache type, a post hoc analysis was per-

formed. Patients were divided according to the 1988 IHS

criteria [21]: about three-quarters of the patients in both the

intervention and placebo groups had migraine according to
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the IHS; while about a quarter had either migrainous

headaches or chronic tension-type headaches. Outcomes

for tizanidine-treated patients did not differ between the

two sub-groups.

Adverse effects were reported by over 10% of patients

and included somnolence, dizziness, dry mouth, and

asthenia.

Sodium valproate

Encouraging results in CDH patients treated with dival-

proex have been found in a retrospective analysis [22], as

well as in subsequent prospective open trials [23–25]. More

recently, the efficacy and tolerability of sodium valproate

was assessed in a prospective, double-blind, randomised,

placebo-controlled study [26]. Seventy CDH patients were

included: 29 had CM (according to the Silberstein and

Lipton criteria), while 41 had chronic tension-type head-

ache. Patients were randomised to sodium valproate

(1,000 mg/day) versus placebo for 3 months. Visual ana-

logue scale (VAS) pain severity and pain frequency were

evaluated. Sodium valproate reduced the severity and fre-

quency of pain in patients with CDH as compared to pla-

cebo, but efficacy was more evident in the CM sub-group.

The decrease in the total sample was significant for max-

imum pain on VAS (p = 0.028) and also for pain fre-

quency (p \ 0.001), but not for general pain level

(p = 0.198). For CM patients, differences as compared to

controls were more marked for the former two measures

(p = 0.006 and p \ 0.001, respectively), and the differ-

ence was also significant for VAS general pain level

(p = 0.03).

The incidence of adverse effects in this study was lower

than previously reported for sodium valproate: only three

patients reported side effects (somnolence and tremor;

impotence; hair loss).

Topiramate

Retrospective analyses and open-label studies have sug-

gested that topiramate might be effective in chronic

headache sufferers [27–29].

Two single-centre, controlled, double-blind studies on

small groups found that topiramate was significantly

superior to placebo, at doses in the range 50–100 mg/day

[30, 31]. In the first study, results were evaluated on 35

patients diagnosed with CM with MO according to ICHD-

II [30]. In the second study, 28 patients with CM plus

analgesic overuse according to the Silberstein and Lipton

criteria [31] were studied.

Recently, two other controlled trials have been per-

formed, with topiramate at the target dose of 100 mg/day

[32, 33]. These were randomised, double-blind, placebo-

controlled, parallel group, multicentre trials with a

16-week treatment phase. In the first study [32], 59 CM

patients entered the treatment phase. MO was present in

most. Currently used migraine prophylactics other than

anti-epileptic drugs were allowed during the trial, if they

had been started at least 3 months previously. The

intention-to-treat efficacy analysis showed that topiramate

significantly reduced the mean number of monthly

migraine days (by a mean of 3.5 days), as compared to

placebo (p \ 0.05), with no significant reduction over

time in the placebo group. Response rates were 22% in

the treatment group (29% for those who completed the

study) and 0% in the placebo group. The number of days

with MO diminished on topiramate, but not on placebo.

Improvements in quality of life were found with the

Migraine-Specific Quality of Life and HIT-6 question-

naires, but these did not differ significantly between the

two groups. MIDAS disability scores improved signifi-

cantly in the topiramate group only.

In the most recently published study on topiramate

[33] concomitant preventive treatment was not allowed.

According to inclusion criteria, patients had CM [4] and

were not overusing symptomatic medications (acute

medication use was not to exceed 4 days per week). A

post hoc analysis showed that a subset of patients with

MO, according to the IHS criteria [10]), could be iden-

tified among the included subjects [34]. There was a mean

of 17 ± 5 days with migraine/migrainous headache dur-

ing the baseline period. Results in the intent-to-treat

population (153 on topiramate and 153 on placebo)

showed a significant (p = 0.010) mean reduction in

migraine/migrainous headache days (-6.4 ± 5.8) in

the topiramate group as compared to the placebo group

(-4.7 ± 6.1).

Responder rates and effect on quality of life in the

intention-to-treat population were also calculated [35].

Reduction in headache days by C50% occurred 37.3% and

by C75% in 15.0% of topiramate-treated patients. Com-

pared to placebo, topiramate resulted in significant mean

improvements in the role restrictive (p = 0.028) and

emotional function (p = 0.036) domains of the Migraine-

Specific Quality of Life Questionnaire, with a tendency for

improvement in the role preventive domain.

In these topiramate studies, adverse events in CM

patients were similar to those reported in previous trials on

episodic migraine patients, and included paresthesia, fati-

gue, anorexia, nausea, diarrhoea, weight loss, dizziness,

taste perversion, and difficulties with memory and con-

centration. The most common adverse events were pares-

thesia (30–50% patients), and fatigue (6–11%). There were

no serious adverse events or deaths.
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Discussion

The pharmacological treatment of CDH and CM has not

been extensively explored so far [36, 37]. Several studies

have been concerned with evaluating detoxification strat-

egies to stop MO [38–41], which is recognised as playing a

major role in migraine chronification and in reducing the

therapeutic efficacy of prophylactic treatments [42–44].

The present survey confirms that few adequate trials have

been published to test the efficacy of specific compounds

in the pharmacological prophylaxis of CM (Table 1).

Nevertheless, a few compounds have been shown to be

effective in CGH or CM patients when evaluated in dou-

ble-blind placebo-controlled trials, and may be effective in

treating CM patients in clinical practice. However, several

methodological problems which characterise these trials

must be taken into account. The main issues that emerge

are:

Characteristics of included patients

In the absence of universally accepted criteria for CM,

patients included in the published trials were classified

using different criteria (Table 1). Overall, the efficacy of

the studied compounds on CM patients as compared to

those with CDH (including all possible sub-groups) is not

easy to evaluate, as a separate analysis was not always

performed or was limited by small numbers of patients.

Presence of MO

The inclusion/exclusion for patients with/without MO, as

well as the definition itself of MO, was not uniform across

studies (Table 1). In two studies [30, 31] on topiramate,

this compound was found to be highly effective in patients

with co-existing MO, but the numbers of patients studied

were small. In the topiramate EU study [32], headache

frequency reduction was not clearly affected by the pres-

ence of MO. However here too, the number of patients

treated was small, and it would be premature to conclude,

as suggested in the recent review of Diener et al. [34], that

withdrawal from MO is not necessary before initiating

preventive treatment. In the same paper, [34] the authors

reported that a post hoc analysis of the topiramate US study

[33] showed that the improvement in headache frequency

did not reach a statistical difference between topiramate

and placebo in the subset of patients who could have MO.

Efficacy endpoints

Primary endpoints differed notably across studies

(Table 1), even though, in all reviewed studies, endpoints

Table 1 Summary of results of double-blind placebo-controlled trials on pharmacological prophylaxis of chronic daily headache and chronic

migraine, with summary of main methodological features

Drug (daily dose) References No. of patients

randomised

with diagnoses

N. of patients

included in

efficacy analyses

Primary endpoint (C50%

responder rate, active drug

vs. PLO—when reported)

Treatment

duration

(weeks)

Patients with

MO included?

Gabapentin (2,400 mg) Spira [19] 133 with CDH 95 with CDH,

80 with M-88

% of headache-free days 6 Yes

Tizanidine (2–24 mg,

median 20 mg)

Saper [20] 134 with CDH,

most with CM

85 with CDH,

[70 with M-88

Headache index 12 No

Sodium valproate

(1,000 mg)

Yurekli [26] 70 with CDH,

29 with CM

All General and maximum pain

level (VAS), pain frequency

12 No

Topiramate

(50–100 mg)

Mei [30] 50 with CM-

ICHD-II

35 with CM-

ICHD-II

Days with at least 4 h of

headaches (77.27 vs. 0.96%)

8 ? 4 titration Yes (all cases MO)

Topiramate (50 mg) Silvestrini [31] 28 with CM All Headache frequency

(71 vs. 7%)

8 ? 1 titration YES (all cases MO)

Topiramate (modal dose

100 mg SD 17 mg)

Diener [32] 59 with CM-

ICHD-II

All Migraine frequency (22 vs. 0%) 16 YES (most cases MO)

Topiramate

(mean 86.0 mg)

Silberstein [33] 328 with CM 306 with CM Frequency of migraine/

migrainous days

(37.3 vs. 28.8%)

16 NO (post hoc analysis:

some pts with MO)a

CDH chronic daily headache

CM chronic migraine, according to Silberstein and Lipton criteria, Ref. [4]

CM-ICHD-II chronic migraine according to 2004 IHS criteria, Ref. [9]

M-88 migraine or migrainous headaches, according to 1988 IHS criteria, Ref. [21]

MO medication overuse

PLO placebo
a Reported in Diener et al. [34]
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concerned with change in headache frequency in relation to

treatment were calculated. Only in the topiramate trials

[30–33] was improvement given in terms of responder rate

(Table 1). The proportion of topiramate-treated patients

who had a C50% reduction in attack frequency varied

markedly across studies: from 22 to 77%. Differences were

even more marked for responder rate in placebo-treated

patients (0–29%). These divergences are symptomatic of

the important methodological differences between the

trials.

Duration of treatment

In most studies, the trial period was too short (Table 1) to

be clinically relevant to CM patients, many of whom have

long histories of headache, high headache frequency, and

MO, Here too the topiramate trials were methodologically

more appropriate, with treatment periods of 8–16 weeks.

From the few adequate trials published on the efficacy of

pharmacological prophylaxis in CM, results are encour-

aging for tizanidine (one study), gabapentin (one study),

sodium valproate (one study) and particularly for topira-

mate (four studies). In these studies, improvements in

several endpoints were significantly superior to those

obtained with placebo, with no major safety issues.

However, the disparate methodologies used across

studies, and problems regarding presence of MO, disparate

endpoints, and trial duration, outlined above, indicate the

need for further research in order to provide clear indica-

tions to clinicians. Specifically further large, multicentre,

controlled trials, with adequate endpoints and possibly

homogeneous inclusion criteria are required. The number

of substances for which scientifically acceptable evidence

of efficacy is available is low.

The aims of treatment should be to reduce the fre-

quency, severity and duration of CM attacks and, at the

same time, limit acute medication use (particularly in those

with MO) and improve daily functioning. These aims

might be achieved by introducing effective prophylaxis

using agents validated by rigorous clinical trials.
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Abstract The migraine attack is a reversible brain dys-

function characterized by pain autonomic symptoms and

passive coping strategies consistent with sickness behavior.

The migraine attack may be interpreted as an example of

genetically determined adaptive behavioral response to

internal or external stressors that it is orchestrated by a

threatened brain. In this view, the migraine attack itself

may not be categorized as a disease, i.e., a deviation from

or interruption of the normal structure or function of the

brain but it may turn into a disease in an allostatic per-

spective, when the repeated migraine attacks start mal-

adaptive mechanisms (inefficient turning on or shutting off

of the mechanisms underlying the migraine attack) that

resulted in a chronic pain of the brain. In future, we should

recognize and treat early all the conditions able to trans-

form a normal response of the brain into a morbid state,

i.e., we have to categorize migraine not only as a type of

headache attack but also as a symptom of different

syndromes.

Keywords Migraine � Adaptive behavioral response �
Allostasis

Introduction

The migraine attack consists of several phases: prodromal

symptoms, aura, headache phase with pain and nausea/

vomiting, resolution, and recovery (or postdrome) [1].

Many evidences, clearly points out that the mechanisms of

migraine are located in the brain and that most migraine

triggers affect the brain directly by modulating an internal

migraine threshold, which in turn may vary individually

and with anxiety, sleep or circadian rhythms. However,

there is little information about the actual causes of

migraine and on the reason why all individuals have the

potential to suffer a migraine attack at some time in life

under particular circumstances.

Although pain represents just the tip of the migraine

iceberg, migraine is usually portrayed as a pain disorder

and recently, we hypothesized that migraine attack may

have a possible meaning as a bio-behavioral response

genetically engendered to restore a disturbed homeostasis

of the brain [2]. Such a view even if mainly speculative

leads to several final considerations (1) pain of migraine is

a visceral signal of the brain with a consequent behavioral

significance; (2) pain of migraine and the sickness behav-

ioral responses associated to it, belong to a physiologic

evolutionary conserved repertoire, are actually adaptive,

and serve the purpose of recovering the body’s homeostasis

and more generally of ‘‘healing’’; (3) the results of func-

tional brain imaging during the migraine attack may just

reflect activity in the autonomic structures organizing the

appropriate behavioral response to a threat to the brain

rather than the activation of a ‘‘generator’’ for pain; (4)

migraine may not be only of the brain and by the brain but

also for the brain.

In this scenario, the migraine attack itself may not be

considered a brain disease (deviation from or interruption
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of the normal structure or function of the brain) but this

hypothesis contrast with a number of large-scale cohort

studies [3] that showed an increased risk of cardiovascular

events in patients with migraine, opening the discussion if

migraine may be considered a dangerous disease either due

to a direct link between migraine and cardiovascular dis-

ease or due to an indirect link of a shared pathogenesis or

genetic basis.

This short review is focused on how migraine may

progress from a physiological response to a disturbed

homeostasis of the brain to a disease, without considering

the different risk factors and mechanisms that have been

described for the chronification of migraine [4] but trying

to conceptualize migraine as a progressive disease in an

allostatic perspective.

Migraine and the concept of allostasis

Most of the migraine triggers affect the brain directly (hun-

ger, alcohol, sleep deprivation or excess, heat, light, noise,

smell and any psychologic stress) and they may be viewed as

internal or environmental threats for the brain. Thus, it seems

particularly interesting to understand how the brain can

orchestrate an adaptive ‘‘stress response’’, which serves to

alarm the body in an anticipatory fashion for its internal

defense. In 1865, Claude Bernard published his ‘‘Introduc-

tion à l’étude de la médecine expérimentale’’ in which he

realized that maintenance of a stable milieu inside the body

in the face of external changes was a necessary condition for

a free life. This concept was further outlined by Walter B.

Cannon [5], who introduced the term ‘‘homeostasis’’

(‘‘homeo’’ means ‘‘same’’), and popularized it further in the

early twentieth century. The concept of homeostasis is

nowadays largely used by scientists who study the regulation

of autonomic functions in the body and the capacity of the

body to maintain the right balance of them mainly through

negative feedback-regulatory mechanisms.

Although there is still a lot of debate around this subject,

the ability of the body to respond to threats in an antici-

patory fashion in order to keep the ‘‘internal milieu’’ stable

has been termed allostasis (‘‘allos’’ and ‘‘stasis’’ are Greek

words for ‘‘change’’ and ‘‘stable’’), and is used since the

early 1980s. It is more complete than the term homeostasis.

The classic image of an allostatic mechanism is that of a

predator running after its prey. Both animals allow delib-

erate disruptions of ‘‘fuel homeostasis’’ on the short term to

enable these fight/flight responses. In his book ‘‘The end of

stress as we know it’’, McEwen points out that the situa-

tions that ignite stress responses nowadays are increasingly

ones for which neither fight nor flight is an option. These

stressors are often psychological in nature (e.g., working

for an overbearing boss, or caring for a family member who

is seriously ill, etc.). As a result, the stress response can

become more prevalent and stronger, or even become

chronic. The damage that the allostatic response causes

when stressors are inescapable is termed ‘‘allostatic load’’,

and this resembles, in fact, many aspects of what we call

triggers of migraine [6]. In summary, allostasis is the

process of adaptation to challenges that maintains stability,

or homeostasis, through an active process, and allostatic

load is the wear and tear produced by the repeated acti-

vation of allostatic, or adaptive, mechanisms, frequently

involving allostatic states of chronically elevated or dis-

regulated activity of key brain areas involved in central

autonomic control including pain and interoception.

Thus, we can understand the double face of allostasis

that when it is moderate, it has beneficial effects that help

us to cope with the stresses of daily life but when it is

excessive or prolonged, it has adverse effects on the ANS,

which may result in chronic disease.

Four types of allostatic states leading to allostatic load

have been identified (1) repeated challenges, (2) failure to

habituate with repeated challenges, (3) failure to shut off

the response after the challenge is past, and (4) failure to

mount an adequate response [7].

With this background in mind and considering a

migraine attack as an adaptive autonomic response [2] to

an excessive allostatic state (triggers of migraine) func-

tional to interrupt the dangerous effect of it into the brain, it

is also possible that in predisposed subjects when migraine

attacks are repeated for long time, it may occur as a

remodelling of the central autonomic network leading to

a chronic condition (disease) that may be interpreted as a

maladaptive consequence of an initially adaptive strategy

to deal with internal or environmental demands.

Conclusions

Allostatic states and the cumulative wear and tear (allostatic

load) that the body experiences as a result of daily life

experiences, differences in individual life style, major life

events and socioeconomic status is a highly individual

matter, dependent on genotype, early experience and the

types of experiences throughout life. Migraine attack may

not be considered a disease itself but in presence of a failure

of the mechanisms controlling an excessive allostatic load,

the repeating of migraine attacks may lead to a morbid state

(chronic migraine). This speculative hypothesis opens also

the possibility to predict later vulnerability for disease and to

treat migraineurs when still in the ‘‘predisease pathways’’

and encouraging early interventions to delay or prevent

diseases later in life. The challenge posed by viewing

migraine in an allostatic perspective is to try to identify the

characteristics of the subjects suffering from migraine
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attacks that make them predisposed to the still unknown

process of chronification that is to start to classify migraine as

a syndrome and not only as a headache attack. Finally for the

majority of migraineurs, migraine remain a condition

affecting quality of life but not otherwise dangerous, and this

means that the brain has the capacity for considerable resil-

ience in the face of mechanisms leading to chronification of

migraine, and we need to appreciate more the ways in which

this resilience can be harnessed and reinforced to improve

our preventive treatment of migraine.
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Abstract Idiopathic intracranial hypertension is consis-

tently associated with venous outflow disturbances. Sinus

venous stenosis are found at magnetic resonance venog-

raphy in the large majority of IIH patients and may have

various conformations, ranging from functional smooth

narrowings of sinus segments associated or not with defi-

nite flow gaps, to segmental hypoplasia or aplasia of one or

more central venous collectors. Stenosis are currently

believed to be a consequence of a primary altered cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF) pressure since it may normalize after

CSF subtraction with lumbar puncture or shunting proce-

dures. In this paper a ‘‘self-sustained venous collapse’’ is

proposed as a crucial causative mechanism in predisposed

subjects, leading to a self-sustained intracranial hyperten-

sion in presence of a wide range of triggering factors. The

proposed mechanisms predict the long-term remission of

IIH syndromes frequently observed after a single or few

serial CSF subtractions by lumbar puncture.

Keywords Idiopathic intracranial hypertension �
Idiopathic intracranial hypertension without papilledema �
Venous stenosis � Pathogenesis � Review

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) [1] is an infre-

quent and enigmatic condition almost always encountered

in overweight or obese women of childbearing age. IIH is

characterized by headache, often on a daily basis, papil-

ledema, transient visual obscurations, diplopia, vertigo and

tinnitus. Symptoms arise from a hypertensive intracranial

status which is not associated with any detectable cause.

The prognosis is generally good but up to 25% of patients

may develop permanent visual deficit secondary to optical

nerve atrophy [2].

IIH diagnosis requires the demonstration of an intra-

cranial hypertensive status not associated with cerebrospi-

nal fluid (CSF) abnormalities or with any other detectable

intracranial pathology [1]. Differential diagnosis with

cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT) may be challenging

since an isolated intracranial hypertension may be the only

presenting sign in about 1/3 of CVT cases [3] and a CVT

has been found in 11.4% of patients who were presumed to

have IIH [4]. A secondary form of IIH may also be sus-

tained by exposition to a number of drugs (minocycline and

tetracycline, growth hormone, steroids and vitamin A,

among others) [5]. IIH has been associated with menstrual

irregularities [6, 7], oral contraceptives use [7], hyperthy-

roidism [8], acquired or congenital prothrombotic states

[6], systemic lupus erythematosus [9, 10], uraemia [11],

hypothyroidism [12], sleep disturbances including

obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) [13], extra-

cranial venous hypertension secondary to cardiac septal

defect [14], and iron deficit anaemia [15]. Although IIH

may present at any age and is not infrequent in children

[16], female sex and obesity are major risk factors for IIH

development [6, 17, 18]. Incidence of IIH is about 1 per

100,000 in the general population. In female sex the
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incidence increase with body mass index (BMI) [19, 20]

and rise to about 14/100,000 among childbearing aged

women with at least a 10% overweight and to about 19/

100,000 in those with at least a 20% increase of ideal

weight. The F/M ratio in this series was 8:1 [19]. Men with

idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) are twice as

likely as women to develop severe visual loss [21]. IIH

may run with a chronic or with a periodic recurrent course

[6, 22]. Recurrences may follow weight gain and have been

described in pregnancy [23].

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension without

papilledema

IIH may run without papilledema (IIHWOP) in a part of

the patients [24, 25]. IIHWOP may mimic chronic tension

type headache [26] or may be indistinguishable from

transformed migraine on clinical basis [27, 28]. Conse-

quently, it is found in 10% [29] to 14% [27] of chronic

headache sufferers series. Available literature evidences

suggest that IIHWOP could represent a possible, largely

underestimated, risk factor for migraine progression [30].

IIHWOP prevalence in general population is not known.

Reported opening pressure (OP) values in IIHWOP are

lower than in IIH [31] indicating that papilledema may lack

in cases with milder or, possibly, with fluctuating [32] CSF

pressure increases. IIH may run without headache in non-

migrainous individuals or in course of a strong migraine

protective factor as pregnancy [33] suggesting that a

chronic migraine-like presentation of IIHWOP may require

a migrainous background. Taken together the above con-

siderations suggest that in non-migrainous individuals

IIHWOP may run without any symptom or sign suggestive

of raised intracranial pressure. This gives rise to the

hypothesis that IIHWOP may be much more prevalent than

believed in general population and that cases presenting

with papilledema or other intracranial hypertensive symp-

toms or signs may represent only the top of the iceberg.

Findings of a well conducted recent study strongly sup-

port the hypothesis of a largely underestimated IIHWOP

prevalence in general population. A strict association

between bilateral transverse sinus stenosis and OP

[200 mmH2O has been found in a series of 217 patients

presenting neurological symptoms not reminiscent of

intracranial hypertension (papilledema, visual symptoms,

double vision, tinnitus and ‘‘persistent daily headache’’ were

among the exclusion criteria). A bilateral transverse sinus

stenosis (BTSS) at MRV was found in 50 subjects (23.0%).

This subgroup showed a significantly higher mean OP

(191.8 mmH2O, ±52.3, range 91–286) than unilateral

stenosis subgroup (n = 47; mean OP = 147.1 mmH2O ±

34.6, range 78–195) or normal MRV subgroup (n = 120;

mean OP = 132.3 mmH2O ± 38.0, range 65–195). An

opening pressure [200 mmH2O (up to 286 mmH2O) was

recorded in 24 of the 50 BTSS carriers (11.1% of the sam-

ple). In contrast, all patients showing unilateral stenosis or

normal MRV had a CSF opening pressure \200 mmH2O

[34]. Thus, in this large series of neurological patients

without intracranial hypertensive symptoms or signs the

IIHWOP prevalence was 11%.

Treatment options

Acetazolamide and topiramate share a carbonic anhydrase

isoenzyme inhibition [35]. According with a recent trial,

both drugs are effective in IIH management probably

because of the reduction of CSF production rate [36].

Corticosteroids are highly effective in relieving IIH

symptoms but the condition is sometimes precipitated by

their withdrawal [37]. Intravenous administration of indo-

methacin has determined an intracranial pressure lowering

effect both in IIH [38] and in intracranial hypertension

following head trauma [39] but the efficacy of long-term

IIH treatment with indomethacin is not known. According

to a recent metanalysis, bariatric surgery (mainly Roux-en-

Y gastric bypass) may be an effective treatment for IIH in

obese patients, both in terms of symptoms resolution and

visual outcome [40]. Shunting procedures [41] or optical

nerve fenestration [42] are required in the minority of cases

at risk for permanent visual defects. Still, repeated or even

single CSF subtractions with lumbar puncture are not

infrequently followed by longstanding remissions of IIH

symptoms and signs [43–45]. Although not generally

accepted [46], we believe that the long-term efficacy of a

single or a few serial 20 ml CSF removal by LP should

always be tested in IIH patients not responding to medical

treatments, before planning any more invasive procedure.

Physiopathology

Despite the number of pathogenetic theories that have been

proposed, the cause of IIH is still unknown. Basic mech-

anisms that could explain a sustained intracranial hyper-

tensive state in otherwise healthy subjects include:

(1) increased CSF production rate, (2) cerebral oedema and

(3) reduced CSF absorption.

1. Increase of CSF production rate A dramatic increase of

CSF production rate has been documented in presence

of choroidal plexus papilloma but this condition is

associated with hydrocephalus rather than IIH [47]. An

increased CSF production has been suspected in IIH

cases associated with high oestrone levels [48] hyper-

vitaminosis [49] but evidences that such a mechanism is

of relevance in IIH are lacking [50].
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2. Cerebral oedema The hypothesis of a cryptogenetic

cerebral swelling [51] has been convincingly ruled out

by a more recent, well-designed study [52].

3. Reduced CSF absorption A CSF absorption impair-

ment is currently considered the main pathogenetic

mechanism of IIH. It may be the consequence of a

structural impairment of arachnoids villi [48] but a

reduced CSF absorption is the mechanism leading to

CSF pressure rising in the course of intracranial

venous hypertension, whatever its cause [53]. CSF

outflow rate into the venous compartment, in fact,

largely depends on transmural pressure gradient [54].

Thus, it will be reduced by any condition leading to an

increase of intracranial venous pressure. Most of

neurologists have direct experience of the strict

relation existing between CSF and intracranial venous

pressures. A short bilateral jugular compression while

monitoring the CSF pressure during a lumbar puncture,

the so called Queckenstedt’s manoeuvre [55], is

expected to immediately increase CSF pressure. If no

changes are observed, the occlusion of spinal sub-

arachnoid spaces communications is to be suspected.

Thus, a central venous hypertension is expected in every

condition leading to a significant intracranial venous out-

flow resistance, including functional, malformative or

thrombotic narrowing or occlusion of large cerebral venous

collectors.

The role of central venous stenosis in IIH pathogenesis

Stenosis of large intracranial venous sinuses can be found

in magnetic resonance venography (MRV) in almost all

affected subjects and are considered a reliable radiologic

marker of intracranial hypertension, with a high specificity

(93%) and sensitivity (93%) [56]. Stenosis may have var-

ious conformations. Smooth narrowing of a sinus segment

associated or not with definite flow gaps are the most fre-

quent, but segmental hypoplasia or aplasia of one or more

central venous collectors, sometimes extended to a whole

transverse sinus, can be not infrequently found. Significant

TS calibre asymmetries can be sometimes followed along

the jugular veins of the same side.

Whatever their appearance, there is evidence [57] of a

venous pressure gradient across the stenosis with a poten-

tial effect in raising the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure

[53]. Conversely, the venous pressure gradient may nor-

malize soon after suboccipital CSF subtraction [57] and the

stenosis may reduce or resolve after a single 20 ml CSF

subtraction with lumbar puncture [43–45] or after contin-

uous CSF diversion procedures such as lumbo-peritoneal

shunt [58, 59]. These findings suggest that venous flow

disturbances in IIH are most probably the effect of CSF

hypertension, not its cause [60–62]. However, mounting

evidences [46, 63–66] indicate that the placing of a self-

expanding stent at the venous stenosis level is consistently

followed by the immediate and longstanding resolution of

IIH symptoms.

Thus, on one hand, an acute CSF volume reduction by

LP or continuous CSF diversion may reduce the stenosis

degree and the related pressure gradient. On the other hand,

the stenting of segmental venous narrowing at transverse

sinus level may revert the CSF hypertensive status. Taken

together, these findings indicate that in IIH patients sinus

venous stenosis and CSF hypertension may influence each

other in a circular way whose starting point may only

arbitrarily be indicated.

Sinus venous stenosis as a causative factor

in IIH pathogenesis

Since the CSF pressure is higher than central venous

pressure (at least in clinostatic position), any central vein

not sufficiently rigid would be compressed as a conse-

quence of transmural pressure gradient. Therefore, in

subjects harbouring one ore more collapsible segments of

central veins and exposed to an unknown CSF rising factor,

the subsequent segmental venous narrowing and the related

further CSF pressure rising may engage a positive feedback

loop. This loop is presumably self-limiting: once the

maximum stretching of the venous wall is reached, in fact,

no further venous narrowing could parallel CSF pressure

rising, leading to a relatively stable new balance at higher

values of CSF and venous blood pressures [43]. This means

that the new high pressures balance may be self-sustained,

i.e. not susceptible to spontaneous reversing even after the

cessation of the primary triggering factor, leading to a

longstanding clinical syndrome. Cases presenting with a

periodic pattern may reflect a spontaneous shift between

the two balance states in individuals with less compliant

venous walls, associated or not to other venous outflow

obstacles.

The hypothesis of a causative ‘‘self-limiting venous

collapse’’ predicts the longstanding normalization of

venous and CSF outflow dynamics observed during CSF

draining [67] or, at least in a part of the cases, even after a

single (or a few serial) LP [43]. In fact, according with the

Monro–Kellie hypothesis [68] the removal of CSF by LP is

compensated by the enlargement of cerebral venous calibre

that, in turn, reduces sinus venous hypertension enhancing

CSF outflow and promoting a further venous enlarging.

The findings of an interesting manometric/angiographic

combined study on nine IIH patients confirm that venous

and CSF pressures are strictly coupled in IIH patients and

that during CSF drainage both pressures decrease, probably

until normalization of venous pressure gradient at the
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stenosis level. Then only CSF pressure further decreases,

while venous pressure remains constant [67].

The hypothesis of a causative role of a ‘‘self-limiting

venous collapse’’ that we proposed on the basis of clinical

observations [4] is supported by a series of independent

and almost simultaneous mathematic modelling studies

[69, 70]. In subjects carrying one or more collapsible

segment of large central venous collectors, the proposed

mechanism may account at least for the maintenance of a

hypertensive intracranial status induced by a different

cause. Moreover, it can explain the long-term efficacy not

infrequently observed after a single or serial LP. The self-

limiting property of the mechanism could also explain

prognostic differences between ‘‘benign’’ intracranial

hypertension and CVT, a disease with up to 8.3% of

mortality and about 35% of permanent residual neurolog-

ical symptoms [71], in which the venous hypertension is

sustained by an intrinsic obstruction of venous flow, a

mechanism lacking any self-limiting propriety.

It is noteworthy that in some IIH patients the venous flow

abnormalities may reflect a congenital hypoplasia of central

veins segments [72] or the presence of endoluminal

obstructions caused by giant Pacchioni granulations [73,

74]. A minor central venous calibre variation, either com-

pression or dilatation [75], may be physiologic. It has been

proposed that the dural venous sinuses could act as a vol-

ume–pressure reservoir to accommodate the physiologic

and spontaneous changes of CSF volume and pressure [59].

A low-range collapsibility of sinus venous walls is therefore

expected to be present in normal conditions. Thus, in both

congenital venous hypoplasia and intrinsic venous filling

defects, the physiological redundancy of total venous out-

flow cross section may result reduced under a critical value,

therefore enhancing the susceptibility of the venous and CSF

outflow systems to a self-sustained high-pressure CSF and

venous pressure balance shift, even in the absence of a

pathologically elevated venous sinus compliance.

Triggering factors

The self-limited venous collapse might be regarded as a

crucial IIH predisposing mechanism. Still, a primary event

triggering the CSF and sinus venous higher-pressure bal-

ances shift is probably always required. There is evidence

that a central venous hypertension not associated with

anatomical or functional stenosis may result from

derangements of cerebral blood flow autoregulation, lead-

ing to a transient or persistent hyperperfusion of the brain

[76]. In subjects carrying one ore more collapsible seg-

ments of large central venous sinuses, the increased venous

outflow resulting from brain hyperaemia could represent

an adequate trigger of the self-limiting venous collapse

mechanism [77, 78].

It is of interest that an instability of the brain perfusion

can be observed in migraine with aura [79] and in migraine

without aura [80] possibly as a consequence of the cortical

spread depression phenomena. This could account for the

high frequency of IIHWOP observed in headache sufferers

[81].

Another recent interesting study [82] has found a high

prevalence of jugular valve incompetence in IIH patients

carrying central venous stenosis. Possibly, an increased

abdominal pressure transmitted into the intracranial venous

system through a jugular valve incompetence may have a

role in triggering the self-limiting venous collapse in

affected individuals.

Possibly, other primary factors, either promoting a CSF

hypertension or an intracranial venous hypertension, could

reveal implied in the pressures balance shift. This could

account for the wide range of comorbidity conditions

observed in IIH, including endocrinological dysfunctions,

drug exposures, and any cause of raised extracranial

venous pressure such as OSAS, weight gain or pregnancy.

Conclusions

Available literature evidences strongly suggest that an

increased resistance of sinus venous outflow caused by

functional, malformative or obstructive narrowing or

occlusion of large cerebral venous collectors are almost

always required to develop a IIH syndrome. Accordingly,

central sinus venous stenosis should be view as a crucial

pathogenetic predisposing factor for the development of a

chronic or recurrent IIH with or without papilledema,

rather than a secondary phenomenon lacking any patho-

genetic role. The hypothesized mechanism relays on the

transition from a normal CSF and venous intracranial

pressures balance to a relatively stable, self-sustained,

higher-pressure balance promoted by a self-limiting col-

lapse of one or more segments of central veins. A trigger

factor is probably almost always required. Recent evi-

dences suggest that, in many cases, an instability of brain

perfusion autoregulation and/or a jugular valve incompe-

tence may trigger a self-sustained intracranial hyperten-

sion in presence of sinus venous stenosis. Still, other

factors leading to transient or persistent central venous

hypertension or to an increase of CSF production rate

may be required as complementary factors. The patho-

logic high CSF and venous pressures balance is poten-

tially reversible by an adequate perturbation at either side

of the loop, such as CSF removal/diversion or endovas-

cular venous stenting.
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COMORBIDITY AND CHRONICIZATION

Hypertension as a risk factor for migraine chronification
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Abstract Progression of episodic migraine to chronic

migraine may be related to comorbid medical conditions.

In this study, we focused on the role played by arterial

hypertension in migraine transformation. Several studies

reveal that hypertension is associated with chronic

migraine and may induce migraine chronification. Hyper-

tension probably amplifies the effects of migraine on the

vascular wall further enhancing the endothelial dysfunction

in cerebral vasculature. Consequently, monitoring of blood

pressure is recommended in migraineurs showing an

otherwise unexplained increase in attack frequency. Stud-

ies are needed to verify if prophylactic treatment with

drugs improving endothelial function (e.g. calcium channel

blockers, beta blockers, calcium inhibitors, ACE inhibitors

and sartans) may selectively ameliorate the course of

migraine in these patients.

Keywords Chronic migraine � Migraine progression �
Hypertension � Comorbidity

Introduction

Migraine (M) is a chronic disorder with recurrent episodic

manifestations, the pathophysiology of which includes

cortical excitability, neuroinflammation and dysfunction of

the vascular wall [1]. M may become progressive over

time in a subset of patients with high biological predispo-

sition. Risk factors for progression not only include age,

gender, socio-economic status, attack frequency, obesity,

medication overuse, caffeine, snoring, depression and

stressful life events, but also involvement of somatic

comorbidities [2]. Progression of episodic M (EM) from

low to high frequency or to chronic M (CM) is probably a

consequence of the mechanisms that generate the attacks

(e.g. cortical spreading depression) or a function of the

activations generated by the attacks (e.g. lesion of the

periaqueductal grey matter). M chronification gives rise to

a clinical progression of the disease, characterised by

increased attack frequency associated with reduced inten-

sity of headache and associated symptoms, and to an

anatomical progression both inside the brain (white matter

lesions, ischaemic lesions) and outside (increased risk of

myocardial infarction, stroke and claudication) [3].

Hypertension and episodic migraine

Migraine is positively correlated with diastolic blood

pressure, but negatively correlated with systolic and pulse

pressures. In a population-based study, Gudmundsson

reported that 1-SD increase in diastolic blood pressure

increases M probability in 30% of women and in 14% of

men, whilst a similar increase in systolic and pulse pressure

reduces M probability in 19 and 13% of men and in 25 and

14% of women, respectively [4]. M is also a risk factor for

the development of hypertensive disorders in pregnancy. A

prospective cohort study has shown that a positive personal

history of M in previously normotensive women is asso-

ciated with a higher risk of hypertensive disorders com-

pared to non-migraineurs [9.1 vs. 3.1%, OR = 2.85 (95%

CI: 1.40–5.81)] [5].

An increased prevalence of M with aura has been

observed in hypertension (Hy) [6]. One indirect indication

of a link between M and Hy is also represented by the

usefulness of some antihypertensive drugs in M
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preventative therapy. ACE inhibitors and sartans have M

prophylactic properties similar to that of some currently

used agents and may represent reasonable second- or third-

line agents [7].

Hypertension and chronic migraine

Hypertension has been identified as the second factor,

following drug overuse, favouring chronic transformation

of episodic headache in a retrospective epidemiological

investigation on 95 patients affected by chronic headaches,

encompassing 79 individuals affected by M with inter-

paroxysmal headache (defined as ‘‘patients with episodic

migraine who over the years developed headache between

the migrainous attacks, which in turn become more fre-

quent, long-lasting and severe, with reduced response to

analgesics’’) [8]. Patients affected by chronic daily head-

ache evolving from initially episodic M are more likely to

be hypertensive than patients with episodic headaches [9].

Bigal et al. [2] carried out a randomised case–control study

in patients affected by CM to identify comorbidities related

more specifically to M transformation. The authors dem-

onstrated a strong association between CM and Hy when

compared to both EM [OR = 6.9 (95% CI: 3.1–15.9);

p \ 0.0001] and chronic post-traumatic headache [OR =

5.1 (95% CI: 2.7–11.1); p = 0.0003]. The same correlation

was also true for CM with analgesic abuse [vs. EM

OR = 2.9 (95% CI: 1.3–6.5); p = 0.01; vs. chronic post-

traumatic headache OR = 2.3 (95% CI: 1.1–4.1); p = 0.03].

According to the American Migraine Prevalence and Pre-

vention study [10], a longitudinal, population-based survey

aimed to characterise the socio-demographic profiles and

the frequency of common comorbidities for adults with M,

Hy occurs with greater frequency in CM than in EM

[33.7 vs. 27.9%, OR = 1.23 (95% CI: 1.03–1.47);

p = 0.021].

Hypertension and migraine progression: potential

biological mechanisms

Repeated M attacks over prolonged periods result in

inflammatory arteriopathy of the cranial vessels [1]. Strong

evidence suggests the occurrence of an endothelial dys-

function in M, which leads to a reduction in the bioavail-

ability of vasodilators and to an increase in endothelium-

derived contracting factors. This is probably caused by

perturbation and injury of the vascular endothelium caused

by repetitive inflammation, hypoxia, shifts in vascular

diameter and blood-brain barrier disruption [1]. On the

other hand, endothelial dysfunction leads to M [11].

Endothelin-1 may induce cortical spreading depression in

rats [12]. Medical conditions causing endothelial dys-

function, such as diabetes and Hy, are associated with M.

In addition, the endothelin type A receptors gene-231 AA

polymorphism, which is associated with endothelial dys-

function, predisposes to M [13].

Hypertension amplifies the effects of M on the vascular

wall. Increased blood pressure disrupts adaptive responses

of the cerebral circulation by altering resting cerebral blood

flow, functional hyperaemia, cerebral auto-regulation and

endothelial function [14]. Disruption of the endothelial

function and cerebral blood flow might lead to cortical

spreading depression and/or affect the trigeminovascular

system. This could increase the frequency, severity and

duration of M attacks, which in turn would induce central

sensitisation and hence M progression.

Conclusions

Hypertension may induce the progression of EM to CM.

Hy amplifies the effects of M on the vascular wall further

enhancing the endothelial dysfunction in cerebral

vasculature.

Consequently, monitoring of blood pressure values is

recommended in migraineurs showing an (otherwise

unexplained) increase in attack frequency. Studies are

needed to verify if prophylactic treatment with drugs

improving endothelial function (such as calcium channel

blocker, beta blockers, calcium inhibitors, ACE inhibitors

or sartans) may selectively ameliorate the course of M in

these patients.
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Is chronic migraine a primary or a secondary condition?
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Abstract In the light of the pathophysiologic knowledge

acquired in recent years, a tentative redefinition of some

types of headache, until now defined as primary, is now

possible. Chronic migraine is proposed here as the conse-

quence of ‘‘processes’’ to be ascribed to mechanisms

activated by comorbid conditions. The observations sup-

porting the possibility that allodynia represents the process

leading to pain progression, which occurs in some

migraineurs, are discussed.

Keywords Primary headaches � Secondary headaches �
ICHD � Transformed migraine � Chronic migraine �
Allodynia � Risk factors

Introduction

In the light of the pathophysiologic knowledge acquired in

recent years, a tentative redefinition of some types

of headache, until now defined as primary, is now

possible [1].

What do we mean by primary? Anything that corre-

sponds to the ‘‘earliest in time or order of development’’ is

primary. This definition may be read in most dictionaries,

which may add: ‘‘first in a causal order, being the first in

order of one or more other items’’, and again: ‘‘in medicine,

synonym of initial in morbid processes that may be clini-

cally subdivided into several stages’’.

It may be inferred that this is not the definition used by

the IHS [2] when it distinguished primary (36 codified

forms) from secondary headaches (143 codified forms).

According to the IHS, and not only to it, the distinction is

between morbid conditions that have headache as the only

phenotypic expression within a coexisting or immediately

preceding or following syndromic context on the one hand,

and on the other etiologically defined morbid conditions in

the syndromic context of which headache may or may not

be present, or may be dissociated from other symptoms or

signs.

Headaches that we define today as secondary are not

controversial, if there is an accurate diagnostic and thera-

peutic reference to the definition. The lesion leading us to

the definition of secondary headache will be different, but

it will always be indicated in anatomic terms, based on the

history of a clinical medicine that today appears to be

scarcely elaborated when looked in retrospection.

The progress of experimental and applied research

confuses the issues and raises new doubts. The biochemical

lesion tackled by Sir Rudolph Peters in 1937 is regarded as

a substitute and elaborate lesional substrate for the ana-

tomic damage.

All this leads to informally give up the idea of defining

as primary any headache that, based on the knowledge in

evolution, might be defined as secondary to processes

having complex and multiform phenotypes, in which

headache is one of the non-obligatory clinical variables.

Migraine aura without any migraine is one such example.

All this might look like little more than an intellectual

divertissement, but it is not so. Any headache defined today

as primary by the IHS, which is in need of a present

recodification as headache disease, requires adequate
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treatment (pathogenetic and/or causal, as well as symp-

tomatic) that will engage the clinical researcher in

increasingly complex experiments with the purpose of

finding a cure, without which there is no doctor, as

Rudolph Virchow used to remind.

To make it brief, the attempt is that of creating a

nosography that, once symptomatic headaches are indi-

viduated in the context of morbid processes with a well-

defined anatomic basis, should classify headaches currently

defined as primary into two large classes:

(1) Disease headaches with a well-defined pathogenesis

that might show an etiological uncertainty; and

(2) Headaches without an anatomic basis and without a

well-defined pathogenesis [3].

Such a distinction could lead us to re-analyze the studies

conducted on comorbidities, which may only be considered

as such when two pathogenetically, if not etiologically,

defined diseases coexist [3].

Chronic migraine and medication overuse

Chronic migraine is a condition, the taxonomic colloca-

tion of which is still debated [4–7]. It represents a perfect

example of the problems that arise when a headache is

defined as primary. Classified under subchapter 1.5:

Complications of migraine, chronic migraine is still con-

sidered as a primary condition to the point that when it is

associated with an analgesic overuse, it has to be distin-

guished from medication overuse headache (MOH): a

condition classified among the secondary forms that is

nosographically separate, although clinically indistin-

guishable [8]. Although recently released experimental

criteria [7] added to the appendix of ICHD-II classifica-

tions indicate that an MOH diagnosis can be formulated

even without any previous exclusion of its actual rele-

vance, current ICDH criteria still require a 2-month

clinical observation after medication withdrawal. Only in

case of missed return to an episodic pattern is the clini-

cian authorized to formulate a diagnosis of chronic

migraine; if that does not happen, the latter diagnosis will

be excluded, and a diagnosis of MOH will be confirmed.

Therefore, the standard classification clearly separates a

progression ‘‘secondary’’ to overuse from a ‘‘primary’’

one, unequivocally excluding any other possibility. The

complex clinical procedures needed for a distinction

between the two forms are not free from negative con-

sequences, mostly related to the difficulty of inviting the

patient, unquestionably disabled by his/her problem, to

spend a long observation period without medicaments,

and to the consequent difficulty of recruiting subjects for

a clinical trial.

It is interesting to note that a pre-existing episodic

migraine is a necessary condition for developing chronic

pain in the presence of drug overuse [9], although not

sufficient, as it is only observed in a minority of migraine

sufferers who take NSAIDs daily due to rheumatologic

problems [10]. Drug overuse is noticed in most cases

observed in the outpatient’s department, although data

reported on population studies indicate that up to 2/3 [11,

12] of subjects with chronic migraine do not abuse anal-

gesics. After an isolate suspension of overuse, a return to

an episodic pattern occurs in 45% of patients overusing

analgesics [13]. Taken together, these observations suggest

that overuse is neither necessary nor sufficient to determine

the progression of pain, but it has to be considered as an

important risk factor in subjects with a history of migraine,

who are likely to be subject to a specific comorbid pre-

disposition. What are the hypotheses that may be formu-

lated on the nature of this predisposition?

From a biochemical viewpoint, there is evidence of a

down-regulation of the trigeminal serotoninergic receptors

[14] and of a reduced serotonin synthesis at the level of the

dorsal raphe nucleus [15], associated with analgesic over-

use. The finding on PET of a hypometabolism of the

orbitofrontal cortex, an area involved in the processing of

pain, which persists even after overuse withdrawal, has led

to the assumption that a primitive hypofunction of the

orbitofrontal cortex affects the development of MOH in a

number of migraineurs. Alternatively, orbitofrontal hypo-

metabolism could represent a prolonged, or even persistent,

effect of alterations in the pain pathways, produced by

long-standing overuse [16]. The latter possibility is sup-

ported by the results of an important neurophysiologic

study conducted on subjects with MOH. Through a

simultaneous evaluation of the nociceptive blink reflex

(nBR) and of the pattern reversal evoked potential (PREP)

before and after overuse withdrawal, it was possible to

prove that central sensitization was a causative mechanism

involved in MOH, reversible upon suspension, and not

confined to the trigeminal areas, but extending to the

thalamocortical ones [17].

Hence, the mechanism through which acute medication

overuse induces the progression of migraine could focus

on a central facilitation of nociception, a phenomenon

believed to be at the basis of allodynia.

Allodynia and migraine progression

While in episodic migraine, allodynia occurs only during

the attack [18–20], in the chronic forms it has also been

detected intercritically, which suggests that the neurons of

the trigeminal nuclear complex are chronically sensitized

in these patients [21]. The frequency of the crises is related
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to central sensitization [22, 23], and there is evidence that

an increased sensitivity to pain in migraineurs is a conse-

quence of pain repetition [24]. A recent study indicates that

allodynic phenomena are bilaterally detected during the

intercritical phase in over 70% of subjects suffering from

chronic headache [25]. Allodynia has been recently inclu-

ded among the ‘‘putative’’ risk factors for migraine pro-

gression [26].

These observations support the hypothesis that central

sensitization of the pain pathways is involved in the pro-

gression of migraine pain. It provides a possible explana-

tion for the similar clinical presentation of different forms

of headache, once pain has reached a daily or almost-daily

frequency. The analysis of hypothesized mechanisms of

action of the most important recognized CM risk factors

may help to clarify the role of allodynia in migraine pain

progression.

Risk factors for migraine progression

Risk factors for migraine progression have been exten-

sively studied in recent years [27, 28]. Besides analgesic

overuse, the relation with central sensitization of which has

been already discussed, the main recognized risk factors for

migraine progression are elevated frequency at baseline,

psychiatric comorbidity, obesity and female gender.

Although not included in recent authoritative reviews on

the topic, a comorbidity with an idiopathic intracranial

hypertension (IIHWOP) has been proposed as a possible

relevant risk factor for progression of migraine [29].

Could it be possible to bring back these heterogeneous

risk factors to a common mechanism involving central pain

pathway sensitizations? What are the evidences available

to sustain such a hypothesis?

High headache frequency at baseline appears to be

among the most predictive risk factors for migraine pro-

gression in prospective trials [27, 28]. Progressive pain

intensification that follows repetitive stimuli up to devel-

opment of allodynia, i.e., the perception of pain after

non-nociceptive stimulus, is a universal phenomenon,

physiologically involved in complex central pain process-

ing. In opposition to the fast adaptation of mechanoceptors,

allodynia may be regarded as an evolutionarily modeled

process with a crucial adaptive value.

Obesity does not increase prevalence of migraine, but is

associated with higher frequency and intensity of headache

recurrences [30]. The risk of progression correlates with

being overweight and is increased up to five times in

subjects with a body mass index [30 [31]. Obesity is

associated with the increase in the number of mediators

involved in migraine pathophysiology, including interleu-

kins and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP). These

mediators may increase the frequency, severity, and dura-

tion of migraine attacks leading to central sensitization

[32]. An association between obesity and allodynia has

been recently found in CM patients [23].

Anxiety and depressive disorders are known migraine

comorbidity conditions [33–35]. The comorbidity is bi-

directional, and thus each condition represents a risk factor

for the development of the other [36] suggesting that a

pathogenetic link between migraine and psychiatric dis-

turbances might exist [35]. Depressive and anxiety symp-

toms are more common among frequent headache sufferers

[37] and may anticipate an MOH [38]. Life stressful events

[39, 40] and chronic exposure to stress [41] may promote

migraine chronification. Recent evidences suggest that

psychiatric conditions are not merely the consequence of

frequent pain, but may contribute to its development and

reduce response to treatments. In a prospective trial on an

adolescent series [42], depression at baseline predicted

chronicity at 2 years (HR 3.1 [1.4–6.8], p \ 0.01) more

than medication overuse (HR 2.5 [1.1–5.5], p \ 0.05). In

CM patients, high anxiety and depression scale scores

predicted a poor response to treatments and a less favorable

prognosis at 2 year regardless of disease duration, age at

onset, frequency and intensity of pain [43]. In a recent

survey [23], depression was independently associated with

high scores on the cutaneous allodynia scales, suggesting

again that a central sensitization could represent the shared

pathogenetic mechanism underlying migraine and the

comorbidity of psychiatric disorders.

The female gender shows a significantly higher sus-

ceptibility to migraine. The role of sexual hormones fluc-

tuations in promoting migraine attacks and the protective

effects of pregnancy are well known. Recent experimental

findings document a significantly greater allodynic cuta-

neous area after capsaicin injection in women than in men,

with a peak in the menstrual period and a minimum during

the lutein phase. This strongly suggests that female sexual

hormones and their physiologic fluctuations may have a

role in the susceptibility of women to allodynia [44].

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) [45] is an

infrequent and enigmatic condition almost always

encountered in overweight or obese women of childbearing

age. IIH is characterized by headache, often on a daily

basis, papilledema, transient visual obscurations, diplopia

and tinnitus. Symptoms arise from a hypertensive intra-

cranial status, which is not associated with any detectable

cause. IIH may occur without papilledema (IIHWOP) in

some patients [46, 47], but the prevalence of this condition

in the general population is not known. The presentation of

IIHWOP may be indistinguishable from that of trans-

formed migraine [48] and can be found in 10 [49] to 14%

of the series of chronic headache sufferers [50]. It may

occur without headache in non-migrainous individuals or

Neurol Sci (2010) 31 (Suppl 1):S45–S50 S47
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in the course of a well-known migraine-protective factor

such as pregnancy [50], suggesting that a CM-like clinical

presentation of IIHWOP could require a migrainous pre-

disposition and raises the question of a possible significant

underestimation of IIHWOP prevalence in non-migrainous

populations. We have recently proposed that IIHWOP

could represent an important, albeit unrecognized, risk

factor for migraine progression [29]. Stenosis of large

intracranial venous sinuses can be found in magnetic res-

onance venography (MRV) of almost all affected subjects

[51]. There is evidence of a venous pressure gradient across

the stenosis with a documented increasing effect of cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF) pressure [52]. Cerebral venous

pressure increase is considered the common final pathway

leading to intracranial hypertension in both secondary and

idiopathic intracranial hypertension syndromes [53]. Con-

gestion of large venous sinuses may aggravate the

migrainous pain [54, 55]. Possibly, in individuals with this

comorbidity, a mild but persistent central venous hyper-

tension could promote a continuous nociceptive firing,

leading to the sensitization of pain processing pathways

and ultimately to the progressive increase of frequency and

duration of attacks [29].

Comments

These observations support the hypothesis that cutaneous

allodynia is involved not only in the physiopathology [23]

and in the evolution of migraine attacks [19], but also in the

progression of the migraine process. Moreover, it provides

a possible explanation of the similar clinical presentation of

different forms of headache, once pain has reached a daily

or almost-daily frequency. Mechanisms leading to the

central pain pathway facilitation that underlie allodynia

may represent the common background with which most of

the known migraine progression risk factors interact.

Interestingly, allodynia is considered to be involved in the

spontaneous tendency to progression described in many

different chronic pain conditions, such as neuropathic pain

[56], low back pain [57], trigeminal neuralgia presenting

with continuous interictal pain [58], chronic tension-type

headache [59], fibromyalgia [60] and complex regional

pain syndrome [61].

Conclusion

The hypothesis that central sensitization/allodynic mecha-

nisms may be of relevance in the progression of pain

observed in a part of migraine patients is supported by the

possibility of tracing back to allodynic mechanisms the

action of the main risk factors for chronic migraine vali-

dated by the recent literature.

On the basis of the proposed facts and considerations,

chronic migraine may be included among the conditions,

the primary character of which might be debated: headache

progression, the event occurring at the end of a pathoge-

netic sequence typical of a peculiar individual suscepti-

bility to allodynia. The latter is not specific to migraine, but

is implied in the progressive amplification of pain after

repeated stimuli, a universal phenomenon with high

adaptive value. Being largely conditioned by the individual

comorbidity profile, allodynia may only in part be defined

as primary in itself.
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SYMPOSIUM: NEWS IN TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE ATTACK

Frovatriptan versus zolmitriptan for the acute treatment
of migraine: a double-blind, randomized, multicenter,
Italian study

Vincenzo Tullo • Gianni Allais • Michel D. Ferrari •

Marcella Curone • Eliana Mea • Stefano Omboni •

Chiara Benedetto • Dario Zava • Gennaro Bussone

� The Author(s) 2010. This article is published with open access at Springerlink.com

Abstract The objective of this study is to assess patients’

satisfaction with migraine treatment with frovatriptan (F)

or zolmitriptan (Z), by preference questionnaire. 133 sub-

jects with a history of migraine with or without aura (IHS

criteria) were randomized to F 2.5 mg or Z 2.5 mg. The

study had a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, cross-

over design, with each of the two treatment periods lasting

no more than 3 months. At the end of the study, patients

were asked to assign preference to one of the treatments

(primary endpoint). The number of pain-free (PF) and

pain-relief (PR) episodes at 2 h, and number of recurrent

and sustained pain-free (SPF) episodes within 48 h were

the secondary study endpoints. Seventy-seven percent of

patients expressed a preference. Average score of prefer-

ence was 2.9 ± 1.3 (F) versus 3.0 ± 1.3 (Z; p = NS). Rate

of PF episodes at 2 h was 26% with F and 31% with Z

(p = NS). PR episodes at 2 h were 57% for F and 58% for

Z (p = NS). Rate of recurrence was 21 (F) and 24%

(Z; p = NS). Time to recurrence within 48 h was better for

F especially between 4 and 16 h (p \ 0.05). SPF episodes

were 18 (F) versus 22% (Z; p = NS). Drug-related adverse

events were significantly (p \ 0.05) less under F (3 vs. 10).

In conclusion, our study suggests that F has a similar

efficacy of Z, with some advantage as regards tolerability

and recurrence.

Keywords Migraine � Frovatriptan � Zolmitriptan �
Patient preference

Introduction

Triptans are generally considered as the most effective

acute treatment for migraine [1]. The therapeutic success of

sumatriptan, the parent drug of this class, in the treatment

of this neurological condition [2] has prompted the devel-

opment of other triptan compounds, trying to optimize

efficacy and safety in migraine management.

Frovatriptan (F) is one of the newest triptans, developed

in order to provide a clinical potential for a long duration of

action and a low likelihood of side effects and drug inter-

actions [3]. However, with the exception of one study versus

sumatriptan [4], there are presently no head-to-head ran-

domized trials comparing efficacy and safety of F with that

of other triptans. For this reason, a study was setup to com-

pare efficacy and safety of F versus zolmitriptan (Z), a triptan

widely employed as first-line therapy for migraine [5].

The study has been designed to assess efficacy by ana-

lyzing traditional migraine treatment endpoints and also by

considering patient’s preference to treatment [6].
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Methods

Study population and design

Male or female subjects, aged 18–65 years, with a current

history of migraine with or without aura, according to IHS

criteria, and with at least one migraine attack per month for

6 months prior to entering the study, were eligible for

participation in the study [7].

Patients with uncontrolled hypertension, cardiac, vas-

cular, liver and renal impairment, or any other severe or

disabling medical condition could not be enrolled. Indi-

viduals with history of alcohol or analgesic or psychotropic

drug abuse, known hypersensitivity to study drugs, previ-

ous inadequate response to at least two triptans, currently

using ergotamine (and its derivatives) or MAO-inhibitors,

or suffering from headaches that have been lasting for

[6 days, were excluded as well. Pregnant women, breast-

feeding mothers, and women with childbearing potential

having a positive or missing pregnancy test were not

eligible.

Written informed consent was obtained from all patients

prior to their inclusion in the study. The study was

approved by the Independent Institutional Review Boards

of the study centers.

The study had a multicenter, randomized, double-blind,

cross-over design, and included 14 Italian centers

(Appendix 1). Each patient received F 2.5 mg or Z 2.5 mg

in a randomized sequence. After treating three episodes of

migraine in not [3 months with the first treatment, the

patient had to switch to the other treatment. After treating

three episodes of migraine in not [3 months with the

second treatment, each patient was asked to assign pref-

erence to one of the treatments according to a questionnaire

with a preference score graded from 0 to 5 on a 10-cm

scale.

Subjects were instructed to treat at least three migraine

episodes occurring in not [3 months and to come for the

second visit and to take one dose of study medication as

early as possible after the onset of migraine attack. If

insufficient relief had been obtained after 2 h, patients were

allowed to take a second dose of study medication, with a

maximum daily intake of two doses. In case of insufficient

relief 1 h after the intake of the second dose of the study

medication, patients were allowed to take a rescue medi-

cation (excluding other triptans, ergotamine or its

derivatives).

During the study use of concomitant medications,

occurrence of adverse events (from diary), blood pressure,

and heart rate were regularly checked, and a physical and

neurological examination performed. A headache diary

was dispensed with study medication.

Data analysis

The primary study endpoint was the between-treatment

comparison of the direction and average strength of pref-

erence at the end of the study, measured on a scale from 0

to 5. The hypothesis was that a superiority of one treatment

against the other had to occur in the presence of a differ-

ence of ?1.0 with a standard deviation of 2.375. Consid-

ering a two-tailed test with a 0.05 significance level and an

80.7% power, the estimated number of patients to be ran-

domized was 120 (including a 25% of drop-outs), 60 for

each treatment group.

The intention-to-treat population (ITT, all patients

treating at least one attack in each treatment period and

completing the preference questionnaire) was the study

primary analysis population, while the per-protocol popu-

lation was the confirmatory analysis.

Secondary study endpoints were quantified according to

IHS Guidelines [7] (1) pain-free (PF) episodes at 2 h

(absence of migraine 2 h after intake of one dose of study

drug and without any rescue medication), (2) recurrence

(migraine occurring within 48 h after a period without

migraine), (3) sustained pain-free (SPF) episodes within

48 h (migraine attack which is PF at 2 h, does not recur and

does not require the use of rescue medication or a second

study drug dose within 48 h), and (4) pain-relief (PR) epi-

sodes at 2 h (defined as a decrease in migraine intensity

from severe or moderate to mild or none). Consistency of

recurrence, defined as patients having at least two or three

recurrences over three attacks, was also assessed.

Safety analysis was applied to all randomized patients,

by calculating the incidence of adverse events and changes

in vital signs during the study.

Preference scores were compared between treatment

groups by analysis of variance, while logistic regression

analysis was used for testing the difference in the proportion

of patients with preference for one of the two drugs. Sec-

ondary endpoints were compared between groups by gen-

eralized estimating equation analysis. The level of statistical

significance was kept at 0.05 throughout the whole study.

Results

Baseline demographic and clinical data

A total of 133 patients were screened and randomized to

active treatment, of which 105 completed and 28 discon-

tinued the study.

The ITT population consisted of 107 patients (Table 1):

68 patients were valid for per-protocol analysis and 121 for

safety analysis.
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Patient preference

Seventy-seven percent of patients expressed a preference

for a triptan. Average preference score was 2.9 ± 1.3 with

F and 3.0 ± 1.3 with Z (p = NS). The average score was

3.2 ± 1.1 for F and 3.2 ± 1.2 for Z when values between 0

and 1 were considered as no preference and 5 as strong

preference. Most common reasons for preferring either

triptan were rapid activity (83% F vs. 72% Z), reduction of

headache severity (53 vs. 42%), and no side effects (40 vs.

40%). Additional preference results will be published in

detail elsewhere.

Secondary end-points

Thirty-four percent of patients preferred F while 43%

preferred Z (p = NS). Rate of PF episodes at 2 h (26 vs.

31%) was similar (p = NS) for F and Z, as well as the rate

of recurrent episodes (21 vs. 24%), SPF episodes (18 vs.

22%), and PR episodes at 2 h (57 vs. 58%) (Table 2). The

risk of recurrence over the 48 h was lower with F, espe-

cially between 4 and 16 h (p \ 0.05) (Fig. 1). Recurrence

of mild intensity attacks was lower for F (17%) than for Z

(37%) (p \ 0.05) as well as consistency of recurrence over

all the attacks (13% F vs. 20% Z; p \ 0.05).

Safety

Thirty-one adverse events were recorded (12 under F and

19 under Z). Side effects attributed to study treatment were

13 and occurred significantly (p \ 0.05) more often in

Z- (n = 10) than in F-treated patients (n = 3); six events in

Z-treated patients versus none in F-treated patients has a

sever intensity (Table 3). No patient reported angina-like

symptoms (tachycardia, thoracic constriction, or pain) in

the F group versus four in the Z group (Table 3).

Discussion

This is the first direct head-to-head comparative study of F

with another triptan, strictly applying IHS criteria for

definition of study endpoints. When using these traditional

endpoints, Z and F resulted in a similar efficacy. This

difference did not seem to influence patient preference for

one drug or the other. Interestingly, the frequency of 48-h

SPF episodes was similar between the two triptans, though

a significantly lower rate of recurrence was observed under

F in the first 4–16 h from drug intake.

According to results of patient’s preference analysis, F

was chosen mainly because of the rapid speed of onset of

action (83% of patients) and the reduction in pain severity

(53% of patients): 40% of patients appreciated its good

tolerability.

Previous direct comparisons between F and Z are not

available. However, our results are in line with those of

previous studies based on Z [8–11]. As far as F is regarded,

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of the patients of the ITT

population at the time of randomization

n = 107

Age (years, means ± SD) 38.3 ± 9.9

Females (n, %) 85 (79.4)

Height (cm, means ± SD) 165.9 ± 8.4

Weight (kg, means ± SD) 62.3 ± 12.6

Age at onset of migraine (years, means ± SD) 16.3 ± 6.5

Migraine attack duration [2 days (n, %) 17 (15.9)

MIDAS score (means ± SD) 22.1 ± 15.9

Migraine with aura (n, %) 16 (15.0)

No use of triptans in the previous 3 months (n, %) 30 (28.0)

Patients with moderate or severe attacks (n, %) 107 (100.0)

Data are shown as mean (±SD), or absolute (n) and relative

frequency (%)

Table 2 Result for the secondary study endpoints

ITT (n = 107) p PP (n = 68) p

F Z F Z

PF episodes at 2 h 80 (26) 94 (31) NS 49 (24) 65 (32) NS

Recurrent episodes 63 (21) 71 (24) NS 41 (20) 46 (23) NS

SPF episodes 56 (18) 66 (22) NS 37 (18) 47 (22) NS

PR episodes at 2 h 141 (57) 142 (58) NS 97 (57) 102 (58) NS

Data are shown for the ITT and the PP population and reported as

absolute (n) and relative (%) frequency. P refer to the statistical

significance of the difference between the two treatment groups
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Fig. 1 Cumulative hazard of recurrence over the 48 h during

treatment with F (continuous line) or Z (dashed line), in the 107

patients of ITT population. Asterisks refer to the statistical signifi-

cance of the between-treatment difference (p \ 0.05)
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previous randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled

studies, showed a lower PR rate at 2 h with F as respect to

our study (38–40 vs. 57%) [3]. The additional finding of

our study is that proportion of PF episodes at 2 h was much

higher than that observed in previous placebo-controlled

studies (26 vs. 9–14%) [10].

F showed a similar efficacy and patient’s preference,

while appeared to be safer than Z, with a significantly

lower rate of drug-related adverse events.

In conclusion, our multicenter, randomized, double-

blind trial, supports the validity of the patient preference

approach for the evaluation of migraine treatment, and

suggests that, in spite of a similar efficacy, on the long-

term, F may have some advantage on Z in terms of safety.
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Mild Moderate Severe Mild Moderate Severe

Asthenia – 2 – – 1 – 3

Nausea or vomiting – – – – – 1 1

Palpitation or tachycardia – – – – – 1 1

Muscular or bone pain – – – – 1 – 1

Thoracic constriction or pain – – – – – 2 1

Vertigo – – – – – 1 1

Occipital burning sensation – – – – 1 – 1

Sensation of being dazed – – – – – 1 1

Other 1 – – 1 – – 3

Total adverse events 3 10 13

Total patients (%) 2 (1.7) 5 (4.1) 7 (5.8)

Drug-related side effects occurred significantly more often in Z-treated patients (p \ 0.05)
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MIGRAINE AND PREGNANCY

Clinical review of headache in pregnancy

Paola Torelli • G. Allais • G. C. Manzoni
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Abstract Headache is a common disorder in the general

population. Among women, the primary headache form that

is more heavily affected by the physiologic hormonal vari-

ations occurring through a woman’s lifetime is migraine.

Migraine without aura (MO) and migraine with aura (MA)

show a different clinical pattern during pregnancy. MO

improves or disappears while it is not infrequent for women

to have their first attack of MA during this period; usually,

during pregnancy MA do not improve. In MO women who

continue to suffer from migraine during pregnancy, clinical

observation and the few data currently available from the

literature suggest that in the gestational period their attacks

are nonetheless less disabling than those occurring outside

this period. Even though the duration of the attacks is

unchanged, their severity tends to be mild or moderate.

Treatment of migraine during pregnancy is discussed.

Keywords Headache � Migraine � Clinical features �
Pregnancy � Natural history

Introduction

Headache is a common disorder in the general population

[1]. The clinical features and temporal patterns of the most

common primary headache forms (migraine and tension-

type headache) are different between men and women.

These differences can be attributed to several factors, not

least among them the different hormonal environment that

characterizes the two genders [2]. Among women, the

primary headache form that is more heavily affected by the

physiologic hormonal variations occurring through a

woman’s lifetime is migraine [3]. Perhaps this is the reason

why most of the authors investigating the relationship

between headache and reproductive life have always

focussed on women with migraine. Therefore, in this

review, we will basically deal with the clinical features of

migraine without aura (MO) and migraine with aura (MA)

during pregnancy, taking into account the few data pub-

lished so far in the literature and clinical experience.

Migraine and conception

There are no reports in the literature indicating fertility rate

changes in women with migraine: female migraineurs are

likely to have the same chances of conceiving as all other

women. Moreover, migraine is not a risk factor for the

fetus [4]: migraineurs do not differ from non-migraineurs

with respect to miscarriages, congenital defects, or still-

births, but they may bear infants of lower birth weight [5].

However, migraine remains a sure risk factor for the

development of migraine in the offspring [6].

Frequency of migraine attacks during pregnancy

Several authors believe that MO and MA are separate clin-

ical entities [7–9] and this hypothesis is corroborated by the

different clinical patterns of MO and MA during pregnancy.
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Migraine without aura

In pregnant women, usually there is a complete remission

of migraine attacks or an improvement of headache fre-

quency. As early as 1986, a retrospective study by Manzoni

et al. [10] found that MO attacks continued during preg-

nancy only in 16.1% of the women with this migraine

subtype. This finding was later confirmed in a large clinical

sample of 1,300 women with migraine, who had complete

remission in 17.4% of cases (n = 99/571) and a significant

improvement in 49.9% of cases (n = 285/571) [11].

Other, more recent retrospective studies conducted in

clinical case series [12] and in the general population have

also confirmed that MO improves or disappears during

pregnancy [7].

The improvement may occur early in pregnancy in some

cases and only from the second trimester in others. In their

prospective study aimed at investigating the natural history

of MO in 47 patients, Sances et al. [13] showed that during

the last two trimesters, an increasing number of women

experienced a complete remission of migraine attacks (53.2

and 78.7%, respectively) and only two women (4.3%)

maintained an average frequency of attacks (1–3/month).

This favorable course may be due to the stabilization of the

plasma concentrations of female sex hormones or to the

gradual and progressive elevation of endorphin levels,

which typically occur during pregnancy [14, 15]. The

factors that affect MO’s natural history during pregnancy

are contradictory and have not yet been fully explained [13,

16, 17]. Lance and Anthony [16] reported greater relief in

women who had had a menstrual periodicity (defined as the

regular occurrence of migraine at the time of menses) prior

to pregnancy, while the gender of the unborn child was not

found to be correlated with the course of migraine. Other

authors reported that pre-pregnancy menstrually related

migraine was linked with a lack of improvement during the

first and third trimesters, hyperemesis was linked with a

lack of improvement during the second trimester, ant the

pathological course of pregnancy was linked with a lack of

improvement during the second and third trimesters [13].

The discordance in data about the prognostic role of

menstrually related migraine is probably due to the lack of

consensus that still exists over the definition of this term.

The course of MO is more favorable in women who are

pregnant for the first time, and complete remission during

pregnancy is more frequent in women who experience

onset of migraine at the first menstruation [11].

Migraine with aura

The natural history of MA during pregnancy is very

interesting and presents distinctive features compared with

MO and more generally with the other primary headache

forms. It is not infrequent for women to have their first

attack during pregnancy [10, 11]. Manzoni et al. [10]

reported that over one-fifth of women with MA who had a

pregnancy suffered their first attack in the gestational

period. There are equal chances that MA onset will occur

in the first, second or third trimester.

Even in those cases where migraine onset does not occur

during pregnancy, the pattern of attacks in the gestational

period is quite distinctive and certainly very different from

that of MO. About half patients with MA will continue to

have attacks during pregnancy compared with only 20% of

MO patients [7, 10, 12].

Clinical features of migraine attacks during pregnancy

In most retrospective and prospective studies conducted in

clinical case series or in the general population to inves-

tigate the natural history of migraine during pregnancy,

frequency of attacks was the only parameter considered. In

MO women who continue to suffer from migraine during

pregnancy, clinical observation and the few data currently

available from the literature [13] suggest that in the ges-

tational period their attacks are nonetheless less disabling

than those occurring outside this period. Even though the

duration of the attacks is unchanged, their severity tends to

be mild or moderate.

Headache and migraine in the postpartum period

There are very little data in the literature about the natural

history of migraine during the postpartum period. Stein

studied 71 women randomly selected from a postnatal ward

during the first postpartum week: overall, postpartum

headache developed in 37% of the women under study, but

this percentage rose to 61% among women with a family

history of migraine and to 64% among previous migrai-

neurs [18]. Postnatal headache was more frequent on days

3–6 postpartum; by 3 months after childbirth, new-onset

frequent headache occurred in 3.6% of women and

migraine in 1.4% [5]. In migraine patients, postpartum

headache generally had some migrainous features, but was

milder and less frequently unilateral than the patients’

typical migraine [19]. Sances et al. [13] found a consid-

erable rate of migraine recurrence: 34% within the first

week and 55.3% within the first month following child-

birth. Postnatal migraine attacks were indistinguishable

from those experienced before pregnancy and more severe

than those that had occurred during the third trimester.

Attacks that occurred early after delivery were probably

triggered by the abrupt fall in the level of estrogens, while

later headaches may have been favoured by other factors,
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such as postpartum depression or the stress of adjusting to

the new parental role and responsibilities.

Migraine and breast-feeding

Breast-feeding is a factor that favors migraine control

because it extends the beneficial effects of the last two

trimesters of pregnancy to the postpartum period. It was

demonstrated that within the first month after childbirth,

migraine recurs in 43% of the women who are breast-

feeding and in 100% of those who are not [13].

General indications about drug treatment of migraine

during pregnancy

The use of any medications during pregnancy should be

strictly limited due to the possible risk of damage to the

fetus. Drug safety is difficult to determine, because of the

obvious ethical limitations restricting clinical trials in

pregnant women [20]. Most drugs cross the blood/placental

barrier and therefore carry the potential risk of adverse

effects on the fetus. Moreover, although drugs are routinely

tested in animals for teratogenic effects, the results of these

studies are not always applicable to humans.

The drug of choice for the symptomatic treatment of

migraine during pregnancy is paracetamol. Although no

studies have ever been conducted on large patient samples

to assess its safety during pregnancy and it is known to

cross the blood/placental barrier, for over 40 years para-

cetamol has been the drug of choice for first-line treatment

of pain during pregnancy. Its extensive use at therapeutic

doses has never been correlated to specific damages and it

is now commonly believed that fetal exposure to this drug

in the first trimester of pregnancy does not increase the risk

of developing major or minor defects. The use of non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) is far less safe.

Among NSAIDs, the one to be preferred is ibuprophen at

doses not exceeding 600 mg/day, because it is the only

drug of this class that has been demonstrated to be safe

when used before the 30th week of gestation. After that

period, however, its use is also contraindicated because,

like all other NSAIDs, it can cause premature closure of

ductus arteriosus, prolong pregnancy, and retard labor by

inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis [21].

As regards triptans, sumatriptan—the first commercially

available drug of this class—is the only one that is sup-

ported by enough evidence to consider its use in pregnancy.

A review of fetal and neonatal outcomes following expo-

sure to sumatriptan during pregnancy has shown that there

is no evidence of effects of these drugs on the outcome of

pregnancy [22].

Non-drug preventive treatments should be considered

the first choice for pregnant women with migraine. In all

cases when there is an indication to start drug treatment,

beta-blockers such as propranolol have a good record of

safety and efficacy in pregnant women, even though their

use may be limited by relative hypotension, especially in

mid-pregnancy [21]. Finally, especially in women with

MA, the option should be considered of preventive treat-

ment with low doses of acetylsalycilic acid (75 mg/day),

which has the additional advantage of not carrying any

obstetrical contraindications.
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Abstract Most epidemiological studies demonstrate that

women suffering from migraine note a significant

improvement in their headaches during pregnancy. Both

headache specialists and gynecologists commonly hold that

migraine does not involve any risks to either the mother, or

the fetus. Despite this, recent studies into the medical

complications of pregnancy in migrainous women have

cast doubts on this assumption. Indeed, most of these

studies have revealed a significant association between

migraine and hypertension in pregnancy (i.e. preeclampsia

and gestational hypertension). Migraine has also been

recently postulated as one of the major risk factors for

stroke during pregnancy and the puerperium. Therefore,

there is an urgent need for prospective studies on large

numbers of pregnant women to determine the real exis-

tence and extent of the risks posed by migraine during

pregnancy. In the meantime, while awaiting verification of

this hypothesis, a pregnant woman with migraine must be

subject to a particularly attentive screening by both the

obstetrician and the headache specialist.

Keywords Gestational hypertension � Migraine �
Preeclampsia � Pregnancy � Stroke � Thromboembolic risk

Introduction

Migraine is prevalently a female disorder, with a peak of

25–28% in women during childbearing years [1]. There-

fore, a particular attention is to be paid to a migrainous

pregnant woman. Most epidemiological studies have

demonstrated that the majority of migrainous women note

significant and increasing improvement of their headaches

during pregnancy, from the first to the third trimester [2, 3].

However, a small number of pregnant women (4–8%) may

experience a worsening of their migraine [2, 4], while a

few others even develop de novo migraine symptoms [5].

Headache specialists tend to reassure their patients that

migraine does not involve any risks to the mother or fetus;

moreover, gynecologists do not equate it with the risk

factors represented by maternal age, obesity, diabetes etc.,

or thrombophilic status. However, specific investigations

into the medical complications of pregnancy in migrainous

women have recently cast doubts on these assumptions.

Pregnancy, migraine, and thromboembolism

The hypercoagulable state of pregnancy places pregnant

women at risk: the fibrinolysis decreases, while the platelet

aggregability and the levels of coagulation factors (espe-

cially fibrinogen, factor VIII, and the von Willebrand fac-

tor) increase during the third trimester, together with an

increased resistance to protein C inhibitor activity and a

decrease in protein S concentration [6].

Pregnant women are four times more likely to develop

venous thromboembolism (VT) than non-pregnant women,

with a standardized incidence ratio of 4.29 (95% CI 3.49–

5.22) [7]. If the first 6 weeks postpartum are compared to

pregnancy, there is an overall 20- to 80-fold higher risk of
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VT postpartum, with a peak of up to 100-fold higher in the

first week [8]. Although venous thromboembolic events are

four times more common than are arterial events [8] and

VT is an important complication during pregnancy and the

postpartum period, there is a 30% higher mortality risk for

stroke than for VT [9].

Ischemic cerebrovascular complications during preg-

nancy are relatively rare, making the increased risk above

that of age-matched non-pregnant women difficult to

establish. Despite this, many studies have investigated

these events and have reported a threefold increased risk of

stroke in pregnant women with an incidence of 4.3–210

events per 100,000 deliveries [6]. Moreover, migraine is

considered an independent risk factor for ischemic stroke.

However, a recent meta-analysis concluded that this risk is

only present in people who have migraine with aura, with

an Odds Ratio (OR) of 2.16 (95% CI 1.53–3.03), but not in

migrainous women without aura (OR 1.23; 95% CI 0.90–

1.69). The results also suggest an approximately twofold

higher risk among women compared to men, particularly

among young women [10].

Some studies have also suggested an association

between migraine and genetic abnormalities of coagulation

factors, which play an important role in stroke pathogen-

esis. The alterations implicated are factor V Leiden muta-

tion, factor II G20210A mutation, genetically determined

deficiencies of antithrombin, protein S and protein C,

hyperhomocysteinaemia and methylentetrahydrofolate

reductase C677T polymorphism [11–13].

Nevertheless, few studies have specifically focused on

the risk of pregnancy-related stroke in migrainous women.

James et al. [14] reviewed data from the Nationwide

Inpatient Sample relative to pregnancy-related discharges

from 2000 to 2001. They found that the overall risk of

pregnancy-related stroke was 34.2 per 100,000 deliveries.

The strongest associations for stroke were migraine, with

an OR of 16.9 (95% CI 9.7–29.5), and thrombophilia, with

an OR of 16.0 (95% CI 9.4–27.2). Recently, the same

group [15] investigated the association between peripartum

migraine and pregnancy complications and/or associated

conditions using the same database on pregnancy-related

discharges broadened from 2000 to 2003. Migraine was

strongly associated with codes for stroke, particularly

ischemic stroke (OR 30.7; CI 11.1–22.5), myocardial

infarction (OR 4.9; 95% CI 1.7–14.2), deep venous

thrombosis (OR 2.4, 95% CI 1.3–4.2) and thrombophilia

(OR 3.6, 95% CI 2.1–6.1).

Migraine and hypertension in pregnancy

A correlation between migraine and pregnancy-related

hypertension was hypothesized as early as 1959 [16]. To

date, 16 studies have investigated the clinical association

between migraine and hypertensive disorders of pregnancy

[15–30]. A positive association between headaches and

gestational hypertension (GH), defined as de novo hyper-

tension (with onset after at least 20 weeks of gestation), or

preeclampsia (PE), defined as de novo hypertension

accompanied by new-onset proteinuria, was reported in 14/

16 studies.

A prospective, cohort study was specifically addressed

at whether migrainous women, diagnosed according to the

International Headache Society (IHS) criteria [31], are at a

higher risk of developing hypertensive disorders in preg-

nancy than are healthy controls. This study included a total

of 702 normotensive women, where 38.5% had migraine

[29]. The results showed a higher risk of developing either

GH, or PE in migrainous women compared to non-

migrainous women (adjusted OR 2.85; 95% CI 1.40–5.81);

among migraineurs, those whose headache did not improve

during pregnancy were at higher risk of developing

hypertension than those experiencing migraine relief.

The association between PE/GH and migraine was

recently confirmed (OR 2.3, 95% CI 2.1–2.5) in the

aforementioned population based study [15].

Conclusions

Although pregnancy is a time of relative well-being for

migrainous women, as headaches usually improve, mi-

graineurs may be more exposed to some clinical risks, such

as hypertension and/or thromboembolic events. Indeed,

recent studies suggest that both headache specialists and

obstetricians should pay particular attention to these

patients. Until larger data have been obtained as to the

extent of the risks being pregnant and having migraine

pose, the wisest line of action in the presence of a pregnant

patient with migraine is to consider it as a risk factor and to

dedicate care and attention to this type of patient from its

very first clinical visit, as is the case for other risk factors,

such as diabetes, hypertension, nephropathy, and thromb-

ophilic status.
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Abstract Migrainous women note a significant improve-

ment in their headaches during pregnancy. However, per-

sistent or residual attacks need to be treated, keeping in

mind that many drugs have potential dangerous effects on

embryo and foetus. It is evident, therefore, that hygiene and

behaviour measures capable of ensuring the best possible

well-being (regular meals and balanced diet, restriction of

alcohol and smoking, regular sleeping pattern, moderate

physical exercise and relaxation) are advisable during

pregnancy. Among non-pharmacological migraine pro-

phylaxis only relaxation techniques, in particular biofeed-

back, and acupuncture have accumulated sufficient

evidence in support of their efficacy and safety. Some

vitamins and dietary supplements have been proposed: the

prophylactic properties of magnesium, riboflavin and

coenzyme Q10 are probably low, but their lack of severe

adverse effects makes them good treatment options.

Keywords Acupuncture � Biofeedback �
Dietary supplements � Migraine prophylaxis � Pregnancy

Introduction

Migraine is a primary neurovascular disorder that is greatly

influenced by the hormone variations typical of women

during their reproductive period, as well as by the very

wide variety of the events that trigger its attacks. In

pregnancy, indeed, improvements are common, often to the

point of complete remission of the symptomatology [1].

Persistent attacks and the pressing necessity to alleviate

their intense and crippling pain, sometimes exacerbated by

concomitant nausea and vomiting, demand an attentive and

scrupulous understanding of the ways in which they can be

treated. Many drugs have potential dangerous effects and

the teratogenic period in humans lasts 6 weeks (approxi-

mately from the 31st day to the 10th week after the last

menstruation) [2]. The other harmful effects of drugs

include the risk of spontaneous abortion, foetal death,

structural or functional foetal abnormalities, foetal growth

restriction or prematurity, while their postnatal conse-

quences may comprise behavioural abnormalities, mental

retardation, and alterations of the reproductive organs [3].

It is evident, therefore, that hygiene and behaviour mea-

sures capable of ensuring the best possible well-being must

be primarily employed in the management of migraine

during pregnancy, when women are ideal candidates for

non-pharmacological prophylaxis. However, only two

treatments of this kind, relaxation techniques, in particular

biofeedback (BFB), and acupuncture, have accumulated

sufficient evidence in support of their efficacy and safety.

Some vitamins and dietary supplements have been proposed:

the prophylactic properties of magnesium, riboflavin and

coenzyme Q10 are probably low, but their lack of severe

adverse effects makes them good treatment options [4].

Diet and lifestyle

Regular meals and a balanced diet are advisable during

pregnancy. Fasting and its ensuing hypoglycaemia must be

avoided. Recognition of dietary migraine triggers, such as

chocolate, aged cheese, monosodium glutamate, may help
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to reduce headaches, though restrictive diets are not pre-

scribed during pregnancy because they are not likely to be

beneficial and limit the intake of important nutrients [5].

Restriction of alcohol, on the other hand, is always rec-

ommended for a variety of health reasons, along with the

cessation of smoking [5].

Migraineurs are normally advised to observe a regular

sleeping pattern. Epidemiological data have established a

significant link between chronic headache and poor sleep:

sleep, in fact, is effective treatment of the symptoms of

migraine and adopted as such by 80% of patients in the

event of an attack [6].

Moderate physical exercise is advisable during preg-

nancy: aerobic exercise may help to reduce migraine fre-

quency, severity and duration [7], while a general aerobic

conditioning program and basic targeted stretching exer-

cises can be learned from self-help manuals.

Lastly, it is essential to steer clear of stressful situations.

This may reduce the symptomatology in 60% of patients

through the resort to relaxation techniques, such as those

based on breathing [5] or the viewing of pleasing pictures,

which have long been recognised as effective for the

diminution of stress and its amplification of the perception

of pain.

Non-pharmacological prophylaxis

BFB

BFB and relaxation are effective in migraine prophylaxis

[4]. Marcus et al. [8] assessed the preventive efficacy of a

combination of skin-warming BFB, relaxation and physical

therapy in pregnant women with migraine. Results showed

a significant symptom improvement in 79% of subjects,

with an overall 73% reduction in headaches. This protocol

was further compared to an attention control consisting in

headache education and skin-cooling BFB: both groups

improved with treatment, though the first was more likely

to experience significant headache relief (72.7 vs. 28.6%,

p \ 0.03) [8]. Moreover, the benefits were maintained for

up to 1 year postpartum in 68% of the treated patients [9].

Acupuncture

The recent Cochrane Collaboration review of 22 random-

ised controlled trials concluded that ‘‘acupuncture should

be considered as a treatment option for migraine patients

needing prophylactic treatment due to frequent or insuffi-

ciently controlled migraine attacks, particularly in patients

refusing prophylactic drug treatment or experiencing

adverse effects from such treatments […] acupuncture is it

at least as effective as, or possibly more effective than,

prophylactic drug treatment, and has fewer adverse

effects’’ [10].

The efficacy of prophylaxis thus demonstrated in non-

pregnant women can probably be achieved during preg-

nancy, with the added advantage that this form of treatment

cannot cause any damage to the foetus. In the specific case

of migraine during pregnancy, acupuncture has proved

effective against the nausea and vomiting that often

accompany headache, and may worsen a woman’s general

state of health [11].

Vitamins and other supplements

Magnesium is an intracellular element involved in several

cell functions. Its oral supplementation is approved for

migraine prophylaxis in pregnant women by the European

Federation of Neurological Societies [12].

Riboflavin (Vitamin B2) appears to reduce the symp-

toms of migraine, though the data are still insufficient [4].

Coenzyme Q10 supplementation may help to reduce the

number of migraine crises. The literature data, however,

are very few, and do not relate to the subject of migraine

prophylaxis in pregnancy [13]. Even so, its use in the

prevention of pre-eclampsia [14], a relatively frequent

complication of pregnancy and the puerperium, that is

strongly associated with a history of migraine seems to be

promising.
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Abstract In elderly patients, the differential diagnosis of

primary headache complicated by clinical characteristics

may suggest symptomatic headache. In addition, the fre-

quent presence of chronic comorbidity illness and exces-

sive analgesic use may aggravate a pre-existing headache

or give rise to new headache to complicate headache

management in elderly patients. This study reviews epi-

demiologic data, clinical characteristics and treatment

options for primary headaches in elderly people.

Keywords Elderly � Migraine � Tension-type headache �
TACs � Management

Introduction

The question of primary headache in the elderly raises

some important problems: there are no guidelines for

therapeutic management because of a lack of scientific

evidence, since patients aged 65 years or older are usually

excluded from controlled clinical trials [1]; headache may

be symptomatic, with a phenotype similar to migraine or

tension-type headache, making differential diagnosis dif-

ficult. Furthermore, chronic comorbidities (frequent in the

elderly) may exacerbate a primary headache, while an

episodic form may often transform into chronic daily

headache. Finally, there are headaches that occur

exclusively after the age of 60 years such as hypnic

headache or headache attributed to temporal arteritis,

which are reported to be mistakenly diagnosed as migraine

or tension-type headache in 15 and 27% of cases, respec-

tively [2].

Extent of the problem

Primary headaches are common in elderly, with a preva-

lence reported between 52 and 81% higher than secondary

forms, which normally amount to only 15–30% of all

headaches observed, though they may reach 33% in people

older than 70 years [2, 3]. The prevalence of migraine is

between 2.9 and 19.0% [2, 4–7], but tends to decrease with

advancing age to 4.6–6.1% by 80 years [5, 8, 9]. In 6.8% of

women between 65 and 69 years, migraine is present in the

‘‘active’’ form, in 3.4% of women between 70 and 74 years

[10] and in 5.0% at 80 years [11]. It always afflicts more

women than men, though the ratio shows a decrease

(F:M = 3:1 vs. 2:1) [9, 12].

Among older people, tension-type headache is the most

frequent primary form, with prevalence ranging from 18.3 to

51.8% [4, 7]. Episodic tension-type headache is present in

46.9% of women and 42.3% of men in the fourth decade of

life, but decreases to 27.1% of women and 25.6% of men at

70 years. The prevalence of chronic tension-type headache

is about 2.7% [13, 14] with a prevalence peak (4%) at about

60 years decreasing to about 3% in advanced age [15].

Cluster headache is rare in the elderly, tending to

disappear in the sixth decade in those diagnosed when

young [4]. However, cluster headache can occur de novo in

the elderly, affecting women more than men [16, 17].

The 2004 headache classification [18] now includes

hypnic headache among other primary headaches, which
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occurs exclusively in persons older than 60 years of age.

Few cases of this rare condition have been reported and its

prevalence and incidence have not been reliably estimated,

although it may constitute about 0.07–0.1% of all primary

headaches and seem to affect women more than men [19].

Clinical characteristics and differential diagnosis

Migraine headache

With advancing age, attacks of migraine without aura

progressively decrease in duration, intensity and frequency

and eventually disappear completely in most cases [20, 21].

Thus, migraine without aura tends to increasingly resemble

tension-type headache rendering differential diagnosis even

more difficult. About 80% of elderly migraineurs report

medium to mild intensity headache of duration 4–12 h;

photo- and phonophobia may arise separately, while 4% of

cases report nausea without vomiting [10, 20].

Migraine with aura is not frequent among the elderly

(1–2%). However, patients diagnosed with migraine with

aura when young may lose the headache, but retain the aura

in old age, presenting typical aura without headache as a

‘‘late-life migraine accompaniment’’ or ‘‘migraine equiva-

lents’’. These phenomena, described by Fisher more than

30 years ago, are still valid for distinguishing them from

transient ischemic attacks (TIA) [20, 22–24].

These ‘‘benign’’ late-life complaints may appear for the

first time in over 75% of migraine with aura cases after the

age of 65 years [25] and must be distinguished from con-

ditions manifesting with short-lasting symptoms such as

partial epilepsy, arteriovenous malformations, vascular eye

disease, embolism, carotid stenosis or vasculitis [26].

As much as 2 or 3% of elderly people may suffer

migraine attacks for the first time with exactly the same

clinical features as young/adult forms [27]; although

migraine can develop de novo in elderly patients, a sec-

ondary headache should always be considered particularly

since in one study over 7% of newly diagnosed elderly

migraineurs had brain alterations on neuroimaging [28].

Tension-type headache

The clinical characteristics of tension-type headache do not

change with age as they do in migraine. In 17–43% of

elderly, the first time tension-type appears in relation to

negative psychological events (retirement, bereavement,

loneliness, economic difficulties, admission to care, etc.)

[29, 30]. In the elderly, tension-type headache should only

be diagnosed after conditions such as temporal arteritis,

cancer, hydrocephalus, chronic subdural hematoma, dete-

rioration in visual acuity, fibromyalgia, myofascial pain,

cervical spondylosis, masked depression, sleep apnea and

also metabolic disorders such as hypoglycemia, hypothy-

roidism, low sodium and high calcium [31, 32].

Trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs)

The cluster headache is rare and tends to disappear at

around 60–70 years in those diagnosed earlier [4]. How-

ever, in some cases cluster headache may develop de novo

after the age of 65 years, when it has the same character-

istics as in younger patients [3, 33–35]. A report from a

study on 359 elderly patients with headache confirmed it as

a problem ‘‘also’’ of older age and found that 4% had

cluster headache [2] and cases at 83 and 89 years had been

recorded [36, 37].

Chronic cluster headache, which typically presents late

in the elderly, is often only accompanied by strong agita-

tion, simulating a pseudo-dementia [38].

In the elderly, symptomatic cluster-like headaches may

accompany glaucoma, uveitis, sinusitis, carotid dissection,

vertebral artery or cavernous sinus aneurism, occipital

arteriovenous malformation, cervical meningioma, sphe-

noid wing meningioma, rhinopharyngioma, hypophyseal

adenoma, Tolosa–Hunt syndrome and trigeminal neuralgia

(common in the elderly).

Two cases of SUNCT syndrome have been reported in

the elderly (77 and 88 years old) [39, 40].

Other primary headaches

The hypnic headache was first described by Raskin in 1988

[41]. Only 112 idiopathic cases are described in literature

together with a few symptomatic cases [42–44], so it can

be included under the heading of primary headaches.

The attacks occur exclusively during REM sleep (noc-

turnal or afternoon) and are brief (lasting about 15 min

after waking), bilateral, and without autonomic manifes-

tations. Frequency is daily or every other day, one to six

times during the night, with 1–3 h between attacks.

Although the pain awakens the patient, it is usually of

moderate intensity and dull. Triggering factors have not

been identified. The attacks may persist for a few years and

then regress spontaneously, so the prognosis is benign [45].

Primary headaches and chronic illnesses

A major problem in the management of the elderly is

caused by age-related diseases such as arthritis, hyperten-

sion, heart disease, cancer, diabetes or stroke. Some of

these may manifest as comorbidities with primary head-

ache [46, 47]. The evidences are mainly with regard to the

following forms.
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Migraine and cerebro-cardiovascular disease

In the elderly, migraine is not a risk factor for stroke [48]

nor does it appear to be significantly more frequent

among patients with stroke than those without. A study

[49], comparing 100 patients with ischemic stroke and a

control group without stroke found a lifetime prevalence

of 8% in both groups, suggesting that the combination of

migraine and stroke can be considered a coincidence in

most cases [50].

In addition, migraine in the elderly does not appear to be

associated with high blood pressure either [51] and does

not raise the risk of coronary disease [52, 53]. Elderly

people may rarely develop migraine-like headache in

association with angina episodes (angina headache), which

typically resolve on treatment with nitrite [54].

Migraine and depression

A recent Swedish study found that in elderly women

(60–74 years), the risk of active migraine was strongly

associated with a history of major depression (OR = 2.4,

P = 0.02) [55]. Depression can also affect the recurrence

and severity of migraine attacks, influencing the likelihood

of developing CDH and the choice of treatment [56].

Migraine and other comorbidities

In a recent study, cognitive function was not impaired in

people with a long history of migraine, suggesting no

relation between migraine and dementia [57].

Headache chronicization

The prevalence of chronic daily headache in people of

65 years or older was between 3.9 and 4.4%, similar to that

in the general population and indicating that the prevalence

of this condition does not decrease with age [14].

Several factors may influence the chronicization of

headache [58]; the most important, however, is continuous

use of analgesics, which is very frequent among the elderly

(30–45%) [59] in relation to the greater prevalence of

painful conditions as arthritis, osteoporosis, diabetic neu-

ropathy, fibromyalgia, skeleton–muscular problems, oro-

mandibular disorders and herpetic neuralgia in the elderly

[60, 61].

Chronic migraine and chronic tension-type headache

are the two main forms of chronic headache. A recent

13-year follow-up study on elderly patients with chronic

daily headache [62] found that chronic daily headache

with migrainous features had a worse prognosis than

chronic tension-type headache. It was also found that in

30% of patients with chronic tension-type headache, the

condition evolved to chronic migraine, suggesting that

migraine may be the commonest primary headache in

elderly people [63].

A de novo headache develops in 1.0–1.7% of elderly

people, in relation to uncontrolled use of analgesics; this

‘‘medication overuse headache’’ may have migraine-like or

tension-type characteristics, which further aggravate the

course of the earlier headache. Patients in such condition

suffer not only significant disability, but are difficult to

manage because prophylactic treatments are especially less

effective than usual [13, 14, 64].

Treatment

The approach to treatment in the elderly should be indi-

vidualized, not only because of the frequent presence of

comorbidities, but also because aging produces physio-

logical changes that reduce drug tolerance and increase the

likelihood of side effects [65, 66]. Both symptomatic and

prophylactic medications should be started at low dose,

titrated slowly and continued for at 3 months, monitoring

liver and renal function.

It is also important to be aware of psychological factors

that may aggravate a headache condition and encourage

behavior changes where necessary, such as avoiding

known triggering factors, emphasizing the importance of

adequate rest, good sleep and healthy diet, monitoring

drugs used and being attentive to the possibilities of drug

abuse. Non-pharmacological treatments such as feedback,

relaxation and acupuncture may be useful [67, 68].

Since guidelines for headache treatment in the elderly

have not been published, some suggestions for treat-

ment based on the authors’ experience are summarized in

Table 1.

Table 1 Recommended drugs for migraine without aura in the

elderly

Symptomatic treatment

First choice Paracetamol

Second choice NSAIDs

Avoid or use with caution Tryptans, combination products

Prophylaxis

First choice Topiramate, valproate

Second choice Propranolol, calcium antagonists,

sartans

Use with caution Nortriptyline

Avoid Amitriptyline

Non-pharmacological

treatments

Magnesium, riboflavin, coenzyme Q
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Abstract The prevalence of headache decreases with

age. However, headache is still ranked as one of the most

frequent complaints in the elderly. Aging is accompanied

by a decline in the incidence of most primary headache

disorders and by an increase in organic causes of headache,

especially after 55–60 years of age. New onset headaches

or a change in headache pattern in this age group carries a

high index of suspicion for organic diseases. A broad dif-

ferential diagnosis and unique diagnostic considerations

must be considered. Secondary headache disorders reflect

underlying organic diseases such as giant cell arteritis,

intracranial mass lesion, cerebrovascular diseases or met-

abolic abnormality.

Keywords Secondary headaches � Elderly � Prevalence �
Organic diseases

Introduction

Aging is accompanied by a decline in the incidence of most

primary headache disorders and by an increase in organic

causes of headache, especially after 55–60 years of age [1, 2].

Although the prevalence of headache in the elderly is

relevant, few clinical and epidemiological studies have

been conducted until now in patients aged over 65 years.

Patients over 65 years of age accounted for 6.4% of the

whole adult headache population attending at a Headache

Centre in a retrospective study [3]. Importantly, secondary

headache is more common in the elderly, constituting up to

30% of headache complaints [4]. These patients commonly

had medical problems or somatic or psychological symp-

toms. Headaches that begin after age 55 are more often due

to serious conditions, or are exacerbated by comorbid

disorders. When evaluating the older patient with new

onset headache or a change in headache patterns, one must

rule out serious secondary causes of headache. Therefore,

in these cases, a lowered threshold for ordering tests is

justified, particularly if the headaches are of recent onset,

are atypical, or are associated with neurological findings.

Giant cell arteritis (GCA)

GCA is a necrotizing granulomatous systemic arteritis that

occurs predominantly in middle aged and elderly individ-

uals (3–9% per 100,000 patients; female:male ratio 3:1)

[5]. The average age of onset is 70 years and it is rare

before 50 years. GCA affects almost exclusively the white

race and is more frequent in populations of the north than

in the south of Europe and America. The association with

haplotype HLA-DR4 and the alleles of locus HLA-DRB1

and the reporting of GCA in more members of a same

family show that genetic factors may play an important

role. The periodic incidence with peaks every 5 years

observed in the county of Olmsted, Minnesota (North

America), supports the hypothesis of a infectious cause [5].

The pathogenesis is probably immune representing a

response cell-mediated to an antigen autologous (disease

‘‘antigen-driven’’). Headache is the most frequent and most

common initial symptom (70–90% of patients). Although

most clinicians associate temporal headache with GCA, the

headache may be diffuse or localized to any head region,

including the occiput. Visual symptoms such as amaurosis,

diplopia, and visual loss are the most significant, and
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potentially catastrophic, early manifestations of GCA.

Polymyalgia rheumatica, with muscle pain and joint stiff-

ness, is present in 25% of patients. Temporal lobe biopsy,

the diagnostic gold standard, should be performed within

48 h of initiating steroid treatment.

Mass lesions

The elderly have a higher incidence of intracranial disease

than young adults. Headache as the only manifestation of a

brain tumor occurs in only 1% of patients with brain

tumors. It occurs at presentation in up to a half of patients

with brain tumors and develops in the course of the disease

in 60%. Headache can occur with or without elevated

intracranial pressure. It is usually generalized, but can

overlie the tumor. No difference in headache frequency

was noted between rapidly growing and slow-growing

tumors. Postulated mechanisms of headache development

include traction on pain-sensitive intracerebral vessels,

transient herniation of hippocampal gyri, traction on cra-

nial nerves, or elevation of intracranial pressure. Most

commonly, brain tumor headaches are similar to tension-

type headaches with descriptions such as ‘‘dull ache’’ or

‘‘pressure’’. Headache with migrainous features is seen in

approximately 10% of patients with brain tumors. The

‘‘classic’’ brain tumor headache, a severe morning head-

ache associated with nausea and vomiting, occurs in only

17% of patients. With space-occupying lesions other than

brain tumors, such as subdural hematomas and brain

abscesses, headache is a more frequent and earlier symp-

tom. Patients with brain abscesses often have a progres-

sively severe, intractable headache. In one series, headache

was present in 70–90% of patients [6]. The higher head-

ache prevalence in abscess, compared to tumor, may be due

to the faster evolution, associated meningeal reaction, and

occasional low-grade fever that may accompany abscess.

Cerebrovascular disease

Ischemic stroke

Headache is a manifestation of ischemic stroke in

approximately 25% of all cases of ischemic stroke. It is

more prevalent with cortical infarcts and large infarcts, less

common in lacunar infarction, and may herald the ischemic

event by days or weeks [7]. The headache tends to be

unilateral and ipsilateral to the side of the lesion. The

pathophysiology is not well delineated but may be sec-

ondary to vasodilatation of pain-sensitive vessels by the

release of vasoactive substances such as substance P

together with cytochines, nitrous oxide, and bradykinins

leading to stimulation of nociceptive trigeminovascular

afferent [1].

Hemorrhagic stroke

The incidence of headache in hemorrhagic stroke is

approximately 40–60%. It occurs more frequently in

patients with cerebellar, occipital, and large lobar

hematomas.

TIA

The frequency of headache in TIAs varies from 6 to 44%.

Medina [8] noted headache in 15 out of 34 TIA patients

occurring during, immediately before, or after the neuro-

logic event. It is possible that late-onset migraine may be a

marker for cerebrovascular disease. It is also possible that

some of the TIAs may have been misdiagnosed as migraine.

Subdural hematoma

Headache is frequently associated with subdural hemato-

mas in the elderly, with an increasing incidence propor-

tional to the duration of the headache. Headache occurs in

up to 80% of patients with chronic subdural hematomas.

Hypertension

The incidence of headache in individuals with hypertension

is not higher than in non-hypertensive controls. However, a

diffuse headache lasting several hours can be caused by

severe hypertension (diastolic pressure [ 130 mmHg).

Parkinson’s disease

The association between Parkinson’s disease and headache

is controversial [9]. In one series, headache occurred in

41% of Parkinson’s disease patients and 13% of controls.

Another controlled series found no difference in headache

prevalence. Possible mechanisms include comorbid

depression and muscle rigidity. Headaches may respond to

amitriptyline [10].

Myocardial infarction

The exact incidence of acute MI presenting solely as

headache in unknown but is probably more common than

previously believed [11]. Acute MI must be considered in

the differential diagnosis of acute, severe headache, espe-

cially in elderly patients who do not have a history of

chronic headaches.
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Trigeminal neuralgia

Trigeminal neuralgia is the most common neuralgic dis-

order in the elderly. The average age at onset is approxi-

mately 50 years, and the female:male ratio is 2:1. 80% of

patients with ‘‘idiopathic’’ trigeminal neuralgia have

compression of the trigeminal root by an artery (superior

cerebellar or anterior inferior cerebellar) or vein. Other

secondary causes are more likely in patients with a younger

age at onset.

Tension-type headache

Secondary headache disorders often mimic tension-type

headache. Therefore, ‘‘red flags’’ should be sought in the

history and on examination to help identify or exclude

secondary disorders. Overlapping symptoms and the lack

of distinctive features of tension-type headache can present

a diagnostic challenge. Headaches associated with brain

tumors often present with bifrontal, pressure-like pain

resembling chronic tension-type headache [12]. Rarely,

pericranial tenderness, which can occur with tension

headache, may signal underlying meningitis or subarach-

noid hemorrhage.

Hypnic headache

Hypnic headache is a rare primary chronic headache dis-

order seen largely in the elderly that occurs exclusively

during sleep. In some cases the underlying cause may be a

nocturnal hypertension [13], OSAS [14], a posterior fossa

meningioma [15] and a pontine stroke [16].

Medications

The elderly often have coexisting medical conditions

requiring treatment with medications, some of which can

cause headache. These include nitrates, some calcium

channel blockers, estrogens and progestins, histamine

receptor blockers, theophylline, and NSAIDs. The charac-

teristics of medication-induced headaches are non-specific.

Overuse of caffeine, analgesics, narcotics, and 5-HT1

agonists can lead to CDH.

Cervical spondylosis

Characteristics features of cervicogenic headache include

occipital–nuchal pain, limited range of motion of the neck,

and spasm of cervical muscles. Cervicogenic headache is

probably overdiagnosed as an etiology for headache in the

elderly because the radiographic changes of cervical

spondylosis are common in this age group.

Metabolic headaches

The HIS defines metabolic headache as one that occurs

during a metabolic disturbance and disappears within

7 days after corrective treatment. Metabolic headache may

be secondary to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,

cardiac failure, anemia, and obstructive or central sleep

apnea. These usually consist of throbbing nocturnal or

morning headaches that resolve shortly after rising. Dial-

ysis can also lead to headaches, likely through an osmotic

mechanism.

The eye and headache

Ocular causes of eye pain or headache are almost always

associated with a red eye, cloudy cornea, visual loss, dip-

lopia, etc. There are three exceptions: posterior scleritis,

optic neuritis, subacute angle closure glaucoma. An oph-

thalmologic evaluation is warranted in an elderly patient

with new onset ocular, frontal, or brow pain if no other

etiology is evident.
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HEADACHES IN EXTREME AGE OF LIFE

Headache in young age: classification of primary forms

Licia Grazzi • Frank Andrasik

� Springer-Verlag 2010

Abstract The high prevalence of headache in young age

has a significant impact on patients and their families.

Migraine and tension-type headache are the most common

forms of headache for which young patients see a physi-

cian. Recent studies confirm the increasing incidence of

migraine and also chronic migraine in the pediatric popu-

lation. The article reviews the most important diagnostic

categories of headache in young age and the limitations of

the classification criteria for this group of patients.

Keywords Headache � Young age � Migraine �
Tension-type headache � Chronic migraine

Introduction

Pediatric tension-type headache and migraine are increas-

ingly being recognized as a significant health problem.

They represent the two most common diagnostic cate-

gories in the field of headache forms in young age. It is not

uncommon to see children suffering from one of these

forms in our clinical practice, although at this age it is not

always easy to distinguish them. The different forms can

change and they can both be present at the same time in the

same child.

Migraine remains under-recognized, underdiagnosed,

and ultimately undertreated in the pediatric population

[1, 2], which leaves the potential for long-term adverse

consequences due to disease progression. The underlying

pathophysiology is presumably the same as in adults, but

the presenting symptoms are often different from those

seen in adults. This is particularly so in younger children,

whose brains are undergoing development. Early effective

intervention may prevent progression and lifelong conse-

quences including the development of comorbidities [1, 2].

This common disorder is often accompanied by signif-

icant disability that can have a major impact on the child’s

life and school performance as well as relationships with

family and peers. Early accurate diagnosis and compre-

hensive effective treatment are essential to minimize the

impact on a child’s quality of life and may result in the

prevention of long-term disability [1, 2].

Classification and epidemiology

Present epidemiology studies have used the classification

categories of the International Classification of Headache

Disorders (ICHD-II) [3] and have examined the impact of

frequency, socio-economic factors, and predictors of out-

come for headache forms in young age. More recent studies

have begun to evaluate the prevalence [4] and the inci-

dence [5] of frequent headaches and the potential associ-

ated underlying risk factors. The ICHD criteria were

initially developed to advance the clinical and scientific

study of headache, but have been criticized for a lack of

sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing pediatric head-

aches, in particular in migraine. Some of the suggested

modifications have been adopted in the footnotes to the

criteria for migraine in the second edition of the ICHD [2].

This has improved the sensitivity from the ICDH I,

although this remains incomplete. The problems in
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diagnosing migraine in youth include the short duration of

headache attacks, the higher likelihood of a bilateral

location, and the difficulty in describing the headache

features and associated symptoms.

In response to these concerns, the ICDH criteria were

modified to include the bilateral location of pain, the dura-

tion of headache of 1–72 h, and nausea and/or vomiting,

plus two of the other associated symptoms (photo phono-

phobia, difficulty thinking, lightheadedness, fatigue). Given

the significant heterogeneity in the associated symptoms

among children, increasing the acceptable list of associated

symptoms has improved sensitivity of diagnosis [6–8].

New tools and biological indices need to be developed

and integrated into the diagnostic process to further

enhance diagnostic precision. Although the present system

is far from ideal, the ICDH-II represents an improvement

over the initial criteria and provides a stronger foundation

for the diagnosis and scientific study of headache and

migraine.

Concerning epidemiology, the studies conducted in the

recent years have sometimes yielded controversial findings,

due in part to the inclusion of groups of patients that are

quite heterogeneous because of the different criteria that

have been applied to different populations of patients.

It seems to have been confirmed that the 1-year preva-

lence of migraine is 6.3% among adolescents, in particular

5% in boys, and 7.7% in girls [9–11]. In the recent years,

many have noted an increasing incidence of chronic forms

in young patients, something noted by child neurologists as

well [12]. Chronic daily headaches can be very compli-

cated and now are the subject of many clinical reports. The

association of chronic forms with medication overuse at

this age is becoming more frequent too. Sometimes these

forms evolve from episodic headache, but it is not unusual

to observe an abrupt onset of chronic forms which induce

the patients to frequently use analgesics to abort the

attacks. These chronic forms of headache often cause

young children to miss school days.

The treatment approach for children with these prob-

lematic forms of headache can be quite complex. A correct

diagnosis is important for young patients and their families,

as is reassurance that there is no significant underlying

neurological problem. Rothner et al. [13] stated that ‘‘the

confident reassurance as to absence of medical disorders

and intracranial abnormalities is vey powerful’’. Children

need to be involved in the treatment process, as well as

their families. This is especially important when imple-

menting lifestyle changes. Inadequate sleep, recurrent

hypoglycemia related to skipped meals, and dehydration

caused by inadequate water intake or excessive caffeine

intake are important factors to be addressed concomitantly

with medical management to reduce severity and frequency

of headache episodes. Preventive medical and non-medical

measures are necessary to manage the risk of excessive

medication intake and attendant problems [14].

Clinical evaluation

A practical and rational approach to the evaluation of

headache in children can result in a more efficient and

effective experience, to help patients and their families to

cope adequately with this problem. It is important to ask

for the correct information, to rule out the more serious

organic causes of recurrent headaches and to identify

specific triggers or life habits, which can induce headache

episodes. It is important to collect a careful history of

headache and information on the life habits of the patients

(diet, rhythm of sleep, physical activity, school problems).

Armed with this information, the therapist can be more

effective in designing the therapeutical approach [15].

In the recent years, researchers have become increas-

ingly interested in the problem of disability and impact of

migraine in children. Several tools have been developed to

evaluate the disability from migraine for this category of

patients.

PED-MIDAS is a useful questionnaire to measure

impact of migraine in young patients as well as their

response to treatment [16].

Nonpharmacological therapies can be of great value and

are often preferred to medication by some children and

parents. Once treatment is initiated, a program for follow-

up has to be established. It is essential to keep the parents’

expectations in mind throughout the evaluation so that the

proper diagnosis can be rendered, the treatment program

instituted, and confident reassurance provided.

Conclusion

Headache is underdiagnosed in the pediatric population

partly due to different clinical characteristics compared

with headache in adults. The impact of migraine in children

is underappreciated even though children experience sig-

nificant disability. Advances in the diagnostic criteria for

pediatric migraine have led to a better recognition of this

condition.

Given its high prevalence, incidence and disability, we

must increase our recognition of pediatric migraine in order

to attain improved outcomes and potentially prevent a

lifelong impact and disease progression. Further research is

needed to expand our classification options and to develop

better long-term outcomes measurement tools.
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HEADACHES IN EXTREME AGE OF LIFE

Secondary headache in children
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Abstract Headache is one of the most common health

complaints in children and adolescents. The initial assess-

ment of acute headache aims to recognize whether there is

a secondary cause for headache. According to the litera-

ture, the secondary headaches due to non-life-threatening

diseases are the most frequent ones in pediatrics. In par-

ticular, respiratory tract infections and minor head trauma

represent the majority. In a small minority of patients,

headache is secondary to serious life-threatening intracra-

nial disorders. Meningitis is the most common cause of

headache due to serious neurological condition. These

patients do not constitute a diagnostic problem, as they

usually have clear systemic and neurological signs of

intracranial hypertension. Recent onset of headache

attacks, occipital location of pain, patient’s inability to

describe headache characteristics seem frequently recur,

together with neurological signs, in intracranial life-

threatening conditions.

Keywords Secondary headache � Childhood

Background

Headache is a common complaint in children and adoles-

cents. Headache prevalence rates among children range

from 5.9 to 37.7% and increase in school age (40–50%)

and adolescent children (80%) [1].

A rational evaluation of a child with headache begins, as

in adults, with a detailed history followed by a careful

physical and neurologic examination. Priorities are to

exclude a secondary cause. Recognition of the temporal

pattern of headache often helps in delineating the possible

underlying causes [2].

A single episode of head pain without prior history of

previous events (acute pattern) suggests, especially in

adults, a possible aneurismal subarachnoid hemorrhage, but

in children is most commonly due to upper respiratory tract

infections.

Headache gradually increasing in frequency and severity

(worsening pattern) raises the suspicious of organic etiol-

ogy increasing intracranial pressure.

An occipital location of headache in children is less

common than frontal or temporal and should raise the

suspicion of a posterior fossa tumor [3].

The so-called ‘‘red flags’’ in headache history should

alert the physician to further investigations:

1. A short history (first or worst) or recent recurrent

severe head ache for few weeks.

2. Accelerated course, change in character over weeks or

days.

3. Headache suggesting raised intracranial pressure (early

morning headache, vomiting in morning, pain disturb-

ing sleep, headache worse with cough or valsalva).

4. Associated symptoms of personality changes, weak-

ness, seizures or fever.

5. Underlying history of neurocutaneous syndrome, his-

tory of systemic illness, e.g. known malignancy with

possible metastases, hypercoagulopathy.

6. Young age of child (\3 years).

The neurological examination has a high sensitivity for

intracranial pathology: a careful neurological examination

focusing on mental state, coordination, osteotendineous

reflexes, sensory, motor, eye movement and fundoscopic
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examination can exclude brain tumor in 98% of cases (The

Childhood Brain Tumors Consortium, 1991). The majority

of brain tumors in childhood are midline processes (e.g.

medulloblastoma, cerebellar astrocytoma, ependymoma,

pineal region tumors, craniopharyngioma) therefore neu-

rological examination may show no focal signs.

Sudden severe unilateral headaches in the pediatric

population and in young adults correlate with carotid or

vertebral dissection, especially when associated with neu-

rologic signs and symptoms. In sudden severe headache,

particularly in the absence of a family history of migraine,

a CT scan without contrast must be performed and if

subarachnoid or parenchymal hemorrhage is detected fur-

ther evaluation for aneurysm or vascular malformation

must be considered.

Sinus disease may present with headache or may be

associated with it. The diagnosis of acute sinusitis is made

clinically; however, in children who present with severe

and persistent headache as the dominant feature of sinusitis

and imaging may be warranted. Headache is the most

common symptom identified with the intracranial spread of

infection from dural irritation and localized encephalitis.

Patients who have a history of subacute or remote

trauma may present with headaches. It would be prudent to

consider imaging of patients in whom neurologic signs or

symptoms are positive, whose headaches are associated

with vomiting, or whose headaches are increasing in fre-

quency, duration or severity, regardless of the severity of

the initial trauma [4].

Headache may accompany a febrile illness. Meningitis

is the most common cause of headache due to serious

neurological condition. These patients do not generally

constitute a diagnostic problem as they usually have clear

systemic and neurological signs of intracranial hyperten-

sion; anyway, a physician should be alerted that neck

stiffness or a positive Kernig’s sign would be absent,

especially in young children. Additional testing may be

required when meningitis or encephalitis is suspected.

Children with underlying disease (such as immuno-

compromised patients, children with known neoplasms,

sickle cell patients and patients with coagulopathy or

hypertension) are predisposed to intracranial pathology. In

high-risk groups a severe headache may indicate a signif-

icant intracranial pathology. It would seem appropriate to

consider a lower threshold for imaging in this patient

population.

Results and discussion

In various studies of pediatric emergency setting, the most

frequently identified etiology of secondary headache is

viral infections (29–39%) in particular respiratory tract

infections [2, 5] or minor head trauma [6]; in a small

minority of patients headaches are secondary to serious

life-threatening intracranial disorders [6, 7]. Several clini-

cal features such as pre-school age, recent onset of head-

ache attacks, occipital location, patient’s inability to

describe headache characteristics as well as neurological

signs are useful to identify headaches secondary to

underlying brain processes [6].
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NEUROMODULATION: PRESENT AND FUTURE

Clinical considerations on chronic migraine, pharmacoresistance
and refractoriness
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Abstract Patients with chronic migraine are difficult to

treat and often analgesic overusers. In this article attention

is focused on aspects considered important for producing a

definition of refractory in relation to this headache form. I

propose that a ‘‘chronic migraine’’ patient should be con-

sidered ‘‘refractory’’ to pharmacological prophylaxis when

adequate trials of preventive therapies at adequate doses

have failed to reduce headache frequency and improve

headache-related disability and, in patients with medication

overuse, also failed to reduce the consumption of symp-

tomatic drugs.

Keywords Chronic migraine �
Medication overuse headache � Refractory migraine

Introduction

Patients with chronic migraine are notoriously difficult to

treat, particularly those who present at a tertiary headache

centre, as they have usually tried all available preventive

medications without benefit, and have often become anal-

gesic overusers in an attempt to mitigate their poor quality

of life and allow them to continue to function at work in

their daily lives.

However, we know that the response to a preventive

drug varies from person to person and over time; we also

know that comorbidities like depression, insomnia, anxiety,

hypertension and obesity can be associated with both

failure to respond to medication and increased headache

frequency. It is therefore essential to identify and treat

comorbidities in chronic migraine patients before con-

cluding they are non-responsive to pharmacological pre-

vention. An extensive history is therefore an essential first

step.

Discussion

Around 3–5% of migraineurs develop long-lasting chronic

daily headache; they may also suffer from typical migraine

at the same time, and so would be eligible for diagnosis of

more than one headache condition, complicating the

diagnosis of chronic migraine, as defined by the Interna-

tional Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-II) of

2004 [1]. If they have also become analgesic abusers, they

probably have so-called medication overuse headache

(MOH). It is also important to recognise MOH, since

patients with this condition rarely respond to established

preventive treatments, and require a specific therapeutic

approach in order to stand a chance of successfully man-

aging their condition. Such an approach begins with the

identification of factors likely to contribute to the devel-

opment and perpetuation of analgesic overuse, particularly

lifestyle and psychological factors. How does the ICHD-II

facilitate this process?

According to the ICHD-II, chronic migraine is diag-

nosed when typical migraine without aura attacks are

present on more than 15 days per month. By contrast MOH

is diagnosed, according to ICHD-II, when a patient with

chronic headache stops overusing analgesics for at least

2 months and the chronic headache improves as a conse-

quence. Thus, if after analgesic use has been brought under

control, episodic migraine returns, the MOH diagnosis is

confirmed; and if the migraine remains chronic 2 months
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after stopping analgesic use, the chronic migraine diagnosis

is confirmed.

However, these criteria for distinguishing chronic

migraine from MOH proved very difficult to apply in

clinical practice. So in 2006 an IHS Committee [2]

examined the situation and proposed new diagnostic cri-

teria for chronic migraine and MOH. The modifications are

as follows.

Chronic migraine is diagnosed when C15 headaches/

month occur for at least 3 months in a person who has had

least five attacks fulfilling the ICHD-II criteria for migraine

without aura, and on 8 days per month for at least 3 months

the headache has the characteristics of migraine without

aura or has responded to triptans (or both). There must be

no medication overuse.

MOH was proposed as present in patients with headache

[15 days/month who use ergotamine, triptans, opioids or

combination analgesics for C10 days/month for over

3 months or who use simple analgesics or any combination

of ergotamine, triptans, analgesics or opioids on C15 days/

month on a regular basis for[3 months, without overuse of

any single class alone. These new criteria abolished the

need to wait for improvement on drug withdrawal before

MOH and chronic migraine could be distinguished, and

imply the headache is worse during medication overuse;

they are to be applied in future studies on the therapeutic

efficacy of pharmacological treatments.

In clinical practice, patients with chronic migraine

experience attacks which vary from tension-type-like to

migraine-like, and may experience migraine-like head-

aches that are more intense and disabling than those suf-

fered by patients with episodic migraine without aura. For

this reason I suggest it would be more realistic to use

number of days with migraine headache per month rather

than number of days with headache in general as treatment

outcome measure in these patients. In fact, in patients with

chronic migraine as defined by the 2006 Committee [2], the

headache is often associated with medication overuse and

an indicator of treatment success should be a 50% reduc-

tion in frequency of days with headache per month as

occurs with episodic migraine without aura. This would be

the only useful measure of prophylactic efficacy against

chronic migraine.

If comorbidities are present they also need to be treated,

remembering that drugs used to treat the headache in the

presence of comorbidity, may not be first choice, or that the

doses may need to be different. From these considerations

we can deduce that modifications [2] are still inadequate

even though they are an improvement on the 2004 criteria

[1], and have sought to take account of the phenomenon of

headache chronicization.

Migraine is a condition present throughout much of the

patient’s life, tending to become chronic with the passage

of time. From no migraine, the patient first develops low-

frequency episodic migraine (\10 headaches a month),

passing to higher frequency forms, and eventually to

chronic migraine (C15 days headache days per month).

These stages are not inevitable however: reduction in

headache frequency is also possible, and specific risk fac-

tors play a role in the direction of evolution.

Such chronic patients also tend to develop functional

and organic alterations (such as allodynia or changes in the

periaqueductal grey or brainstem) in association with

headache evolution.

The challenge still facing us is elaborate clinical criteria

for diagnosis that are closer to the daily reality of our

patients, to enable us to respond better to their condition

with better tailored treatments, reducing the risk of anal-

gesic overuse and the development of drug resistance.

Finally, it is also important to examine whether a patient

with a chronic headache that evolved from episodic

migraine (so-called ‘‘chronic migraine’’) is to be consid-

ered refractory to prophylaxis. The concept of refractori-

ness is related to the demonstration that frequent use of any

analgesic can transform intermittent migraine into chronic

migraine which will often be resistant to various

prophylactics.

The 2008 paper from the Special Interest Section of the

American Headache Society (AHS) [3] proposed that

refractory migraine (RM) patients had (a) to satisfy the

ICHD-II criteria [1] for migraine; (b) the headaches had to

cause significant interference with function or quality of

life despite modification of triggers, lifestyle factors, and

adequate trials of acute and preventive medicines of

established efficacy; and (c) patients must not have bene-

fited from trials of preventive medicines, alone or in

combination, from at least two of four drug classes

including: beta-blockers, anticonvulsants, tricyclics, and

calcium channel blockers. Patients also had to fail adequate

trials of abortive medicines, including both a triptan and

dihydroergotamine intranasal or injectable formulation and

either NSAIDs or combination analgesics, unless

contraindicated.

These criteria will allow us to better characterize the

disorder and identify the best treatment modalities, but I

would add that at least four preventive treatments should be

tried and shown ineffective before diagnosing RM. The

AHS proposals [3] are still being debated and it is not

surprising that so far no consensus has emerged regarding

the definition of RM. Should we consider frequency and

disability as well as non-response to preventive medica-

tions as part of the definition? The medical definition of

‘‘refractory’’ is usually considered to be ‘‘resistant to

treatment or to cure’’. But how resistant? And, as a cor-

ollary, what measures of treatment success should we

adopt? Should we consider RH as a single entity or as
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several subtypes as proposed by Levin [4] (e.g. refractory

migraine, refractory chronic migraine, refractory cluster

headache, refractory paroxysmal hemicrania, etc.)? Some

secondary headaches might also classify as refractory

(refractory MOH, refractory post-traumatic headache and

refractory headache due to CSF hypotension).

Conclusion

I note, lastly, that ‘‘refractoriness’’ is not the same as

‘‘intractability’’. A refractory headache can improve or

worsen with time perhaps in relation to events independent

of the headache. By contrast an intractable headache is one

that ‘‘never’’ improves.

Perhaps a history of refractory headache suggests an

underlying pathophysiological or genetic alteration. At

present we cannot answer these questions. The objective

for the near future must be to arrive at a consensus

operational definition that will enable us to clearly identify

and study refractory headaches and hence arrive at effec-

tive treatments that prevent them becoming intractable.
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Abstract Drug refractory headaches constitute an

important cause of social life disability; when a lack of

responsiveness to conservative treatments is ascertained for

these pathological conditions, surgical options are consid-

ered. Several lines of evidence exist to assert that the

neuromodulation procedures available so far are safe and

effective in a large amount of patients for the treatment of

different types of severe primary and secondary headaches.

Central (deep-brain stimulation, DBS) and peripheral

[vagus nerve stimulation (VNS), occipital nerve stimula-

tion (ONS), subcutaneous trigeminal stimulation] neuro-

modulation procedures are here reviewed as reported in

literature along with the experience of our Institute.

Keywords Neuromodulation � Headache disorders

Introduction

Diagnostic criteria for the several types of primary and

secondary headaches are reported in the second edition of

the International Headache Classification [1]. Multidisci-

plinary research has led to refinements in our knowledge of

aetiopathology of these conditions, first the functional

neuroimage studies and laboratory studies [2–5] aimed to

uncover the relations existing between different anatomical

structures in producing clinical symptoms. Such studies

have paved the way to functional neurosurgical procedures

for the treatment of cephalalgic conditions when the latter

exhibit chronic and disabling features as well as resistance

to conventional and conservative treatment.

The first reports on surgical management of refractory

cephalalgic conditions were focused on the peripheral

components of nervous system; such procedures were

applied to patients harbouring refractory Trigeminal

Autonomic Cephalalgias (TACs) and consisted of resection

of the greater superficial petrous and intermediate nerves,

sphenopalatine ganglion block by anaesthetic or radiofre-

quency lesion and posterior fossa trigeminal sensory rhi-

zotomy or percutaneous radiofrequency trigeminal

gangliorhizolysis [6–14]. Taha et al. [14], for example

reported the effectiveness at long-term follow-up of per-

cutaneous radiofrequency rhizotomy performed stereotac-

tically in some patients suffering from Cluster Headache

and pointed out that severe pain localized in the temple, ear

and cheek was less likely to improve with the procedure;

Jarras et al. [13] reported on the results of trigeminal nerve

section, stating that the procedure was ‘‘effective’’ and

with ‘‘acceptable morbidity’’ in a carefully selected group

of patients.

These lesional procedures, even though applicable in

some of the patients reported, are to be considered destruc-

tive and could lead to irreversible complications such as

keratitis and anaesthesia dolorosa.

Neuromodulation procedures are on the contrary revers-

ible for definition and, although not free of major compli-

cations, constitute a valid approach for refractory and

disabling primary and secondary headaches.

Peripheral nerve stimulation procedures

Occipital nerve stimulation (ONS) consists of stimulating

the Great occipital nerve (GON) by means of implanted
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paddle-type or wire-type electrodes which are positioned in

the suboccipital region under the subcutaneous tissue and

above the splenium fascial plane (Fig. 1). One or two

electrodes can be positioned according to the symptoms

and to patient’s and clinician’s preference. The configura-

tion of such electrodes varies according to the different

numbers of contacts and different distance between them;

when bilateral, implanting procedure implied the use of

two symmetrical electrodes positioned about one centi-

metre below the inion and extending from one to 5 cm

laterally to the midline, to ensure proper coverage of

GONs, which emerge from splenium muscle’s fascia at

this level. The implantation is considered complete after

positioning of Internal Pulse generators (IPGs) in the

subcutaneous tissue, more often in the infraclavicular or

paraombelical regions. In several centres a ‘‘trial-stimula-

tion period’’ is performed before definitive implant of the

system; during this period, the electrodes, which are

sutured to the skin in a sterile fashion, are connected to

external pulse generators. Patients reporting more than

50% decrease in pain intensity or painful attack intensity

are considered ‘‘responders’’ and are submitted to

implantation of IPGs.

The main indications for performing ONS are migraine

[15, 16], transformed migraine [17], cluster headache [18,

19], hemicrania continua [20], cervicogenic headaches [21]

and occipital neuralgia [22], the latter being the most

common so far.

Slavin et al. [22] reported on 14 consecutive patients

with intractable occipital neuralgia treated with ONS. Ten

patients were considered responders after the trial stimu-

lation period and proceeded with system internalization. At

the last clinical follow-ups, seven patients (70%) continued

to benefit from the procedure, also reducing the daily

intake of prophylactic drugs, whereas three patients had

their hardware removed because of loss of beneficial effect

or occurrence of infection.

Matharu [15] reported results in eight patients submitted

to ONS for chronic migraine, who all described the clinical

outcome at least as ‘‘good’’, with pain reduction ranging

from 75 to 90%.

Popeney [17] reported on 25 patients with transformed

migraine implanted with C1 through C3 peripheral nerve

stimulation. The evaluation was carried on using the

Migraine Disability Assessment (MIDAS); symptoms had

been refractory to conventional treatments for at least 6

months in this series. Prior to stimulation, all patients

experienced severe disability (scored as grade IV on the

MIDAS). After stimulation, the average improvement in

the MIDAS score was 88.7%, and all of the patients

reported that their headaches were well controlled after

implantation procedure.

Rodrigo-Royo et al. [21] reported on the results con-

cerning four patients with drug-refractory, long-persistent

and severe pain in the occipital region, who were treated

with electric stimulation of C1, C2 and C3 peripheral nerve

stimulation. Results were considered ‘‘good’’ in all

patients; the authors observed the disappearance of con-

tinuous pain in all patients and the improvement in inten-

sity and frequency of pain bouts, with subsequent reduction

or discontinuation of pharmachological therapy. Burns

et al. [20] reported on data concerning six patients suffer-

ing from Hemicrania Continua submitted to ONS. At long-

term follow-up, four of the patients reported 80–95%

improvement, one patient reported 30% improvement and

one patient reported worsening of symptoms.

Bartsch et al. [4] in 2003 reported on that stimulation of

nociceptive afferent C-fibres of the dura mater of the rat

can lead to a sensitization of second-order cervical spinal

neurons. The authors proposed that such a mechanism

could be involved in the referral of pain from trigeminal to

cervical structures in patients affected by chronic cluster

headache and chronic migraine. Piovesan [5] in 2003

highlighted the concept of ‘‘trigeminocervical complex’’,

thus hypothesizing the convergence of nociceptive infor-

mations in trigeminal and cervical territories at the level of

the neurons in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis, extending to

the C2 spinal segment. Based on this study, Magis et al.

[18] reported on the results of eight patients with refractory

chronic cluster headache (CCH) submitted to ONS. Two

patients were pain-free after a follow-up of 16 and

22 months; three patients reported 90% reduction in attack

frequency and two patients reported improvement of about

40%. Switching off the IPGs led to recurrence and increase

of attack frequency in all of the patients. The mean time

elapse from implantation to the onset of beneficial effects

was reported to be 2 months.

Fig. 1 Cranial radiographic image showing the position of an ONS

wire-type lead in a patient submitted to implant of suboccipital

stimulation system; note the paramedian position of the electrode,

localized just below the inion
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Burns [23] reported 14 patients with drug refractory

chronic cluster headache submitted to bilateral implanta-

tion of ONS electrodes; the median follow-up was

17.5 months, 10 out of 14 patients benefited from the

procedure. Three patients reported improvement of 90% or

better, three reported a moderate improvement (40% or

better), and four reported 20–30% improvement. Most of

patients reported relapse of pain attacks when the device

was switched off; interestingly in one patient the ONS

system helped in aborting acute attacks.

Slavin [24] reported on a case series of 30 patients

submitted to a trial stimulation period of peripheral nerve

stimulation for refractory craniofacial pain, of whom only

22 experienced more than 50% improvement in pain

intensity and were subsequently implanted with the com-

plete system Three patients received infraorbital subcuta-

neous electrodes, four received supraorbital subcutaneous

electrodes, 13 received occipital electrodes, one patient had

a combination of infraorbital and occipital stimulation

system and one patient had a combination of or supraor-

bital and occipital stimulation. Follow-up evaluations were

carried on for a mean time period of 35 months. At the last

clinical examination, the systems had been removed in five

patients because of improvement in pain intensity, persis-

tence of symptoms and infection. 17 patients continued to

use the peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) device; three of

them had an improvement in pain of less than 50%,

whereas 14 reported an improvement [50% and were

considered responders.

Reed [25] reported seven patients affected from refrac-

tory chronic migraine headaches who received a combined

occipital nerve–supraorbital nerve neurostimulation sys-

tem. In this study, the relative responses to the ONS system

alone and to both ONS and supraorbital systems were

evaluated. Follow-up ranged from 1 to 35 months; all

patients reported full therapeutic response only to com-

bined supraorbital–occipital neurostimulation, whereas

only a partial response was provided by ONS system alone.

The authors conclude that in patients affected by chronic

migraine the clinical benefit may be better in patients

implanted with both systems.

Migraine is often comorbid with a large spectrum of

diseases, including epilepsy, stroke, and above all, psychi-

atric disorders [26], especially major depression; depressive

episodes can influence pain’s processing and perception

and are associated with a poorer clinical outcome in cep-

halalgic patients. Given that vagal-nerve stimulation (VNS),

approved by the US Food and Drug Administration as an

adjunctive treatment for drug-refractory depressive disorder

[27], has shown to be effective in controlling episodic

migraine [28],our group [29] published preliminary data

about the employment of VNS for refractory chronic daily

headache (CDH) with comorbid depression (Fig. 2).

Four patients were selected for implantation of such

device; all of them had a clinical history of CDH lasting at

least 2 years, were refractory to conservative treatments for

both headache and major depression and suffered from

severe disability on activities of daily living. None of the

patients had psychotic features, heart or lung diseases

which could contraindicate chronic stimulation of left

vagus nerve. The intensity of stimulation used ranged from

1 to 2.25 mA.

Two of the patients showed a significant improvement

for both headache and depression after 1–3 months from

the start of stimulation. The remaining two patients showed

limited or no clinical benefit after VNS. Another study by

Mauskop [30] reported improvement after VNS in two

patients with chronic cluster headache and in two patients

with chronic migraine.

Deep brain stimulation

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the posteromedial hypo-

thalamus (pHyp) was the first application of DBS in which

the choice of target was motivated by neuroimaging

functional data. The activation of the posteromedial

hypothalamus during cluster headache pain attacks was

observed during positron emission tomography [2], and

this was the original observation which led to the place-

ment of deep brain electrodes within the posteromedial

hypothalamus; the aim was to inhibit the hyperactive

neuronal pools in chronic cluster headache (CCH) patients.

Since the first reported series in 2003 [31], the chronic

stimulation of the posterior hypothalamus has been used by

several authors to treat several types of refractory head-

aches. Series reported in literature include 50 patients

affected by chronic cluster headache [32–38], five patients

affected from trigeminal neuralgia due to demyelinating

disease [39], two patients affected by short-lasting

Fig. 2 Intraoperative picture showing the VNS electrode positioned

around the vagus nerve
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unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival

injection and tearing (SUNCT) [40, 41] one patient affec-

ted by chronical paroxysmal hemicrania [42] and four

patients affected by neuropathic pain of the face [39].

With regard to CCH, in the Belgian group [37], whose

mean follow-up was 14.5 months, two out of four patients

were pain-free, one patient had a dramatic reduction of pain

attacks to less than 3 per month and one patient had only

transient clinical benefit. In the open-phase period of the

study reported by the French multicenter study [35], the

mean weekly attacks’ frequency decreased by 48.4%, and 6

out of 11 patients were considered as ‘‘responders’’

(decrease of at least 50% in the frequency of weekly attacks).

In the German group [32], three out of these six patients were

reported to be almost completely attack-free (one mean pain

attack per month) after a follow-up period ranging from 9 to

17 months. Of the two patients reported by the British group

[33] one patient only reported infrequent pain attacks (7

injections of sumatriptan) at 11 months’ follow-up, and the

other patient reported a decrease in attack frequency from

daily to weekly with ‘‘massive reduced severity’’. In the US

group [38], three out of five patients could be considered

responders because of ‘‘[50% reduction in headache fre-

quency, intensity, or both’’; the follow-up ranged from 6 to

12 months in their study.

As far as our group is concerned [36], the mean follow-

up time was 4 years; a state of persistent freedom from

painful attacks was still present in 10 out of 18 patients

(62%). 4 patients (25%) still required prophylactic drugs to

prevent the attacks. In the last 2 years of follow-up, three

patients no more benefited from stimulation despite several

changes in parameters. In these three patients, the disease

anyway turned from the chronic to the episodic form.

(Fig. 3).

Two patients affected by SUNCT who underwent pos-

terior hypothalamic DBS have reported in literature to date.

The first patient was reported by our group in 2005 [40].The

pre-operative frequency of pain bouts ranged from 70 to 300

per day; after surgery, a complete and definitive remission of

symptoms has been confirmed at the last clinical examina-

tion, performed at 5 years’ follow-up. The second patient

with drug-refractory SUNCT treated with hypothalamic

DBS was reported by Lyons et al. in 2009 [41]; a 63%

reduction in the mean number of daily attacks (133 attacks

per day preoperatively vs. 45 attacks per day) was observed

in the first postoperative month; at 12 months’ follow up a

further improvement was observed, with 80% in reduction in

frequency of attacks (25 attacks per day).

Only one patient affected by chronic paroxysmal hem-

icrania (CPH) submitted to posterior hypothalamic DBS

has been reported to date [42]. One of the main criteria for

diagnosis of CPH is an absolute response to indomethacin’s

administration; in this patient, however, this drug was

discontinued because of the onset of iatrogenic gastritis

superimposed on a pre-existing Barret’s oesophagus; given

the refractoriness of symptoms, the patient underwent

pHyp DBS. After a 27 month follow-up period she was

reported to be symptoms’ free.

At our institute, we implanted with pHyp DBS three

patients affected by secondary neuropathic trigeminal pain

(the conditions leading to the painful condition were a

posterior mandibular carcinoma with subsequent radical

transmandibular tumour resection in one patient, a minor

dental procedure in the second and a nasopharyngeal car-

cinoma in the third patient; 39). None of the three patients

had reduction in painful symptoms at the last clinical

examination despite several attempts in modification of

stimulation parameters.

At our institution five multiple sclerosis (MS) patients

affected by refractory trigeminal neuralgia were submitted

to pHyp DBS [39]; three patients had beneficial effects

within 24 h from the procedure; all patients reported a

reduction of paroxysmal pain attacks within the ophtalmic

branch after surgery. Three patients complained of recurrent

pain in the II and in the III branch (but, importantly, not

in the first) and underwent further RF thermorizothomies.

Fig. 3 Postoperative brain MRI slice showing the position of the

pHyp DBS electrode and images from surgical planning software

used (Franzini’s Atlas)
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The other two patients reported relief of pain in all the three

trigeminal branches by combining stimulation with anal-

gesics and did not necessitate further surgical procedures.

Conclusion

Although the number of patients submitted to surgical

neuromodulation procedures is still low, the amount of data

about efficacy of such modality continuously increases, and

results reported to date seem encouraging. From functional

neuroradiological and laboratory studies it emerges that

disruption of the delicate balance between peripheral and

central nociception mechanisms is the main cause of onset

of craniofacial headache disorders (both primary and sec-

ondary); neuromodulation procedures are aimed to ‘‘disrupt

the disruption’’, recovering the functional segregation

pattern of distinct encephalic structures which play a

pivotal role in such a balance. Only future studies com-

paring the patients’ outcomes with neuroradiological fea-

tures and which would be supported by further laboratory

investigations will be able to shed light on the dilemma of

non-responder patients.
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Abstract The introduction of neurostimulation proce-

dures for chronic drug-resistant primary headaches has

offered new hope to patients, but has also introduced new

problems. The methods to be used in assessing clinical

outcomes and monitoring treatment efficacy need careful

attention. The International Headache Society guidelines

recommend that treatment efficacy should be monitored by

getting patients to report the number of attacks per day, in a

headache diary. The headache diary is a fundamental

instrument for objectively assessing subjective pain in

terms of headache frequency, intensity and duration and

analgesic consumption. The huge discrepancy sometimes

reported between patient satisfaction and headache

improvement suggests that patient satisfaction should not

be a primary efficacy endpoint, and more importantly

should not be put forward as an argument in establishing

the efficacy of highly experimental neurostimulation

procedures.

Keywords Headache � Treatment � Neurostimulation �
Drug resistant � Outcome

Introduction

The introduction of minimally invasive and invasive sur-

gical options for chronic drug-resistant headaches has

offered new hope to patients severely disabled by these

conditions [1, 2], but at the same time has introduced new

problems. The problem of selection criteria remains [3]

while recent data indicate the need to pay careful attention

to the criteria used to assess clinical outcomes and monitor

the efficacy of treatment.

Occipital nerve stimulation (ONS) was the first neur-

ostimulation technique to be employed in chronic migraine

[2]. In seven of the eight chronic migraine patients initially

treated with ONS, the headache resolved 5–25 min after

starting stimulation. However, these promising results were

not confirmed by subsequent studies [4]. In addition, it

soon emerged that immediate disappearance of the pain

does not usually occur. For this reason alone, acute reso-

lution should not be one of the criteria for assessing ONS

efficacy. The situation is similar for drug-resistant chronic

cluster headache (CCH) in which neither acute ONS nor

acute hypothalamic stimulation usually induces headache

disappearance [4, 5].

Recognition that immediate pain disappearance is an

unrealistic expectation is important, with implications for

the obligation to provide information to the patient con-

gruent with the precepts of evidence-based medicine.

Creating or encouraging expectations in the patient that

are unrealistically high may lead to loss of confidence of

the patient in himself and his physician, and may prompt

legal action. The available literature indicates that the

clinical benefit of neurostimulation only becomes appar-

ent weeks to months after the initiation of both central

and peripheral stimulation, and that not all patients

benefit [6–8].
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A recent study on ONS in drug-resistant CCH is

instructive [8]. Among the eight patients treated, attack

frequency was reduced in three (by 95, 90 and 60%) after a

median follow-up of 20 months; in a fourth patient the

attack frequency reduction oscillated between 20 and 80%

over time; in two other patients attack frequency reduction

was 25 and 40%; the remaining two patients has no

reduction in headache frequency. Nevertheless, all patients

said they were satisfied with the treatment and would

recommend it to other CH patients. This finding suggests

that patient satisfaction is not an appropriate measure of the

efficacy of the procedure, particularly since numerous

factors, independent of an effect on pain, can influence

patient satisfaction. Ware et al. [9] have distinguished

‘objective satisfaction reports’ about providers and care,

from ‘satisfaction ratings,’ which attempt to ‘capture a

personal evaluation of care that cannot be known by

observing care directly.’ They argued that ‘satisfaction

ratings’ reflect the personal preferences of the patient, the

patient’s expectations, and the realities of the care received.

The realities of the care received depend on the different

components of the care. Thus, a satisfaction rating is both a

measure of care and a personal judgment of the patient.

Providing patients with adequate information is an

important component of care. But sometimes this can be

taken to extremes and may become part of an (uncon-

scious) physician strategy to elicit a state of hyper-com-

pliance in the patient and such patients may be so

motivated not to disappoint the physician or other involved

health professionals that they express judgments inconsis-

tent with the objective effects of the treatment.

Another aspect to consider is that patients who partici-

pate in highly experimental trials on neurostimulation

procedures are not necessarily those with the most severe

and intractable headaches. Reports on neurostimulation for

the treatment of headaches are common in newspapers and

magazines, and are widely available on the Internet. These

sometimes paint overoptimistic, incomplete or inaccurate

pictures of the efficacy of these procedures. Under such

conditions, it is unsurprising that many patients suffering

these headaches have both unrealistic expectations of the

treatment and a strong desire to receive it. The opinions

expressed by such patients about their treatment are unli-

kely to be the same as those of other patients receiving

balanced information. These are additional important rea-

sons why patient satisfaction should not be a primary

endpoint of studies assessing the efficacy of highly

experimental procedures. In contrast, a sufficiently long

follow-up is necessary to provide more reliable indicators

of efficacy and to attenuate the effects of the confounding

influences described above.

Discussion and conclusion

It is evident that pain is a quintessentially subjective phe-

nomenon. However, some methods of assessing it are more

reliable than others. The International Headache Society

guidelines recommend that treatment efficacy should be

monitored by getting patients to report the number of

attacks per day in a headache diary [10]. We would add

that, particularly when monitoring patients undergoing

neurostimulation, patients should also be asked to report

pain intensity (on a visual analog scale) and attack dura-

tion. Monitoring all these indicators will reduce the pos-

sibility of bias in assessing efficacy. The headache diary is

a fundamental instrument for objectively assessing sub-

jective pain experiences in terms of headache frequency,

intensity, and duration and analgesic consumption.
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Abstract Mood and anxiety disorders are comorbid with

migraine. The coexistence of a psychiatric disorder alters

the quality of life, the total disability, the course of

migraine and the final prognosis; it increases the proba-

bility of central sensitization, other chronic pain conditions

and the evolution to chronic migraine. All patients pre-

senting with frequent episodic and chronic migraine should

be screened for depression and anxiety. When these con-

ditions are present, drugs for migraine prevention that may

worsen the psychiatric comorbid disorder have to be

avoided. When it is possible, both conditions should be

treated with a single agent. Amitriptiline can be used both

in mood disorders and migraine prevention. Flunarizine

and beta-blockers may help if anxiety is present. Pregabalin

has demonstrated efficacy in anxiety disorders and fibro-

myalgia. Divalproex sodium, topiramate and lamotrigine

that have demonstrated efficacy in mood stabilization are

also indicated in migraine without aura (divalproex sodium

and topiramate) and with aura (lamotrigine). When a spe-

cific treatment for the comorbid psychiatric disorder is

needed, the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors or the

serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors are the drugs

of choice both in depression and anxiety, and the cognitive

behavioural therapy has good evidence of efficacy in

anxiety disorders. Vagal nerve stimulation may be an

option in patients with refractory chronic migraine and

depression.

Keywords Migraine � Depression � Anxiety � Therapy �
Allodynia

Background

The association between migraine and several psychiatric

disorders has been well demonstrated [1, 2]; the most

important comorbidity appears to be with mood, anxiety

and panic disorders.

The migraineurs have a fivefold higher risk of depres-

sion, and longitudinal studies have shown that the rela-

tionship is bidirectional, in patients with depression having

a threefold higher risk of migraine. This bidirectionality

suggests that migraine and depression share a common

neurobiology. Moreover, compared to individuals without

migraine, migraineurs are at 4–5 times greater risk for

generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) [3–5], at five times

greater risk for obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) [3],

and run 3–5 times higher risk of suffering from panic

disorder [1–5]. An increased risk is demonstrated for sui-

cide ideation too, especially in migraine with aura [4].

The onset of anxiety often precedes migraine, while the

risk of depression usually increases later [4].

From a clinical point of view, the coexistence of a

psychiatric disorder has many practical implications: it

alters the quality of life, the total disability, the course of

migraine and the final prognosis. We know that a subgroup

of migraine sufferers evolves from a stage of episodic

migraine into a stage in which the pain is present almost
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daily (chronic migraine). Several factors have been asso-

ciated with migraine clinical progression: depression and

stressful life events are independent risk factors for pro-

gression and may affect other negative variables such as

obesity and medications overuse [6]. The relationship

between obesity and migraine frequency is modified by

depression and anxiety, and the strongest effect on

migraine frequency is observed in migraineurs with both

depression and anxiety. A complex relationship exists with

sleep disorders that may result from or may cause headache

[7]. Depression and anxiety cause disturbed sleep, and

sleep deprivation or excessive sleep may increase the fre-

quency of migraine attacks.

There are many clinical evidences that depression plays a

role in the processing and perception of pain, and that

depressed patients are more vulnerable to painful physical

symptoms. Cutaneous allodynia is the perception of pain or

discomfort in response to non-noxious thermal and

mechanical stimuli applied to normal skin; it is a clinical

marker of central sensitization, and is more common in fre-

quent and chronic migraine. Some studies [8, 9] report the

association between cutaneous allodynia and both anxiety

and depression, which probably support the central sensiti-

zation. Furthermore, migraine and depression are associated

to other comorbid pain conditions (irritable bowel syndrome,

chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia) that share the

common mechanism of central sensitization and have com-

mon clinical correlates such as allodynia and hyperalgesia.

The first clinical implication of the previous consider-

ations is that all patients presenting with frequent episodic

and chronic migraine should be screened for depression

and anxiety. We have seen that psychiatric comorbidity

contributes to poor prognosis and poor quality of life, but

we do not examine the effect of treatments both for

migraine prevention and for mood and anxiety disorders on

final outcomes.

Heckman et al. [10] prospectively examine how

psychiatric disorders relate to treatment outcome in a group

of patients with primary headaches. They confirm that

psychiatric comorbidity is very frequent (two-thirds of their

patients were diagnosed with one or more psychiatric

disorders), and that the presence of a comorbid depressive

disorder is associated with more frequent and disabling

headaches, and also find that patients with psychiatric

disorder improve equally as well as patients with no

psychiatric disorder. In this study, patients received the

‘‘best’’ state-of-the-science treatment and, of course, those

with a mood disorder were more likely to be prescribed

antidepressant therapies. The conclusion may be that a

migraine patient with psychiatric comorbidity is a difficult

one; often he begins treatment with more headache days,

more disability, and poorer quality of life, but has good

expectations of improvement, if psychiatric comorbidity is

treated. Moreover, treating anxiety and depression means to

prevent central sensitization and the evolution to chronic

migraine.

Therapeutic strategies

Specific therapeutic guidelines for depression and anxiety

in migraine are lacking. First of all, choosing a drug for

migraine prevention that may worse the psychiatric

comorbid disorder has to be avoided: this is true for flu-

narizine and beta-blockers in depression. When it is pos-

sible, treatment of both conditions would be accomplished

with a single agent. Between the drugs with known effect

on migraine prevention: beta-blockers and flunarizine may

help if anxiety is present; amitriptiline is indicated in mood

disorders, but the dose required for treating migraine may

be insufficient to treat the affective disorder, and larger

dose may cause collateral effects.

In specific cases, some drugs may play a role in both

migraine and psychiatric comorbidity.

Pregabalin is indicated in anxiety disorders (see later),

and has recently been approved in the United States for the

treatment of fibromyalgia that, as we have seen, is one of

the chronic pain conditions associated with migraine and

depression. Furthermore, it might be a useful alternative

prophylaxis for chronic migraine [11, 12].

Divalproex sodium (VPA), topiramate [13] and lamo-

trigine [14, 15] have demonstrated efficacy in bipolar

depression. The efficacy of VPA and topiramate in

migraine prevention has been shown in several double

blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trials [16, 17], and

some studies suggest that lamotrigine constitutes a specific

prophylactic treatment of migraine with aura [18–20].

The migraineurs can sometimes derive benefit from

some less traditional approaches, such as riboflavin or

coenzyme Q10 [21], which have marginal evidence in

depression in specific cases [22, 23].

When a single agent has insufficient effect or is not

tolerated, two different drugs must be used: one for

migraine prevention and one for the psychiatric disorder.

The American College of Physicians [24] recommends

the second-generation antidepressants as the treatment of

choice for acute episodes of major depression without

striking differences between selective serotonin reuptake

inhibitors (SSRIs), serotonin norepinephrine reuptake

inhibitors (SNRIs) and selective serotonin norepinephrine

reuptake inhibitors (SSNRIs). Treatment must be modified

if the patient does not have an adequate response to phar-

macotherapy within 6–8 weeks and must be continued for

4–9 months after a satisfactory response.

For GAD, OCB and panic disorder [25, 26], the inter-

ventions that have evidence for the longest duration of
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effects are pharmacological therapy and psychological

therapy (cognitive behavioural therapy). First-line phar-

macological treatments are SSRIs, SNRIs and the calcium

channel modulator pregabalin. Tricyclic antidepressants

(TCAs) are equally effective for some disorders, but many

are less well tolerated than the SSRIs/SNRIs. In treatment-

resistant cases, benzodiazepines may be used when the

patient does not have a history of substance abuse disorders.

The increase of synaptic serotonin, a common effect

both of SSRIs/SNRIs and amitriptiline, seems to be critical

for efficacy on depression but not for migraine prevention

activity. In fact SSRIs/SNRIs have poor evidence of effi-

cacy in preventive treatment of migraine [27], and in most

cases a second drug must be added. However, some studies

indicate a possible clinical benefit in migraine prevention

of sertraline, fluoxetine and venlafaxine. Interestingly, the

efficacy becomes evident only from the third month of

treatment or later [27]. The FDA recommends that patients

treated concomitantly with a triptan and a SSRI/SNRI be

informed of the rare possibility of serotonin syndrome [28].

Chronic migraine can in some cases evolve in drug

refractory chronic daily headache, a highly disabling con-

dition characterized by high prevalence of psychiatric

disorders and by a resistance to all known treatments.

Vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) is an established treatment

option for selected patients with medically refractory epi-

lepsy and depression. Small case series support a beneficial

effect of chronic VNS in patients with both drug refractory

chronic migraine and depression [29], offering a chance in

an otherwise intractable condition.
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SYMPOSIUM: THERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE

Therapeutic strategies in migraine patients with mood and anxiety
disorders: physiopathological basis
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Abstract Multiple epidemiologic studies have reported a

strong comorbidity between migraine and various psychi-

atric disorders. Migraine, depression and anxiety could

share neurobiological abnormalities in the same neuronal

networks. Derangement in central monoaminergic systems

is probably the major physiopathological event involved.

Abnormalities of metabolism of glutamate and GABA,

substances controlling the balance, respectively, between

excitation and inhibition in the central nervous system,

have also been suggested. A mitochondrial cellular energy

failure in the brain of migraine sufferers and psychiatric

patients has finally been hypothesized. An antidepressive

action of triptans has been suggested. Several antidepres-

sant drugs play a role in migraine prevention. Some anti-

epileptic drugs have shown to be effective in the treatment

of migraine and psychiatric disorders. Nutritional supple-

ments acting on mitochondrial metabolism could improve

migraine and depression.

Keywords Migraine � Depression � Anxiety �
Comorbidity � Pharmacological treatments

Introduction

Several studies suggest a strong relationship between migraine

and psychiatric disorders, specifically depression [1]. These

findings appear particularly salient for migraine with aura as

opposed to migraine without aura [2]. Migraine and psychi-

atric disorders share several pharmacological treatments.

Physiopathological basis

Biochemical dysfunctions in serotoninergic, dopaminergic

and noradrenergic circuits play a role in the pathogenesis of

migraine, anxiety and depression [3–5]. Migraineurs have

been shown to have low serum and platelet serotonin (5-HT)

levels between and during attacks suggesting a similar

decrease in 5-HT neuronal drive. A complex enzyme

abnormality of tyrosine metabolism also occurs in migraine

patients with a possible derangement in the synthesis of

dopamine (DA) and noradrenalin (NE) in the pain matrix

neurons [6, 7]. It is interesting that a reduction in 5-HT

concentration is more prominent in persons with migraine

complicated with medication overuse headache and that an

increased DA availability in migraine may reduce the

threshold for attacks and contribute to migraine chronifica-

tion [4]. The use of antidepressants in migraine prophylaxis

is therefore based on this hypothesis of dysfunction of

central monoaminergic availability in migraine [8]. The

antimigraine action of amitriptyline (AMT) is related to a

non-selective inhibition of the neuronal reuptake of NA and

5-HT as well as to a suppression of the cortical spreading

depression (CSD) [9, 10]. Few selective serotonin reuptake

inhibitors (SSRIs) have also been able to normalize neuro-

physiological alterations in migraine patients. Another class

of antidepressant, modulating both NA and 5-HT systems
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(SNRIs), reduced the frequency of migraine attacks [11].

The exacerbation of migraine attacks observed during the

first days of SSRI treatment could be related to individual

differences in expressions and/or sensitivities of 5-HT

receptor subgroups in the brain. Nevertheless, the long-term

usage might induce gradual downregulation of 5-HT

receptors [12]. Recently, it has also been suggested that

triptans, 5-HT1B/1D receptors agonists used for the treat-

ment of migraine attacks, may decrease the depression level,

independent of antidepressant treatment [13].

An unbalanced activity between central excitatory

glutamatergic transmission and GABAergic inhibition has

been postulated in migraine and psychiatric disorders. An

increased glutamate level in cerebrospinal fluid, platelets

and plasma in migraineurs, particularly in those with aura,

has been observed. There is also evidence that a distur-

bance in glutamate metabolism is implicated in depression

and suicidality [14, 15]. The fact that an increased gluta-

mate level in central nervous system (CNS) plays the major

role in pathogenesis of the aura is also supported by clinical

studies and pharmacological evidences with lamotrigine

(LTG). LTG acts blocking the voltage-sensitive channels

leading to an inhibition of neuronal release of glutamate

and is, therefore, an efficacy therapy in migraine with aura

but not in migraine without aura [16]. Li et al. [17] pro-

vides further evidence that the LTG has antidepressant

effects in rodent models of depression. At the same way,

LTG has a significant effect in the depressive phase of

bipolar disorders [18]. GABA neurotransmission has been

linked to the pathophysiology of depression, migraine and

anxiety in experimental, neuroimaging and clinical studies

[19, 20]. Topiramate (TPM) and valproate (VPA), potent

GABAergic substances, are effective in preventing

migraine without aura but not migraine with aura [21].

Both drugs have a large evidence of efficacy as mood

stabilizers, specifically acting on maniacal phases of

bipolar disorders [22]. Finally, chronic vagal nerve stimu-

lation (VNS), a potential treatment option for patients with

both drug refractory chronic migraine and depression [23],

could increase GABA transmission or decrease glutamate

transmission in brainstem structures [24].

A mitochondrial cellular energy failure in the brain of

migraine sufferers and psychiatric patients has also been

hypothesized [25, 26]. Nutritional supplements acting on

mitochondrial metabolism, such as riboflavin (vitamin B2)

and coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), could improve migraine and

depression [27, 28].

Conclusions

The antiglutamatergic effect of LTG on migraine with aura

and the GABAergic effect of TPM and VPA on migraine

without aura could suggest that the two types of migraine

are different phenotypical expressions of the same disex-

citatory CNS disease. As a consequence, we hypothesize

that the phylogenetically younger glutamatergic brain

regions (such as cortex) primarily work in migraine with

aura, while the older GABAergic central structures (such as

brainstem) mainly rest in migraine without aura. Similarly,

depression could be regarded as the phylogenetical evolu-

tion of anxiety.
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SECONDARY HEADACHES

Ocular pain: a neurological perspective
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Abstract Ocular pain and related symptoms are frequent

manifestations of primary and secondary headache disor-

ders. Neurologists are often the first physician to evaluate

patients affected by these clinical features. The cause of

eye pain may be attributed both to pathological disorders

with abnormal neurologic and neuro-ophthalmologic find-

ings and to diseases with no apparent eye disturbances.

A thorough clinical approach is necessary for an appro-

priate diagnosis and a correct specific management.

Keywords Eye � Pain � Headache

Introduction

Ocular symptoms and eye pain are common complaints

in clinical practice and neurologists are frequently the

first physicians to evaluate patients presenting with these

disturbances, particularly in emergency departments. Eye

pain is defined as any discomfort localized to the eye itself

or surrounding structures.

Retrobulbar, periorbital, retro-orbital and facial pain

referred to the orbital region are a challenge for the neu-

rologist and need a thorough clinical examination.

The most frequent causes of painful eye could be

associated to a normal or an abnormal ophthalmologic and

neurologic examination. Furthermore, considering the for-

mer group, we can consider as major causes: (1) specific

primary headaches as classified by International Headache

Society (IHS), (2) pain referred to the eye from non-

ophthalmic or non-cranial pathological disease processes

(secondary eye pain such as sinus diseases or diseases from

the teeth, jaw and related structures or vascular diseases

such as carotid artery dissection or carotodynia) and (3)

pain from potentially severe processes (i.e. malignancies)

causing eye pain with a normal examination. Conjunctival

injection may be present or absent (so called ‘‘white eye’’)

in ocular conditions or orbital disorders which can cause

pain.

In the latter group, we have to consider ocular pain

associated with localizing neuro-ophthalmologic or oph-

thalmologic abnormal findings. Particularly, we define: (1)

ocular processes such as open-angle and open-closure

glaucoma, corneal diseases, uveitis, scleritis and episcle-

ritis, intraocular tumours, (2) processes affecting the optic

nerve such as optic neuritis, compressive optic neuropathy,

infiltrative or inflammatory optic neuropathy, (3) orbital

processes such as tumours, infections, infiltrative patholo-

gies, (4) cavernous sinus and superior orbital fissure pro-

cesses, (5) intracranial processes such as tumours,

pseudotumour cerebri, venous sinus thrombosis, (6) tri-

geminal neuropathies such as tumours and infectious/

inflammatory processes.

Considerations about headache disorders and the eye

Ocular symptoms and visual disturbance are frequently

referred in certain primary and secondary headache

disorders.

The main primary headache associated with eye

involvement is migraine (the most common primary

headache associated with ophthalmological symptoms) and
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its variants, trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs) and

hemicrania continua.

Abnormal neurological signs are evident in a small

group of particular headaches.

In ophthalmoplegic migraine, migraine-like headache is

associated to periorbital pain. According to IHS, this rare

disorder (incidence of 0.7 per million) is defined as attacks

of headache with migrainous characteristics that almost

invariably begins in childhood [1]. Pain is associated with

paresis of one or more ocular nerves in the absence of

intracranial lesion. There are some case reports in adults.

The third cranial nerve is most commonly involved, fol-

lowed by the sixth. Simultaneous impairment of more than

one ocular motor nerve is exceptional. Remission is usually

spontaneous [2].

This headache has been reclassified by various authors

as a demyelinating form affecting the oculomotor nerves

due to the MRI evidence of swelling and enhancement of

the intracisternal portion of the third cranial nerve that is

usually reversible within 7–9 weeks [3]. There has also

been single case report of enhancement of the cisternal

portion of the sixth cranial nerve [4] and of the intrapa-

renchymal portion of the same nerve in ophthalmoplegic

migraine [5]. A case report of ophthalmoplegic migraine

with isolated enhancement of the fourth cranial nerve has

been published.

Differential diagnosis includes pathological processes

involving posterior fossa and parasellar regions leading to

ocular signs (ophthalmoplegia) and headache.

Tolosa-Hunt syndrome is defined as unilateral painful

ophthalmoplegia characterized by recurrent unilateral

orbital pain due to non-specific and steroid-responsive

(within 72 h) chronic granulomatous inflammation dem-

onstrated by MRI or biopsy [6]. Paresis of one or more of

the third, fourth and/or sixth cranial nerves coincides with

the onset of pain or follows it within 2 weeks. Granulom-

atous material may be located in the cavernous sinus,

superior orbital fissure or orbit. Even if high-resolution

MRI has clearly improved the diagnosis of Tolosa-Hunt

syndrome, an accurate differential diagnosis is mandatory

before finally labelling the lesion as non-specific chronic

granulomatous inflammatory lesion. Cavernous sinus

meningioma, sarcoidosis, lymphoma and idiopathic orbital

pseudotumours have to be considered. A recent review of

124 identified cases diagnosed as Tolosa-Hunt syndrome

(from 1998 to 2002) showed only 35% of patients with an

apparent MRI abnormality or biopsy evidence of a cav-

ernous sinus granuloma, whereas 33% had normal neuro-

imaging and 31% were diagnosed as a secondary form

(presence of a specific lesion) [7].

In literature, a single case report with MRI demonstra-

tion of contralateral relapse is described [8].

TACs are a group of headache syndromes mainly

characterized by strictly unilateral pain with ipsilateral

autonomic features. Cluster headache (CH) is the most

frequent syndrome. Possible underlying causal conditions

must be excluded to rule out a secondary cluster-like

headache. In the literature, symptomatic cluster-like or

TACs like headaches are reported which are caused both

by extracranial or intracranial pathologies.

Underlying reported causes of symptomatic CH include

[9]: vascular abnormality (i.e. arterovenous malformation

and internal carotid artery dissections), pituitary tumours,

meningiomas, clival epidermoid cyst, sphenoidal aspergil-

loma, forehead lipoma [10].

SUNCT (short lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache

with conjunctival injection and tearing) was associated to

orbital tumour (cystic lesion), trochleitis [11], orbital

myositis [12], and intracranial lesions (i.e. pilocytic astro-

cytoma in the cerebellopontine angle) [13]. A small num-

ber of patients had pituitary adenoma [14]. An abnormal

neurological examination or a not very typical clinical

phenotype (with diagnostic criteria not completely

fulfilled) is frequently present in the symptomatic cases of

CH and SUNCT.

Since structural lesions have been detected with TACs,

an accurate diagnostic evaluation in order to exclude sec-

ondary causes is recommended in patients presenting with

symptoms suggestive of CH and SUNCT for the very first

time.

Optic neuritis is a primary inflammatory disease char-

acterized by sudden visual loss and decreased colour vision

(mostly loss of red-protanopia and green-deuteranopia)

with pain on eye movement. It may be associated with

several systemic autoimmune disorders but most cases are

due to inflammatory demyelinization of the optic nerve

[15]. The annual incidence in the USA is 5 per 100,000 per

year [16]. Acute demyelinating optic neuritis is the pre-

senting symptom in 15–20% of patients affected by mul-

tiple sclerosis and it occurs at some time during the course

of disease in 50% of patients [17]. Eye pain is very fre-

quent and typically worsens with eye movement. The eye

is also sore to touch and eye movements may bring about

photopsia. Traction of the inflamed optic nerve sheath at

the orbital apex is the putative cause in pain generation

during eye movements.

As opposed to optic neuritis, pain is complained in only

10% of patients affected by anterior ischemic optic neu-

ropathy. In this group of patients, giant cell arteritis should

be considered as a possible major cause [18].

In patients who first develop short duration headaches

(\4 h) after age 50 with criteria for migraine not com-

pletely fulfilled, subacute angle-closure glaucoma has to be

considered. Delayed diagnosis directly correlates with
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severe glaucomatous optic nerve damage due to increased

intraocular pressure or synechial angle closure [19].

Posterior scleritis is a rare cause of ocular pain in

middle-aged women. In up to 50% of cases, it can be

bilateral. Pain on ocular movements, periocular pain and

decreased vision are the most typical symptoms. Pain is

described as penetrating and is also referred to the fore-

head, temple or zygoma [20]. It is classified by IHS in the

chapter ‘‘Headache attributed to ocular inflammatory

disorder’’.

Orbital pseudotumour is an idiopathic inflammatory

disorder that may present with severe unilateral or bilateral

eye pain (acute or subacute), especially exacerbated by eye

movements and diplopia. Other criteria are signs of mass

effect, inflammation and/or infiltration. Orbital imaging

may demonstrate the characteristic findings. Conjunctival

chemosis, ptosis and proptosis are associated signs. This

form is monophasic although recurrent episodes may occur

[21].

Conclusion

The association between headache and visual manifesta-

tions could be associated to underlying neuro-ophthalmo-

logical or neurological disturbances. It is important to be

aware of the various conditions that can cause eye pain in

order to make a correct diagnosis. An accurate neurological

assessment has to be performed, searching for associated

ocular signs.

Rare or secondary forms have to be considered, partic-

ularly in atypical clinical presentations.

A correct diagnosis and a prompt therapy are crucial in

order to avoid permanent lesions.
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Abstract Vertigo and migraine are known to be fre-

quently associated. However, only recently, the etiological

links between the two diseases are being investigated and

explained. More and more interest is being attracted by

migrainous vertigo, an isolated entity that might deserve

inclusion in the International Classification of Headache

Disorders. The authors briefly review the main links

between migraine and vertigo.

Keywords Vertigo � Migraine � Migrainous vertigo �
Meniere

Introduction

The acknowledgment of an association between vertigo

and migraine dates back 150 years when Edward Living

highlighted how 6 out of 60 patients with migraine suffered

spontaneous acute attacks of vertigo [1]. Until a few years

ago, the relationship between the two diseases had been

mostly ignored apart from the benign paroxysmal vertigo

of the child. This entity has been largely studied and up to

now is the only form of vestibular migraine to be included

in the International Classification of Headache Disorders.

Apart from that, Literature remained poor of contributions

about this subject from either the neurological as well as

the otological community.

In the last years, however, attention towards these dis-

eases has been growing and literature is blossoming of

references suggesting the existence of a specific form of

migrainous vertigo (MV), in addition to a general tie

between migraine and vertigo.

Many patients suffering from migraine experience, at one

time or another, some form of balance disorder. These dis-

orders range from dizziness, constant imbalance and light-

headedness, which are not necessarily expression of a

vestibular disease, to motion sickness, positional vertigo and

episodic acute vertigo of undoubted vestibular origin. Though

a certain overlap between the two categories does exist, a line

must be drawn and this review will concentrate on the rela-

tionship between migraine and proper vestibular disorders.

Epidemiology

As about 16% of the population occasionally suffers from

migraine and the lifetime prevalence of vestibular vertigo is

about 7%, by chance alone 1.1% of the population are to be

expected to present with both migraine and vertigo (also

non-simultaneously). However, several studies show that

migraine and vertigo concur at a much higher rate: about

3.2% [2].

There are several explanations for this increased asso-

ciation: first, both vertigo and migraine prevail in females

thus facilitating comorbidity. Second, several specific

forms of vertigo (benign parossistic positional vertigo-

BPPV, motion sickness, Ménière’s disease and some cer-

ebellar disfunctions) are typically related to migraine,

suggesting a strong etiological link. Last, patients may

experience a form that is typically characterized by an

association of vertigo and migraine (also nonconcurrent)

shaping a new disease known as ‘‘migrainous vertigo’’.
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Presentation forms and clinical findings

Migrainous vertigo

Though the IHS does not yet include this syndrome in its

classification, it is nowadays a specific form that is being

defined. Neuhauser and Lempert [3] proposed a detailed

classification based on clinical evidence that recognizes

diagnostic criteria for definite and probable migrainous

vertigo. Patients with definite MV present with recurrent

episodic vestibular symptoms of at least moderate severity;

current or previous history of migraine, migrainous

symptoms such as headache, photophobia, phonophobia or

other aura symptoms during at least two vertiginous

attacks. Patients may report mainly rotational vertigo,

though vertigo may be positional and the patient may

lament only head motion intolerance.

The duration of symptoms varies from few seconds to

several days and vertigo does not need to be simultaneous

to migrainous headache. Clinically during the crises, a

spontaneous nystagmus of peripheral origin is recordable

on videoculography. In addition to this, central signs such

as mild central oculomotor defects may be present. When

the crisis subsides no signs, except occasionally a slight

unilateral hypoexcitability on caloric stimulation, are usu-

ally detectable on physical examination [4].

Various pathogenetic explanations have been proposed:

mainly, in those cases where vertigo is temporally associ-

ated to migraine, the spreading of a large wave of

depression (a self propagating wave of cortical depolar-

ization that causes the cortical circulation to close down in

response to decreased metabolic requirements) could pro-

duce vertigo by involving the parietoinsular vestibular

cortex [5]. When vertigo is temporally unrelated to

migrainous headache, the same authors suggest that the

release of certain neuropeptides (substance P, neurokinin

A, calcitonin gene-related peptide) may account for the

crisis as the release of these substances could lead to a

functional vestibular tone imbalance (due to asymmetric

activation or deactivation of vestibular neuronal activity)

[6]. Another suggested explanation for the link between

vertigo and cochlear symptoms is a vasospasm of the

internal auditory artery similar to retinal vasospasm

observed in retinal migraine [7] and a role may also be

played by serotonin, which has direct effect on the firing

rate of vestibular nucleus neurons and simultaneously has

been found to be an important substrate in the development

of migraine.

Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood

Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood is probably an

early manifestation of MV and affects about 2.8% of

unselected children between the ages of 6 and 12 years. As

mentioned before, this is the only form of vestibular dis-

order included in the classification of the IHS and is inte-

grated as a migraine form itself as well as in the group of

‘‘Childhood periodic syndromes that are commonly pre-

cursors of migraine’’. The syndrome can be described

briefly by quoting the headache classification itself:

‘‘This probably heterogeneous disorder is characterized

by recurrent brief episodic attacks of vertigo occurring

without warning and resolving spontaneously in otherwise

healthy children.

Diagnostic criteria:

A. At least five attacks fulfilling criterion B

B. Multiple episodes of severe vertigo (see Note),

occurring without warning and resolving spontane-

ously after minutes to hours

C. Normal neurological examination and audiometric and

vestibular functions between attacks

D. Normal electroencephalogram

Note:

Often associated with nystagmus or vomiting; unilateral

throbbing headache may occur in some attacks’’ [8].

Benign paroxysmal torticollis

Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood is sometimes

preceded by benign paroxysmal torticollis, a disease

characterized by ‘‘recurrent episodes of head tilt to one

side, perhaps with slight rotation, which remit spontane-

ously. The condition occurs in infants and small children

with onset in the first year. It may evolve into 1.3.3 benign

paroxysmal vertigo of childhood or 1.2 Migraine with aura,

or cease without further symptoms’’ (quoted from the IHS

classification ICHD-II) [8].

Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood is often a pre-

cursor of more typical migraine forms and is often asso-

ciated with anxiety.

Ménière’s disease

A link between Ménière’s disease and migraine has been

suspected first by Prosper Meniere himself, back in 1861.

Recently, a study compared the prevalence of migraine in

78 patients with idiopathic unilateral or bilateral Ménière’s

disease (criteria of the American Academy of Otolaryn-

gology) with age and sex-matched controls, highlighting a

doubling of migraine prevalence in the Ménière’s disease

group. 45% of the patients with Ménière’s disease experi-

enced at least one migraine symptom during Ménière’s

disease attacks while 36% suffered from IHS migraine and

experienced migraine symptoms along with Ménière’s

disease crises. In some patients, it is therefore very difficult
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to distinguish between MD and the newly shaped

Migrainous Vertigo on the first evaluation of the patient.

The differences between the two syndromes eventually will

become clear over time, as patients suffering from

Ménière’s Disease almost always develop a progressive

sensorineural hearing loss whereas MV very rarely causes

hearing defects. Moreover, Meniere’s disease never causes

photophobia, a symptom often present in patients suffering

from MV [9].
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SECONDARY HEADACHES

Psychiatric issues in patients with headaches

O. Gambini • L. Islam • B. Demartini •
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Abstract Comorbidities among headaches and psychiat-

ric disorders have been consistently reported in several

clinical studies and reviews. In this paper, we review some

recent clinical studies on migraine and tension-type head-

aches associated with mood, anxiety and somatoform

disorders, focusing on therapeutic strategies for the

psychiatric disorders.

Keywords Headaches � Psychiatric comorbidity �
Psychopharmacological therapy

Introduction

The comorbidity of headaches and psychiatric symptoms

and disorders is frequently found in clinical practice [1–3].

Although chronic or recurrent headache may cause

demoralization, it is unlikely that mood or anxiety disor-

ders result only as a consequence of recurrent headache [4].

Most papers on psychiatric and headache comorbidity are

focused on depressive and anxiety disorders and migraine

and/or tension-like or chronic daily headache. Less fre-

quently, papers focus on other psychiatric disorders in

comorbidity with headache [4, 5]. Among mood disorders,

major depression (single or recurrent episodes) and bipolar

disorders have been shown to be associated with headache

and migraine. Anxiety disorders include panic disorders

(PD), generalized anxiety disorders (GAD), obsessive–

compulsive disorders (OCD), post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) and phobia and anxiety disorders. These disorders

are quite different for prevalence, symptoms, prognosis and

should be considered separately instead as a group when

psychiatric comorbidity is evaluated. Once a psychiatric

diagnosis has been made, treatment options need to take

into account the possible psychiatric side effects and

pharmacological interactions.

Mood disorders

Mood disorders, i.e. depressive disorders and bipolar dis-

orders, have both been found in migraine and tension-type

headache. In most recent papers, psychiatric diagnoses are

made by means of DSMIV or DSMIVTR criteria. Subjects

with migraine show a depression prevalence approximately

double compared with subjects without migraine [2, 6].

The association between depression and migraine is con-

sistent across literature although subjects do not display a

common profile of symptoms [6]. In a recent paper, Beghi

et al. [3] found depressive episodes in 59% subjects with

migraine, 67% tension-type and 69% migraine plus ten-

sion-type. These data show that subjects with migraine plus

tension-type headache are at higher risk for depression.

Bipolar disorders have also been found in migraine sub-

jects, but their prevalence is lower than depressive

episodes.

Anxiety disorders

Anxiety disorders prevalence among headache patients is

higher than general population [1]. These data are consis-

tent among several papers and a recent paper confirms that

life prevalence of panic disorders (11%) and generalized
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anxiety disorders (12%) are higher in headache patients

than in control groups [3].

Comorbid psychopathology is considered a risk factor

for chronicization of headache. Therefore, recognizing and

treating comorbid psychiatric disorders are essential also

for headache management. Psychiatric comorbidity is not

routinely assessed among headache patients. In clinical

settings, a psychiatric interview cannot be performed for

each headache subject and not every headache patient

needs a psychiatric assessment. In their paper, Smitherman

et al. [7] focus on psychiatric screenings which can be

administered quickly and involve minimal costs. Screening

by means of questionnaires, such as Beck Depression

Inventory and Beck Anxiety Inventory, is in most cases

time efficient. Psychiatric evaluations should be done to

confirm a suspected psychiatric diagnosis and/or to evalu-

ate treatment options. Some headache patients are unwill-

ing to discuss psychological or psychiatric symptoms

because they fear that headache could be considered less

‘‘severe’’ in case of psychiatric diagnosis.

Only few papers on headache and psychiatric comor-

bidity consider detailed treatment options. Treatment

options in literature include psychopharmacological and

psychological therapies.

Psychopharmacological therapy of depression (major or

recurrent) and for anxiety disorders has several options.

SSRIs, which are widely prescribed since more than

20 years for depressive and anxiety disorders, are effective

and have less side effects than tricyclic antidepressants.

The drug interactions of SSRIs (Fluoxetine Fluvoxamine,

Paroxetine, Setraline, Citalopram and Escitalopram) are

really different, i.e. each time a SSRI is prescribed inter-

actions need to be checked. Other antidepressants, such as

Venlafaxine, Duloxetine and Mirtazapine, are used since

many years for depressive disorders and are effective and

have less side effects than tricyclic antidepressants. Drug

interactions are different with respect to SSRIs and need to

be checked. The choice among different antidepressants

should be based as usual on successful/unsuccessful pre-

vious therapies, side effects, possible drug interactions and

patients’ preferences. It is worth to remember that some-

times antidepressant therapies, described as unsuccessful,

were not prescribed or taken at an adequate dosage and/or

for enough time. Bipolar patients need to be on mood

stabilizers therapy. Lithium and Valproate are effective and

widely used mood-stabilizers and are also used in some

headache treatments. If patients with migraine and bipolar

disorder are depressed, antidepressant should not be con-

sidered as treatment option because of the risk of switching

from depression to mania. Instead, Lamotrigine or Que-

tiapine have been shown to be effective in bipolar

depression [8]. Psychopharmacological therapy for panic

disorders, obsessive–compulsive disorders and post-trau-

matic stress disorders are mainly based on SSRIs.

Benzodiazepines should be used only short-term,

because of the potential risk of tolerance, dependence and

overuse.

Patients with mild depressive disorder or anxiety dis-

orders could also choose psychotherapy associated with or

instead of pharmacological therapy [9].

Smitherman et al. [7] suggest that behavioural strategies

for managing modest levels of comorbid psychopathology

could be integrated into the headache protocol in order to

modify perpetuating behaviours and maladaptive cogni-

tions which could influence headache chronicization.

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) has been shown

effective and approved from international guide-lines for

depressive and anxiety disorders since many years.

Conclusion

The exact nature of the relationship between headaches and

psychiatric disorders remains unclear. Data in literature

show that a significant number of patients with headache

have psychiatric disorders and comorbidity is associated

with a poorer outcome for headache management. This

means that psychiatric comorbidity could be in some cases

a negative prognostic indicator for headache treatments.

Therefore, the presence of psychiatric comorbidity in

headache patients needs to be taken into account in treat-

ment planning. Treating depression and anxiety in head-

ache patients could be best done with a good collaboration

between neurologists and psychiatrists.
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SYMPOSIUM: MENSTRUAL MIGRAINE

Evolution of migraine-associated symptoms in menstrually related
migraine following symptomatic treatment with almotriptan
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Abstract In addition to headache, migraine is charac-

terized by a series of symptoms that negatively affects the

quality of life of patients. Generally, these are represented

by nausea, vomiting, photophobia, phonophobia and

osmophobia, with a cumulative percentage of the onset in

about 90% of the patients. From this point of view, men-

strually related migraine—a particularly difficult-to-treat

form of primary headache—is no different from other

forms of migraine. Symptomatic treatment should therefore

be evaluated not only in terms of headache relief, but also

by considering its effect on these migraine-associated

symptoms (MAS). Starting from the data collected in a

recently completed multicentre, randomized, double-blind,

placebo-controlled, cross-over study with almotriptan in

menstrually related migraine, an analysis of the effect of

this drug on the evolution of MAS was performed. Data

suggest that almotriptan shows excellent efficacy on MAS

in comparison to the placebo, with a significant reduction

in the percentages of suffering patients over a 2-h period of

time.

Keywords Acute treatment � Almotriptan �
Menstrual migraine � Migraine-associated symptoms

Introduction

Migraine is much more than just headache since it is

characterized by a series of symptoms that are often par-

ticularly severe and disturbing for the patients and which

greatly contribute to worsening their quality of life. The

most common migraine-associated symptoms (MAS) are

nausea, vomiting, photophobia, phonophobia and osmo-

phobia, with a cumulative percentage of the onset in about

90% of the patients.

In menstrually related migraine (MRM), a particularly

difficult-to-treat form of primary headache, MAS are also

present in percentages similar to the other forms of

migraine (non-MRM). Data in recent literature report that

in MRM versus non-MRM, pre-treatment nausea is present

in 40.4 versus 33.4% of attacks, phonophobia in 71.3

versus 75.4% of attacks and photophobia in 84.0 versus

78.9% of attacks, respectively [1].

MRM is a common form of migraine affecting more

than 50% of female migraineurs [2]. Population-based

studies indicate that this type of migraine, which occurs
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during the perimenstrual period, is mostly migraine without

aura and is significantly more likely (but not exclusively) to

occur on the 2 days before and on the first 3 days of

menses. Only a small percentage of female migraineurs

(7–12%) have migraine attacks exclusively occurring in this

period, a condition known as ‘‘pure menstrual migraine’’.

The various drugs used to treat ‘ordinary’ migraine may

be prescribed for MRM, but triptans—selective 5-hydrox-

ytriptamine (5-HT) 1B/1D receptor agonists, which are

considered the most effective specific acute anti-migraine

medications—are preferable for MRM in view of its dif-

ficult-to-treat nature [2, 3].

Almotriptan is one of the most recent selective 5-HT

1B/1D receptor agonists successfully used for the acute

treatment of migraine. It is rapidly absorbed, with very

good oral bioavailability (80%), and at the usual dose of

12.5 mg is at least as or even more effective than suma-

triptan 100 mg and has a significantly better tolerability

profile [4].

A placebo-controlled randomized study with almotrip-

tan in MRM was recently concluded and data relevant to

the number of patients reporting MAS were therefore

available for a separate analysis. It is interesting to evaluate

the effects of the symptomatic treatment of the migraine

attack more closely, not only as far as pain relief is con-

cerned, but also in terms of MAS evolution, particularly if

patients are suffering from MRM.

The aim of this analysis is to show and discuss the

evolution of nausea, vomiting, photophobia, phonophobia

and osmophobia in MRM patients following treatment with

almotriptan 12.5 mg or placebo.

Methods

The original trial was a multicentre, randomized, double-

blind, placebo-controlled, cross-over study that was fol-

lowed by an open phase. In the double-blind period, two

single menstrual migraine attacks per menstrual cycle were

treated with almotriptan or placebo (and vice versa). In the

open phase, two additional single attacks (3rd and 4th) per

menstrual cycle were treated with almotriptan.

The primary objective of the original study consisted

in proving the effectiveness (superiority hypothesis) of

almotriptan versus placebo by testing the percentages of

patients pain free at 2 h (primary study end point) fol-

lowing drug intake.

Patients were provided with a diary card to record their

migraine attacks for each menstrual cycle under consider-

ation. In particular, at 0, 15, 30, 60, 120 min and 24 h after

drug intake, the presence or absence of nausea, vomiting,

phonophobia, photophobia and osmophobia were recorded

along with the intensity of headache pain and other

parameters.

Treatment

Almotriptan or matching placebo was self-administered at

the onset of the first menstrual migraine attack occurring

during the specified window (day -2 to ?3) of the men-

strual cycle. One single menstrual migraine attack per

menstrual cycle was treated in four different menstrual

cycles. One out of the first two of the four attacks was

placebo-treated. Each attack was treated with one single

tablet.

Statistical analysis

For each symptom and for each scheduled time, the per-

centage of patients was analyzed using a generalized linear

model implemented with binomial distribution, log-link

function and generalized estimating equations (GEE).

Results were reported as risk ratio (RR) with associated

95% CL and two-tailed p values. The main analysis was

performed on the modified intention-to-treat population

(mITT), defined as all randomized patients who received at

least one dose of study medication and in whom the

evaluation of the primary outcome, at both the first and the

second period of the double-blind phase, was available.

Results

Following a screening period, 147 outpatient women aged

18–50 and suffering from MRM without aura (IHS criteria)

were randomized: 74 to almotriptan-placebo and 73 to

placebo-almotriptan; 122 patients completed the double-

blind phase (mITT) and 105 completed the additional open

follow-up phase (two further attacks).

Patient disposition is summarized in Table 1.

All patients were Caucasian and no statistically signifi-

cant differences were found when comparing age, height

and weight (Table 2).

In general, descriptive statistics highlighted that: (a)

about half of the migraine attacks occurred between the

first and second day of the menstrual period, (b) moderate/

severe headache occurred in 55–60% of migraine attacks

and (c) an association with other symptoms (nausea,

vomiting, etc.) was present in about 90% of patients.

Around 30% of the patients were able to treat migraine

attack during its mild phase.

The study achieved its main objective of demonstrating

the superiority of almotriptan compared to placebo in

terms of percentage of patients being pain free at 2 h.
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Furthermore, almotriptan was well-tolerated, with few

adverse events compared to placebo.

The results on MAS appear to be consistent with the

migraine pain scale results, with sparse statistically sig-

nificant differences in favor of almotriptan (Fig. 1a–e). The

principal findings are summarized below.

Nausea

Double-blind phase

The percentages of patients that experienced nausea varied,

respectively, from 43.4% (almotriptan) and 41% (placebo)

at 15 min with a RR of 1.04 (95% CI; 0.86–1.27;

p value = 0.6609) to 19% (almotriptan) and 36.7%

(placebo) at 2 h with a RR of 0.52 (95% CI; 0.36–0.76;

p value = 0.0007) and to 10.1% (almotriptan) and 19.1%

(placebo) at 24 h with a RR of 0.52 (95% CI; 0.28–0.96;

p value = 0.0354).

Follow-up phase

The percentages of patients that experienced nausea var-

ied, respectively, from 41.8% (attack no. 3) and 36.2%

(attack no. 4) at 15 min to 14.5% (attack no. 3) and 14.4%

(attack no. 4) at 2 h and to 10.5% (attack no. 3) and

11.9% (attack no. 4) at 24 h.

Vomiting

Double-blind phase

The percentages of patients that experienced vomiting

varied, respectively, from 3.3% (almotriptan) and 4.9%

(placebo) at 15 min with a RR of 0.58 (95% CI; 0.16–2.13;

p value = 0.4100) to 4.1% (almotriptan) and 9.2% (pla-

cebo) at 2 h with a RR of 0.44 (95% CI; 0.18–1.13;

p value = 0.0876) and to 2.5% (almotriptan) and 0.9%

(placebo) at 24 h with a RR not estimated.

Follow-up phase

The percentages of patients that experienced vomiting

varied, respectively, from 6.4% (attack no. 3) and 1.9%

(attack no. 4) at 15 min to 2.7% (attack no. 3) and 1%

(attack no. 4) at 2 h and to 1% (attack no. 3) and 0% (attack

no. 4) at 24 h.

Table 1 Characteristics of study population

Study population Almotriptan–placebo

(n = 74)

Placebo–almotriptan

(n = 73)

All patients

(n = 147)

ITT population (all random pts) 74 (100%) 73 (100%) 147 (100%)

No study medication intake 7 (9.5%) 8 (11%) 15 (10.2%)

Safety population 67 (90.5%) 65 (89%) 132 (89.8%)

No available data in DB phase for primary outcome 4 (5.4%) 6 (8.2%) 10 (6.8%)

Modified ITT population 63 (85.1%) 59 (80.8%) 122 (83%)

Table 2 Major demographic and background characteristics by treatment group–ITT population

Variable Almotriptan–placebo

(n = 74)

Placebo–almotriptan

(n = 73)

All patients

(n = 147)

p value

Age (years)

Mean ± SD (N) 35.17 ± 8.11 (74) 34.66 ± 7.93 (73) 34.92 ± 7.99 (147) 0.6995

Median (min–max) 35.54 (20.65–49.68) 35.09 (17.04–52.05) 35.34 (17.04–52.05)

Height

Mean ± SD (N) 1.65 ± 0.05 (74) 1.63 ± 0.05 (73) 1.64 ± 0.05 (147) 0.0654

Median (min–max) 1.65 (1.53–1.8) 1.63 (1.45–1.76) 1.65 (1.45–1.8)

Weight

Mean ± SD (N) 59.93 ± 9.43 (74) 57.85 ± 8.8 (73) 58.9 ± 9.15 (147) 0.1687

Median (min–max) 60 (43–80) 56 (46–88) 58 (43–88)

White/Caucasian race 74 (100%) 73 (100%) 147 (100%) ND

Has the patient suffered from a migraine attack

occurred on day -2 to ?3 of menstruation

in at least two of three preceding months? yes

74 (100%) 73 (100%) 147 (100%) ND

The patient has regular menstrual cycles 74 (100%) 73 (100%) 147 (100%) ND
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Photophobia

Double-blind phase

The percentages of patients that experienced photophobia

varied, respectively, from 58.2% (almotriptan) and 60.7%

(placebo) at 15 min with a RR of 0.96 (95% CI; 0.83–1.10;

p value = 0.5421) to 33.1% (almotriptan) and 49.2%

(placebo) at 2 h with a RR of 0.67 (95% CI; 0.50–0.90;

p value = 0.0083) and to 10.9% (almotriptan) and 22.6%

(placebo) at 24 h with a RR of 0.42 (95% CI; 0.21–0.80;

p value = 0.0092).

Follow-up phase

The percentages of patients that experienced photophobia

varied, respectively, from 60% (attack no. 3) and 59%

(attack no. 4) at 15 min to 24.5% (attack no. 3) and

21.2% (attack no. 4) at 2 h and to 12.4% (attack no. 3) and

15.8% (attack no. 4) at 24 h.

Phonophobia

Double-blind phase

The percentages of patients that experienced phonophobia

varied, respectively, from 59% (almotriptan) and 54.9%

(placebo) at 15 min with a RR of 1.07 (95% CI; 0.93–1.24;

p value = 0.3288) to 30.6% (almotriptan) and 41.7%

(placebo) at 2 h with a RR of 0.73 (95% CI; 0.53–1.01;

p value = 0.0566) and to 10.1% (almotriptan) and 18.3%

(placebo) at 24 h with a RR of 0.48 (95% CI; 0.24–0.95;

p value = 0.0347).
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Fig. 1 The evolution of migraine-associated symptoms
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Follow-up phase

The percentages of patients that experienced phonophobia

varied, respectively, from 50% (attack no. 3) and 48.6%

(attack no. 4) at 15 min to 18.2% (attack no. 3) and 20.2%

(attack no. 4) at 2 h and to 11.4% (attack no. 3) and

13.9% (attack no. 4) at 24 h.

Osmophobia

Double-blind phase

The percentages of patients that experienced osmophobia

varied, respectively, from 20.5% (almotriptan) and 15.6%

(placebo) at 15 min with a RR of 1.32 (95% CI; 0.92–1.89;

p value = 0.1375) to 12.4% (almotriptan) and 12.5%

(placebo) at 2 h with a RR of 0.99 (95% CI; 0.55–1.81;

p value = 0.9856) and to 4.2% (almotriptan) and 6.1%

(placebo) at 24 h with a RR of 0.62 (95% CI; 0.19–2.05;

p value = 0.4340).

Follow-up phase

The percentages of patients that experienced osmophobia

varied, respectively, from 15.5% (attack no. 3) and 12.4%

(attack no. 4) at 15 min to 1.8% (attack no. 3) and 3.8%

(attack no. 4) at 2 h and to 4.8% (attack no. 3) and

4% (attack no. 4) at 24 h.

Conclusions

MRM is particularly difficult to treat and the presence of

associated symptoms significantly worsens patient func-

tioning. This is also highlighted by the correlation found

between the severity of MAS (especially nausea, photo-

phobia and phonophobia) and impaired functioning. In

fact, quality of life is critically lowered by the presence of

severe MAS, and consequently symptomatic treatment

should also be carefully evaluated in terms of its efficacy in

affecting MAS.

Almotriptan has proven to be effective in the control of

migraine pain in menstrual migraine [5]. The present study

demonstrated that almotriptan in MRM treatment showed

excellent efficacy on MAS in comparison to placebo, with

a significant reduction in the percentages of suffering

patients over a 2-h period of time. These positive data were

also confirmed during the open follow-up phase.
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LECTURE: THE SCHOOL ASSOCIATION FOR HEADACHE

Remarks on an educational training course on headache

G. Casucci • V. Villani • F. Frediani

� Springer-Verlag 2010

Abstract In the last years several studies have been

performed on migraine; however, only few topics have

changed the clinical practice. Among these, there are

physiopathological insights (e.g., allodynia and gastric

stasis) or therapeutical evidences (e.g., topiramate) that

become very important in the management of migraine and

could clarify the different response to the therapies. The

aim of a training school on headache should be to link

research to practice without transferring contradictory data.

To teach is not only to support notions with simple data: we

think that knowledge has to be used according to the

condition of the patient and the situation in which the

migraineurs live.

Keywords Migraine � Research � Therapy � Teaching

Introduction

Aims of a training school are to support students with

update scientific information and to prepare new operators

to better face their job. A school must be a link between

research and practice. The importance of new data obtained

from research depends on their reflections on daily activity.

In the last years several studies has been performed on

migraine; however, only few topics have changed the

clinical practice. Among these, there are physiopathologi-

cal insights (e.g., allodynia and gastric stasis) or thera-

peutical evidences (e.g., topiramate) that become very

important in the management of migraine and could clarify

the different response to the therapies.

Backgrounds

Cutaneous allodynia (CA) refers to the perception of pain or

discomfort in response to non-noxious thermal and

mechanical stimuli applied to normal skin [1], and is the

clinical manifestation of central sensitization in migraine [2,

3]. CA is more commonly reported in persons with frequent

headache, long duration of the disorder and transformed

migraine, suggesting that it is the result of repeated sensi-

tization of central pathways over time [4–8]. It has been

suggested that central sensitization may be associated with

neuronal changes impairing efficacy of triptans when used

after 1 h from the onset of migraine attacks [9]. Therefore,

the triptans effectively abort migraine attacks in 93% of

patients prior to development of allodynia, compared with

only 15% in the presence of allodynia [10]. Conversely, the

presence of allodynia does not limit the use of intramuscular

dihydroergotamine [11]. A more recent study suggested that

intravenous administration of ketorolac or naproxen may

effectively terminate migraine attacks, even after the onset

of allodynia [12]. So, during a migraine attack, the acute use

of triptans is not indicated after the beginning of allodynia. A

possible alternative is to administer i.v. infusion of ketorolac

or naproxen.

Several studies demonstrated that a gastric stasis is

associated with migraine attacks. In practice, these
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evidences prompt the use of antiemetics before treating

migraine patients with NSAID [13, 14]. Nevertheless, it

has been suggested that gastroparesis is a feature of the

migraine rather than of the attack [15]. Some studies sug-

gested that triptans are effective in reducing migrainous

nausea by central mechanism of action [16, 17].

Efficacy of topiramate (TPM) in the prevention of

migraine is well demonstrated [18, 19]. Last reports focus

their attention on long-term use. Usually, prevention

should last for 3–4 months, although recent evidences, as

well as clinical experience, suggest the possibility of

increased efficacy with use of preventive drugs for longer

periods (up to 6–14 months) [20–22]. Also the frequency

of adverse events was lower in the open label phase than

the double-blind phase. A recent review observed that the

clinical benefit appears to be sustained in patients treated

with TPM over 1 year and that there was no loss of efficacy

over time, even when patients switched from a higher to a

lower dose [23]. These evidences let clinicians able to use

different patterns of therapy, trying to satisfy the needs of

patients with very different dosages and times to treat.

Conclusions

We reported only these few insights from clinical research.

A training school of headache must link research to prac-

tice and does not have to transfer contradictory data. To

teach is not only to support notions with simple data: we

think that knowledge has to be used according to the

condition of the patient and the situation in which the

migraineurs live. Beside this, every teacher has his own

exclusive experience provided by intuition that can be a

good resort to learn something more than simple infor-

mation. It is just this intuition that can suggest to the

researchers new ideas and new strategies to move in new

fields. In this case a school can achieve its real goal: to

create a two-way relationship between science and daily

practice, creating more efficient ‘‘actors’’ in both fields.
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HEADACHES AND CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASES

Dissection of the epiaortic and intracranial arteries

Elio Agostoni • Angelo Aliprandi • Marco Longoni

� Springer-Verlag 2010

Abstract Dissection of epiaortic vessels is a rare event

but can have serious clinical consequences such as

ischaemic injury to the brain, cerebellum or, more rarely to

the retina and is an important cause of stroke in young

adults. The main clinical presentation is headache or neck

pain, usually but not always associated with Horner syn-

drome or other local symptoms, followed by an ischemic

event in the carotid or vertebral district. Very rarely, the

dissection can extend to the intracranial vessels leading to

subarachnoid hemorrhage. The time between the headache

and the stroke is variable, ranging from a few seconds to

weeks. Suspecting an arterial dissection in cases of unex-

plained head or neck pain in young patients is than crucial

to avoid cerebrovascular events; the clinical suspect must

be confirmed by ultrasound examination of the epiaortic

vessels as a first screening exam, followed by an appro-

priate neuroimaging study. Treatment with anticoagulants,

although not supported by randomized trials, is generally

employed to prevent embolic events. The prognosis of

stroke caused by arterial dissection does not differ from

that of ischaemic events of other origin; the rate of recur-

rence is low and most patients have only one event in their

live. Clinical research with multicenter recruitment is

ongoing to provide more solid evidence on the manage-

ment and prognosis of arterial dissections.

Keywords Arterial dissection � Headache � Stroke

Ethiopathogenesis

Two different mechanisms are involved in cervical artery

dissection (CAD): the first is a tear in the tunica intima

which allows blood to enter the wall of the artery and to

split its layers (sub-intimal hematoma), the second is a

rupture of vasa vasorum with the formation of hematoma in

the tunica media (sub-adventitial). Depending on the site of

the hematoma within the different arterial layers, dissec-

tions can be then divided into: sub-intimal if the hematoma

is located within the tunica intima and media and sub-

adventitial in case of hematoma within the tunica media

and adventitia. Usually, dissections of the extracranial

arteries are mainly of the second type, while dissections of

intracranial internal carotid are mainly sub-intimal. Finally,

dissections of intracranial vertebro-basilar arteries are

equally divided into the two subtypes. Both mechanisms of

dissection lead to thrombus formation and risk of distal

embolization. Sub-adventitial dissection can lead to aneu-

rysmal dilatation of the vessel wall that can cause mass

effect on nearby structures such as sympathetic fibers and

the lower cranial nerves.

Although the cause of cervical artery dissection remains

elusive, CAD can be considered as an acute phenomenon

linked to precipitant factors such as traumatism or infec-

tions but also due to predisposing factors that modify the

arterial vessel wall (e.g., disorders of the extracellular

matrix).

Dissections are usually classified as either traumatic or

spontaneous. Traumatic dissections are linked to a direct

neck trauma (e.g., car accident or strangulation) and the

site of arterial dissection is usually close to bone structures.

In the case of spontaneous arterial dissections (sCAD),

instead, many conditions have been associated with the

disease as predisposing factors (e.g., hyperomocisteinemia,
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migraine) but no one is causative. An infection in the few

weeks prior to a symptomatic dissection was found to be an

independent risk factor for sCAD, and it seems reasonable

to correlate the observed seasonal pattern in the incidence

of sCAD to the seasonal variation in infection diseases.

Rarely, CAD is associated with a known monogenic con-

nective tissue disease, mainly vascular Ehlers-Danlos

syndrome. However, in the large majority of CAD cases,

there is no evidence for a known monogenic disease.

Several arguments, including the association of CAD with

dermal connective tissue abnormalities that are inherited,

suggest that genetic factors also play a role in ‘‘sporadic’’

CAD as part of a multifactorial predisposition. Different

genetic polymorphisms seems to be more prevalent in

sCAD patients respect to controls, such as ICAM-1,

COL3A1 and MTHFR TT, but further confirmatory results

are needed [1]. The genetic hypothesis suggests that patient

with sCAD might have a particular haplotype that predis-

pose to arterial disease. An alteration of the extracellular

matrix in sCAD patients is suggested by the association

with fibromuscular dysplasia, with Ehlers–Danlos syn-

drome, Marfan syndrome and with genetic conditions such

as alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency. Moreover, redundancies

or tortuosity of cervical artery, diseases of the temporal

superficial artery specimens, alteration in common carotid

artery diameter and distensibility, enlargement of aortic

root and the association with intracranial aneurysm are all

epidemiological findings that suggest the presence of an

underlying arteriopathy in sCAD patients [2]. Data from

arterial and cutaneous specimen although controversial

have shown the presence of alterations in protein of the

extracellular matrix [3]. More study are needed for a clear

interpretation of the pathogenesis of the disease.

Signs and symptoms

The most typical clinical setting of carotid artery dissection

is pain to the neck or headache, often associated with

Horner syndrome, followed by an ischaemic event to the

brain, on the same side as the ocular signs. The risk of

stroke after a dissection is difficult to calculate because

many patients who have an isolated headache or Horner

syndrome do not seek medical attention. The time between

the onset of the headache and the stroke is highly variable,

ranging from a few seconds to weeks, but it is generally of

a few days [4].

Suspecting arterial dissections in patients with headache

has a high clinical relevance since early treatment may

prevent strokes. Unfortunately, the pain has no specific

features; in a recent case series of patients in whom the

headache was as the only symptom of dissection, the

headache was more frequently constant, of severe intensity

and with a throbbing quality, whereas the pain to the neck

had a constrictive quality and was of moderate intensity

[5]. Rarely, the pain may resemble migraine or even cluster

headache [6–8], especially in the case of intracranial

extension of the dissection. The ischaemic stroke itself

does not differ from ischaemic events of other etiologies,

although some data seem to indicate that strokes secondary

to carotid dissection tend to be more severe and to cause

intracranial hypertension and brain herniation more often

[9]. Other signs associated with carotid dissection are

linked to compression of nearby structures by the enlarged

carotid bulb, such as palsy of cranial nerves, which is

present in about 7% of patients [10]. The nerves most often

involved are the XII, IX and X. In case of dissection of

vertebral arteries the headache is more often isolated and it

is more likely to resemble migraine [5]. Local symptoms

are very rare and include radicular symptoms as result of

compression of vertebral foramina by arterial pseudo-

aneurysm. Of course, ischaemic events occur in the pos-

terior circulation.

Finally, the dissection may extend to the intracranial

district, giving rise to vessel wall fissuration and sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage; this event may also result from

direct dissection of cerebral arteries [11]. In this case, the

pain is very severe and associated with signs of meningeal

irritation. Therefore, all cases of unexplained headache in

young adults, especially if associated with Horner syn-

drome or local signs should raise the suspect of arterial

dissection, which must be then ruled out with the appro-

priate imaging techniques.

Radiologic diagnosis

The first radiological examination performed in case of

suspected arterial dissection is usually combined Doppler

ultrasonography. This exam is generally widely available,

it is non invasive and easily repeatable, and has a good

diagnostic sensitivity in the carotid district. Direct obser-

vation of a luminal intimal flap is diagnostic but rare; the

most frequent finding is a stenosed or occluded vessel in

the absence of atheromatous lesions, which instead is not

specific Furthermore, doppler imaging has several impor-

tant drawbacks: the dissection in the vertebral district may

escape detection because of the interference of the bone

structures and dissection limited to the vessel wall, without

haemodinamic consequences or vessel stenosis, is fre-

quently unrecognized [12]. Therefore, the findings of the

echographic examination must always be confirmed by

another radiologic technique, both in the case of negative

and positive results. Until recent years, digital subtraction

angiography was considered the most sensitive exam and is

still used as the gold standard to test the reliability of more
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recent techniques. However, in a recent work NMR

imaging of the neck with fat saturation coupled with NMR

angiography had a better sensitivity than conventional

angiography, especially in case of dissection of limited

extent [13]. As a matter of facts, a dissection that does not

lead to vessel stenosis may escape angiographic detection,

while the intramural hematoma itself can be visualized

directly by NMR of the neck. Furthermore, NMR is a non

invasive technique and has no risk of adverse events.

Therefore, fat-sat NMR with NMR angiography is likely to

replace DSA as the most appropriate examination in the

case of suspect arterial dissection of the epiaortic vessels or

intracranial arteries. Another promising techniques is CT

angiography; in a recent review in which NMR and CT

angiography were compared, no significant differences in

sensitivity were demonstrated [14]. The choice between the

two techniques will then probably depend on local expe-

rience and availability.

Treatment and prognostic factors

In our center, we routinely start anticoagulant treatment in

all cases of established dissection of the epiaoric vessels in

the attempt to reduce the risk of distal embolization and

stroke. Although this approach has a rational basis and is

the most common among clinical practitioners, it is not

based on scientific evidence, as no randomized trials

comparing anticoagulants with antiaggregants or no ther-

apy exist, as a result of the low incidence of arterial

dissection. A Cochrane meta-analysis on published non-

randomized studies found no diffence between anticoagu-

lants and antiaggregants, but this data is not conclusive

[15]. A prospective multicentric study is currently ongoing

to test the feasibility of a randomized trial on this issue and

to collect more information about the prognosis and the

risk of dissection recurrence [16]. In the meanwhile, we

believe that anticoagulants should be used in all patients

with ischaemic stroke due to vessel dissection, if such

therapy is not contraindicated by hemorrhagic infarction or

by the large size of the lesion. The data about intracranial

dissections are even more scanty but do not seem to indi-

cated an increased risk of subarachonid hemorrhage [17].

In the case of patients who have only headache or local

symptoms, the choice of the best therapeutic option is even

more debatable, and both anticoagulants and antiaggre-

gants are possible options.
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HEADACHES AND CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASES

Migraine and cerebrovascular risk

Massimo Del Sette

� Springer-Verlag 2010

Abstract Migraine (in particular with aura) is a risk factor

for cerebrovascular disease; the relative risk of stroke in

migraineurs is about twofold, and increases with the coex-

istence of female gender, cigarette smoking and old-prepa-

ration contraceptive use. The mechanisms of the increased

risk are not completely understood, and the absolute risk of

stroke is low; yet, migraineurs have to be advised on how to

reduce the risk for primary prevention of stroke.

Keywords Migraine � Stroke � Cerebrovascular disease �
Patent foramen ovale

Introduction

Migraine is a common disorder with important disability

and variable long-term prognosis. In particular, migraine

with aura is correlated to an increased risk of cerebrovas-

cular disease, with a relative risk of more than 2 [1–4].

Different co-morbidities are the biological background of

the increased risk, such as presence of endothelial dys-

function, presence of patent foramen ovale, platelet acti-

vation or coexistence of other vascular risk factors [5–9].

The increased risk is particularly high in women, especially

in smokers and contraceptive users [2, 3].

Discussion

The American Heart Association (AHA)/American Stroke

Association guidelines report migraine as an independent

risk factor for stroke, based on epidemiological evidences

and pathophysiological considerations [10]. The relative

risk for stroke in migraineurs as a whole is 2.16 (95% CI

1.89–2.48); for migraine with aura 2.27 (95% CI 1.61–3.19);

and for migraine without aura 1.83 (95% CI 1.06–3.15) [3].

All but three of the studies reported were case–control

studies, thus more prone to bias than prospective studies

longitudinal studies [11]. There are six prospective studies

[1, 12–14] which reported the migraine–ischemic stroke

relationship for either women or women and men

combined.

Compared to women with no history of migraine, those

in the WHS with active migraine with aura had a RR (95%

CI) of 1.91 (1.17–3.10) for ischemic stroke, after adjust-

ment for conventional cerebrovascular risk factors, post-

menopausal status and hormone therapies; those with

active migraine without aura had a corresponding RR of

1.27 (0.77–2.09) [1].

The effect of migraine of subsequent stroke is addressed

by a prospective study reporting results for women by a

nested case–control study of female patients in the UK

General Practice Research Database (GPRD) [14], which

reported results for women aged 15–49 years. One-hundred

ninety incident ischemic stroke cases were matched with

1,129 controls. The RR (95% CI) for ischemic stroke,

comparing those with migraine (defined according to a

relevant prescription or diagnosis in the past 12 months) to

those without migraine, was 2.33 (1.04–5.21), after

adjusting for several risk factors. The study of Hall et al.

[11], based on the GPRD, reported a migraine–ischemic

stroke RR (95% CI) of 2.49 (1.62–3.83), after adjustment

for hypertension, diabetes, obesity, hypercholesterolemia,

smoking and hormone therapy. The health insurance study

in the US [12] reported a migraine stroke RR (95% CI) of

1.67 (1.31–2.13). In the ARIC study, people with migraine
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with aura had a RR (95% CI) of 2.07 (0.96–4.44) for

incident ischemic stroke, compared to those with no history

of migraine; for migraine without aura the risk reduced to

0.86 (0.37–2.00) [15].

All the reported paper deals with risk of stroke in people

with migraine but with different age range and gender

groups: the WHS showed a decreasing trend in RR for

ischemic stroke due to migraine with aura in different age

groups, from 2.59 at ages 45–54, to 2.13 at ages 55–64, to

0.32 at C65 years [4]. The strongest association between

migraine and stroke at younger age is confirmed by a cross-

sectional study which reported estimated RRs for ischemic

stroke that decreased continuously with increasing age, from

2.81 at age 40 years, to 1.69 at age 60 years, to 1.16 at

90 years [11]. From this evidence, it is reasonable to con-

clude that migraine has a decreasing effect with increasing

age, such that it is a risk factor for ischemic stroke at ages

below around 60 years, but not at higher ages [10, 11]. None

of the prospective studies compare women to men, but the

best evidence available, from case–control studies, suggests

that the effect of migraine on ischemic stroke, at the ages

when it has most effect, is slightly greater for women than

men. The pooled RR (95% CI) from nine studies dealing

with both women and men was 2.36 (1.92–2.90), compared

to a RR of 2.76 (2.17–3.52) in the seven studies regarding

women only [3]. This is the reason why the AHA/ASA

guidelines stated that migraine headache has been most

consistently associated with stroke in young women [10].

Case–control studies also suggest that hormone thera-

pies (both oral contraceptive use and hormone replacement

therapies) and smoking amplify the effect of migraine on

ischemic stroke risk among young women [2, 16]. How-

ever, the WHS did not find such an effect for smoking [4],

and Nightingale et al. [14] found no interaction between

migraine and reproductive status. This might mean that the

effect of migraine and contraceptives or smoking is just the

product of their RRs; this is true only for the studied high

doses of older preparations [10].

Conclusion

The best evidence for the independent effect of migraine on

ischemic stroke is scientifically strong, in particular among

women aged 45 years or more, in migraine with aura, and

for the association of migraine plus smoking and old-

preparation oral contraceptives. Moreover, migraine with

aura is risk factor for white matter lesion on MRI, yet not

associated to presence of patent foramen ovale, but more

probably to the increasing age [9].

Even if the evidence from interventional studies are

inconclusive, particular effort is needed to convince

migraineurs to appropriate primary prevention of stroke:

any young or middle-aged woman who regularly experi-

ences migraine with aura would be well advised to take

particular action to improve their cardiovascular risk

profile—which may include stopping smoking, taking

more exercise and eating less saturated fat and salt.
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KEY NOTE LECTURE

New acute treatments for headache

Alan M. Rapoport
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Abstract Although we have several acute care medica-

tions for the treatment of migraine, we are always looking

for new medications to treat our patients. Patients often say

that their headaches are not under optimal control and

would be happy to try another medication. Patients look for

faster onset of relief, more complete relief, no recurrent

headache and no adverse events. This article will cover

some new and some anticipated acute care products, CGRP

antagonists, sumatriptan by iontophoretic patch, sumatrip-

tan by needle-free injections, DHE by oral inhalation and

diclofenac potassium in a sachet. Botulinum toxin therapy,

although a preventive measure, will be mentioned at the

end.

Keywords Acute treatment of migraine �
Migraine therapy � CGRP antagonist � Iontophoretic patch �
Needle free injection � Sumatriptan � DHE � Oral inhalation

CGRP receptor antagonists

Calcitonin gene-related peptide, closely related structurally

to calcitonin and amylin, has been intensely studied over

the last 20 years as an agent possibly related to migraine

pathophysiology. CGRP is involved in sensory neuro-

transmission and can be found in most sensory nerves,

especially those trigeminovascular afferents in the menin-

ges involved in migraine [1, 2]. It is one of the most potent

vasodilators known. CGRP levels measured in the jugular

venous system are elevated after migraine and cluster

headache attacks, and are normalized by therapy with

sumatriptan. For years, it was thought that blocking its

dilating effect might help in treating migraine and its

antagonism held promise to be a novel strategy to relieve

migraine headache. It is now known to effectively block

migraine pain without overt vasoconstriction. If and when

they gain approval in the USA by the FDA and in other

countries, CGRP receptor antagonists would be the first

non-serotonergic, non-vasoconstricting, migraine-specific

medication. CGRP has been shown to have several sites of

action, including blood vessels, mast cells in the meninges

and as a facilitator of pain transmission the brain stem [3].

CGRP receptors have been found in trigeminal ganglion, in

the brain stem in neurons of the trigeminal nucleus caudalis

and in smooth muscle of the meningeal vasculature [6].

CGRP can be blocked by a fragment of the peptide con-

taining amino acids 8–37 (CGRP 8–37).

The first effective CGRP receptor blocker was

BIBN4096 (olcegepant). It was reported that intravenous

administration helped a significant number of patients

versus placebo, without constricting blood vessels in pre-

clinical studies [4]. Telcagepant, previously termed

MK-0974, was the first reported oral formulation of a

CGRP receptor antagonist. It has been reported to work

well in migraine in a phase IIB study published in Neu-

rology and recently in a phase III study published in Lancet

[5, 6]. Preclinical data suggest that telcagepant is not a

vasoconstrictor, and clinical studies show it to be as

effective as rizatriptan and zolmitriptan and as tolerable as

placebo. It is predicted that this drug could be launched in

2012. It was found to be as effective as zolmitriptan with

fewer adverse events [6].

This was a randomized, parallel treatment, placebo and

active-controlled, double-blind, trial performed at 81 sites

in Europe and the USA of adults with migraine diagnosed
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by International Headache Society criteria. Patients treated

moderate or severe migraine attacks with either oral tel-

cagepant 150 or 300 mg, zolmitriptan 5 mg, or placebo.

There were five co-primary endpoints: pain freedom, pain

relief and absence of nausea, photophobia and phonopho-

bia, at 2-h post treatment. According to Dr. Ho’s article,

‘‘1,380 patients were randomly assigned to receive tel-

cagepant 150 mg (n = 333), 300 mg (n = 354), zolmi-

triptan 5 mg (n = 345) or placebo (n = 348). Telcagepant

300 mg was more effective than placebo for pain freedom

[95 (27%) of 353 patients vs. 33 (10%) of 343

(p = 0.0001)], pain relief [194 (55%) of 353 vs. 95 (28%)

of 343 (p = 0.0001)], and absence of phonophobia [204

(58%) of 353 vs. 126 (37%) of 342 (p = 0.0001)], photo-

phobia [180 (51%) of 353 vs. 99 (29%) of 342

(p = 0.0001)], and nausea [229 (65%) of 352 vs. 189

(55%) of 342 (p = 0.0061)]. The efficacy of telcagepant

300 mg and zolmitriptan 5 mg was much the same, and

both were more effective than telcagepant 150 mg.

Adverse events were recorded for 31% taking telcagepant

150 mg, 37% taking telcagepant 300 mg, 51% taking

zolmitriptan 5 mg, and 32% taking placebo [7].’’ The

measurement of 2–24 h sustained pain freedom was

slightly better numerically for telcagepant 300 mg versus

zolmitriptan. This drug may be able to be given to patients

with vascular disease, but that was not studied in this trial

as zolmitriptan is contraindicated in patients with vascular

disease and this will have to be studied in the future.

Transdermal patches

Recently, sumatriptan became the first of the seven triptans

to become generic in several countries, which has led to the

development of generic formulations of available products

and to the design of some novel products containing the

generic formulation, including needle-free injection, sub-

lingual, intranasal and patch forms. One of the most inter-

esting products in development, which may address the

unmet need of the nauseated migraineur and/or the patient

who does not absorb oral medication optimally during a

migraine attack, is a sumatriptan patch. NP101, which will

be marketed as Zelrix from NuPathe, is an iontophoretic

patch that delivers sumatriptan transdermally. It utilizes a

small electric current to drive sumatriptan across the skin

delivering 6 or 12 mA/h and maintaining sumatriptan

plasma levels above the target level of 10 ng/ml for greater

than 7 h [8]. There is a linear relationship between the

applied current and drug delivery. As a result, drug delivery

is precisely controlled at desired levels, providing consis-

tent therapeutic drug levels. In pK studies, the patch

delivered sumatriptan more consistently than either the

100 mg oral tablet or 20 mg nasal preparation. This finding

supports the hypothesis that parenteral administration

(subcutaneous or transdermal) provides more predictable

delivery by bypassing absorption through the GI tract.

At the intended plasma concentrations delivered by the

patch, which were in between those of the 20 mg nasal

spray and 100 mg oral tablet, the patches were well toler-

ated. No subject reported atypical pain and pressure sen-

sations or other common triptan adverse events after related

pruritus, which was generally mild and resolved without

treatment. No subject withdrew from the study due to local

skin irritation. The data suggest that transdermal ionto-

phoretic delivery of sumatriptan with NP101 may offer

significant clinical utility for migraine patients, including

circumventing underlying migraine-associated GI distur-

bances including nausea and gastric stasis. The patch also

provides consistent, predictable delivery of desired drug

levels over a 4-h period. This offers the potential to avoid

atypical pain, pressure and other sensations commonly

associated with current triptan formulations. The results of a

recent phase-III trial were released at the American Head-

ache Society meeting in Philadelphia. The 2-h pain relief

was 53% versus 29% placebo. This was significant at

p = 0.0001 level. The drug also achieved significance over

placebo in the three other parts of the primary endpoint,

nausea free, photophobia free and sonophobia free. The

pain free rate at 2 h was 18 versus 9% for placebo. The

sustained pain relief rate from 2–24 h was 34% for the drug

and 21% for placebo. Therefore, with good 2-h pain relief,

relief of associated symptoms, few adverse events and the

ability to bypass the GI tract, this should be an attractive

alternative to standard oral treatment.

Sumatriptan by needle-free injection

Sumavel DosePro by Zogenix will deliver 6 mg of suma-

triptan subcutaneously through the skin without the use of a

needle. The device is carefully designed to work exactly

the same as the sumatriptan injection. Thus, it has excellent

1- and 2-h pain relief numbers. It is a sophisticated device

that produces a small hole in the skin by the force of the

injection using nitrogen gas fired through a tiny hole in the

glass. The injection takes less than one tenth of a second.

This system was marketed in the USA in January 2010, and

is a good alternative for patients who are concerned about

the needle and those who do not get adequate relieve from

oral triptans.

Oral inhaler for DHE

DHE (dihydroergotamine mesylate) is being developed for

delivery by oral inhalation in a novel, breath-actuated
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inhaler. It has been available in various forms for more

than 50 years and still remains the mainstay of treatment at

major headache centers in the USA via the intravenous

route when patients require having already developed

central sensitization. It is usually given three times per day

intravenously. It is also used orally in Europe as a pre-

ventive and intranasally in the USA and Canada as an acute

care medication. The intravenous preparation is often very

effective, but cannot be used at home and many patients

become nauseated or even vomit, despite pretreatment with

an antiemetic. Oral inhalation seems to provide similar

efficacy with the ease of home use and fewer adverse events.

Studies were performed with a specially designed device

called the Tempo Inhaler (MAP Pharma), to deliver DHE

deep into the lung after breath actuation [9]. The drug and

device will be called Levadex. A phase I study of four

doses of orally inhaled DHE delivered by the specially

designed inhaler versus 1 mg of IV DHE (n = 18) was

performed. There was a rapid systemic absorption of DHE

with a tmax of 12 min with a 0.88 mg respirable dose (vs. a

6-min tmax with the IV preparation). The systemic levels

attained were slightly lower than with IV DHE, with the

ratio of AUC 0 to infinity of inhaled versus IV approxi-

mately 0.77. The Tempo inhaler is a proprietary, novel,

breath-actuated device that minimizes oropharyngeal

deposition and therefore swallowing of the drug. Phase II

data shows DHE gives relief that is both rapid and sus-

tained [10]. Phase II results demonstrate that 32% of

patients achieve pain relief as early as 10 min (p = 0.019)

at 0.5 mg dose. This is somewhat lower that the usual dose

IV. DHE delivered by this inhaler was well tolerated in

phase II studies with no serious adverse events. There was

decreased nausea and no clinically significant changes

observed in pulmonary function tests, clinical laboratory

findings, heart rate, blood pressure or respiratory rate.

Phase III results presented in Philadelphia at the Inter-

national Headache Congress in September 2009 showed a

2-h headache relief of 59 versus 35% placebo. This was

significant at p = 0.0001 level. The 2–24 h sustained

headache relief rate was 44% for Levadex and 20% for

placebo and the 2–48 h sustained pain free rate was 36

versus 17%. Adverse events were low and nausea and

vomiting surprisingly low (4.5 vs. 2% for nausea and 2 vs.

0.1% for vomiting). This low level in comparison to IV

DHE probably is related to a lower cmax. Other important

findings were efficacy of Levadex given more than 8 h

after the start of the headache, 49 versus 25% for the

placebo and efficacy in disabling migraine, early morning

migraine and menstrually related migraine.

Levadex is expected to get FDA approval in 2011 and

should be a good drug for patients not responding well to

oral triptans or for patients who are more than 6–8 h into

their migraine attack.

Diclofenac potassium for oral solution

Cambia was approved for acute treatment of migraine in

June 2009 and will be marketed in the spring of 2010 by

Nautilus Neurosciences. It comes in a small packet or

sachet and its contents are dissolved in water. As it is in

solution, it gains rapid entry into the small intestine and has

a faster tmax and onset of action than its tablet form. The

2-h pain relief is 65 versus 41% for placebo. Cambia will

be the only NSAID approved for the acute treatment of

migraine and could be an excellent drug for milder

migraines, especially for patients with more frequent

headaches.

Neurotoxin therapy: botulinum toxin injections

Although the exact mechanism of action of botulinum

toxin type A (Botox) injections as a treatment for migraine

are unknown, they are probably independent of the toxin’s

anti-cholinergic effects at the neuromuscular junction. It is

no longer believed that the relaxation or induced weakness

of muscles contributes to the therapeutic effect; instead

inhibition of peripheral sensitization, leading to the inhi-

bition of central sensitization through the blocking of

glutamate, substance P and CGRP peripherally, is thought

to lead to the therapeutic effect. There have been many

positive open trials and a few double-blind, controlled

studies with conflicting reports of efficacy.

In a chronic migraine trail, in which the primary end-

point was not reached, efficacy was shown only in a sub-

group not taking preventive medication and having more

than 15 headache days per month [11]. A recent study to

compare the effectiveness of treatment of transformed

migraine between botulinum toxin type A and topiramate

demonstrated that both groups had significantly fewer

headaches compared with baseline 6 months after the start

of therapy. At 9 months, the two treatments were equiva-

lent. More patients in the topiramate group dropped out of

the study due to adverse events [12]. Another recent study

compared botulinum toxin type A with divalproex in epi-

sodic and chronic migraine. The data demonstrate that both

treatments showed a significant reduction in disability with

fewer adverse events in the botulinum toxin type A treated

group [13].

Two large, double-blind, placebo-controlled, random-

ized, phase III trials were performed in patients with

transformed migraine, who were not on preventive medi-

cation. The results were released in Philadelphia at the

International Headache Congress in September, 2009, a

year after a press release was issued by Allergan [14] in

September 2008 about the results. The primary endpoint

for the first trial was the change from baseline in the
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number of headache episodes at the end of 3 months. In the

second trial, the primary endpoint was the change in

the number of headache days at the end of 3 months. At the

request of Allergan, the FDA permitted a change in

the primary endpoint in the second study prior to unlocking

the data. The change was from the change from baseline

in the number of headache episodes at 3 months to the

change from baseline in the number of headache days

(which is what the FDA had initially suggested for the

primary endpoint).

The results showed that the first trial did not reach its

primary endpoint and was negative. In the second trial,

both the primary and secondary endpoints showed statis-

tically significant benefit of botulinum toxin type A treat-

ment over placebo injections. Patients treated with

botulinum toxin type A demonstrated a greater decrease in

both number of headache days (p = 0.001) (primary end-

point) and number of headache episodes (p = 0.003)

(secondary endpoint). If the FDA suggested endpoint had

been used (decrease in number of headache days), the first

study would also have been positive. A meta-analysis of

the two studies, one positive and one negative, was positive

for all primary and secondary endpoints. Allergan has filed

for an indication for the treatment of chronic migraine with

botulinum toxin type A and expects a decision from the

FDA by early 2011.

Conclusion

There are many new acute care and preventive therapies

being investigated for the treatment of migraine. A few of

them have been presented here. I am cautiously optimistic

that some of the above treatments that are not yet available

will make it to the clinic and will be effective additions to

the headache specialist’s armamentarium.
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Non-pharmacological approaches in migraine prophylaxis:
behavioral medicine
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Abstract Although behavioral approaches cannot be seen

as offering a panacea for all emotional ills, the assumption

upon which they are based make their integration with

physiological concepts a natural and comfortable union.

The application of behavioral treatments for psychosomatic

disturbances has been developed in the last 30 years

favouring the organization of clinical protocols of treat-

ment more standardized and scientifically proved in par-

ticular in headache field where the behavioral approach is

actually an important therapeutical support for traditional

pharmacological approaches. The different therapeutical

approaches, initial outcomes are discussed.

Keywords Behavioral medicine � Biofeedback �
Tension-type headache � Migraine

Introduction

‘‘Behavioral medicine is the interdisciplinary field con-

cerned with the development and integration of behavioral,

psychosocial, and biomedical science knowledge and

techniques relevant to the understanding of health and ill-

ness, and the application of this knowledge and these

techniques to prevention, diagnosis, treatment and reha-

bilitation’’ [1].

Behavioral medicine is based upon the biopsychosocial

model, which postulates that biological (neurochemical),

psychological (behaviors, cognitions, thoughts, and emo-

tions), and social or environmental factors all play an

important role in human functioning [2]. This model

accords well with our understanding of migraine (and other

primary headache disorders) [3]. It accounts for the

diversity in pain expression (including severity, duration,

and consequences to the individual) by acknowledging the

complex interrelationships among predispositional, bio-

logical, psychological characteristics, and the social and

cultural contexts that help to shape the individual’s per-

ceptions and response to pain (e.g., genetics, prior learning

history).

Behavior therapy is an approach to treatment that rec-

ognizes the importance of a comprehensive assessment

leading to multidimensional interventions tailored to fit

individual needs. Although behavioral approaches cannot

be seen as offering a panacea for all the emotional ills, the

assumptions upon which they are based make their inte-

gration with physiological concepts a natural and com-

fortable union. Behavior therapy is a way of thinking about

clinical problems, one that involves development of a

system for collecting, organizing and evaluating clinical

data, and designing individual setting programs on specific

problems. Essentially behavior therapy is the application of

the scientific method to clinical problems.

Behavioral medicine encompasses a wide range of

treatment modalities, some that attempt to modify the

disease process directly and others that attempt to do so

indirectly by supporting the application of medical

regimens.

The view of headache as a psycho-physiological disor-

der predates contemporary behavioral research and also the

concept that psychosomatic illness results from specific
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emotional conflicts that eventually produce physical

symptoms.

Behavioral interventions include strategies for the

identification and modification of behavioral headache

triggers and the acquisition and use of self-regulation skills

aimed at prevention of headache episodes. From the clin-

ical point of view, headache is considered to be one of the

most common psychosomatic disorders that can be posi-

tively influenced by behavioral approaches.

Behavioral approaches in clinical practice

Behavioral interventions include strategies for the identi-

fication and modification of behavioral headache triggers

and the acquisition and use of self-regulation skills aimed

at prevention of headache episodes [4]. The most important

standard behavioral interventions can be categorized as (1)

relaxation training, (2) biofeedback training, (3) cognitive-

behavioral/stress management therapies, (4) combination

of the above approaches [5, 6].

Relaxation training

Relaxation skills are presumed to decrease headache by

enabling patients to modify their own headache-related

physiological responses and decrease sympathetic arousal.

There are three types of relaxation techniques that have

commonly been employed for headache treatment: pro-

gressive relaxation training, autogenic training, and passive

or meditative relaxation. Relaxation techniques are often

used in combination with biofeedback and stress manage-

ment/cognitive-behavioral therapies.

Biofeedback

This is a behavioral procedure where the goal, in headache

management, is to lower overall arousal and promote a

state of bodily relaxation. Biofeedback uses scientific

instruments to measure, amplify, and feed back physio-

logical information to the patient being monitored. The

patient uses this information to gain control over the target

response and regulate it in the desired manner. This tech-

nique involves monitoring physiological processes usually

considered involuntary or that are modulated outside of

conscious awareness. The three most common forms of

biofeedback for headache treatment are: thermal BFB,

electromyographic (EMG) BFB, and electrodermal BFB.

The first two, thermal and EMG, are the most common

biofeedback modalities. Biofeedback involves more than

simple physiologic retraining. Rather, the therapeutic pro-

cess involves cognitive and psychological variables as

well. The purpose of EMG biofeedback training, for

tension-type headache treatment for example, is to assist

the patient in learning how to gain control over striated

skeletal muscles. The patient learns how to relax muscles

that are overcontracted in psychophysiological stress dis-

orders (such as tension-type headache, migraine, and other

conditions).

EMG measurement may be employed as a general index

of tension, and EMG activity can be important indicator of

psychophysiological arousal of stress.

Thermal biofeedback, commonly used for migraine

treatment, utilizes measurement of skin temperature most

often in the distal parts of the body. Since skin temperature is

regulated primarily by the cardiovascular system it is a more

closely linked to autonomic nervous system activity than to

somatic nervous system activity. Sympathetic activation

leads to many changes in the body’s smooth musculature

preparing the body to react effectively to stress. One of the

changes involves the contraction of smooth muscles sur-

rounding the peripheral blood vessels. The contraction

results in lowered skin temperature as peripheral blood flow

decreases (vasoconstriction). The parasympathetic activa-

tion causes relaxation of the smooth muscles in the vessels

wall (vasodilatation) and consequently an increase in skin

temperature. Thus, with this form of biofeedback, patients

are taught ways to increase peripheral skin temperature to

counteract stress buildup. Temperature biofeedback is often

combined with components of autogenic training, resulting

in ‘‘autogenic feedback.’’

Cognitive-behavioral/stress management therapies are

usually administered to patients by professionals in face-to-

face weekly clinic sessions. The goal is to identify ante-

cedents, resultant behaviors, and consequences related to

headache, and then provide techniques to manage these

aspects more effectively. For this (and the aforementioned

treatments) to work optimally, patients must be fully

engaged in the therapeutic process.

The duration of treatment depends on the clinical

response and symptom relief and the patient’s ability to

control the target measure. As side effects and complica-

tions are minimal, these approaches are optimal options for

young patients or for patients where the medications

remain contraindicated.

More recently, alternate delivery formats have been

developed by changing the number and frequency of ses-

sions according to the characteristics of patients and their

clinical aspects. Minimal therapist-contact treatments or

home-based formats provide similar treatment components

to their clinic-based counterpart by considering issues of

cost and efficiency. Skills are introduced in the clinic, but

most of the training occurs at home guided by written

materials or tapes.

Prior to 1970, the literature pertaining to these treat-

ments consisted chiefly of non-empirical papers and
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clinical commentary. Since that time the literature base has

steadily increased, such that there now exist a number of

well controlled trials and studies that have increasingly

examined psychological variables and headache-related

disability and quality of life. The past three decades have

produced a strong evidence base supporting the major

approaches reviewed here. The literature exhibited a

growth in 70s and 80s stimulated by the development of

biofeedback treatment for headache. Moreover, although

direct comparisons of behavioral and pharmacologic

treatments for headache are few, the evidence suggests that

the level of headache improvement with behavioral inter-

ventions may rival those obtained by using medications.

Clinical trials research is broadening with comparisons to

standard pharmacologic treatments, broader populations

(chronic migraine patients with medication overuse, pedi-

atric, elderly), and more cost-effective applications (as

mentioned briefly above). Despite the substantial growth

and increasing integration of behavioral headache treat-

ments into headache management, opportunities remain to

reinforce and expand both the research base and clinical

application of these therapeutic approaches. Current treat-

ments likely represent only a fraction of what is possible in

the application of behavioral principals to headache.

Concluding remarks

Biofeedback and behavioral treatments are viable options

for several pain disorders, in particular for headache pain

(migraine and tension-type headache). Side effects and

complications are minimal, so that these approaches seem

to be optimal options for young patients or for patients

where medications remain contraindicated. The utility and

the efficacy of the most standard behavioral treatment

programs have been illustrated and supported by long-term

studies and studies with control groups.
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Abstract Acupuncture has been used to both prevent and

treat diseases for over 3,000 years. Recently, a Cochrane

review on its use in migraine concluded that acupuncture is

effective and should be considered as a prophylactic

measure for patients with frequent or insufficiently con-

trolled migraine attacks. In contrast, there is no clear evi-

dence to support or refute the use of homeopathy in the

management of migraine. Among vitamins and other sup-

plements, riboflavin and coenzyme Q10 significantly

decreased the frequency of migraine attacks. Alpha lipoic

acid also reduced migraine frequency, albeit not signifi-

cantly as compared to placebo. The prophylactic efficacy

of magnesium, particularly for children and menstrually

related migraine, has recently been substantiated. Among

the herbal remedies, butterbur significantly decreases

attack frequency, whereas the efficacy of feverfew was not

confirmed in a Cochrane review, probably because of the

400% variations in the dosage of its active principle.

Finally, ginkgolide B has proved significantly effective in

controlling migraine with aura and pediatric migraine in

uncontrolled studies that need a confirmation.

Keywords Acupuncture � Complementary therapies �
Dietary supplements � Migraine � Phytotherapy

Acupuncture

Acupuncture is one of the main treatment modalities of

traditional Chinese medicine that has been used for over

3,000 years for the prevention and treatment of diseases

and is currently one of the most widely used complemen-

tary therapies in many countries [1].

Acupuncture for migraine prophylaxis has a long history

of encouraging results. In 2001, a systematic Cochrane

review on idiopathic headache judged it effective in this

respect, whereas the evidence for its efficacy in the man-

agement itself was marred by methodological or reporting

shortcomings in the majority of the studies [2].

Several large and strictly controlled trials have since

been undertaken. In 2009, an updated Cochrane review of

22 randomised controlled trials [3] compared the efficacy

of acupuncture in migraine prophylaxis with that of three

control interventions:

– acupuncture versus no prophylactic treatment or rou-

tine care only.

Six trials showed that patients receiving acupuncture

had higher response rates and fewer headaches as com-

pared to those receiving no treatment other than therapies

of acute migraine attacks or routine care.

– acupuncture versus ‘‘sham’’(placebo) acupuncture.

Fourteen trials compared ‘‘true’’ acupuncture (insertion

of needles at acupuncture points, pain points or trigger

points) to ‘‘sham’’ acupuncture (intervention mimicking

‘‘true’’ acupuncture, but deviating in at least one aspect

considered important by acupuncture theory, such as skin

penetration or correct point location). Both treatments

resulted in fewer headaches, but there was no difference

between their effects. In this respect, however, the validity
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of ‘‘sham’’ acupuncture and the best way of inducing its

placebo effect are still open questions.

– acupuncture versus pharmacological prophylaxis.

Four trials compared acupuncture to proven prophylac-

tic drug treatments. Acupuncture was generally associated

with better outcomes and fewer adverse effects.

The authors concluded that ‘‘acupuncture should be

considered as a treatment option for migraine patients

needing prophylactic treatment due to frequent or insuffi-

ciently controlled migraine attacks, particularly in patients

refusing prophylactic drug treatment or experiencing

adverse effects from such treatments’’.

Homeopathy

There is no clear evidence to support or refute the use of

homeopathy in the management of migraine. It has, indeed,

proved ineffective in the few controlled studies published

so far [4].

Vitamins and other supplements

Substances involved in the Krebs cycle have been inves-

tigated for migraine prophylaxis because mitochondrial

disorders are thought to be associated with migraine.

Daily use of 400 mg riboflavin (vitamin B2) for

3 months resulted in a 50% reduction in attacks in 59% of

patients receiving it when compared with 15% of those

taking placebo [5].

In another randomized controlled trial coenzyme Q10

(100 mg, t.i.d.) significantly decreased attack frequency,

headache days and days with nausea [6]. Coenzyme Q10

supplementation may be particularly effective in the

treatment of pediatric migraine [7].

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, alpha lipoic

acid (600 mg daily for 3 months) reduced monthly attack

frequency, although not significantly as compared to pla-

cebo. However, within-group analyses showed a significant

reduction in attack frequency, headache days and headache

severity in patient treated with alpha lipoic acid, but not in

the placebo group [8].

A recent review of the numerous studies of magnesium

in migraine prophylaxis has confirmed its efficacy, partic-

ularly in some conditions such as pediatric migraine or

menstrually related migraine associated with the premen-

strual syndrome.

For children suffering from tension-type headache,

significant results have been obtained with magnesium

pidolate salts as preventive treatment after a pretty long

follow-up period [9].

The recommended dose is 400 mg daily [10]. The

unwanted side-effects are gastrointestinal (primarily diar-

rhea). There is no evidence of any short- or long-term

safety issues for individuals taking magnesium in the

absence of serious renal disease.

Herbal remedies

Butterbur (Petasites hybridus) is a perennial waterside plant

member of the Compositae family whose root extract seems

to have anti-migraine properties. A review of two random-

ized, placebo-controlled studies found that a dose of 75 mg

b.i.d. resulted in a greater decrease in the frequency in

migraine attacks, and a greater number of responders

(improvement[50%) after treatment over 3–4 months when

compared with 50 mg b.i.d. and the placebo [11].

No serious adverse events have appeared in clinical

studies [12]. Nonetheless, some parts of this plant are

hepatotoxic and carcinogenic, and pharmacovigilance

reports a hepatobiliary toxicity. However, the German

Health Authority (Commission E) certifies brand name

Petadolex� as non-toxic, even if the long-term safety data

are limited.

The dried leaves of feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium)

have been evaluated as herbal preparation in several pla-

cebo-controlled trials with conflicting results. A Cochrane

review resulted in a negative meta-analysis of all the

controlled studies of feverfew [13]. Inconsistencies in the

results of those studies were probably related to variations

of as much as 400% in the dosage of the active ingredient

(parthenolide). Moreover, since feverfew also contains

melatonin and other compounds, uncertainty exists with

regard to its major active ingredient. In a following mul-

ticenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, a stable

CO2 feverfew extract highly enriched with parthenolide

(6.25 mg t.i.d. for 16 weeks) significantly reduced

migraine attack frequency [14].

Feverfew’s unwanted side-effects include sore mouth

and tongue (including oral ulcers), swollen lips, loss of

taste, abdominal pain, and gastrointestinal disturbances.

Ginkgolide B, a constituent extracted from Ginkgo

biloba tree leaves, modulates the action of glutamate in the

CNS, and is a potent inhibitor of the platelet-activating

factor. Its efficacy was assessed in an open trial in which a

combination product (60 mg G. biloba terpenes phyto-

some, 11 mg coenzyme Q10, 8.7 mg vitamin B2: Migra-

soll�) was administered twice daily for 4 months in

patients suffering from migraine with aura [15]. The

number of migraine auras and their duration were signifi-

cantly decreased by this compound. In a very recent trial,

the same compound has also been found significantly

effective in pediatric migraine [16].
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Conclusion

Overall, there is a promising evidence that a ‘‘natural

approach’’ to migraine prophylaxis is possible, even if a

further confirmation with rigorous randomized controlled

trials is mandatory for the majority of non-pharmacological

approaches. Only acupuncture has now reached a consis-

tent level of evidence that can justify its use in routine care.
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Migraine is curable!
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Abstract Migraine is a pathophysiologically complex

disorder that arises from a neurovascular disturbance in the

brain itself, and involves modulatory mechanisms in the

brainstem, subcortical and cortical levels to process pain.

These processing mechanisms may be abnormal in

migraine, which uses otherwise normal neural pathways for

pain transmission. Migraine is also an inherited dysfunc-

tion that in some individuals becomes chronic, and at

various stages has shown functional neuroimaging chan-

ges. Based on further analysis of these concepts, it may be

that migraine is a potentially curable disorder or disease, or

at least one that can be controlled to such an extent as to

prevent its acute genesis and chronic progression to the

point that it no longer becomes clinically symptomatic.

There are many present and potential targets to mitigate the

migraine attack(s), and therefore a potential cure might

exist in the future, resulting in a reduction of the expression

of paroxysmal symptoms and signs, which then will fall

within or near the spectrum of normal brain functions. This

paper will explore the migraine diatheses to look at ways

that migraine could be seen to be curable by either limiting

its threshold to clinical expression or stabilizing or even

reversing its pathophysiological genesis.

Keywords Migraine � Pathophysiology � Genesis �
Cure

Introduction

At present there is no evidence that migraine is a curable

disorder or disease and any thoughts in that direction have

proven futile to date [1]. Given that migraine clinically and

pathophysiologically is a complex neurovascular phenom-

enon [2, 3], it is of interest to explore its potential cur-

ability. Is migraine simply part of the human condition,

something intrinsic to the nervous system of humans so

predisposed, mainly by hereditary factors, and thus beyond

the reach of a core biological change or cure? Is so, then

maybe migraine will never be cured and migraine will

continue to confound both clinicians and basic neurosci-

ence researchers. An alternative view posited here, and not

yet held or expressed in science, but sought after by anyone

with and/or treating a medical disorder or disease, is that

migraine can be cured.

In order to explore this concept further, there is value in

citing a description of the neurobiology of migraine. In 2009,

Peter Goadsby and colleagues offered the following eloquent

description of the neurobiology of migraine in abstract [3]

of a paper on that subject in the journal, Neuroscience.

Their description from the abstract was as follows.

Migraine is a complex disorder of the brain whose

mechanisms are only now being unraveled. It is common,

disabling and economically costly. The pain suggests an

important role of the nociceptive activation, or the per-

ception of activation, of trigeminal cranial, particularly

intracranial afferents. Moreover, the involvement of a

multi-sensory disturbance that includes light, sound and

smells, as well as nausea, suggests that the problem may

involve central modulation of afferent traffic more broadly.

Brain imaging studies in migraine point to the importance

of sub-cortical structures in the underlying pathophysio-

logy of the disorder. Migraine may thus be considered an
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inherited dysfunction of sensory modulatory networks with

the dominant disturbance affecting abnormal processing of

essentially normal neural traffic (from Goadsby PJ et al.

[3], reproduced with permission of Neuroscience).

This description of the neurobiology of migraine raises

some fundamental concepts about migraine including:

migraine is a brain disorder; migraine pathophysiology is

complex and includes central modulation of afferent input,

subcortical structures and abnormal processing; migraine

mechanisms involve normal neural pathways of pain

and sensory transmission; and migraine is an inherited

dysfunction.

Based on these concepts, is it at all conceivable that

migraine can be cured in any real sense of the word?

Certainly, it is unlikely that the cure will come in a similar

fashion that occurred with infectious diseases, involving

exogenous biological organisms and/or their toxins, in

large part since migraine, by the above precepts, is hard

wired in the brains of predisposed individuals and largely

on genetic basis. Also migraine is clinically a disorder,

which makes it more difficult to cure since it appears to

involve normal brain anatomy and physiology; however,

migraine is likely due to abnormal physiology or exag-

gerated expression of normal physiology. So, if migraine

turns out to be due to a complex loss and/or gain of

function of voltage-gated ion channels [2], e.g., then there

is a target and therefore a potential cure resulting in the

reduced expression of paroxysmal symptoms and signs,

which then may fall within or near the spectrum of normal

brain functions. So why even think consider the ‘curability’

of migraine? Is the basic migraine diathesis and disorder

even soluble in terms of finding a cure? Or does everyone

possess a potential migraine threshold, where given the

right circumstances and milieu will express some of or the

entire migraine symptom complex?

Maybe migraine attacks can be reduced to the point

where the attacks produce no appreciable disability and

thus, in that context, can be considered to be cured, or

possibly another wording would be controlled. Possibly

migraine, like some other paroxysmal disorders of the

nervous system, has an inherent ‘genesis’ which means any

approach to cure migraine involves stopping this ‘genesis’

rather than treating an individual attack and suppressing it

or letting it follows its natural course.

Addressing this ‘genesis’ would not be curing migraine

per se, but would represent a major step in that direction.

The comparable paroxysmal disorder studied in this fash-

ion would be epilepsy [4]. Granted epilepsy may not be one

disorder or disease but all migraines may also not have

similar origins or genesis. There are so many pivotal

structures involved in the descending or ascending modu-

lation of trigeminal pathways that dysfunction in any one

can give rise to migraine and therefore the clinical and

possibly biological genesis of migraine undoubtedly varies

from one individual to the next [5]. The above consider-

ations provide ample grounds for further clinical and sci-

entific research and analysis.

So neither is there a way to get around the normal

neuroanatomical structures and neurophysiological func-

tions recruited into the migraine attack, nor there is any

way to mitigate the genetic basis of migraine; however,

two other concepts expressed in the neurobiological defi-

nition above provide hope for a cure. Central modulation

may or may not include normal processes which may or

may not be considered dysfunctional as they relate to

migraine; however, if true abnormal processes occur, then

some change or perturbation of these abnormalities might

reduce migraine to not more than a minor nuisance for

many patients or no perceptible nuisance at all—what

could be called a cure. In that sense this defines the

problem of seeking a migraine cure or the hope of cure.

Discussion

In essence migraine is an abnormal physiology responsivity

of anatomically normal neural pathways, including pain

pathway, or the networks that modulate their activity, in

genetically vulnerable individual [3, 5] at a particularly

vulnerable time of life, for example during changes in

hormonal milieu, with remission in the majority and per-

sistence or progression in the minority, usually with risk

factors for progression [6]. Migraine remits in the majority

of affected individuals with time—the minority group,

who continue to have attacks or progress, must have an

identifiable cause for which a normalization process is

possible—those who progress represent the opposite side of

neuroplasticity, while those who remit represent the brighter

side of neuroplasticity. To seek a cure it is all about finding

out what abnormal physiological processes are responsible

for this progression—or preventing multiple attacks.

What is becoming more apparent in recent times is there

are accumulating data from morphometric studies that

suggest that patients with migraine and other primary

headaches have a decrease in gray matter volume in pain-

transmitting areas, as a consequence of frequent pain [7]. It

is also known that there are changes in the brainstem in

migraine [8, 9], and in chronic migraine in the periaqu-

eductal gray matter [10]. It also appears that some func-

tional MRI changes take place in migraine patients on

chronic medication [11]. The question is whether these

changes, if chronic, are reversible [12] and if so, then it

suggests that the migraine diathesis is also reversible not

only clinically but also pathophysiologically, suggesting a

normalization, which in some respects indicate a degree of

‘curability’ for lack of a better terminology.
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Conclusion

No other field of medicine or neurology would posit that

cure was not a goal desired by people with a particular

disorder or disease. Clinicians and researchers alike can

only seek cure as surely as they seek definition, mecha-

nisms and control of symptoms and signs of any clinical

problem. This search to conquer pain [13], including

migraine, then is an essential part of the journey of dis-

covery surrounding the clinical enigma called migraine, so

important in context and content but a worthwhile intel-

lectual and scientific endeavor. The outcome of such a

direction may not be as important as the journey.
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Abstract Primary headache prevalence in the adult Ital-

ian general population has been little studied so far. This is

an observational, cross-sectional, population-based study

conducted in a subject sample that was representative of

the city of Parma’s general population Cage 18. The life-

time prevalence of headache was 69.1%, i.e. 75.8% in

women and 60.6% in men; the past-year prevalence of

headache was 42.8%, i.e. 52.0% in women and 31.1% in

men. Most people suffer from one headache subtype.

Headache past-year prevalence decreases with age, both in

men and in women. After 60, the likelihood of suffering

from headache is low. In more than 80% of cases, headache

starts before age 40 and, therefore, it is not very likely for

people to develop headache at an advanced age

([50 years). This is the first population-based study con-

ducted in Italy on a sample aged C18 since the publication

of the IHS diagnostic criteria in 1988.

Keywords Headache � Epidemiology �
Lifetime prevalence � Past-year prevalence �
Population-based study

Introduction

Headache is a very common symptom. The International

Headache Society (IHS) classification [1, 2] has greatly

contributed to overcome the obstacles that had made it

difficult in the past to compare the results of surveys on

headache epidemiology. Indeed, over the last two decades,

epidemiological investigations have greatly contributed not

only to define headache prevalence in the general popula-

tion [3–5], but also to determine its actual impact on

working and social life [6]. Nonetheless, primary headache

prevalence in Italy’s adult general population has been little

studied so far. We deemed it useful to launch an extensive

population-based study on primary headache called as

PACE (PArma CEfalea) study. The study was conducted in

a subject sample that was representative of the city of

Parma’s adult general population to investigate a wide

range of aspects related to primary headache (i.e. epide-

miology, classification, diagnosis, clinical presentation,

disability, comorbidity, management of headache). The

study presented here is part of a larger project. Its specific

aims are to assess: (1) headache lifetime and past-year

prevalence, in general and by gender; (2) the number of

headache subtypes reported by subjects with past-year

headache; (3) past-year prevalence of headache in the var-

ious age decades; and (4) mean age at onset and decade of

onset of past-year headache, both in general and by gender.

Materials and methods

This is an observational, cross-sectional, population-based

study. The data collection was conducted between Sep-

tember 2007 and February 2009 in Parma, a town in the

Emilia-Romagna region of Northern Italy.
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Sample

The sample consisted of 1,270 subjects aged C18 and

comprised all the patients registered in the list of one

general practitioner in Parma (LB). Our study population

was truly representative of the Parma general population,

because in Italy primary care must be provided free of

charge by a physician of choice to every citizen since birth.

Trust is crucial in the relationship between patients and

their family doctors. For primary care providers to best

fulfill their role, patients must be free to make their choice

with no geographic, administrative or economic con-

straints. Every citizen may then decide at any time to

change their primary care provider. The GP’s direct

involvement was crucial to our study design and the

selection largely depended on the GP’s willingness to

actively collaborate in the survey. Electronic patient

records of the GP’s practice (as of 1 November 2006) were

officially provided by the Parma local unit of the National

Health System. Gender and age distribution in our study

population was compared with the official data of the

Parma Municipal Statistics Office for the entire popula-

tion (as of 31 December 2006) (www.statistica.comune.

parma.it).

Survey

The subjects participating in the study were interviewed by

four headache physicians using a specially developed,

previously validated 13-section questionnaire [7]. The

interview was conducted face-to-face in the GP’s office or

at the patient’s house. Phone interviews were limited to

those subjects who could not be reached otherwise.

Study parameters

To calculate headache lifetime prevalence, we considered

all subjects who answered ‘‘Yes’’ to the question ‘‘Have

you had headache in your lifetime?’’ To calculate headache

past-year prevalence, we considered all subjects who

answered ‘‘Yes’’ to the question ‘‘Did you have headache

in the past year?’’. We did not consider those subjects who

had only typical aura without headache (coded to 1.2.3 of

the International Classification of Headache Disorders 2nd

Edition). To calculate the number of headache subtypes,

we asked all subjects with past-year headache the question

‘‘Did you have more than one headache type?’’ and later,

only to those who had answered ‘‘Yes’’ to the previous

question: ‘‘If so, how many types?’’ For the subjects

affected by more than one headache subtype, our calcula-

tion of the mean age at headache onset was based on the

lowest age value.

Data analysis

Crude lifetime and past-year prevalence rates were calcu-

lated in percentages, with 95% confidence intervals (CI).

We used the v2 test for percentage comparison and Stu-

dent’s t test for mean comparison. We calculated the odds

ratio (OR) to evaluate the gender-related chance of

developing headache. We also calculated Pearson’s linear

coefficient to check for the possible correlation between the

age at the time of the interview and age at headache onset.

Statistical analysis for all data was performed using the

SPSS software, version 17.0.

Ethics

The study was approved by the local ethics committee (on

13 February 2007).

Results

The initial sample consisted of 1,270 subjects aged C18

(681 women and 589 men). A total of 904 subjects, 508

women and 396 men (71.2% of the sample), were per-

sonally interviewed by a physician. Almost all interviewees

were Caucasian and only four belonged to other races. The

crude lifetime prevalence of headache was 69.1% [95% CI

66.1–72.1] (n = 625), i.e. 75.8% [95% CI 72.1–79.5]

(n = 385) in women and 60.6% [95% CI 55.8–65.4]

(n = 240) in men; the prevalence rate was significantly

higher in females than in males (OR 2.0–95% CI 1.5–2.7).

The past-year prevalence of headache was 42.8% [95% CI

39.8–46.0] (n = 387), i.e. 52.0% [95% CI 47.6–56.3]

(n = 264) in women and 31.1% [95% CI 26.5–35.6]

(n = 123) in men; the prevalence rate was significantly

higher in females than in males (OR 2.4–95% CI 1.8–3.2).

Of the 387 subjects with past-year headache, 16.8%

(n = 65), i.e. 18.2% of women (n = 48) and 13.8% of men

(n = 17) had more than one headache subtype (61 reported

two and four reported three). The past-year prevalence rate

decreased after age 60 and even more so after age 70, from

57.5% until 59 down to 24.7% over 60 and 16.5% over 70.

In particular, the decrease started after 60 in women and

after 70 in men. The mean age at onset of past-year

headache (calculated in 384 subjects because 3 had no

recollection) was 26.0 years (±14.8 years, range 5–85), i.e.

25.1 years (±14.6 years, range 5–85) in women and

28.0 years (±14.9 years, range 6–76) in men. When eval-

uating age at onset by decade, we found that in 82.8% of

cases (n = 318) headache started before age 40. This

finding was consistent in both populations (male and

female). There is a significant correlation between age at
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the time of the interview and age at headache onset

(p = 0.000).

Discussion

Headache lifetime prevalence in the general Parma popu-

lation was 69.1% and past-year prevalence was lower

(42.2%) than lifetime prevalence. This is the first study

conducted in Italy on a population aged C18 since the

publication of the IHS diagnostic criteria in 1988 [1].

Therefore, it is not possible to compare our results with

those from other studies conducted in this country. Inter-

national literature data on headache prevalence are highly

conflicting: lifetime prevalence varies between 21.2% in

the USA [8] and 96% in Denmark [3], while past-year

prevalence ranges from 13.4% in the USA [8] to 87.3% in

Canada [9]. These differences can be attributed not only to

actual variations in prevalence between the different

countries, but also to the different methods used by the

various authors (e.g. differences in question formulation

about the presence or absence of headache, sample selec-

tion methods, interviewing methods, tool used, tool vali-

dation, etc.) [10].

Despite discordance in data, the headache prevalence

rates in our study are not different from those recently

calculated in an extensive review of the literature [6]:

Stovner et al. found the global lifetime prevalence among

adults to be 66% and the global past-year prevalence

among adults to be 46%.

Most people suffer from one headache subtype. When

multiple subtypes are present, in the overwhelming

majority of cases they never exceed two. Literature data on

this issue basically refer to comorbidity between primary

headaches and not to the presence of different headache

subtypes in the same subject. Our findings are in agreement

with those of Schwartz et al. [11] who state that over 80%

of subjects experienced only one or two headache subtypes.

Headache past-year prevalence decreases with age, both

in men and in women. After 60, the likelihood of suffering

from headache is low, which confirms the data of Radtke

et al. [12] who reported a decline in prevalence after 50.

In more than 80% of cases, headache starts before the

age of 40 and, therefore, it is not very likely for people to

develop headache at an advanced age ([50 years). Several

authors have reported data on mean age at onset for the

most common types of primary headache, but there are no

data on the mean age at onset for headache in general. In

our study, we found a correlation between age at the time

of the interview and age at headache onset. Therefore, the

mean age calculated in our study may be older than the

actual one due to the telescoping bias, a bias in which

respondents report events closer to the time of interview

than is true [13].
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Abstract Headache is a disorder that has a very negative

personal and social impact. This is an observational, cross-

sectional, population-based study conducted in a subject

sample (n = 904) that was representative of the town of

Parma’s general population aged 18 and over. The aim of

this study, which is a part of a larger project, was to assess

the frequency of headache and the disease perception of

subjects with headache during the past year (n = 387). The

average number of headache days in the past year was

34.9 days and it was comparable in men and in women:

49.9% of subjects had 1–12 days of headache in the past

year, 34.9% had 1–52 days, 11.9% had 53–180 days, and

3.4% had more than 180 days. Only three subjects had

headache every day during the past year. Only one-third of

the subjects with headache in the past year considered

themselves headache sufferers. The analysis by gender

showed differences between men and women: although the

average number of headache days in the past year was

comparable in the male and female populations, women

considered their headache a disease more often than men

did. In addition, the percentage of men who considered

their headache a disease did not increase with the increase

in the number of headache days in the past year. More

in-depth studies on this important aspect are needed.

Keywords Headache � Perception of disease �
Headache frequency � Population-based study �
Epidemiology

Introduction

Headache is a disorder that has a very negative impact on

the lives of affected people and carries high direct and

indirect costs, in both personal and social terms [1–3].

Several studies have been conducted to investigate head-

ache prevalence, but their results are highly conflicting:

lifetime prevalence varies between 21.2% in the US [4] and

96% in Denmark [5], while past-year prevalence ranges

from 13.4% in the US [4] to 87.3% in Canada [6]. Headache

frequency has also been rarely studied in the general pop-

ulation [7–10]. Finally, while there have been many studies

that have evaluated headache prevalence in the general

population [11], very few investigations aimed at identify-

ing subjects who have headache and consider it a disease

[12]. Therefore, we deemed it useful to launch an extensive

population-based study on primary headache, called PACE

(‘‘Parma Cefalea’’) study. The study was conducted in a

subject sample that was representative of the city of Par-

ma’s adult general population to investigate a wide range of

aspects related to primary headache (i.e., epidemiology,

classification, diagnosis, clinical presentation, disability,

comorbidity, management of headache). The study pre-

sented here is part of a larger project. Its specific aims are to

assess in all subjects who had headache during the year

preceding the study—(a) the average number of days with

headache in the past year; (b) the distribution of headache

subjects in ranges of decreasing ‘‘severity’’ based on the

number of headache days in the past year; (c) the number of

subjects who answered ‘‘Yes’’ to the question ‘‘Do you
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think you are a headache sufferer? Do you consider your

headache a disease?’’; and (d) any possible correlation

between the number of headache days in the past year and a

subject’s perception of headache as a disease.

Materials and methods

This is an observational, cross-sectional, population-based

study. The data collection was conducted between Sep-

tember 2007 and February 2009 in Parma, a town in the

Emilia-Romagna region of northern Italy.

Sample

The sample consisted of 1,270 subjects aged C18 and

comprised all the patients registered in the list of a general

practitioner in Parma (LB). Our study population was truly

representative of the Parma general population, because in

Italy primary care must be provided free of charge by a

physician of choice to every citizen since birth. Trust is

crucial in the relationship between patients and their family

doctors. For primary care providers to best fulfill their role,

patients must be free to make their choice with no geo-

graphic, administrative or economic constraints. Every

citizen may then decide at any time to change their primary

care provider. The general practitioner’s (GP) direct

involvement was crucial to our study design and the

selection largely depended on the GP’s willingness to

actively collaborate in the survey. Electronic patient

records of the GP’s practice (as of 1 November 2006) were

officially provided by the Parma local unit of the National

Health System. Gender and age distribution in our study

population was compared with the official data of the

Parma Municipal Statistics Office for the entire population

(as of 31 December 2006) (http://www.statistica.comune.

parma.it).

Survey

The subjects participating in the study were interviewed by

four headache physicians using a specially developed,

previously validated 13-section questionnaire [13]. The

interview was conducted face-to-face in the GP’s office or

at the patient’s house. Phone interviews were limited to

those subjects who could not be reached otherwise.

Study parameters

Each patient was asked to indicate for how many days he/she

had headache in the past year and the average number of

headache days in the past year (per subject) was obtained by

calculating the mean. The number of headache days in the

past year was split in the following ranges: 1–12 days,

13–52 days, 53–180 days, and over 180 days. Disease

perception, expressed as the number of subjects who had

headache in the past year and considered it a disease, was

investigated by asking these subjects a direct question.

Data analysis

We used the Chi-square test for percentage comparison and

Student’s t test for mean comparison. Statistical analysis

for all data was performed using the SPSS software, ver-

sion 17.0.

Ethics

The study was approved by the local ethics committee

(on 13 February 2007).

Results

The study was conducted in a subject sample (n = 904)

that was representative of the town of Parma’s general

population aged 18 and over. In this study we considered

387 subjects (264 women and 123 men) who said they had

had headache in the past year. The mean age was

48.6 years (± 16.0, range 18–90). The mean number of

headache days in the past year was 34.9 days (± 54.4,

range 1–365), i.e., 35.7 days (± 52.2, range 2–365) in

women and 33.1 days (± 59.1, range 1–365) in men:

49.9% of subjects (n = 193) had 1–12 days of headache in

the past year, 34.9% (n = 135) had 1–52 days, 11.9%

(n = 46) had 53–180, and 3.4% (n = 13) had more than

180 days. No significant differences were found when

comparing data by gender. Only three subjects had head-

ache every day during the past year. A total of 118 subjects

(30.5%) considered their headache a disease. This opinion

was expressed by 35.2% of women (n = 93) and 20.3% of

men (n = 25). Among women, disease perception was

directly related to the increasing number of headache days

per year in the different ranges: the percentage of women

who considered themselves headache sufferers was 20.8%

(n = 27) in the 1–12 days range versus 77.8% (n = 7) in

the over 180 days range. This pattern was not observed

among men, even when considering the number of head-

ache days in the past year, the percentage of men who

regarded their headache as a disease did not exceed 33.3%.

Discussion

In the Parma general population, headache sufferers had

little more than 30 days of headache in a year and about
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75% did not have more than one day of headache in a

week. In our study only three subjects reported daily

headache (0.8%) and this percentage is lower than that

calculated in Georgia, where 10.2% of headache sufferers

complain of daily headache [10]. Our data are hardly

comparable with those from the literature, due to differ-

ences in the definitions of headache sufferers and headache

frequency used by the authors of various studies (i.e.,

number of headache days per period [10] and number of

headache attacks per period [9]).

Only one-third of the subjects with headache in the past

year considered themselves headache sufferers. This could

be explained by the fact that two-thirds of these subjects

did not have more than 1 day of headache in a week. Our

data confirm the results of a Japanese study in which 36%

of the subjects from the initial sample defined themselves

as ‘‘headache sufferers’’, but only 46% of migraineurs

considered themselves headache sufferers [12]. The anal-

ysis by gender shows differences between men and women.

Although the average number of headache days in the past

year is comparable in the male and female populations,

women consider their headache a disease more often than

men do. In addition, the percentage of men who consider

their headache a disease does not increase with the increase

in the number of headache days in the past year. This may

have different explanations: (a) headache in women may be

more severe or, in some respects, more invalidating than in

men; or (b) women have a different perception of headache

and of disease compared to men. In order to clarify this

aspect, it will be necessary to define the variables associ-

ated with perception of headache as a ‘‘disease’’ (e.g.,

gender, pain severity, disease duration, etc.) and to con-

struct an analysis model that will allow investigators to

assess the weight of those variables in making an indi-

vidual with headache attacks believe that he/she has a

‘‘headache disease’’.
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Abstract Migraine diagnosis is based on clinical param-

eters. Before reaching a correct diagnosis, patients usually

consult a large number of specialists and perform unhelpful

exams. This represents a significant problem for an optimi-

zation of healthy resources. Our aim in this study was to

evaluate the relationship between time interval from symp-

toms’ onset to a correct diagnosis and number and type of

clinical and instrumental investigations. We considered 180

consecutive patients referred to our Headache Center who

obtained the first diagnosis of migraine without aura. Most

patients were referred to our center by general practitioners

(80%). Previously, about half of patients consulted a

specialist not involved in migraine management. In 68% of

cases, patients performed radiological and/or laboratory

exams. Time from symptom onset to a correct diagnosis of

migraine was less than 1 year in only 16.7% of the cases. In

83.3% of patients, the time delay overcame 1 year. In 53.3%,

it reached 5 or more years. The time interval to obtain a

correct diagnosis significantly influenced the number of

specialists consulted and the number of radiological and

laboratory investigations performed. Our findings confirm

the presence of problems in migraine management. In par-

ticular, expensive and unnecessary visits and exams are very

often prescribed. This inappropriate procedure could be

easily counteracted by a correct application of diagnostic

criteria for migraine.

Keywords Migraine without aura � Diagnostic criteria �
Health resources

Introduction

According to the International Headache Society ICHD-II

criteria [1], migraine diagnosis is based on clinical param-

eters. Unfortunately, in clinical practice, a correct and

timely diagnosis may be difficult to obtain, especially when

patients refer to practitioners unskilled in headache man-

agement. As a consequence of this incorrect habit, the costs

of the illness may dramatically increase, especially for an

inappropriate prescription of useless medical consults and

of radiological or laboratory exams [2, 3]. The aim of this

study was to evaluate the time delay from disease onset to a

correct diagnosis in a group of consecutive migraine

patients who had a first diagnosis in a Headache Center. We

also investigated how the time interval to obtain a correct

diagnosis influenced the performance of inappropriate

clinical and instrumental evaluations.

Methods

We included 180 consecutive patients referred to the

Headache Center of the Neurological Clinic at Marche

Polytechnic University during a 4-month period who had a

first diagnosis of migraine without aura in accordance with

the International Headache Society ICHD-II criteria [1].

The study protocol was approved by the local Ethics

Committee and we obtained an informed written consent

from each patient.

We performed a face-to-face interview with each patient

supported by relatives about the history of his/her
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migraine; in particular, we investigated the latency from

the disease onset to the diagnosis made by our center; the

modality of referral to our center; the different specialists

consulted before our evaluation; the laboratory and radio-

logical exams performed before coming to our observation.

Patients were divided in three groups on the basis of the

time delay for the diagnosis: group I, diagnosis done within

1 year from symptoms onset; group II, diagnosis made

with a delay from 1 to 5 years; group III, diagnosis reached

5 or more years after symptoms onset. Differences among

the three groups regarding the number of clinical and

instrumental evaluations were evaluated with Student’s t

test or Chi-squared test where appropriate.

Results

During the 4-month study period, we observed 180 patients

in which a first diagnosis of migraine without aura was

performed. The sample consisted of 156 women and 24

men with a mean age of 37.08 ± 13.18 years.

We found that 16.7% of the patients obtained a diag-

nosis of migraine in less than 1 year from the symptom’s

onset (group I), 30% in less than 5 years (group II) and

53.3% in more than 5 years (group III).

Most of patients were addressed to our Headache Center

by the general practitioner (73.33% in group I, 76% in

group II and 83.33% in group III).

Regarding previous medical consults, we found that in

group I 40% of the subjects had been evaluated by at

least one specialist, the percentage was similar (38.9%) in

group II while it was significantly higher in group III

(p \ 0.01). In fact, in this group, 56.25% of patients had

at least one medical consult inconclusive for a correct

diagnosis. When considering the number of clinical con-

sults, we found a significant increment (p \ 0.001) from

group I (mean ± SD: 2.3 ± 0.4) to group II (mean ± SD:

4.5 ± 1.2) to group III (mean ± SD: 8.7 ± 3.1). The most

frequently consulted specialists were oculists (25.5%),

ear-nose-throat specialists (15.5%) and dentists (12.5%).

Finally, radiological and/or laboratory exams were per-

formed by about 70% of patients with a significant increase

in the number of investigation with the rise of the diag-

nostic delay (p \ 0.001). The mean ± SD number of lab-

oratory/instrumental evaluations was 2.3 ± 1.4 in group I,

4.2 ± 2.5 in group II and 8.6 ± 3.3 in group III. Among

instrumental examinations, the most frequently performed

was, as expected, brain CT scan (30.6%), followed by EEG

(23.9%), brain MRI (19.4%) and neck–spine X-ray (8.9%).

Less frequently performed were ultrasonographic exami-

nation of neck arteries/transcranial Doppler (4.4%), sinuses

CT (2.8%), rachicentesis (2.2%), gastro-oesophageal

endoscopy and EMG/ENG (1.1%).

Discussion

Our findings suggest confusion and uncertainty about

migraine diagnosis. Expensive and unnecessary checkups

and exams are very often prescribed with an obvious

damage to patient’s comfort. It is important to underline

that our findings show that disease’s incorrect management

dramatically rise in parallel with the diagnostic time delay.

In particular, it seems that the waste of time from symp-

toms’ onset to a correct diagnosis may result overstated by

a sort of vicious circle in which the number of useless

clinical consults and instrumental investigations expand

each other. This suggests that an increasing number of

investigations is not only unnecessary for a correct diag-

nosis but it is also associated with an increased probability

of mistakes. A misdiagnosis has as a main consequence an

unfavorable disease prognosis. Clinical studies highlight

that more than 82% of migraineurs uses non-specific drugs

for attacks [3, 4] and the use of self-prescribed drugs very

often carries to a chronicization of illness [5]. Further,

chronic drugs abuse can lead to development of other

pathologies, such as gastritis, duodenitis or gastric ulcers.

These aspects should be considered as a dramatic but

avoidable waste of health resources. For these reasons, a

great deal of effort is warranted to improve patient’s and

physician’s awareness of the disease in order to obtain a

full and early application of the diagnostic criteria for

migraine.
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Abstract Cutaneous allodynia is a frequent complaint in

migraine patients, possibly induced by central sensitisation

of trigeminal nucleus. The objective of this study is to

investigate if sleep quality is related to the presence of

migraine-associated allodynia. A total of 175 consecutive

migraineurs were included, 124 with episodic and 51 with

chronic forms. As control group, 73 subjects free from any

kind of headache were included (HC). The presence of

allodynia and sleep disturbances was assessed by a set of

semi-structured questions. Chi-square test was applied to

compare frequencies among groups. Sleep quality was

worse among migraineurs with respect to controls for each

sleep item analysed. This difference was significant for all

items but one (i.e. frequency in drug use to induce sleep).

The frequency of sleep disturbances was higher than in

controls in both allodynic and non-allodynic migraineurs,

although statistical analysis showed that all these differ-

ences were still significant in allodynic migraineurs (also in

this case for all the sleep items but one, i.e. frequency in

drug use to induce sleep), whilst non-allodynic migraineurs

were significantly different from controls only for one item

(frequency of initial insomnia). These results suggest

that allodynia is strongly related to sleep quality, in a

bi-directional way: sleep disturbances may favour central

sensitisation, and, in turn, allodynia may impair sleep.

Keywords Headache � Sleep quality � Sleep � Migraine �
Allodynia

Background

Allodynia is the perception of pain induced by a non-

noxious stimulus. It is a frequent complaint in migraine

patients, particularly in those suffering from chronic forms.

Generally, the allodynic perception in migraineurs is felt in

the painful area, but it may involve a larger area in the head

or in other parts of the body.

In migraine, this abnormal sensation is thought to be due

to the sensitisation of the caudal nucleus of the trigeminal

nerve. Many endogenous and exogenous elements are

under investigation which might be involved in modifying

the attitude to develop allodynia, including psychological

profile [1], but the results are still inconclusive.

Objective

A better knowledge of factors potentially favouring or

inhibiting allodynia development is obviously fundamental

to try to reduce this worrisome symptom that may worsen

migraine-related disability and may be a marker of reduced

drug efficacy.

Different clinical evidences support the existence of

mutual relationships between sleep and pain, above all head

pain that seems to have a particularly strong link with sleep

disturbances. Sleep disorders may precede the appearance

of headache or, on the other hand, head pain may modify
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sleep quality. Sleep fragmentation, insomnia and hyper-

somnia all show relations to headache. Epidemiological

data suggest that sleep disorders occur more frequently in

more severe forms of headache. It has been recently dem-

onstrated that the decreased quality of sleep in migraine

patients may be a consequence of migraine itself rather than

being an expression of comorbidity with affective disorders.

There are clinical evidences that migraine attacks may be

precipitated by sleep deprivation or excessive sleep, but

sleep is also associated with relief of migraine attacks [2],

and a substantial improvement in headache can result from

the successful management of sleep disorders such as

obstructive sleep apnoeas or insomnia [3].

Consequently, considering the large and well-defined

importance of sleep quality on migraine [4–6], we planned

to evaluate the possible relationship between the quality of

sleep in different aspects and the presence of allodynia.

Population and methods

We examined a sample of consecutive outpatients pre-

senting for the first time at the Headache Centers of

L. Sacco Hospital and Istituto Nazionale Neurologico

C. Besta, between January and June 2009. Patients were

diagnosed according to the 2004 International Classifica-

tion of Headache Disorders (ICHD-II). Patients were

excluded if they had other clinical conditions characterised

by chronic pain (sequelae of trauma, peripheral neuropa-

thies, connective tissue diseases, cutaneous, and joint dis-

eases) capable of inducing allodynia. Informed consent was

obtained from all who participated. We also enrolled 73

age- and sex-matched non-headache controls from among

hospital medical staff, 36 men and 37 women, mean age

29.9 ± 10.2 years.

The presence of allodynia was assessed by a set of semi-

structured questions, already used by our group in previous

studies [7, 8] by asking the patients to give written yes/no

responses to written questions as follows: (1) Has the

patient experienced abnormal scalp sensitivity or discom-

fort during headache attacks? If yes, does this abnormal

sensitivity or discomfort arise from (a) touching head skin;

(b) touching hair; (c) combing hair; (d) brushing hair; (e)

wearing glasses; (f) using a hair-band, curlers or elastic for

forming a ponytail; (g) lying with head resting on the pain

side? Patients replying yes to the first question and at least

to one of questions (a–f) were considered to have acute

allodynia.

Sleep quality was investigated by a set of questions

exploring several aspects: the mean latency of sleep onset

(more or less of 30 min), the frequency of initial insomnia

(\2 or [3 nights/month), the frequency of nights with

nocturnal wake-up (\2 or[3 nights/month), the frequency

of nights with anticipated wake-up in proximity to morning

with difficulties in sleep re-start (\2 or [3 nights/month)

and the frequency in drug use to induce sleep (\2 or [3

nights/month) (see Table 1).

For the purpose of the study, migraine patients were

divided into two subgroups according to the presence of

allodynia (allodynic vs. non-allodynic), and in other two

subgroups according to headache diagnoses (i.e. episodic

forms vs. chronic forms).

Chi-square test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple

comparisons was used to compare frequencies between

Table 1 Sleep quality in migraineurs and in controls

Sleep quality Controls, N (%) Total

sample, N (%)

Allodynic

migraineurs, N (%)

Non-allodynic

migraineurs, N (%)

Mean latency of sleep onset

\30 min 61 (83%) 104 (59%) 47 (48%) 57 (73%)

C30 min 12 (17%) 71 (41%) 50 (52%) 21 (27%)

Frequency of initial insomnia

\2 nights/month 66 (90%) 112 (64%) 56 (58%) 56 (72%)

C3 nights/month 7 (10%) 63 (36%) 41 (42%) 22 (28%)

Frequency of nights with nocturnal wake-up

\2 nights/month 55 (75%) 75 (43%) 29 (30%) 46 (59%)

C3 nights/month 18 (25%) 100 (57%) 68 (70%) 32 (41%)

Frequency of nights with wake-up near morning with difficulties in sleep re-start

\2 nights/month 64 (88%) 111 (63%) 51 (53%) 60 (77%)

C3 nights/month 9 (12%) 64 (37%) 46 (47%) 18 (23%)

Frequency in drug use to induce sleep

\2 nights/month 72 (98%) 153 (87%) 84 (87%) 69 (88%)

C3 nights/month 1 (2%) 22 (13%) 13 (13%) 9 (12%)
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patients and controls, as well as between subgroups of

patients.

Results

A total of 175 consecutive migraineurs were studied.

Episodic migraine with or without aura was diagnosed in

124 subjects, 13 males and 111 females, mean age

36.7 – 13.5 years; chronic migraine, with or without aura,

was found in 51 patients, 4 men and 47 women, men age

39.9 – 12.2 years.

Allodynia was present in 97 out of 175 enrolled sub-

jects, the 55.4% of the whole sample. The distribution of

allodynia in different subgroups showed—as in previous

studies—that the proportion of allodynic patients was

higher in chronic forms than in episodic forms. In fact,

among episodic migraineurs, acute cutaneous allodynia

was present in 60 out of 124 subjects (48.4%) whilst in the

chronic group, allodynic patients were 37 out of 51

(72.5%).

Sleep quality was worse among migraineurs with

respect to controls for each sleep item analysed (Table 1).

This difference was significant for all items but one (i.e.

frequency in drug use to induce sleep) (Table 2).

Dividing migraineurs in two subgroups by the presence or

absence of allodynia, the frequency of sleep disturbances

was higher than in controls in both cases, although statistical

analysis showed that differences were still significant in

allodynic migraineurs (also in this case for all the sleep items

but one, i.e. frequency in drug use to induce sleep), whilst

non-allodynic migraineurs were significantly different from

controls only for one item (frequency of initial insomnia).

The direct comparison of allodynic with non-allodynic

migraineurs confirmed these results: the frequency of sleep

disturbances was higher among allodynic than non-allo-

dynic migraineurs for all items apart from two (i.e. fre-

quency in drug use to induce sleep and frequency of initial

insomnia) (Table 2).

To remove a possible bias due to a different distribution

of chronic forms (which are characterised by a higher

frequency of allodynia) among allodynic and non-allodynic

subgroups, analysis of results was repeated including only

episodic migraineurs.

The results in this subgroup were substantially similar to

those found in the total sample. In fact, among episodic

patients we found the following results:

• 32 out of 60 allodynic versus 17 out of 64 non-

allodynic subjects needed more than 30 min to fall

asleep (p = 0.003).

• 23 out of 60 allodynic versus 17 out of 64 non-

allodynic subjects complained of initial insomnia more

than 3 nights per month (p = 0.009).

• 42 out of 60 allodynic versus 22 out of 64 non-

allodynic subjects complained of more than 3 nights per

month with nocturnal wake-up (p = 0.00007).

• 27 out of 60 allodynic versus 13 out of 64 non-

allodynic subjects complained more than 3 nights per

month with anticipated wake-up in proximity to

morning with difficulties in sleep re-start (p = 0.002).

• As expected, no difference was found between allo-

dynic and non-allodynic as far as the frequency in drug

use to induce sleep (8 out of 60 allodynic vs. 8 out of 64

non-allodynic subjects, p = 0.99).

Discussion

Our results suggest a strong correlation between the pres-

ence/absence of allodynia and sleep quality in migraine

patients.

The relationship may be bi-directional, and two working

hypotheses may be considered for future studies:

• A poor sleep quality may favour allodynia onset,

possibly influencing central sensitisation mechanisms

in the CNS.

Table 2 Sleep quality in migraineurs and controls—statistical analysis

Sleep quality Controls vs. total

sample

Controls vs. allodynic

migraineurs

Controls vs. non-allodynic

migraineurs

Allodynic vs. non-allodynic

migraineurs

Long latency of sleep onset 0.0004 0.000001 0.1 (NS) 0.0006

High frequency of initial insomnia 0.00002 0.0000015 0.003 0.06 (NS)

High frequency of nights with nocturnal

wake-up

0.000002 0.000000004 0.04 (NS) 0.00006

High frequency of nights with difficulties

in sleep re-start

0.0002 0.0000007 0.09 (NS) 0.0005

High frequency in drug use to induce sleep 0.02 (NS) 0.005 (NS) 0.009 (NS) 0.6 (NS)

All values represent p values

NS not statistically significative
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• The presence of migraine-related allodynia may neg-

atively influence sleep quality, as patients may expe-

rience worrisome sensations on the areas of the skull

and face, and even in extracephalic areas, which may

induce insomnia and favour wake-up during night.
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Abstract Cutaneous allodynia (CA) is a frequent com-

plaint during migraine attacks, recently associated with

migraine transformation as well as psychiatric comorbidi-

ties. The aim of our study was to define the clinical features

of allodynic migraineurs, in particular, the relationship

between CA and personality profile. Between October 2008

and December 2009, 410 migraineurs admitted for the first

time to our Headache Center underwent Allodynia Symp-

tom Checklist, MIgraine DIsability Assessment Scale

(MIDAS) and psychometric tests [Tridimensional Person-

ality Questionnaire (TPQ), Toronto Alexithymia Scale,

State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI Y 1-2), and Beck

Depression Inventory (BDI)]. Allodynia was present in 63%

of cases, mostly in females. In CA patients, an association

with female sex, chronic migraine, higher values of MIDAS,

BDI, harm avoidance (HA, a TPQ dimension) and STAI Y-2

was found. Interestingly, CA appears to be associated with

depression and a particular personality profile characterized

by higher values of HA, suggesting an involvement of the

serotonergic system in the development of CA in migraine.

In conclusion, CA is associated with progression of migraine

and it could be a marker of psychiatric comorbidities, in

particular, depression and anxious trait.

Keywords Allodynia � Migraine � Personality �
Depression � Anxiety

Introduction

The perception of pain from an ordinary non-noxious

stimulation of the skin, defined as cutaneous allodynia

(CA), is a frequent complaint during migraine attacks [1].

The CA significance for migraine has increasingly been

recognized and its pathophysiology has been investigated

in detail. During migraine, facial CA is likely to be linked

to central sensitization of nociceptive neurons at the level

of the trigeminal nucleus caudalis [2]. This increased

neuronal excitability could be responsible for a poor

response to triptans that cannot reverse this central process

[3]. This central sensitization is modulated by the

descending inhibitory systems that are influenced by cer-

tain cognitive styles and personality traits [4]. Psychiatric

comorbidities, such as depression and anxiety, are associ-

ated with migraine progression from an episodic into a

chronic form [5]. In addition, CA has been recently asso-

ciated with migraine disability, representing a risk factor

for the disease progression [5]. A link between allodynia

and psychological profile is still debated: some studies

evidenced their association [6, 7], not confirmed by others

[8].

The aim of our study was to define the clinical features

of allodynic migraineurs and in particular the relationship

between CA and personality profile.

Methods

From October 2008 to December 2009, consecutive out-

patients admitted for the first time to our Headache Center

were submitted to a complete neurological examination

and were diagnosed according to ICHD-II 2004 criteria [9].

All migraineurs underwent self-administered tests, as
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Allodynia Symptom Checklist (ASC), MIgraine DIsability

Assessment Scale (MIDAS) and psychometric tests [Tri-

dimensional Personality Questionnaire (TPQ), Toronto

Alexithymia Scale-20 items (TAS-20), State and Trait

Anxiety Inventory (STAI Y 1-2), and Beck Depression

Inventory (BDI)]. The ASC is a 12-item questionnaire [1]

that distinguishes four CA subtypes, no CA (scores 0–2),

mild (3–5), moderate (6–8), and severe (C9). We admin-

istered an Italian version of ASC and confirmed the CA

presence during the anamnesis. The Cloninger’s TPQ is a

100-item questionnaire [10] that measures three distinct

heritable personality dimensions: novelty seeking, harm

avoidance (HA), and reward dependence, correlated with

dopaminergic, serotonergic and noradrenergic activity,

respectively.

Statistical analysis was performed comparing two

groups of migraineurs (CA? and CA-) by using the

unpaired t test and the chi-square test.

A P B 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Four hundred and ten migraineurs (20% males, 80%

females, mean age 36 ± 10.6 years) were included in the

study and diagnosed as having migraine without aura

(85%) and with aura (15%). Allodynia was present in 63%

of cases (39.7% mild, 25% moderate, 35.3% severe), in

particular, in 26% of males (84% mild, 15% moderate, 1%

severe) and in 74% of females (35.5% mild, 25.8% mod-

erate, 38.7% severe). The difference between sexes was

statistically significant. The CA? group showed an inde-

pendent association with chronic migraine (P = 0.03) and

higher values of MIDAS (P = 0.02), BDI (P \ 0.001), HA

(P \ 0.05) and STAI Y-2 (P = 0.05) (Fig. 1). No differ-

ences were found in the other tests and clinical features.

Discussion

As described in literature, CA is associated with migraine

progression [1, 5–8]. Moreover, CA is more common and

severe in females, as explained by the effects of gonadal

hormones on central pain modulation, which lead to the

reduction of the threshold to cutaneous stimuli [11].

Interestingly, CA is associated with depression and a

particular personality profile, characterized by ‘‘harm

avoidance’’ behavior and anxious trait. This personality

profile could lead to a hypervigilance with a constant

selective attention to a potentially threatening stimulus,

developing a ‘‘cognitive emotional sensitization’’, as

defined by Brosschot [4]. Indeed, cognitive and personality

features could influence the descending inhibitory systems

which modulates the central sensitization [4]. Moreover,

the finding of a link between CA, depression, anxiety and

HA suggests an involvement of serotonergic system and an

individual predisposition in the development of CA in

migraine. In fact, a modified serotonergic activity has been

Fig. 1 Comparison between CA? and CA- groups with regard to chronic migraine and to personality profile. *Statistical significance
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already demonstrated during migraine attack in the poor

response to triptans after the CA development [3].

In conclusion, CA is associated with progression of

migraine and it could be a marker of psychiatric comor-

bidities, in particular depression and anxious trait.
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Abstract Migraine attacks have a seasonal, menstrual

and circadian periodicity, suggesting a role of chronobio-

logical mechanisms probably related to a hypothalamic

involvement. The aim of the study was to evaluate the

chronotypes in patients with menstrual migraine, a

migraine sub-type with a cyclical recurrence compared to

normal female. Ninety-three patients with ICHD-II diag-

nosis of pure menstrual migraine and menstrually-related

migraine were recruited and compared to 85 age-matched

healthy women. The Italian version of Morningness–Eve-

ningness Questionnaire was administered to identify cir-

cadian preference of our participants. No differences were

found regarding the distribution of chronotypes in patients

with menstrual migraine and healthy controls. The study

did not confirm the presence of a morning and evening

preference among migraineurs as previously reported.

Keywords Menstrual migraine � Chronobiology �
Chronotypes � Circadian rhythms � Sleep

Introduction

Migraine attacks have a seasonal, menstrual and circadian

periodicity, suggesting a role of chronobiological mecha-

nisms probably related to a hypothalamic involvement [1].

Predilection of migraine attacks in the early morning,

between 4:00 and 9:00 am, has for a long time been

reported in the literature [2], while more recent data

evidenced that migraine attacks tend to recur in a harmonic

24-h cyclic manner with a peak around the middle of the

day [3]. The evidence that altered sleep patterns trigger

migraine attacks suggests that a lack of restorative sleep

may result in morning migraine, while the peak occurrence

just after noon may be related to job and social stress or to

any kind of other scheduled activity such as mealtimes.

The difference between real and preferred time to fall

asleep and to awake because of social rhythms may rep-

resent stressors that might interfere with clinical phenotype

in migraine. In particular, a desynchronization between

biological endogenous clock and lifestyle may promote an

excessive adaptive effort to maintain homeostasis (allo-

static load) leading to migraine. The aim of the study was

to evaluate the chronotypes in patients with menstrual

migraine, a migraine sub-type with a cyclical recurrence

and an evident link with biological rhythms, compared to

normal female.

Patients and methods

Ninety-three patients with ICHD-II diagnosis [4] of pure

menstrual migraine and menstrually-related migraine were

recruited and compared to 85 age-matched healthy women.

All patients and controls referred to the Headache Centre of

the Department of Neurological Sciences of the University

of Bologna, Italy, a tertiary referral centre. All consecutive

patients received a headache diary at the first visit, and

were invited to fill in it before coming for the follow-up

visit after 3 months. At this time, patients satisfying

inclusion criteria for pure menstrual migraine or menstru-

ally-related migraine were included in the study.

The Italian version of Morningness–Eveningness Ques-

tionnaire (MEQ) was administered to identify circadian
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preference of our participants [5]; it includes questions

exploring subjective preference for the time to fall asleep,

awakening and period of the day with highest satisfaction

for wellbeing.

The v2 test was used to analyze differences in the fre-

quencies of categorical variables. For quantitative data the

Mann–Whitney U test was used. Significance level was set

at p = 0.05.

Results

No differences were found between groups about years of

study/education, BMI, pregnancies, age at menarche and

principal gynecological disorders. Oral contraception was

taken by 29 (31.2%) migraine women and by 11 (12.9%)

controls (p = 0.004). Cases and controls differed for

family status (more migraine women respect controls

resulted married, p = 0.042) and employment (less

migraine women respect controls resulted unemployed,

p = 0.009).

Morning type was documented in 28 cases and in 25

controls, intermediate type in 49 cases and in 48 controls,

evening type in 14 cases and in 10 controls (p [ 0.05).

MEQ score (mean ± SD) was 53.64 ± 10.02 and

56.61 ± 9.14, respectively (p [ 0.05) (Table 1).

Discussion

No differences were found regarding the distribution of

chronotypes in patients with menstrual migraine and

healthy controls. The study did not confirm the presence of

a morning and evening preference among migraineurs as

previously reported by Gori et al. [6], who found that the

intermediate type was less represented in 100 migraine

patients than in controls (44 vs. 73%). Moreover, among

patients, morning and evening types showed a tendency

toward a worse sleep quality and a higher migraine-related

disability [6]. Unfortunately, a limitation of this previous

study was the insufficient number of control subjects (30).

Our results are in accordance with the lack of seasonal

variation in menstrually-related migraine in an arctic

population [7], in which a seasonal periodicity of migraine

with an increment of attacks frequencies during the light

season was documented [8]. These findings support the

assumption that the periodicity of menstrual migraine is

strongly linked to hormonal variation with poor influence

of seasonal periodicity or sleep and wake schedule. Further

studies are needed to confirm the role of different chro-

notypes in different subtypes of migraine. In particular, the

difference between real and preferred time to fall asleep

and to awake may represent stressors that should be eval-

uated in the process of transformation from episodic to

chronic migraine.
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Table 1 Chronotypes of women affected with menstrual migraine

and controls

Cases (N = 93) (%) Controls (N = 85) (%)

Extreme morning type 3 (3.29) 3 (3.61)

Moderate morning type 25 (27.47) 22 (26.5)

Intermediate type 49 (53.84) 48 (57.83)

Moderate evening type 13 (14.28) 9 (10.84)

Extreme evening type 1 (1.1) 1 (1.20)

MEQ (mean ± SD) 53.64 ± 10.02 56.61 ± 9.14
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Abstract The aim of this study is to identify the patho-

physiology of migraine attack with prolonged aura (between

1 h and 7 days) not clearly understood. We studied cortical

cerebral microcirculation by an innovative near infrared

spectroscopy system (NIRS) and cerebral macrocirculation

by trancranial Doppler (TCD) in eight subjects (3 M and 5 F,

age range 21–41 years) during spontaneous prolonged

migraine aura and after 1, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 h since the end of

aura and compared the results with the headache-free peri-

ods. During aura NIRS showed a significant decrease of the

arterial pulse wave of cerebral microcirculation (APWCM)

amplitude (-35%), p \ 0.002, and an increase of cerebral

tissue oxygen saturation (SctO2) (?15%), p \ 0.008 ipsi-

lateral to the headache pain and contralateral to the symp-

toms of aura compared with the headache-free periods; TCD

showed a significant increase of pulsatility index (?38%),

p \ 0.001 and a significant decrease of the diastolic velocity

in the posterior and middle cerebral artery ipsilateral to the

headache pain and contralateral to the symptoms of aura

compared with the headache-free periods. During prolonged

migraine aura we found areas of cortical hypoperfusion

corresponding to the topography of aura symptoms that were

the result of a decreased metabolic demand rather than

ischemic mechanism.

Keywords Near infrared spectroscopy �
Prolonged migraine aura

Introduction

Cortical spreading depression (CSD) is a brain electrical

phenomenon which propagates through the cortex at a rate

of 1–5 mm/min followed by prolonged depression of cor-

tical neuronal activity [1]. Recently the hypothesis of CSD

during migraine aura was suggested by functional magnetic

resonance imaging [2]. During migraine aura some studies

demonstrated reduction in cerebral blood flow (CBF) that

was not sufficient in magnitude to cause ischemia and was

termed ‘‘oligaemia’’ [3]. The oligaemia started before the

onset of aura and extended into the headache phase out-

lasting the aura symptoms. The oligaemia started from

occipital cortex and spread anteriorly at the same rate of

CSD. A positron-emission-tomography study performed

during migraine aura has documented cortical regions

corresponding to the visual cortex with significant reduc-

tion in CBF (-23%, oligaemia) and cerebral metabolic rate

of oxygen (CMRO2) (-22%) but no change in oxygen

extraction factor (OEF) compared to baseline. These data

suggest that cerebral ischemia was not the primary cause of

the attacks in these cases [3]. The above considerations

support the CSD hypothesis. During attack of migraine

with aura a TCD study suggests a cerebral hypoperfusion

of the symptomatic side [4].

Our objective is to identify the pathophysiology of

migraine attack with prolonged aura not clearly understood.

Methods

All patients gave their informed consent prior to inclusion

in the study.

We studied the cortical cerebral microcirculation by

near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), T-NIRS EvoII, and the
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cerebral macrocirculation by trancranial Doppler (TCD),

EME-Pioneer, in eight subjects (3 M and 5 F, age range

21–41 years) with spontaneous prolonged migraine aura

and after 1, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 h since the end of aura and

compared the results with the headache-free periods. TCD

and NIRS examination were performed after aura onset

between 1.5 and 3 h. Duration of aura symptoms: between

2 and 8 h.

Middle cerebral artery (MCA) and posterior cerebral

artery (PCA) were insonated by TCD, and pulsatility index

(PI) and diastolic velocity were measured. Cerebral tissue

oxygen saturation (SctO2) and the arterial pulse wave of

cerebral microcirculation (APWCM) amplitude were

measured using NIRS in the frontal, parietal, temporal and

occipital cortex of both sides. TCD and NIRS are portable,

safe, bedside technologies, and do not require the patient to

be injected with any isotopes.

In all patients we performed cranial CT scan, MRI and

EEG that resulted negative.

Results

During prolonged aura of migraine attack NIRS showed a

significant decrease of the APWCM amplitude (-35%),

p \ 0.002, and an increase of SctO2 (?15%), p \ 0.008 in

occipital, temporal, parietal and frontal cortex ipsilateral to

the headache pain and contralateral to the symptoms of

aura compared with the headache-free periods. TCD

showed a significant increase of PI (?38%), p \ 0.001 and

a significant decrease of diastolic velocity in PCA and

MCA ipsilateral to the headache pain and contralateral to

the symptoms of aura compared with the headache-free

periods. NIRS and TCD parameters normalized gradually

after the end of migraine aura: between 4 and 24 h.

In all patients visual aura had preceded the other aura

signs: aphasia, hemiparesthesia, hemiparesis.

Discussion

A decrease in diastolic velocity and an increase in PI

suggest cerebral hypoperfusion [4]. The decrease of the

APWCM amplitude suggests hypoperfusion in cerebral

cortex since relative changes in the APWCM amplitude

have good linear correlation with the relative changes in

cortical CBF [5]. SctO2 is the degree of oxygenation of

cerebral cortex and can be converted to OEF by the fol-

lowing formula: OEF = (SaO2 - SctO2)/(Y 9 SaO2) [6].

SaO2 = Arterial O2 saturation.

CMRO2 (O2 demand of the brain) is defined as the rate

at which O2 is consumed in the brain by metabolic pro-

cesses: CMRO2 = CBF 9 OEF [6]. So if SctO2 increases

(OEF decreases) when CBF decreases as in our study it is

reasonable to assume a decreased metabolic demand [3].

Conversely, if migraine aura was due to focal ischemia

caused by hypoperfusion we should expect an area with

elevated oxygen extraction [3].

The hypoperfusion and the increase of SctO2 were much

more pronounced ipsilateral to the headache pain and

contralateral to the symptoms of aura. Our data seem more

concordant with CBF studies. NIRS and TCD parameters

normalized gradually after the end of aura suggesting a

CMRO2 threshold below which the symptoms of aura

appear. We have not observed the spreading hypoperfusion

because our patients were studied much later after the onset

of aura.

In conclusion, during prolonged migraine aura we found

areas of cortical hypoperfusion corresponding to the

topography of aura symptoms that were the result of a

decreased metabolic demand rather than ischemic mecha-

nism. Our findings support the neural spreading depression

hypothesis.
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Abstract Anderson-Fabry disease (AFD) is an X-linked

recessive lysosomal disease caused by alpha-galactosidase

A (alpha-gal) deficiency, causing progressive glycosphin-

golipid storage in various organ systems. Headache is a

frequent symptom. Cerebral magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) often shows multiple white matter lesions (WML),

like those seen in patients affected by migraine, in partic-

ular with aura (MA). To our knowledge, there are no

reports about the prevalence of AFD in patients with MA.

The objective of the study was to determine AFD preva-

lence, as assessed by alpha-gal activity and genetic tests, in

MA patients. We evaluated 73 consecutive patients fol-

lowed by the Headache Centre of our Department with a

diagnosis of MA. They were screened for migraine char-

acteristics and cerebrovascular risk factors. Gaseous con-

trast transcranial Doppler was used to diagnose right-to-left

shunt and MRI to detect WML. All patients underwent

blood test to evaluate peripheral alpha-gal activity and to

identify alpha-gal gene mutations. Of 73 consecutive

screened subjects (59 females, 14 males; mean age

38.3 ± 11.8 years), the known GLA pathologic mutation

p.[Asp313Tyr] was found in a 38-year-old woman, with a

history of MA, deep venous thrombosis and abdominal

pain. Cerebral MRI showed small WML. This is the first

study reporting AFD prevalence in a cohort of MA

patients. We found a relatively high prevalence (about

1.37%) among the examined patients, even if this finding

needs to be confirmed in a larger sample. Despite this high

prevalence, it seems not necessary to screen systematically

all MA patients for AFD, but since it is a treatable genetic

disorder, it is worthwhile to consider it for the subgroup

of patients presenting WML and other typical AFD

symptoms.

Keywords Migraine � Migraine with aura �
Anderson-Fabry disease � White matter lesions

Introduction

Anderson-Fabry disease (AFD) is a rare X-linked disorder

caused by deficient activity of the lysosomal enzyme alpha-

galactosidase A (alpha-gal), with progressive accumulation

of glycosphingolipids in various organ systems. Lipid

deposits occur in many cell types, including vascular

endothelial and smooth-muscle cells, resulting in vascular

dysfunction, tissue ischaemia and vessel occlusion [1].

Early signs and symptoms of AFD include acroparaes-

thesiae, hypoidrosis, cornea verticillata, neuropsychologi-

cal changes, cutaneous angiokeratoma and gastrointestinal

dysfunction [2]. Later, vital organ function progressively

declines, with risk of renal failure, cardiovascular dys-

function and stroke [3].

Clinical symptoms can also occur in heterozygous

females [4]. In particular, neurological features are among

the most frequent and significant aspects of the disease [4].

Cerebrovascular events are reported in 5.6% of patients,

increasing with age [3]. Moreover, Rolf [5] reported a high

frequency of AFD in cryptogenic stroke (4%).

Headache is a frequent finding in Fabry patients [2, 6],

but it has not been well characterised yet. Cerebral
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) often shows progres-

sive white matter lesions (WML) from an early age [1].

It is known in literature that migraine patients too, in

particular migraine with aura (MA), can develop multiple

WML on MRI [7]. Moreover, MA is considered an inde-

pendent risk factor for cerebrovascular disease [8].

To our knowledge, there are no reports about AFD

prevalence in migraineurs. Therefore, we performed this

study to determine AFD prevalence, as assessed by alpha-

gal activity and genetic tests, in subjects with MA.

Methods

We evaluated 73 consecutive patients admitted to the

Headache Centre of our Department with a diagnosis of

MA, based on the established criteria of the International

Headache Society [9].

All subjects, after informed consent, underwent com-

plete clinical work-up: standard questionnaire for migraine

characteristics, evaluation of known risk factors for cere-

brovascular disease, screening for thrombophylic acquired

or inherited conditions, gaseous contrast transcranial

Doppler (TCD) to diagnose right-to-left shunt (RLS) and

cerebral MRI to detect WML. All patients underwent blood

test to evaluate peripheral alpha-gal activity and to identify

alpha-gal gene mutations.

Results

We studied 73 patients: 59 females and 14 males. Mean

age was 38.3 ± 11.8 years. RLS was present in 30 of 73

(41%) patients. WML in 45 of 73 (61.6%) patients, on T2-

weighted images.

The known GLA pathologic mutation p.[Asp313Tyr]

was found in a 38-year-old woman. This mutation has

already been described in literature, associated to the

clinical phenotype of our proband.

Patient’s history revealed dyspepsia, irritable bowel

syndrome, and two previous episodes of deep venous

thrombosis on the right leg, for which oral contraceptives

consumption was stopped. At the age of 30 years, she

started suffering MA for which, since she was 38, she was

followed by the Headache Centre of our Department.

A gaseous contrast TCD showed the presence of a small

RLS, confirmed by transesophageal echocardiography as

small patent foramen ovale. Screening for thrombofilic

acquired or inherited conditions was negative. Cerebral

MRI showed small WML.

The study of alpha-gal gene showed the pathologic

mutation mentioned above. The alpha-gal activity was 5.0

and 12.7 nmol/mL/h in plasma and leucocytes, respectively.

Therefore, we looked for other, non-neurological,

manifestations of the disease: the patient underwent spe-

cialistic consultations, which revealed mild heart inter-

ventricular septum hypertrophy and gastroesphageal reflux.

A follow-up cerebral MRI, performed 3 years after the

first, did not show an increase in lesional load. A few

months later the patient came back to our attention because

of a mild right hemiparesis and hemihypoesthesia. The

episode was not immediately followed by headache, and

symptoms persisted for a few weeks. MRI did not show

any ischaemic lesion. Moreover, she began complaining

both legs acroparaesthesiae. Finally, enzyme replacement

therapy (ERT) was started, bringing a significant

improvement in migraine.

Conclusion

We have shown a relatively high prevalence of AFD in a

cohort of patients affected by MA (1.37%), even if this

finding needs to be confirmed in a larger sample. The Fabry

patient showed some typical AFD signs and symptoms,

which can help in distinguishing her from other migrai-

neurs: some (deep venous thrombosis, gastrointestinal

dysfunction) were present at the first observation; others

(interventricular septum hypertrophy, acroparaesthesiae

and a stroke-like episode) were found later [4].

On cerebral MRI, WML were not different from those

observed in the other MA patients. MA improved after

the beginning of ERT. Replacement therapy seems to

reverse AFD cerebrovascular dysfunction (hyper-perfu-

sion, abnormal autoregulation and vasoreactivity) [10,

11], and this may be responsible of MA improvement in

our patient.

In general, headache is a common symptom, and can be

often misinterpreted as non-specific: AFD diagnosis may

be missed in the early stage and finally be made in the latter

course of the disease when cardiac, cerebrovascular or

renal complications are present [2].

Although our study shows a high prevalence of AFD in

MA patients, it seems not necessary to screen systemati-

cally all these patients for AFD. Oppositely, since it is a

treatable genetic disorder, it deserves to be envisaged for

the subgroup of MA patients presenting WML on MRI and

manifesting other characteristic AFD symptoms.
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Hypertension is a factor associated with chronic daily headache
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Abstract Chronic daily headache (CDH) is one of the

more frequently observed headache syndromes at major

tertiary care centers. CDH is defined as headache occurring

[15 days/month. Different mechanisms are involved in

the development of CDH but what factors specifically

contributing to the transformation from episodic into CDH

remain largely unknown. Analgesic overuse is commonly

identified as the most important factor for such transfor-

mation. Hypertension, allergy, asthma, arthritis, diabetes,

obesity and hypothyroidism were associated with CDH in

clinical series. The objective of this study is to identify risk

factors of chronicity in patients with headache. A total of

1,483 consecutive patients were studied. We collected

information on age, gender, headache type and comorbid-

ity. Patients were divided into three diagnostic groups:

migraine and tension-type headache (CTT) diagnosis were

made according to ICHD-II, and CDH fulfilling the Pro-

posal Headache Classification for Chronic Daily Headache

described by Silberstein and Lipton (in Chronic daily

headache including transformed migraine, chronic tension-

type headache, and medication overuse, 2001). We used

descriptive statistics and Chi-square test. Our data show

that age, gender and headache onset were similar in the

three groups. Diabetes, hypercolesterolaemia, smoke and

cardiopathy prevalence did not differ in the three groups

(P [ 0.05). Hypertension prevalence in CDH group

(16.2%) was significantly higher than in the other two

groups (migraine 7.3%; CTT 6.6%; P \ 0.01). There were

no differences (P [ 0.05) in hypertension prevalence

between CDH with and without medication overuse. CDH

patients (mean age 41.8 ± 14) referred to the Headache

Center later than migraine and CTT patients (mean age

37 ± 12) (P [ 0.05). According to previous studies we

found that hypertension is more frequent in CDH than in

migraine and CTT. Examining this result it is possible to

conclude that there exists an association between CDH and

hypertension, but not that a causal relationship necessarily

exists. Considering the other somatic conditions we did not

find any correlation. The potential role of somatic comor-

bidity in CDH has to be studied in further clinical trials.

Keywords Chronic headache � Hypertension �
Comorbidity

Background

Chronic daily headache (CDH) is defined as headache

occurring[15 days/month, for[3 months. Transformation

from episodic migraine into CDH is often gradual and

reversible with possible spontaneous or induced remission

[1, 2]. CDH happens in some but not most individuals;

patients are dramatically impaired in their ability to func-

tion and in their quality of life [3]. Therefore, identification

of factors that predict the change from episodic to chronic

migraine is very important because they provide insights

into the different mechanisms involved in the development

of CDH. However, what factors specifically contribute to

the transformation from episodic into CDH remain largely

unknown. On the basis of several previous studies, risk

factors for migraine chronification have been divided into

three categories: non-modifiable (age, female sex, white

race, low educational level, socioeconomic status and

genetic factors), modifiable (attack frequency, obesity,
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medication overuse, psychiatric comorbidities, stressful life

events and snoring) and putative (allodynia, pro-inflam-

matory states and prothrombotic states) [2]. Analgesic

overuse is commonly identified as the most important

factor for such transformation. Hypertension, allergy,

asthma, arthritis, diabetes, obesity and hypothyroidism

have been reported to be associated with CDH in clinical

series [4]. A number of small case–control studies reported

contradictory results concerning the relationship between

migraine and hypertension. The largest population-based

longitudinal study [5] did not find association between

migraine and hypertension.

On this basis, the aim of this study is to identify possible

risk factors to the development of chronic headache.

Methods

1,483 consecutive patients referred to our Headache Centre

were studied. Patients were divided into three diagnostic

groups: migraine (1,120 pts) and tension-type headache

(CTT) (166 pts) (according to ICHD-II) [6], and CDH

(daily or near-daily headache lasting more than 4 h if not

treated, occurring more than 15 days/month) (197 pts)

fulfilling the Proposal Headache Classification for Chronic

Daily Headache described by Silberstein and Lipton [7]. A

neurological examination was assessed to all patients. For

all patients we collected information about age, gender,

headache type and frequency (using headache diary), and

comorbidity (cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabe-

tes, hypercholesterolaemia, smoke, and oral contraceptive

therapy). Patients were considered affected by hyperten-

sion if there were a clinical diagnosis and an adequate

therapy.

Statistical analysis was performed using descriptive

statistics and Chi-square test.

Results

There are no significant differences concerning age, edu-

cation and headache family history between the three

groups (P [ 0.05). Headache onset is also similar in the

three groups (P [ 0.05). Females/males ratio is higher in

CDH (F:M = 4:1) than in migraine and CTT groups

(F:M = 3:1). CDH patients (mean age 41.8 ± 14) referred

to the Headache Centre later than migraine and CTT

patients (mean age 37 ± 12) (P [ 0.05). Diabetes, hyper-

colesterolaemia, smoke, oral contraceptive therapy and

cardiac disease prevalence did not differ in the three groups

(P [ 0.05).

We observed that hypertension prevalence in CDH

group (16.2%) is significantly higher than in the other two

groups (migraine 7.3%, CTT 6.6%, P \ 0.01). No statis-

tical differences (P [ 0.05) in hypertension prevalence

were found between migraine and CTT patients and also

between CDH with and without medication overuse

(Table 1).

Discussion

Our study shows that hypertension is more frequent in

CDH than in migraine and CTT. Examining this result it is

possible to conclude that there is an association between

CDH and hypertension, but not that a causal relationship

necessarily exists. Indeed, the assessment of the migraine

patient may include an evaluation of risk factors for pro-

gression. The explanation for an increased prevalence of

hypertension in CDH patients remains unclear. Vascular

endothelial damage or dysfunction, genetic predisposition,

or medication overuse might be factors involved in the

pathogenesis of CDH. However, a causal role of drug

overuse on the development of hypertension in CDH

patients has been excluded because there is no significant

difference between CDH patients with and without

overuse.

Considering the other somatic conditions, in contrast

with some previous studies, we did not find any correlation.

The potential role of somatic comorbidity in CDH has to be

studied in further clinical trials.
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Abstract Management of patients affected by chronic

daily headache (CDH) with medication overuse constitutes

one of the most important unresolved problems. The

uncertainty regarding the classification and the prophylaxis

are a remarkable part of this problem. Objectives are to: (1)

to evaluate the efficacy of withdrawal therapy following

prophylaxis with topiramate and amitriptyline in a popu-

lation affected by CDH and medication overuse with fol-

low-up at 1 (T1), 3 (T2) and 6 (T3) months; (2) to identify

which group of the Silberstein’s CDH classification (1994)

may benefit from this protocol. Inclusion criteria are

patients with CDH (headache for more[15 days/month for

at least 3 consecutive months) and medication overuse

according with IHS second edition (8.2 group); exclusion

criteria are patients with secondary headache. All patients

included in the study were hospitalized for 1 week. Type of

overuse: combination of medications, 38%; analgesics,

29%; triptans, 29%; opioids, 2%; ergotamines, 2%. During

hospitalization the following protocol was applied: desa-

metasone 4 mg i.v./day for 1 week, diazepam 6 mg/day for

10 days and prophylaxis with amitriptylin plus topiramate.

This prophylaxis was protracted for at least 6 months. The

dosages assumed ranged for amitriptylin from 10 to 20 mg/day

and for topiramate from 50 to 100 mg/day. In the last

4 years 105 patients with CDH (age 24–89 years; f 96; m

9) were admitted to the hospital. The protocol was applied

in 52 patients (age, 29–65 years; f 49; m 3). At T1, 89% of

the patients did not fall again into medication overuse; at

T2, 64%; and at T3,45% of the patients remained free from

overuse. According to the Silberstein’ proposal at T1, 93%

of the subjects was affected by transformed migraine; and

7% by tension-type headache. At T3, all the patients free

from overuse were affected by transformed migraine. Our

data suggest that the patients affected by CDH and medi-

cation overuse benefit from withdrawal therapy performed

during hospitalization plus prophylaxis with amitriptyline

plus topiramate. This combination seems a good pharma-

cological solution to reduce the risk of relapse.

Keywords Chronic daily headache �
Medication overuse � Withdrawal therapy �
Topiramate/amitriptyline

Introduction

Chronic daily headache (CDH) caused by medication

overuse (MOH) constitutes one of the most complex

problems faced by people who deal with this pathology

[1, 2]. The lack of an universally accepted classification, of

an unequivocal placement in the IHS second edition clas-

sification, of an homogeneous treatment and, above all, the

dispute on the subsequent prophylaxis to prevent relapse in

overuse are far from being negligible aspects of this

problem [3, 4].

Even considering the great importance of psychological

and behavioural factors and their effects on the beginning

and the evolution of CDH, many researchers have

attempted to give a unique pharmacological answer aimed

not only to reduce the number of days of CDH per month

but also to find a prophylactic therapy that could avoid

relapse over longer periods [5–8].
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Objective

The objective of our study has been to verify the efficacy,

through periodic hospital checkups, of a therapeutic pro-

tocol applied during the hospitalization to a group of sub-

jects affected by CDH and to identify which subgroup

might benefit from this protocol.

Checkups were performed at the following intervals:

1 month (T0), 3 months (T1) and 6 months after the

hospitalization.

Methods

Inclusion criteria

Patients with CDH (headache for more than 15 days per

month for at least 3 consecutive months, with attacks longer

than 4 h) subdivided into the following subgroups: trans-

formed migraine, chronic tension headache, ab initio chronic

headache, hemicrania continua following Silberstein’s

classification [9] and with overuse of symptomatic medica-

tions for headache (IHS group 8.2) for at least 3 months.

Exclusion criteria

Secondary headaches and cranial neuralgias, central and

primary facial pain and other headaches (IHS second

edition).

Withdrawal therapy

Desametason 4 mg for 7 days. Diazepam 6 mg for

10 days, gastric protection.

Rescue medication Two symptomatic medications per

day different from those administrated prior to the

hospitalization.

Prophylactic medication Referring to the large literature

on the topic topiramate 25 mg has been chosen (subsequent

titration up to 50–100 mg) plus amitriptyline 10 mg/day

(up to 20 mg) [10–14].

Primary Outcome was related to the number of non-

overusing subjects at T1.

Secondary Outcome was related to the number of

overusing subjects at T2 and T3.

Results

In the period between 2006 and 2009, of the 105 patients

hospitalized for CDH (age 24–89, M 8, F 91), 95 (aged 24–

89, M 7, F 86) have been subjected to withdrawal therapy.

52 out of these latter patients received prophylaxis with

topiramate and amitriptyline (age 29–65, M 3, F 49).

Those excluded from withdrawal therapy were: six

affected by secondary headaches (attributed to different

pathologies), two affected by psychiatric pathologies (IHS

second edition: group 12), two for voluntary resignation

before starting the therapeutic cycle.

All 95 patients subjected to withdrawal therapy were

sent from our Headaches Centre.

On the basis of anamnestic and clinical characteristics of

95 patients, the following subgroups were selected:

Chronic daily headache types Transformed migraine,

70; chronic tension headache, 24; ab initio chronic head-

ache, 1; hemicrania continua, 0.

Overused medications Ergotamines, 2; triptans, 30;

analgesics, 20; opioids, 2; combination of symptomatic

medications, 41.

Number of patients that undertook withdrawal and

therapy with topiramate and amitriptyline: 52. Out of these

48 were affected by transformed migraine, 4 by tension

headache.

Resulting overusers: ergotamines, 1; triptans, 15; anal-

gesics, 15; opioids, 1; combination of symptomatic medi-

cations, 20. (Tables 1, 2).

Conclusions

1. Our data suggests that patients affected by CDH with

overuse of symptomatic medications for headaches

Table 1 Patients were checked

at the following times: T1, 46

non-overusers (88.46%);

T2, 33 non-overusers (63.4%);

T3, 24 non-overusers (46.15%)

Years Headache type MOH

2006 8 transformed migraine 7 combination 1 triptans 1 opioids

2 chronic tension type

2007 5 transformed migraine 1 combination 3 triptans 2 analgesics

1 chronic tension type

2008 14 transformed migraine 3 combinations 6 triptans 4 analgesics 1 ergotamines

2009 21 transformed migraine 9 combinations 5 triptans 9 analgesics

2 chronic tension type
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benefit from a withdrawal therapy in a hospital

environment.

2. Prophylactic therapy with topiramate plus amitripty-

line seems to be the most suitable pharmacological

solution to reduce the number of relapses, above all in

the form of transformed migraine, even according to a

new proposal of classification [3].

Considerations

Patients to be subjected to a withdrawal therapy must be

selected by qualified personnel; hospitalization allows for

greater pharmacological compliance, besides avoiding the

possibility of relapses in the short period; subsequent

programmed checkups performed by the same medical

personnel guarantees greater therapeutic alliance and lower

percentage of relapses. Finally, the determination of the

CDH type can help in choosing the protocol and the better

prophylaxis.
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Abstract Headache syndromes often involve occipital

and neck symptoms suggesting a functional connectivity

between nociceptive trigeminal and cervical afferents.

Several studies have suggested that pain relief in migraine

and other types of headache can be achieved by local

injections of steroids, local anaesthetics or a mixture of

both in the area of greater occipital nerve (GON). Usually

greater occipital nerve block (GONB) is performed by

using local anaesthetics alone or with steroid. The rationale

of performing a GONB for the treatment of chronic

headache states is on the anatomical connections between

trigeminal and upper cervical sensory fibres at the level of

the trigeminal nucleus caudalis. However, the reason for

the improvement after GONB in primary headache is

unknown. The objective of this study is to determine

whether adding triamcinolone to local anaesthetics

increased the efficacy of GONB and trigger point injections

(TPIs) for chronic migraine (TM). Patients with TM were

randomized to receive GONB and TPIs using lidocaine 2%

and bupivacaine 0.5% ? either saline or triamcinolone 40

mg. Particularly, a 10-ml syringe containing 4.5 ml of

lidocaine 2%, 4.5 ml of bupivacaine 0.5% and 1 ml of

either saline (group A) or triamcinolone 40 mg/ml (group

B) was prepared for each patients. Patients were given

bilateral GONB and TPIs in the cervical paraspinal and

trapezius muscles bilaterally. 2 ml were injected into each

GON at the medial third of the distance between the

occipital protuberance and the mastoid process. In addition,

0.5 ml was injected into each of the 12 trigger points. The

total injected volume was 10 ml. The primary outcome

measure was the change in mean headache severity from

before injection to 20 min after in the two groups. Sec-

ondary outcome measures were the change in mean neck

pain, photophobia and phonofobia severity from before

injection to 20 min after in the two groups. Patients doc-

umented headache and severity of associated symptoms for

4 weeks after injection. Changes in symptom severity were

compared between the two groups. Thirty-seven patients

were included. Twenty minutes after injection, mean

headache severity decreased by 3.2 points in group A

(p \ 0.01) and by 3.1 points in group B (p \ 0.01). Mean

neck pain severity decreased by 1.5 points in group A

(p \ 0.01) and by 1.7 points in group B (p \ 0.01). Mean

duration of being headache-free was 2.7 ± 3.8 days in

group A and 1.0 ± 1.1 days in group B (p = 0.67). None of

the outcome measures differed significantly between the

two groups. Both treatments were full tolerated. In our

study, adding triamcinolone to local anaesthetic when

perfoming GONB and TPIs was not associated with

improved outcome in the sample of patients with TM. In

both groups, the procedure resulted in significant and rapid

relief of headache, neck pain, photophobia and phonofobia.

Keywords Greater occipital nerve block �
Chronic migraine � Local anaesthetic � Triamcinolone

Background

Migraine is a common neurological disorder that has a

wide variety of subtypes, many comorbidities, and a vari-

able prognosis [1]. Migraine that undergoes progression

clinically evolves to high-frequency episodic migraine or

chronic migraine. Functional changes may accompany

migraine progression, including the development of
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allodynia, and changes in the periacqueductal gray matter.

These findings support the hypothesis that migraine is not

just an episodic disorder but a chronic disorder with epi-

sodic manifestations [2]. Moreover, headache syndromes

often involve occipital and neck symptoms, suggesting a

functional connectivity between nociceptive trigeminal and

cervical afferents. The most likely mechanism for this

observation is ‘‘referred pain’’ originating from structures

in the neck and projecting to facial areas and vice versa at

the level of second-order neurons in the brainstem, which

receive convergent input from both trigeminal and cervical

territories [3]. Several studies have suggested that pain

relief in migraine, cervicogenic headache and cluster

headache can be achieved by local injections of steroids,

local anaesthetics, or a mixture of both in the area of

greater occipital nerve (GON), offering a toll for the

management of these form [4, 5]. The GON is composed of

sensory fibres that originate predominantly at the C2 level.

Its cutaneous distribution covers the posterior part of the

head up to the vertex. Usually greater occipital nerve block

(GONB) is performed by using local anaesthetics alone or

with steroid and bilateral GON, trigger-points in the cer-

vical paraspinal and trapezius muscles are treated. The

rationale of performing a GONB for the treatment of

chronic headache states on the anatomical connections

between trigeminal and upper cervical sensory fibres at the

level of the trigeminal nucleus caudalis [6, 7]. However,

the reason for the improvement of clinical symptoms after

occipital nerve blockade in primary headache patients is

unknown. Several hypotheses have been suggested,

including inhibition of central-pain processing mechanisms

at the brainstem level, a systemic steroid effect and placebo

effects.

Migraine patients, especially when affected by chronic

and aura subtype forms, often have increased skin sensi-

tivity to non-noxious stimuli and GONB may play a role in

cutaneous allodynia in migraine. In fact, allodynia is

thought to be caused by the headache and the activation of

nociceptors with the development of central sensitization in

subjects with an altered regulation of the central nocicep-

tive pathway [8]. The persistence of pain sensation seems

to be able to induce central sensitization in the caudal

nucleus of the trigeminal nerve by lowering the neuronal

pain threshold [9].

GONB alleviate head pain by altering the nociceptive

input to the trigeminal-cervical complex. Based on findings

from experimental studies, electrical stimulation and local

anaesthetic blocks of the GON has been shown to have a

facilitatory effect on dural nociceptive stimulation sug-

gesting the subsequent induction of central sensitization on

the second-order neurone receiving cervical and trigeminal

input [10].

A disturbance in the region of the head can provoke pain

in the distribution of the trigeminal and upper cervical

nerves due to a convergence of the afferent fibres of the

three superior cervical roots on the neurones of the tri-

geminal nerve nucleus [11], so the analgesic action of

GONB is a process most likely initiated by a diffuse

inhibitory process.

Conclusion

In conclusion, neurophysiological and clinical data sug-

gests a functional connectivity between the sensory

occipital segments and the trigeminal nociceptive system in

humans. GON block for migraine, and in particular in

unresponsive chronic migraine patients, should be in this

way considered an effective management tool.
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Abstract Headache is one of the commonest conditions

to affect children and adolescents in industrialized coun-

tries. Effective pharmacological treatments without side

effects are still lacking. Ginkgolide B, an herbal constituent

extract from ginkgo biloba tree leaves, is a natural anti-

platelet activating factor (PAF). PAF is a potent proin-

flammatory and nociceptive agent released during the

inflammation process. Therefore, Ginkgolide B can be

considered a promising non-pharmacological tool for

treatment of migraine with and without aura. We propose

to determine the efficacy of Ginkgolide B as preventive

treatment in a group of young patients suffering from

migraine without aura. A small sample of 24 young

patients suffering from migraine without aura entered the

open-label prospective trial. Migraine without aura was

diagnosed according to International Headache Society

criteria. The treatment was well tolerated and the compli-

ance was good. These preliminary data show that Gink-

golide B seems to be effective as preventive treatment in

reducing migraine attack frequency and in attenuating the

use of symptomatic medication in our small series of

children with primary headache.

Keywords Headache � Young age � Ginkgolide B �
Preventive treatment

Introduction

Headache is one of the commonest conditions to affect

children and adolescents in industrialized countries. Stud-

ies indicate a prevalence of 8 to 60% [1]. In over 40% of

migraineurs the condition begins before 18 years of age

[1]. Recurrent headaches turn out common in children and

adolescents, and they often considerably reduce quality of

life [2], with a negative impact on school and social

activity [3]. Primarily, treatment of migraine in young age

consists of avoidance of triggers, and regular habits of life

(sleep, meals, computer&TV, and sports). Very often par-

ents prefer non-pharmacological treatment for their chil-

dren, limiting the assumption of symptomatic medication

when absolutely necessary for migraine attack. Treatment

for the various forms of childhood headache has been the

subject of wide debate in recent years. For migraine and

tension-type headache, the same preventive drugs as used

in adults are widely prescribed for children, but at reduced

dosage. Effective pharmacological treatments without side

effects are still lacking. Most of current non-pharmaco-

logical treatment modalities have been employed (either

medication or behavioral) often with unsatisfactory results.

Among non-pharmacological approach until now, magne-

sium has been successfully used for headache treatment in

young patients, in particular for tension-type headache [4].

Few pharmacological studies have included treatment

comparisons, one of the most recent experience has been

performed by our group [5]. One of the most urgent and

important problem with this kind of patients is to have

therapeutic possibilities without side effects, which are

common with pharmacological treatments.

Ginkgolide B, an herbal constituent extract from ginko

biloba tree leaves, is a natural antiplatelet activating factor

(PAF). PAF is a potent proinflammatory and nociceptive
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agent released during the inflammation process. In addi-

tion, Ginkgolide B modulates the action of glutamate acid,

the main excitatory neurotransmitter of CNS. It is known

that abnormal levels of glutamate may cause spreading

depression and migraine aura in the susceptible individuals

and the PAF, released from platelets and leukocytes during

the first phase of migraine without aura attacks, sensitizes

the trigeminal-vascular endings and induces pain. There-

fore, Ginkgolide B can be considered a promising non-

pharmacological tool for treatment of migraine with and

without aura [6].

On the basis of this evidence, we propose to determine

the efficacy of Ginkgolide B as preventive treatment in a

group of young patients suffering from migraine without

aura.

Patients and methods

A small sample of 24 young patients suffering from

migraine without aura entered the open-label prospective

trial. Migraine without aura was diagnosed according to

International Headache Society (IHS) criteria [7]. All

patients were recruited at the Headache Center of C. Besta

Neurological Institute. Inclusion criteria were: age between

8 and 18 years, initial onset of migraine at least one year

before, and at least four migraine attacks (4 days/headache/

month) each of the 3 months prior to the screening.

Exclusion criteria were: neurological or psychiatric dis-

eases, neuroleptic or antidepressive medication within

6 months before screening, intake of prophylactic medi-

cation for migraine in the 6 months before screening, and

medication overuse.

They were treated with a combination of Ginkgolide B

80 mg, coenzyme Q10 20 mg, vitamin B2 1.6 mg, and

magnesium 300 mg in oral administration twice per day, in

the morning and in the evening, with meals, for 3 months.

Number, duration, and severity of migraine attacks and

analgesic intake were assessed in a diary card 1 month

before the starting of the trial and during the treatment

period. After 3 months, all patients were checked with

their daily card for number, duration, severity headache

episodes, and analgesic consumption. Follow-up sessions

were planned for 3, and 6 months after screening visit.

Results

This study includes a total of 24 patients (12 females and

12 males; mean age was 13.4 ± 2.1). Mean duration of

illness was 3.7 ± 2.6 years. The mean number of days of

headache per month was 9.3 ± 7.6; the mean number

of medications per month was 5.7 ± 4.4.

As much as 14 patients (58.3%) have already achieved

the 6-month follow-up. The number of monthly migraine

attacks was substantially reduced after 3 months of treat-

ment with Ginkgolide B in relation to prestudy baseline.

Starting with a mean baseline of 7.4 ± 5 attacks, clinical

improvement was significant: the mean number of days of

headache per month decreased to 2.2 ± 2.8 (p = 0.0015),

with a decrease of number of analgesics used for the

attacks from 5.9 ± 5.3 to 1.5 ± 2.2 (p = 0.013).

The treatment was well tolerated and the compliance

was good: patients (and parents too) reported substantial

improvement of their migraine compared to the situation

prior to the study. None of the patients reported worsening

of migraine.

Conclusion

The authors are aware that the uncontrolled open-label

design of this study and the small sample of patients do not

allow drawing definite conclusions regarding efficacy and

tolerability of this kind of treatment. These preliminary

data show that Ginkgolide B seems to be effective as

preventive treatment in reducing migraine attack frequency

and in attenuating the use of symptomatic medication in

our small series of children with primary headache.

How Ginkgolide B improved migraine in young age is

still unclear; to date the mechanism of action of Ginkgolide

B on the CNS is not completely understood. It is believed

that the main therapeutical effect may be due to the mod-

ulation and/or reducing the excitatory effect of glutamate in

the CNS, and glutamate is involved in spreading depression

[8]. Another effect of Ginkgolide B is to hinder the

pathological action of PAF, that during some physiopath-

ological circumstances in CNS, sensitizes the trigeminal-

vascular endings and induces pain [9].

Although the results are very preliminary, this treatment

could be a good option for patients suffering from migraine

without aura in particular for young patients, where ther-

apies without side effects are needed.
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Abstract The needle contact test (NCT) is a diagnostic

technique useful to identify, through the contact of the

needle on the skin of the ear, the most efficacious points for

reducing pain during a migraine attack. The aim of this

study was to identify the most important auricular zones for

pain control by applying the NCT in a group of 15 women

during a unilateral attack of migraine without aura. We also

assessed how effective the insertion of a semi-permanent

needle in these zones was in reducing the migraine pain

during the next 24 h. The most effective tender points in

pain control were located on the antero-internal part of the

antitragus, the anterior part of the lobe and the upper

auricular concha ipsilateral to the side of pain. The inser-

tion of a semi-permanent needle in these zones allowed

stable control of the migraine pain, which occurred within

30 min and persisted at the same levels 24 h later

(ANOVA for repeated measures: p \ 0.01). Pain was tes-

ted by using a visual analogue scale; the values recorded

were the following: 7.6 ± 1.6 at baseline and 4.3 ± 1.7;

4.1 ± 1.9; 3.9 ± 1.8; 3.4 ± 1.8; 2.3 ± 1.6 after, respec-

tively, 15, 30, 60, 120 min and 24 h.

Keywords Ear acupuncture � Migraine �
Needle contact test

Introduction

Ear acupuncture is often used in pain control [1]. It was

recently demonstrated that a new diagnostic technique

called the needle contact test (NCT) could be useful to

identify, through the simple contact of the needle on the

skin of the ear, the most efficacious points for reducing

pain during a migraine attack [2].

In a group of patients with migraine attack in progress,

Romoli [1] demonstrated that when the NCT is performed

on specific auricular points for 10 s, it can significantly

reduce the intensity of the migraine pain at 1 and 5 min

after being performed, and that the result remains stable

even 15 and 30 min after NCT.

The aim of this work was to identify the most important

auricular zones for pain control by applying the NCT in a

group of patients with migraine attack in progress; and

following the insertion of a semi-permanent needle (ASP

SEDATELEC, France) in these zones, to assess any

changes in the migraine pain during the next 24 h.

Materials and methods

Fifteen women (mean age 41.8, range 25–56, DS ± 7.74)

suffering from migraine without aura, diagnosed according

to the International Headache Society criteria [3], admitted

for observation at the Women’s Headache Center of Turin

University, were tested during a migraine attack. The

patients selected for the study must not have taken any

analgesics to control the migraine pain, the attack had to

have started no more than 4 h before the treatment, and it

had to be exclusively unilateral.

Migraine intensity was measured by means of a visual

analogue scale (VAS) before applying NCT (T0). A specific
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algometer exerting a maximum pressure of 250 g (SE-

DATELEC, France) was chosen for identifying the tender

points of the ear with the pain–pressure test (PPT): this

procedure has been previously described [2]. The points

identified by the algometer as being tender were marked on

the ear with a felt-tip pen and simultaneously recorded on a

paper map of the ear. Subsequently, every tender point was

tested with NCT (an acupuncture needle having a diameter

of 0.30 mm, placed in contact with the skin without

penetrating it) for 10 s on the auricle which was ipsilateral

to the side of pain. After 1 min, if the test was positive and

the reduction was at least 25% in respect to the initial pain,

a semi-permanent needle (ASP SEDATELEC, France) was

inserted. In contrary, if, after 1 min pain did not reduce, a

further tender point was challenged in the same area and so

on. When a number of needles sufficient to constrain the

attack had been inserted, the patient was invited to score

the intensity of pain with a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)

at the following intervals: after 15 min (T1); after 30 (T2);

after 60 (T3); after 120 min (T4); after 24 h (T5).

The average values of VAS were calculated at different

times of the study and differences between the values

obtained were compared by using an ANOVA for repeated

measures.

Results

The PPT detected 62 sensitive auricular points in the 15

patients (4.1 points per patient on average). Of these,

64.5% (40 points, an average of 2.6 per patient) proved to

be effective on the pain after NCT. The majority of these

points (24/40, 60%) were effective very rapidly (within

1 min), while the remaining points produced a slower

antalgic response, from between 2 and 5 min.

The values recorded with the VAS were the following:

7.6 ± 1.6 (T0), 4.3 ± 1.7 (T1), 4.1 ± 1.9 (T2), 3.9 ± 1.8

(T3), 3.4 ± 1.8 (T4), 2.3 ± 1.6 (T5); they decreased sig-

nificantly (p \ 0.01) over time.

The sites most active in controlling the migraine pain

were, in order of frequency of points detected, the antero-

internal part of the antitragus, the anterior part of the lobe

and the upper concha (Fig. 1). The insertion of a semi-

permanent needle in these zones allowed stable control of

the migraine pain, which occurred within 30 min and

persisted at the same levels 24 h later.

Discussion

If we admit the existence of a somatotopic representation

of the human body on the auricle and the specificity of

the location of the auricular points, as affirmed by the

discoverer of auricular therapy, Nogier [4], we must hold

that the areas we have identified are the representation of

structures of the nervous system involved in the migraine

attack.

Auricular therapy being a relatively recent discovery,

we are not yet able to provide a better description of the

significance of these zones in terms of neurophysiology.

Nevertheless, some hypotheses are possible. The French

school holds that the principal zone inside the antitragus

relates to the thalamus, while for the Chinese school it is

the ‘‘sub cortex’’ zone (AT4 pizhixia, according to the

standardization of nomenclature and location of auricular

zones of 1993) [5]. The Chinese authors maintain that one

of the primary clinical uses of this zone regards the control

of any kind of pain. The second zone, on the anterior part

of the lobe, seems to have a psychic connotation since it

has been correlated with depression by the Chinese school.

However, it is also correlated with facial pain, in particular

of dental origin. Romoli was also able to establish the

therapeutic usefulness of this zone in chronic migraine,

when the pain tends to shift from one side to the other [1].

Furthermore, Nogier had identified a ‘‘Master Point’’ for

headaches in this zone [4]. As regards the upper concha,

innervated by the parasympathetic system, Nogier identi-

fied in the representation of the liver a zone useful in the

treatment of migraine. The Chinese authors, who instead

have located the representation of the ‘‘pancreas-

Fig. 1 Points effective on the pain after the NCT (black dots) and

tender points not effective on the pain (circles) identified in the 15

patients with migraine attack
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gallbladder’’ (CO11 yidan) in this zone on their auricular

maps, have also attributed to this area of the ear the specific

indication for the treatment of migraine.

Conclusion

This preliminary study highlights the usefulness of the

NCT in identifying the most effective points during

migraine attack. In fact, the points highlighted with the test

proved rapidly effective in controlling the ipsilateral pain at

the treated ear.

Although the neurophysiological significance of the

identified zones has not yet been clarified, we can say that

they probably have a somatotopic specificity that could be

used advantageously in the treatment of acute migraine

attack.
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Abstract Persistent idiopathic facial pain (PIFP) is a

complex and uncertain nosographic entity, which has many

aspects that need to be explored. The 21 patients selected

(male 4 and female 17, mean age 40 years) were under

electromyography (EMG) to determine the efficiency of the

masseter muscles (MM) and the anterior temporalis muscles

(TA), during activity and at rest, and under kinesiography

(CMS) to identify the physiological rest position of the

mandible after TENS stimulation. These patients were

rehabilitated with a neuromuscular orthosis to provisionally

correct the discrepancies identified. The EMG mean values

of the muscles at rest were significantly above the normal

(two-sample t test) for all four muscles and were normalized

after the TENS session (Wilcoxon rank test). CMS showed

that all 21 patients needed a mandibular advancement and

90.5% a correction in the frontal plane, obtained with

orthosis. The comparison between the values of the maxi-

mal clench on natural dentition and on the orthosis showed a

decrease in the asymmetry of muscular strength (-30.21%

for TA and -55.81% for MM; Wilcoxon rank test) and a net

increase of the strength expressed (LTA ?25.37; LMM

?59.40%, RMM ?40.80%, RTA ?30.27; Wilcoxon rank

test; sign test). Preliminary results show a net decrease also

in VAS pain score with a mean shift from 9.5 to 3.1. The

results suggest a role for the neuromuscular component of

the craniomandibular system in the pathogenesis of chronic

idiopathic facial pain. All patients with PIFP should

undergo the CMS–EMg examination.

Keywords Neuromuscular dentistry � Persistent

idiopathic facial pain � Myofascial pain � TENS �
Neuromuscular orthosis

Introduction

PIFP was and still is, despite the new IHS classification, a

nosographic entity with unclear diagnostic criteria and with

major therapeutic insecurities. The diagnosis is often made

by exclusion because it does not possess the characteristics

of cranial neuralgias classified in item 13 of the IHS

classification [1–3]. The incidence of this pathology is 1 in

100,000, although diagnostic difficulties may cause

underestimation of this figure [4].

Usually PIFP is deep, poorly localized and not associ-

ated with sensory deficits, clinical signs or other autonomic

signs. The onset is in one hemiface, in a limited area,

usually the naso-labial folds or the angle of the mandible.

With time, pain may radiate to the whole hemiface, neck,

upper limb and also extend contralaterally. The onset is

sometimes associated with dental extraction or facial

trauma, but without a demonstrable local cause.

The treatment of this pathology is mainly pharmaco-

logical and unsatisfactory, in spite of the discomfort of

sometimes very aggressive treatment, with antiepileptic

drugs, antidepressants and opioid analgesics, which may

disrupt the quality of life of these patients.
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Diagnosis and treatment take an extremely long and

uncertain path. It was decided to submit patients to a

gnathology assessment to highlight any possible abnor-

malities in the neuromuscular component of the cranio-

mandibular area.

Neuromuscular gnathology uses transcutaneous electri-

cal nerve stimulation (TENS) for relaxation and muscle

deprogramming [5, 6]. The habitual trajectory of the

mandible, which is often affected by muscular tension and

recordable by kinesiography, can then be compared with

the physiological trajectory, obtained by administration of

TENS. For this reason, an EMG and kinesiographic

examination was chosen as the test instrument of choice for

the study of neuromuscular component of these patients.

Materials and methods

Selecting patients

A total of 21 patients were enrolled (male 4 and female 17,

mean age 40 years, range 20–74, SD 28.53) with a diagnosis

of PIFP following the ICHD-II guidelines (mean duration of

pathology in years: 6.7, range 1–20, SD 5.7). Among the 21

patients, 17 were clenchers (80.9%), of which 16 were of the

clenching-type bruxists (76.1% of total).

Instrumental investigations

All patients enrolled had received a dental assessment that

excluded an odontogenous source of pain. The patients,

after informed consent, underwent the following instru-

mental examinations:

• MRI of the brain;

• stratigraphy of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ),

performed with mouth open and closed;

• orthopantomography of the dental arches.

None of the patients had significant alterations in the

brain parenchyma, the bone component of the TMJ or oral

cavity. All 21 patients therefore underwent the kinesio-

graphic and electromyographic (CMS–EMG) examination.

Kinesiographic and electromyographic examination

The CMS–EMG examination is a computerized examina-

tion that is painless and noninvasive, designed by Bernard

Jankelson in 1975 to study mandibular kinematics in

muscle activity [7–9]. The instrumentation used (Myo-

tronics/Normed Inc. Tukwila, Washington) consists of:

• K7/EMG eight-channel electromyograph, with duo-

trode bipolar electrodes;

• K7/CMS Kinesiograph with its magnet;

• J4 Myomonitor TENS unit with myotrode SG mono-

polar electrodes.

Surface electromyography helps to measure the myo-

electrical signal of masticatory muscles at rest and during

use (Fig. 1a). The kinesiograph is a tool that allows us to

measure over time the movements of the mandible in three

planes of space with a sensitivity of 0.1 mm (Fig. 1b). The

myomonitor is a TENS electrostimulator (40 pulses/min,

pulse duration: 500 ls, Fig. 1c). Electrodes for use of this

monopolar-type stimulator are applied at the coronoid

notch level of the mandible, in the depths of which bran-

ches of the VII and V cranial nerves pass.

Protocol

EMG values were recorded for the masseter muscles (MM)

and the anterior temporalis muscles (TA). Acquisition of

the data reported for the 21 patients was performed

according to the protocol:

1. EMG values in habitual mandibular rest position

(Fig. 2a);

Fig. 1 a Application of bipolar electrodes to the masseter and anterior temporalis muscles; b positioning of the frame for kinesiographic sensors;

c TENS stimulator, which is connected to monopolar electrodes placed on the coronoid notch
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2. TENS relaxation for 45 min;

3. EMG values after TENS relaxation to check that

muscle relaxation occurred (Fig. 2b);

4. recording of the rest position and neuromuscular

trajectory, both induced by TENS and comparison

thereof with the usual open–close trajectory and

measurement of any discrepancy concerning the

anteroposterior and laterolateral planes (Fig. 3);

trajectories should coincide both sagittally and

frontally;

5. according to the neuromuscular protocol, making of

a mobile device called orthosis to reposition the

mandible along the neuromuscular trajectory

(Fig. 4);

6. kinesiographic checking of the mandibular position on

the orthosis: it must be as close as possible to the

neuromuscular trajectory recorded in ‘‘Discussion’’;

7. a 2-s maximal clench against natural dentition and

neuromuscular orthosis, to determine and compare

muscular efficiency of different occlusal positions

(Fig. 5).

Statistical methodology

Statistical tests performed were intended to demonstrate

the following:

1. The EMG values before TENS were significantly

elevated compared to reference values [11] (two-

sample t test with equal variances) and that these

values became normal after the TENS session (Wil-

coxon rank test for paired samples; sign test).

2. The discrepancies detected between the neuromuscular

trajectory and the trajectory of normal closing and

opening were significantly limited by the use of

orthosis (Wilcoxon rank test for paired samples; sign

test), providing the patient with a new physiological

mandibular position that is comfortable.

3. The EMG values during clenching on the orthosis were

increased, thus improving:

(a) the symmetry (Wilcoxon rank test for paired

samples);

(b) the relationship between masseter and temporalis

muscles (Fisher’s exact test);

(c) the expression of force (Wilcoxon rank test for

paired samples; sign test).

Fig. 2 Illustrative comparison of EMG values before (a) and after (b)

TENS, from top: the left anterior temporalis muscle (LTA), left

masseter muscle (LMM), right masseter muscle (RMM) and right

anterior temporalis muscle (RTA). The standard values are: 2.8 lV

(microvolts) for the anterior temporal muscles and 2.0 lV (micro-

volts) for the masseter muscles. The values obtained during the

recording are displayed in the sidebar at the end of the line on the

right

Fig. 3 Illustrative case of recording and measuring the neuromuscu-

lar trajectory and normal opening and closing from sagittal and frontal

views. The second is calculated retruded by 4.1 mm and lateralized to

the left of 2.0 mm beyond the first, corrected by using the orthosis

Fig. 4 A neuromuscular orthosis on a dental model
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The Wilcoxon test as a non-parametric test was sup-

ported by the sign test as further evidence. The acquired

data were processed by Stata Statistical Software, Release

10 (Stata, College Station, TX). Reported p values were

two sided and confidence was at 95%. The measurement

unit for EMG values is microvolts and that for mandibular

CMS is mm.

Results

Comparison of EMG values before and after TENS

In EMG examination of the masseter and temporalis

muscles at normal rest, 20 patients (95.3%) had at least one

muscle with values beyond the reference point and one

Table 1 EMG reference

values, average values for

pre-TENS EMG and average

values for post-TENS EMG of

the 21 patients registered

Pre–post-TENS EMG LTA LMM RMM RTA

Benchmarks (lV) 2.8 2.0 2.0 2.8

SD (lV) 2.0 1.3 1.3 2.0

Mean pre-TENS value (lV) 4.28 3.08 2.67 4.46

SD (lV) 2.24 1.46 1.41 2.21

Comparison with benchmark values ?53% ?54% ?33% ?59%

p (two-sample t test)

Pre-TENS values above normal 0.0016 0.0005 0.0188 0.0005

Mean post-TENS value (lV) 2.20 1.58 1.55 2.10

SD (lV) 0.46 0.49 0.44 0.61

Pre-TENS/post-TENS comparison -49% -49% -42% -53%

p1 (Wilcoxon rank test)

Post-TENS values decreased 0.0001 \0.0001 0.0003 \0.0001

p2 (two-sided sign test)

Post-TENS values decreased \0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 \0.0001

Fig. 5 Comparison of EMG

values during clenching against

natural dentition and orthosis
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patient (4.7%) had no instrumental alteration. The average

of these values (Table 1) was significantly above reference

values (LTA = ?53%, p = 0.0016; LMM = ?54%,

p = 0.0005; RMM = ?33, p = 0.0188; RTA = ?59%,

p = 0.0005). After TENS session, values were normalized,

undergoing a significant decrease (LTA = -49%, p1 =

0.0001 and p2 = \0.0001; LMM = -49%, p1 = \0.0001

and p2 = 0.0002; RMM = -42% p1 = 0.0003 and p2 =

0.0004; RTA = -53% p1 = \0.0001 and p2 = \0.0001).

Confirmation of position correction on orthosis

After TENS, 21 patients (100%) showed the need for a

mandibular advancement (mean 3.46 mm, range 1.4–

8.9 mm; SD 2.16), of which 12 (57.1%) needed more than

2 mm, and 19 patients (90.5%) had a deviation in the

frontal plane on closure (mean 0.96 mm, range 0–2.3 mm;

SD 0.54) (Fig. 3). Once the orthosis is made, it is neces-

sary to check that the position is actually along the neu-

romuscular trajectory so as to eliminate the discrepancies

previously identified and measured. The data confirm the

correction of both the mandibular retrusion (p1 =\0.0001;

p2 = \0.0001) and the lateral deviation (p1 = \0.0001;

p2 = \0.0001), with a maximum deviation of 0.2 mm

(Table 2).

EMG study during clenching on the teeth and

on the orthosis

Lastly, muscular work during clenching on the teeth and on

the orthosis is recorded to determine any changes (Fig. 5).

(a) Symmetry was calculated by the difference between

right and left muscular work. This is converted into

absolute and compared values (Table 3). The decrease

of asymmetry is statistically significant only in TA

(p = 0.0504), despite the fact that the delta decreases

less consistently than in MM (TA = -30.21% vs.

MM = –55.81%). This may be explained by the wider

dispersal of the delta in the masseter muscles clench-

ing the teeth (SD 106.22 lV). Even this parameter

improves considerably on the orthosis, decreasing to

25.57 lV.

(b) Ratio input MM [ TA: ideally, during clenching the

masseter muscles must give greater force compared to

the TA. Both sides were compared separately. As

regards the left side before using the orthosis, 12

patients had an inverse relationship and in 9 cases this

ratio was normalized by applying the orthosis. Fisher’s

exact two-tailed test was significant (p = 0.009).

On the right side, only 8 out of 21 patients presented

a reversal of the relationship and, in three, this was

corrected with the orthosis, in which case the

comparison was not significant with p = 0.74.

(c) Increased muscular work: the variation was calculated

for each muscle separately and expressed as a percent-

age. All muscles had a mean increase of a minimum of

25% (Table 4; LTA = ?25.37; LMM = ?59.40%;

RMM = ?40.80%; RTA = ?30.27). Only LTA did

not obtain statistically significant results (p1 = 0.0219,

p2 = 0.0784).

Discussion

The instrumental results obtained demonstrate that 20 out

of the 21 patients (95.3%) have at least one muscle with

alteration of the muscle tone at normal rest. After 45 min

of TENS, these values returned to within normal range.

Table 2 Mandibular advancement and lateral deviation after TENS and their correction with an orthosis

Malocclusion with

orthosis correction

Average mandibular advancement

after TENS (Fig. 3)

Correction accuracy

with orthosis

Mandibular deviation

after TENS (Fig. 3)

Correction accuracy

with orthosis

Mean (mm) 3.46 0.03 0.96 0.04

Range (mm) 1.4–8.9 -0.2 to 0.2 0–2.3 -0.2 to 0.2

SD (mm) 2.16 0.11 0.54 0.10

p1 (Wilcoxon rank test) \0.0001 p1 (Wilcoxon rank test) \0.0001

Correction of mandibular advancement Correction of mandibular deviation

p2 (sign test) \0.0001 p2 (sign test) \0.0001

Correction of mandibular advancement Correction of mandibular deviation

Table 3 Decrease in asymmetry of muscular work of anterior tem-

poralis and masseter muscles

Asymmetry TA MM

D Mean clenching on natural dentition (lV) 39.79 59.62

SD on natural dentition (lV) 32.57 106.22

D Mean clenching on orthosis (lV) 27.77 26.35

SD on orthosis (lV) 19.57 25.57

D Mean decrease -30.21% -55.81%

p (Wilcoxon rank test) 0.0504 0.0830
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All patients presented differences between normal

mandibular closure and neuromuscular closure induced by

TENS: 21 (100%) needed a mandibular advancement in the

sagittal plane and 19 (90.6%) needed correction in the

frontal plane. The imperfect occlusion of the dental arches

can determine mechanical and therefore metabolic stress in

muscles that therefore must constantly adapt to keep

occlusion as stable as possible. This could be the cause of

the onset and/or perpetuation of pain. This condition is

worsened by parafunctional habits: 17 patients were in fact

clenchers, namely with the habit of clenching their teeth,

and 16 were bruxists, i.e., with the bad habit of grinding

their teeth together.

It is known that skeletal muscles can host points of

hyperirritability, called trigger points (TPs), identified as

areas of tenderness, with palpable nodules or bands of

muscles, tendons or ligaments [12, 14, 15], which have

characteristic pain projection areas. Pain of myofascial

origin can be extremely debilitating and unpredictable,

causing loss of work time and legal disputes, with a sig-

nificant impact on the healthcare system [16–18].

Many studies show that trigger points may be the

areas of primary hyperalgesia responsible for central

sensitization to pain in chronic tension-type headaches

[19], in migraines [20, 21] and in cluster headaches [22].

Treatment of trigger points has given results even in the

case of essential trigeminal neuralgia [21] and in 1981

Janet Travell had assumed, even in a case report, a

myofascial component of chronic idiopathic facial pain

[22]. Figure 6 represents the TPs that are most charac-

teristic of facial pain and their respective pain projection

areas.

Fig. 6 Masticatory muscles

TPs (cross) and referred pain.

a Temporalis; b upper and

middle masseter; c inferior

masseter; d sternocleido-

mastoid, clavicular head;

e sternocleidomastoid, sternal

head; f lateral pterygoid

Table 4 Increase in muscular work of the four muscles examined during clenching on natural dentition and orthosis, and relative statistical tests

Increase in work LTA LMM RMM RTA

Mean value of natural dentition (lV) 88.81 89.95 98.05 85.43

SD for natural dentition (lV) 53.41 58.80 50.26 40.53

Average value on orthosis (lV) 111.34 143.38 138.05 111.29

SD on orthosis (lV) 61.20 77.89 64.19 55.06

Natural dentition versus orthosis variation (%) ?25.37 ?59.40% ?40.80% ?30.27

p1 (Wilcoxon rank test) 0.0219 0.0001 0.0006 0.0079

p2 (sign test) 0.0784 0.0026 0.0266 0.0414

No. of patients with increase 15 17 16 15

No. of patients with decrease 6 3 (1 stationary) 5 5 (1 stationary)
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The use of TENS and the application of the orthosis led

to a new spatial position of the mandible; this new occlu-

sion determined a significant increase in both quality and

quantity of biting force expressed, revealing a better effi-

ciency of muscle function.

Encouraging preliminary results show the effectiveness

of this device with a net decrease of painful symptoms: 12

patients who reached the follow-up of 12 months showed a

net decrease in the VAS pain score, with a mean shift from

9.5 (range 8–10; SD 0.8) to 3.1 (range 1–5; SD 0.8). This

improvement also improved the quality of life of these

patients, who returned to perform everyday tasks that

previously were difficult. Finally, seven patients were able

to gradually end medication.

Conclusion

Instrumental, statistical and clinical results (even if pre-

liminary) of our study suggest an association between

persistent idiopathic facial pain and craniomandibular

function.

According to this, we consider that all patients with

persistent idiopathic facial pain should undergo a CMS–

EMG examination. This examination, which is painless

and non-invasive, guarantees a better diagnostic and ther-

apeutic approach for managing such a disabling pathology.

A prompt identification of CMS–EMG alterations,

associated with cephalic pain, and use of the related neu-

romuscular orthosis, could avoid the worsening of symp-

toms that are already quite complex.
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Sphenopalatine endoscopic ganglion block in cluster headache:
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Abstract Cluster headache (CH) is considered the most

painful form of primary headaches. It is characterized by

severe unilateral pain, typically associated with autonomic

manifestations and may be divided into an episodic and a

chronic form. The latter is often resistant to a multitude of

medication and is, therefore, very hard to treat. In 2002, our

group developed a technique for the endoscopic spheno-

palatine ganglion block that was able to ameliorate the

symptoms in 55% of drug-resistant chronic CH patients.

This paper is intended as an update on the technique as well

as a comparison in effectiveness to our prior approach.

Keywords Sphenopalatine ganglion block �
Cluster headache � Endoscopy

Introduction

Cluster headache (CH), a primary neurovascular headache,

is one of the trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs)

and is characterized by attacks of unilateral head pain

associated with ipsilateral craniofacial autonomic mani-

festations. Clinical feature of this excruciatingly painful

headache also include the circadian and circannual pattern

of the attacks, typically lasting 15–180 min and experi-

enced at fixed hours of the day and night [1, 2]. Most CH

present as episodic headaches lasting from a few weeks to

months (cluster), whereby the attack frequency can vary

from one every 2 days to eight per day, followed by an

attack free period of 1–2 years before a new attack period

occurs. 15% of CH patients develop chronic CH, a form in

which the patients experiences daily attacks without

remission [3]. Pathophysiology of CH has not been com-

pletely elucidated although it is thought that the experi-

enced pain and the autonomic craniofacial events arise as a

result of activation of the trigeminal nerve and craniofacial

parasympathetic nerve fibres, respectively [4]. The role of

the central nervous system is surely pivotal and the clinical

feature of circannual and circadian periodicity, the neuro-

endocrine changes, the functional imaging studies, and the

resulting experiences with deep brain stimulation of the

posterior hypothalamus identify the hypothalamic region as

fundamental in the causative role for CH. In the year 2002,

based on these considerations and our experience in naso-

sinusal endoscopic surgery, our group revised and per-

formed the sphenopalatine ganglion block (SPG) as a

treatment option for chronic, drug-resistant CH [5] in 21

patients. Since then the SPG infiltration has been incor-

porated into the experimental chronic CH treatment pro-

tocol of the Headache Centre, Neuromodulation Unit and

Neurological Department of the Fondazione Istituto Neu-

rologico Carlo Besta. Adjustments to the technique were

made from the year 2008 on and the aim of this study is to

evaluate the effectiveness of our modified technique com-

pared to our prior approach.

Materials and methods

Between January 2008 and December 2009, we treated 15

patients (12 male and 3 female with a mean age of
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36.5 years, range 19–55 years) suffering from chronic,

drug-resistant CH, diagnosed accordingly to the Interna-

tional Headache Society Criteria [6]. The patients experi-

enced an average of 7.8 daily attacks prior to the SPG

infiltration (range 2–20 daily attacks).

Before the actual infiltration maneuver, a local anes-

thetic and decongestant (Xylocaine 5% with naphazoline,

Astra Zeneca) is applied to the nasal fossa and left for

10–15 min thus allowing complete decongestion of the

turbinates and numbing of the infiltration area. Good nasal

preparation is crucial for the pain management of the

patient and better visualization of the injection site

immediately behind and over the middle turbinate tail

anterior to the pterygopalatine fossa. The needle (needle

for spinal anesthesia, gauge 18) is thus inserted under

endoscopic control (0� rigid optic, 3 mm) into the inferior

portion of the sphenopalatine foramen, taking care not to

damage the sphenopalatine artery, and a mixture of tri-

amcinolone acetonide (40 mg), bupivacaine 1% (4 ml) and

mepivacaine 2% with adrenaline 1/100,000 (4 ml) is then

injected. Depending on the patient’s availability, the pro-

cedure was repeated three times with an average of 3 days

interval between the infiltrations (range 3–6 days).

Adjustments made regarding the technique compared to

our prior setting essentially consisted in a different topical

anesthesia-preparation, larger needle gauge and a smaller

diameter of the rigid endoscope [5] and in the fact that only

one operator performed all procedures.

Results

Among the 15 patients, 8 (54%) experienced complete

subsidence of CH symptoms, 3 of them (20%) are in still

ongoing remission (follow-up mean 18 months, range:

8–28 months). In the other cases, the attack-free period

ranged from 1 month (1 case), 2 months (2 cases), 1 month

of complete remission and 3 months of partial benefit with

3 attacks per week (1 case) to 5 months without attack

(1 case). One patient experienced an only partial benefit

for 6 months with four attacks per week and a marked

reduction of intensity of the headache. The remaining six

patients reported no benefit from the infiltration or at least

no attack free period of more than 15 days (2 cases). Out of

all these the patient with the second-longest remission

period (18 months) suffered from bilateral CH and had

already been treated on both sides 12 months earlier and

had experienced complete remission for 12 months. Six out

of 15 patients showed no significant change in symptoms.

Non-responders and short-term responders were subse-

quently enrolled into the either peripheral or central neuro-

stimulation protocol. Long-term responders were given the

option to repeat the procedure.

Complications were reported in three cases: two patients

developed severe epistaxis, one of them was treated with a

48 h posterior nasal tamponade while the other had to

undergo cauterization of the sphenopalatine artery under

general anesthesia. The other probably related complica-

tion was a reduced buccal opening of the duration of

5 months which resolved spontaneously.

Discussion

The transnasal endoscopic technique first described by

Prasanna in 1993 [7] remains the most justified technique

for the SPG block because of its precision in drug

administration due to correct identification of the anatom-

ical region, particularly with our proposed needle-infiltra-

tion technique versus the topical block. In comparison to

our prior experience in 2006 the results show the same

percentage of responders (60%, 2010; 54%, 2006) but a

tendency of higher numbers of long-time responders over

1.5 months (40%, 2010; 25%, 2006). This could be related

to the modification of the procedure and mainly to the fact

that only one, now very experienced, hand performed the

procedure. In addition, the different topical anesthesia, and

the smaller, 3 mm, endoscope make the procedure more

comfortable for the patient and therefore the infiltration

more precise. Finally, the larger needle facilitates the

penetration into the pterygopalatine fossa.

The selection of patients may explain the lasting number

of non-responders as these are part of a completely drug-

resistant group and medical intervention in any form may

be more difficult in these. As the exact physiopathologic

process underlying CH is still an ongoing debate, we could

also argue that the headache of non-responders may not be

triggered by the reflex arch involving the SPG and these

patients are therefore refractory to peripheral blocks.

Another hypothesis may be the unfeasibility of correct

infiltration in these patients because of anatomical anom-

alies that cannot be evaluated even endoscopically. Most

important the fact that 3/15 patients (20%) avoided neuro-

stimulation and its correlated risks, makes this approach a

valuable addition to the therapeutic options.

Conclusion

The results confirm the validity of this minimally invasive

procedure, enhanced by the technical adjustments, and has

in our center become a required step before the positioning

of neurological stimulators.
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Orthostatic headache from intracranial hypotension complicated
with convexity subarachnoid haemorrhage by cortical venous
thrombosis

*Enrico Ferrante,*Alberto Citterio, ^Ines Arpino, *Luca Valvassori,

^Fabio Rubino, *Guglielmo Pero, ^A. Savino
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Objective: We present a patient with orthostatic headache from

intracranial hypotension complicated with convexity subarachnoid

haemorrhage (SAH) by cortical venous thrombosis treated with epi-

dural blood patch (EBP).

Background: The majority of SAHs are of aneurismal origin and non-

traumatic convexity SAH is rare.

Design/methods: A 52 year-old female had a moderate left hemipa-

resis and an episode of tonic-clonic seizures. He had a 13-day history

of severe, occipital orthostatic headache. The headache appeared after

an epidural injections of a local anaesthetic and steroid because of

chronic low back. The left hemiparesis recovered progressively after

48 h. Later on, the patient had three mild partial sensitive seizures on

her left size (tingling and numbness) and was treated with carbam-

azepine 800 mg/day with complete control of symptoms.

Results: EEG showed epileptiform discharge on right temporal side.

Brain CT revealed a small right fronto-parietal cortical SAH. Brain

MRI showed a small right fronto-parietal convexity SAH with focal

oedema and diffuse pachymeningeal enhancement. Brain MRI

venography was normal. Cerebral angiography showed no flow signal

in a few frontal and parietal convexity veins in the correspondence of

the SAH, a finding suggestive for cortical venous thrombosis (CVT).

Laboratory test for thrombophilia was unrevealing. A diagnosis of

intracranial hypotension (IH), after an accidental dural puncture

during an epidural injection of drugs, was made. Twenty days after

the headache onset, the patient was treated with an lumbar autologous

EBP (20 ml). The headache disappeared within few minutes after the

procedure. After 2 months cerebral angiography showed restoration

of flow signal in the right fronto-parietal cortical veins. After

9 months brain MRI was normal and EEG was unchanged. At

18 months of follow-up the patient was asymptomatic with carbam-

azepine 800 mg/day therapy.

Conclusions: Our case suggests that the intracranial hypotension, in

addition to orthostatic headache, main symptom, can very rarely cause

convexity SAH by CVT. In these cases, the treatment with EBP alone

can solve both IH with orthostatic headache and SAH by CVT, without

the use of intravenous heparin followed by oral anticoagulants.

Nummular headache dramatically responsive
to indomethacin and literature review

Filippo Baldacci MD1, Angelo Nuti MD2, Claudio Lucetti MD2,

Martina Ulivi MD1, Paolo Borelli MD2, Cristina Dolciotti MD2,

Caterina Berti MD2, Martina Giuntini MD1, Ubaldo Bonuccelli MD1

1Department of Neurosciences, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy;
2Neurology Unit, Hospital of Viareggio, Lido di Camaiore (LU), Italy

Introduction: Nummular headache (NH) is a primary headache dis-

order characterized by focal pain in a single round area of the head

surface (International Classification of Headache Disorders II,

A13.7.1). Response to treatment is not well established and it appears

variable with possible resistance to pharmacological therapies. We

describe a NH case dramatically responsive to indometachin and

literature review.

Case report: A 40-year old man referred a chronic focal head pain in

the right parietal region. The affected area was perfectly circular with

a 3 cm diameter. The pain was continuous, dull, with daily exacer-

bations. Neurological examination and routine blood tests was

negative as well as brain magnetic resonance imaging. The patient

tried non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs with partial relief. Trials

with amitriptyline, gabapentin and dexamethasone were used without

benefit. Indotest (indomethacin 50 mg i.m.) was performed with

complete pain relief. Indomethacin trial per os (25 mg b.i.d.) gave

disappearing of the pain.

Discussion: NH is rare and not much is known about its real prevalence,

pathogenesis, comorbidity and treatment. No clear guidelines for the

management of NH patients are available. According to the hypothesis of

a possible neuropathic origin of the pain in NH, the drugs that usually

work in neuropathic pain were employed, but several case reports suggest

a medical treatment resistance. Our NH case showed a complete indo-

methacin responsiveness. We observed that: (1) indomethacin could be a

valid alternative approach; (2) indotest could turn out to be an useful and

easy to perform tool to detect an early indomethacin responder patient.

Acupuncture in the prophylactic treatment of chronic migraine
with or without drug overuse: a pragmatic randomized study.
Preliminary results

Sabina Cevoli, Annunzio Matrà*, Marianna Nicodemo, Daniela

Grimaldi, Giulia Pierangeli, L. Leonardi, Carlo Maria Giovanardi*,

Pietro Cortelli

Dipartimento di Scienze Neurologiche, Università di Bologna,

Bologna, Italy; *Associazione Medici Agopuntori Bolognesi

(A.M.A.B.), Bologna, Italy

Introduction: Chronic migraine with or without drug overuse is a

major clinical concern and a common health risk. Few studies, with

methodological pitfalls, demonstrated the efficacy of acupuncture in

chronic headaches.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate, in a randomised

controlled, single blind trial, the effectiveness of acupuncture asso-

ciated to traditional pharmacological therapy, in the prophylactic

treatment of chronic migraine with or without drug overuse.

Methods: We planed to randomise 48 subjects to acupuncture asso-

ciated with pharmacological therapy (A), or to pharmacological

treatment alone (B), after a month of run-in with pharmacological

prophylactic therapy. The principal outcome was the comparison

between number of headache days per months previous and after the

treatment scheduled. During the follow-up visits extending over

6 months, the analgesics intake, disability (MIDAS) and mood dis-

orders (Zung scales) were evaluated.

Preliminary results: 38 over 58 patients accepted to participate. 8

were excluded because headache returned episodic in the run-in

period with the pharmacologic treatment alone, 8 are carrying out the

trial at this moment and 5 dropped-out (2 during run-in, 2 belonging

to group A and 1 to group B). 18 completed the study. 3/7 (43%)

patient in group A and 3/11 (27%) patients in group B were

responders (\15 days per month with headache) (p = 0.49).
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No significant difference between groups were found regarding the

number of days with headache per month, MIDAS and Zung scores

and analgesic consumptions.

Conclusions: Acupuncture added to traditional pharmacological

therapy in the treatment of chronic migraine in our high selected

patients did not add further improvements. The need to involve only

patients with a new diagnosis and with inefficacy of pharmacological

treatment during the run-in, limited the possibility to complete the

study.

A daily tension-type headache in a child with an ectopic
neurohypophysis

A. Gallanti1, V. Cardin2,3, G. Borutti4, G. Bussone5

1Fondazione IRCCS Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico, Mangiagalli e

Regina Elena, Milan, Italy; 2Ospedale di Desio-Azienda Ospedaliera

di Desio e Vimercate; 3Università degli Studi di Milano, Scuola di

Dottorato in Scienze Neurologiche e del dolore; 4Ospedale di

Voghera, Azienda Ospedaliera di Pavia, Voghera; 5Fondazione

IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta, Milan, Italy

A 11 years old male came to our Department for a new daily head-

ache. The pain, started about 5 months before, was frontal, bilateral,

dull and described as a band compressing the head; it was accom-

panied by phonophobia and nausea. The pain intensity was severe and

the frequency of the attacks was daily, particularly in the afternoon or

in the evening, after mental activity. The attacks usually lasted at least

6–7 h in absence of therapy with nonsteroidal antiphlogistics. The

child’s familiarity, medical and/or psychological history were nega-

tive. The pain referred by this young patient was in according to the

International Headache Society (HIS) criteria for tension-type

headache.

In our Department the patient first underwent to complete blood

examination and EEG, which were normal, and successively to a

magnetic resonance (MR) of the brain which revealed the presence of

an ectopic neurohypophysis.

On the basis of this neuroradiological finding, a complete hor-

monal test was performed and it revealed a mild and isolated growth

hormone deficiency (IGHD).

An interesting Italian study (Zuccoli et al. 2000), made to inves-

tigate in 39 children the relationship between MR findings and the

presence of pituitary hormone deficiency, revealed an ectopic neu-

rohypophysis in 8 patients (20%), 2 of whom had also a small anterior

pituitary lobe.

In this study we have tried to find a pathogenetic hypothesis about

the correlation between this structural pituitary abnormality and a

tension-type headache.

The zonisamide in the migraine prevention: a preliminary results

V. Villani, A. Ciuffoli, G. Sette

Neurology Headache Centre, S. Andrea Hospital, Rome, Italy

Background: Zonisamide (ZS) is a new antiepileptic drug with mul-

tiple mechanisms of action and a favourable pharmacokinetic profile

[1]. Preliminary data suggest that ZS may be effective in migraine

prophylaxis [2].

Aim of the study: We evaluated the tolerability and efficacy of ZS for

migraine prophylaxis in patients discontinuing Topiramate (TPM) for

adverse events.

Methods: We enrolled migraine patients with a good response to TPM

on frequency of migraine attacks, but discontinuing therapy for

adverse events. Migraine patients were initiated on a 25-mg/day ZS

dosage, which was titrated to 100 mg/day as tolerated. The incidence

rates for adverse events has been recorded. Mean headache severity,

frequency, and duration were assessed before and at 1, 2, and

3 months after initiation of ZS treatment.

Results: We enrolled 34 migraine patients (all females) with a mean

(±SD) age of 35.8 ± 10.6 years. All patients has chronic migraine

(23 with overuse). ZS was well tolerated, none patients discontin-

ued for adverse events. Only 4 patients reported adverse events,

such as difficulty concentrating (n = 2) and depression (n = 2);

however, these symptoms were transient and tolerable. The mean

number of days with headache per month was reduced from

15.3 ± 6.3 before the initiation of ZS treatment to 11.5 ± 5.4 after

1 month, 9.5 ± 3.9 after 2 month and 4 ± 1.045 after 3 month

(p \ 0.001). Also, we observed a significant changes in headache

severity and disability, as assessed by MIDAS (p \ 0.001). Overall,

we did not observe any difference in terms of efficacy between

TPM and ZS.

Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that ZS was well

tolerated and effective in migraine patients. Thus, ZS could play a

role as alternative therapy for migraine prevention in patients inter-

rupting TPM because of a poor tolerance. Limitations of the present

study include a small sample size and an uncontrolled, open-label

design. Further efforts are warranted to confirm these findings.
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Tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated periodic syndrome
(TRAPS) and migraine: a case report
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1Neurologia Clinica, Università Campus Bio-Medico, Rome, Italy;
2Associazione Fatebenefratelli per la Ricerca AFaR: Dipartimento di
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A 26-year-old woman was admitted to our hospital in June 2009.

Since she was 13 year-old, she had been suffering from recurrent

fever episodes associated with abdominal pain, gastric and nasal

bleeding, rectorrhagia, conjunctivitis, periorbital edema, myalgias.

For this symptoms, she was diagnosed a probable tumor necrosis

factor receptor-associated periodic syndrome (TRAPS). The absence

of family history and the lack of mutation on tumor necrosis factor

receptor super family 1A (TNFRSF1A) gene did not allow to make a

definite diagnosis.

At the same time of fever episodes onset, she started complaining

headache. Pain intensity was severe, mostly localized on the left side of

head, continuous (non-pulsating), and associated with photophobia and

phonophobia (not nausea nor vomiting); pain was increased by physical

exercise and caused avoidance of routine activity. Headache lasted

about 24 h. When the patient was younger, headache was always

related to fever episodes, while later headache occurred weekly,

independently of fever and more often during menses. She treated the

attack with Codein + Paracetamole with only partial benefit.

In February 2006, after 2 h of headache associated with unilateral

conjunctival injection, she presented left brachio-crural ipoesthesia,

lasting few seconds, followed by loss of consciousness. An electro-

encephalogram (EEG), an ultrasonography of neck vessels, a brain
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CT and MRI resulted negative. She also underwent an abdominal fat

biopsy, that resulted negative for amyloidosis.

Since February 2006, the patient complained other similar epi-

sodes. She underwent 24-h-EEG and autoimmunity screening

(ANCA, anti-citrullinated protein Ig, lupus anticoagulant Ig, anti-

beta-glycoprotein-I Ig) resulted negative and a percutaneous angios-

copy showing arterioral and venular dilation. In February 2006 she

started preventive therapy with Cinarizine, with benefit for 6 months;

in July 2008, for progressive clinical worsening, Cinarizine was

replaced with Topiramate 50 mg/day.

When she referred to our outpatient department she complained

weekly headaches and two episodes of headache associated with left

brachio-crural ipoesthesia and loss of consciousness in the previous

year. Clinical and neurological examinations were normal. Blood

examination, urine analysis, electrocardiogram, neck and transcranial

vessels ultrasonography including patent foramen ovale test, brain MR,

brain MR angiography, and EEG resulted normal. 24-h-EEG detected

only rare NREM left temporal spike, and autoimmunitary screening

showed the presence of antinuclear antibody (titre 1:80). Our diagnosis

was migraine without aura in patient with probable TRAPS and we

prescribed Topiramate at 100 mg/day.

TRAPS is considered an heterogeneous genetic disease: infact, in

spite of more than 50 different TNFRSF1A mutations (chromosome

12p13) have been identified, there are several studies reporting a

number of patients with TRAPS without any mutations. Recurrent

episodes of fever, myalgia, rash, abdominal pain, and conjunctivitis

are the most characteristic clinical features of the syndrome, while the

association with migraine is not clearly reported.

In our case report the temporal concomitant occurrence of TRAPS

and migraine and the potential pathogenetic role of TNF in both

diseases could suggest that migraine might be a clinical manifestation

of a such heterogeneous disease.

Hemicrania continua with aura

Filippo Baldacci1, Angelo Nuti2, Claudio Lucetti1, Paolo Borelli2,

Caterina Berti2, Martina Ulivi1, Martina Giuntini1,

Ubaldo Bonuccelli1

1Neurology Unit, Versilia Hospital, Lido di Camaiore (LU), Italy;
2Department of Neurosciences, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Hemicrania continua (HC) is an indomethacin respon-

sive headache characterized by a chronic, strictly unilateral,

side-locked without side-shifting, persistent headache. The pain is

typically of moderate intensity with exacerbations of severe intensity

that are accompanied by at least one ipsilateral cranial autonomic

feature. HC exists with or without spontaneous remission. We report

an atypical case of HC with aura.

Case report: A 29-year-old woman referred with a history of headache

which had started 4 months previously. The patient described a con-

tinuous strictly unilateral pain on the right side, over the frontal region

with radiation to the hemiface. The intensity of headache fluctuated

from mild to severe. The pain had a stabbing quality with ipsilateral

lacrimation, palpebral ptosis during exacerbations. Exacerbations were

daily or weekly and they could last many hours. Since their onset

headaches exacerbations had been often preceded by a visual and

spreading sensitive aura which could last 5–10 min and which could

occur 2–3 times daily. Non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs did not

give pain relief. Neurological examination was unremarkable. Brain

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was normal as well as routine

blood examination. We administered a chronic treatment with indo-

methacin 75 mg/day that brought about complete and stable pain relief.

Discussion: Our case fulfills the 2nd International Classification of

Headache Disorders II criteria for HC. It was particular for an aura

component. Auras can be considered as an independent phenomenon

that can accompany any form of primary headache disorder. Although

the exact mechanism of auras is unknown, auras are not an exclusive

migraine-dependent phenomenon, as suggested by several cases of

aura occurring with other headaches, or with not headache. Very few

cases of HC with aura have been reported to date, and our case

suggest that HC with aura could exist.

Differences in gender distribution of allodynia in migraine
and tension-type headache

Lovati C., Bertora P., D’Amico D.*, Raimondi E., Rosa S.,

Zardoni M., Bussone G.*, Mariani C.

Neurology Unit, Ospedale L. Sacco, Milan, Italy; *Headache Center,

National Neurological Institute C. Besta, Milan, Italy

Background: Migraine-related allodynia has been found prevalent

among women with respect to men, but the frequency of allodynia

complaint in women and men in migraine subgroups and in other

kinds of headache is not known. Male/female difference may be due

to hormonal status as well as to gender-related characteristics of

central nervous system.

Objective: To assess the gender distribution of allodynia among

patients with different kinds of headache.

Methods: 438 patients (91 men, 347 women) were evaluated. Diagnoses

were as follows: migraine without aura (MO), 138 women, 35 men;

migraine with aura (MA), 82 women, 14 men; episodic tension type

headache (ETTH), 27 women, 20 men; chronic migraine without aura

(ChMO), 60 women, 8 men; chronic migraine with aura (ChMA), 28

women, 6 men; chronic tension-type headache (CTTH), 12 women, 8

men. Presence of cutaneous allodynia was investigated by semistruc-

tured interview. Statistical analysis was performed by chi square test.

Results: Allodynia was more frequent among female migraineurs,

with respect to male migraine patients (respectively, 189 out of 308––

61.3% vs. 19 out of 63––30.1%, p \ 0.01). Allodynia was com-

plained by 14 out of 39 women with tension-type headache (35.9%)

and by 7 out of 28 tension-type men (25%), without a statistical

difference (p = 0.28). The difference in allodynia complaint found

comparing men and women with migraine was present also consid-

ering separately episodic forms (126 out of 220 women––57.3%––vs.

12 out of 49 men––24.5%––were allodynic, p \ 0.01) and chronic

types (63 out of 88 women––71.6%––vs. 7 out of 14 men––50%––

were allodynic, p = 0.05). Gender-related prevalence of allodynia in

different diagnostic groups was as follows: MO women 64/138

(46%), men 9/35 (25.7%); MA women 62/82 (75.6%), men 3/14

(21.4%); ChMO women 39/60 (65%), men 4/8 (50%); ChMA women

24/28 (85.7%), men 3/6 (50%); ETTH women 10/27 (37%), men 4/20

(20%); CTTH women 4/12 (33.3%), men 3/8 (37.5%).

Conclusions: Allodynia shows a female predominance in migraine, in

both chronic and episodic forms, with or without aura, but not in tension-

type headache. This results may reinforce the hypothesis that allodynia in

these two different primary headaches has dissimilar pathophysiology.

Treatment with memantine for the prophylaxis of chronic tension
type headache (CTTH) with confusion, episodic migraine without
aura, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and medication overuse
in a 49-years-old woman old with CADASIL: a case report

Scarcella Maria, Cacchiò Gabriella, Di Marzio Fabio, Andrian Eva,

Costantini Laura, Farnesi Claudia, Ragno Michele

U.O di Neurologia, Ospedale Mazzoni, Ascoli Piceno
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A 49-years-old woman was examined in our outpatient’s department

in September 2009 for a CTTH with persistent confusion, migraine

without aura (she had had 5–6 attacks per year since she was 15 years

old, during the last year the attacks had disappeared due to meno-

pause) and medication overuse. A diagnosis of CADASIL was

confirmed by genetic analysis (R1006C CADASIL mutation). She

had no vascular risk factors, nor was she taking oral contraceptives.

Paracetamol and ibuprofen were ineffective, triptans and amitriptyline

increased the confusion.

Neurological examination, blood test, thrombophilic study, neck

vessels and transcranial Duplex scan, ECG, blood pressure, trans-

thoracic and transesophageal echocardiography, evoked potentials,

EMG, EEG and SPECT in diffusion were normal. She underwent an

MRI, with Flair sequences, Gradient ECO, global neuropsychological

tests and Hamilton Depression Score (HDS). MRI showed diffuse

white matter changes associated with lacunar lesions in subcortical

areas. Neuropsychological tests revealed a MCI; HDS = 3. She was

prescribed memantine (20 mg/day) was for 6 months and she was

asked to keep a headache diary with recordings of headache intensity,

quality, duration and intake of analgesics; after 6 months she under-

went a new clinical evaluation, MRI, global neuropsychological test

and HDS. Memantine resolved CTTH, reducing intensity and fre-

quency of the attacks, improved attention and reduced depression

with a considerable improvement in the quality of life. When

memantine was replaced by placebo headache reappeared.

Memantine is a non-competitive NMDA (N-methyl D-aspartate)

receptor antagonist that has been approved for the treatment of

Alzheimer’s Disease, NMDA-receptors are involved in central pain

and the sensitization is implicit in the pathophysiology of CTTH.

The NMDA receptor is involved in both the initiation and in

the maintenance of central sensitization and it has been shown

that NMDA antagonists can prevent the induction of central

sensitization.

Medication overuse headache: description of five cases treated
with acupuncture

Giuseppe D’Alessandro

Studio medico, Corso Lancieri 15K, 11100 Aosta, Italy;

e-mail: gidalessandro@ausl.vda.it

Background: The medication overuse headache (MOH) is a relatively

rare condition but in the last few years has become more frequently

observed in outpatients and headache centers. This phenomenon

usually affects patients who suffer from migraine without aura

(MWOA) or chronic tension-type headache (CTTH) and take symp-

tomatic drugs such as triptans, ergots, analgesics or a combination of

the aforesaid. Patients with MOH can be difficult to treat because

prophylactic drugs may not always effective until medication overuse

has been eliminated. Hospitalisation may be required if ambulatory

detoxification cannot be applied because it is too difficult or dan-

gerous. Several studies have documented the effectiveness of

acupuncture in cases of MWOA and chronic tension headache (1, 2).

Description of the cases: Our study focuses on 5 cases of MOH

observed in a private practice in Aosta (Italy) and treated with acu-

puncture. All patients were women, mean age was 51.8 years (range

38–62 years) with an average duration of the disease of 5.6 years

(range 1–15 years). All cases fulfil diagnostic criteria for MOH of

the IHS Classification ICHD-II (3) defined as ‘‘Headache present

on [15 days/month and regular overuse for [3 months of one or

more acute/symptomatic treatment drugs (simple analgesics or any

combination of ergotamine, triptans, analgesics opioids on C15 days/

month on a regular basis for [3 months) and developed or markedly

worsened during medication overuse.’’ In three patients there was a

history of MWOA and the other two patients suffered attacks of

tension type headaches. In 2 cases an abuse of triptans was found

(rizatriptan), and in one case there was overuse of analgesics

(nimesulide) and in the remaining two an abuse of analgesic drugs

(propiphenazone/butalbital/caffeine and indometacin/caffeine/pro-

chlorperazin) was reported.

Methods: All patients received bi-weekly acupuncture treatments over

4 weeks. The choice of the acupoints was carried out on the basis of

‘‘Ba Gang’’, the eight diagnostic rules of the Traditional Chinese

Medicine (4.5 s). In two cases the diagnosis was headache from Liver

Yang rising, one from Liver Wind rising and in the remaining two

cases from a Liver Stasis of Qi/Blood.

Results: In three patients it was subsequently possible to suspend the

drug object of overuse and then to begin prophylactic treatment by the

6th session; in one case a transient improvement at only the beginning

of the treatment was observed and for this reason no prophylactic

therapy was introduced; for the remaining patient, no variation

regarding the basic clinical picture was observed.

Conclusions: Acupuncture can be of genuine assistance in the out-

patient treatment of the MOH and in some cases could enable patients

to bypass hospitalisation for the detoxification therapy.
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Occipital stabbing headache
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Medical history: A 38-year-old man underwent a neurological

examination in our outpatient department in October 2009. He had no

significant past medical history except for an anxiety disturbance

treated with bromazepam. He decided to be neurologically evaluated

due to episodes of stabbing pain on the left parietal–occipital area,

lasting 1 to 2-s each, repeatedly for a few hours every day, started a

week prior to his evaluation. The frequency of the episodes was

increasing. Tramadol was ineffective. He also reported three acute

episodes of dizziness, right visual field disturbance, vomiting, right

arm paresthesia, which lasted a few seconds each and had occurred

the previous 3 weeks. These symptoms were followed by a headache

characterized by olocranial tightening pain. He had never suffered

from headaches before.

Physical examination: The patient underwent a detailed general and

neurological examination. No abnormal features were observed

except for tenderness over the occipital nerve.

Investigations: A complete blood chemistry in addition to an

electrocardiography was performed; both resulted normal. Electroen-

cephalography did not show any bioelectric anomaly. Cerebral MRI
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and MR angiography showed the absence of the left extracranial ver-

tebral artery signal without parenchymal alterations. Cervical MRI

showed severe spondyloarthrosis and a right posterior hernia C5–C6

impressing the spinal cord with mild myelopathy and causing the ste-

nosis of the conjugation foramen. Epiaortic and transcranial

ultrasonography showed left vertebral artery occlusion in its extra-

cranial tract with the presence of reversed flow in the left intracranial

vertebral artery. CT angiography of the neck vessels confirmed the

extracranial left vertebral artery occlusion with evidence of threadlike

aspect of the distal tract of the vessel.

Diagnosis: Probably secondary headache (IHS 6.5.1 Headache or

facial or neck pain attributed to arterial dissection).

Treatment: Therapy with ASA 100 mg/day and gabapentin 600 mg/day

has started. Ibuprofen 400 mg and naproxen 550 mg have been proposed

as rescue treatment.

Follow up: The patient reported having had headache attacks for a

few days after our visit. Since the crisis had started 1 week before our

evaluation, the patient has suffered from headaches for 10 days in

total. He had taken gabapentin for 30 days and decided to interrupt

treatment. Headaches have not reoccurred. He just complained of

light headedness and mild postural unsteadiness that persisted during

the following months. Epiaortic ultrasonography performed 2 months

later did not show any variations.

Explanation: During our first visit, considering the reported symp-

toms, we initially hypothesized that our patient suffered from an

occipital neuralgia. However, a complete medical history allowed the

identification of other symptoms that could have suggested verte-

brobasilar transient hypoperfusion events. For this reason, and since

he referred to never having experienced headaches previously, a

neuroimaging exam was considered mandatory. Evaluating the

investigations and considering that the episodes of occipital pain

secondary to vertebral dissection have been reported in literature, we

believe that the patient has had transient vertebrobasilar ischemias

probably due to left vertebral artery occlusion presented with transient

neurological deficits and stabbing headaches similar to Arnold’s

neuralgia.

Group psychotherapy for caring headache

L. Franzoni*, D. Barbini*, A. Cozzi *, MC. Tonini**

*Department and Operating Unit of Clinical Psychology, Hospital

‘‘G. Salnini’’, Garbagnate M.se; **Department of Neurology,

Hospital ‘‘G. Salnini’’, Garbagnate M.se

Introduction: Center for diagnosis and treatment of headaches-

Neurology department and Operating Unit of Clinical Psychology

have developed a pilot action research project on group psychother-

apy for the treatment of headache. The aim of the project was the

psychological support, the collection of data useful in understanding

both the effectiveness of psychotherapy, and psychological informa-

tion to find relevant information to accompany this type of patients in

the medication.

Materials and methods: Sample was made up of patients with

chronic headache in the process of abuse of analgesic medication

undergoing detoxification and treatment of prophylaxis from the

beginning of withdrawal. The project has involved 13 patients: all

were subjected to 4 tests (T0) and 12 sessions of group psycho-

therapy (MIDAS, SF-36 V1 standard, Millon and ASQ). 7 patients

took part in group psychotherapy. The end of therapy was carried

out a follow up meeting and 2 re-test at a distance of 6 months each

(T1 and T2). Analysis of the contents of psychotherapy and follow-

up analysis with the software T-Lab has emerged as the theme of

abandonment both central and actions in narratives of patients with

migraine: neglect experienced as a loss which places a start time for

the disease, abandonment experienced by the neurologist treating

the ineffectiveness of treatment and abandonment as a loss of body

control.

Results: The benefits of group psychotherapy identified are: a better

emotional well-being perceived, the ability to share the difficulties of

disability, sharing the problems associated with pathology, the

establishment of friendly relationships that are usually difficult

because of limitations related to the disease affected and isolation in

which Patients often are closed when in the grip of crisis. Finally, the

therapy according to patients has influenced the attitude towards the

drug.

Conclusion: The authors conclude that the psychotherapy group, not

only helped to stabilize the results obtained with the process of

detoxification by the drug, but have amplified over the long term.

Population-based PACE study: past-year prevalence of migraine
in general and its subtypes in adults

Tullia Ferrante, Paola Castellini, Giorgia Abrignani,

Giorgio Lambru, Lilia Latte, Marco Russo, Gian Camillo Manzoni,

Paola Torelli

Headache Centre, Section of Neurology, Department of

Neuroscience, University of Parma, Parma, Italy,

e-mail: tullia.ferrante@live.it

Introduction: Primary headache prevalence and features in the Italian

general population have been little studied so far. Therefore, we

deemed it useful to launch an extensive study on primary headache,

called PACE study (PArma CEfalea). The study was conducted in a

subject sample that was representative of the city of Parma’s general

population Cage 18, as part of a larger project.

Objectives: To evaluate, in a representative sample of Parma’s adult

general population: (a) past-year prevalence of migraine in general and

its major subtypes based on age and gender distribution; (b) the asso-

ciation of migraine with aura and without aura; and (c) the association

of migraine with or without aura with tension-type headache.

Materials and methods: The initial sample comprised all patients of a

Parma-based general practitioner (LB) (n = 1,270) who for age/

gender distribution were comparable to Parma’s adult general popu-

lation. Using a specially developed, previously validated 13-section

questionnaire, four physicians of the Parma Headache Centre

administered face-to-face interviews to 904 subjects (71.2% of the

sample) aged C18 years between September 2007 and February 2009.

The sample included 508 women (56.2%) and 396 men (43.8%).

Headache diagnosis was made according to the International Classi-

fication of Headache Disorders 2nd Edition (ICHD-II).

Results: A total of 201 subjects out of 904 (22.2%) had attacks of

‘‘certain’’ migraine in the past year, including 153 women (30.1%)

and 48 men (12.1%) with a F:M ratio of 3.2:1. Age distribution

showed a prevalence peak in the fifth decade, both in women (61.8%)

and in men (23.0%). After age 70, the prevalence rate decreased

significantly (5.2%: 4.5% in men and 5.6% in women). When

considering also subjects with probable migraine (coded to 1.6 in

ICHD-II), the prevalence rate turned out to be 27.8% (251/904 subjects),

i.e. 36.2% for women (184/508) and 18.2% for men (67/396). The

analysis of the different migraine subtypes showed that 15.9% of the

study population (144/904) had migraine without aura, including 112

women (22.0%) and 32 men (8.1%), with a F:M of 3.5:1. Forty

subjects (4.4%) had migraine with aura, including 27 women (5.3%)

and 13 men (3.3%), with a F:M ratio of 2.1:1. Fifty-five subjects

(6.1%) had probable migraine, including 35 women (6.9%) and 20

men (5.1%). Two (0.2%) female subjects had chronic migraine.

Fourteen subjects (1.5%), i.e. 11 women (2.2%) and 3 men (0.8%),

had migraine both with and without aura. Forty subjects (4.4%), i.e.
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30 women (5.9%) and 10 men (2.5%), had both ‘‘certain’’ migraine

and ‘‘certain’’ tension-type headache (coded to 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3 in

ICHD-II).

Conclusion: Our study results indicate past-year prevalence rates of

migraine in general that are slightly higher than those found in most

epidemiological population-based studies in Western countries. Our

rates for migraine with aura (3.3% in men and 5.3% in women) are

very similar to the rate that Rasmussen observed in his study con-

ducted in Denmark in 1991 using a comparable method (interview

and physical examination of all subjects).

Ethics: The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
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Population-based PACE study: comparison between
non-headache and headache subjects
in a population aged 40–60 years
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Lilia Latte, Marco Russo, Gian Camillo Manzoni, Paola Torelli

Headache Centre, Section of Neurology, Department of Neuroscience,
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Introduction: Primary headache prevalence and features in the Italian

general population have been little studied so far. Therefore, we

deemed it useful to launch an extensive study on primary headache,

called PACE study (PArma CEfalea). The study was conducted in a

subject sample that was representative of the city of Parma’s general

population over age 18, as part of a larger project.

Aims: (a) To investigate a representative subject sample for the Parma

population, aged 40–60 years, to determine how many subjects at the

time of the study reported having or not having suffered from head-

ache in their lifetime (included subjects who had only typical aura

without headache (coded to 1.2.3 of the International Classification of

Headache Disorders 2nd Edition); and (b) to compare in non-head-

ache versus headache subjects a number of physiological and

pathological parameters, namely gender distribution, marital status,

school education, family history of headache, presence of chronic

disorders, cigarette smoking, alcohol and coffee intake, recurrence of

traumatic head injury, and exercise practice.

Materials and methods: The initial sample comprised all patients of

a Parma-based general practitioner (LB) (n = 1,270) who for age/

gender distribution were comparable to Parma’s adult general

population. Using a specially developed, previously validated

13-section questionnaire, four physicians of the Parma Headache

Centre administered face-to-face interviews to 904 (508F, 396M)

subjects (71.2% of the sample) between September 2007 and Feb-

ruary 2009. Considering that in the overwhelming majority of cases,

mean age at onset for the more common forms of primary head-

aches is 40 years or less, we decided to recruit for this study only

subjects aged 40–60 to minimize the risk of including among ‘‘true

non-headache sufferers’’ people who might still start suffering from

headache.

Results: The subject sample comprised 330 people (147M, 183F). A

total of 65 (19.7%) said they had never suffered from it, while 265

subjects (80.3%) reported having already suffered from headache in

their lifetime. Women (164/183, 89.6%) were more numerous than

men (101/147, 68.7%) in the headache group. The difference was

statistically significant (p [ 0.000). The percentages of subjects who

were married were 81.5% for non-headachers and 76.2% for head-

achers, respectively. No differences were found between the two

groups in school education (54.7% of non-headachers and 61.5%

of headachers had at least a high school diploma). A family history of

headache (in one or both parents) was reported by 21.9% (14/64) of

non-headachers and 51.3% (136/265) of headachers (p [ 0.000).

Chronic disorders were reported by 271 of the 330 subjects under study

(82.1%), i.e. 162 women out of 183 (88.5%) and 109 men out of 147

(74.1%). Non headachers reported less chronic disorders than head-

aches (42/65, or 64.6%, versus 229/265, or 86.4%. This feature was

more common among male non-headachers (27/46, 58.7%). No sig-

nificant differences were found between the two groups for cigarette

smoking: 61.5% (n = 40) of non-headachers and 49.4% (n = 131) of

headachers had never smoked. Among smokers, mean age at smoking

initiation was comparable in the two groups (17.0 years for non-

headachers and 19.0 years for headachers); the average number of

cigarettes smoked daily was also comparable (15.5 cigarettes/day for

non-headachers and 14.3 cigarettes/day for headachers). Similarly, no

significant differences were found between the two groups either for the

number of daily coffee drinkers (58/65, or 89.2%, of non-headachers

vs. 226/265, or 85.3%, of headachers) or for the average number of cups

drunk daily (2–3 cups/day for all subjects). Nor were any significant

differences found between the two groups for daily alcohol intake:

44.6% of non-headachers and 40.4% of headachers were regular

alcohol drinkers. Regular exercise practice was less common among

non-headachers (24.6%, n = 16) than headachers (30.2%, n = 80), but

the difference was not statistically significant. The percentage of

traumatic head injury was significantly lower among non-headachers

(12.3%, n = 8) than headachers (27.5, n = 73) (p [ 0.01).

Conclusion:

1. Headache lifetime prevalence in the general population and

gender distribution do not differ significantly from those reported

in the literature (Stovner 2007).

2. No significant differences were found between headachers and

non-headachers for school education, cigarette smoking, and

daily coffee or alcohol intake.

3. Significant differences were found between the two groups for

family history of headache, the concomitant presence of chronic

disorders, and traumatic head injury. The association of headache

with concomitant disorders or traumatic head injury could be

falsely affected by the presence of secondary forms among

headachers; considering the low prevalence rate of secondary

forms in the general population (Rasmussen 1995), however, we

believe that the data obtained are reliable.
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Introduction: Following the 2004 publication of the International

Classification of Headache Disorders 2nd Edition (ICHD-II), which
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introduced a number of changes to the diagnostic criteria for migraine

with aura (MA), we deemed it useful to launch an extensive study on

primary headache, called PACE study (PArma CEfalea). The study

was conducted in a subject sample that was representative of the city

of Parma’s general population C age 18 and, as part of a larger

project, was aimed at checking the pre-2004 prevalence data reported

in the literature as part of a larger project.

Aims: (a) To determine the lifetime prevalence rate of MA in general

in a subject sample that was representative of the city of Parma’s adult

population for gender and age; (b) to determine the lifetime preva-

lence rates of the various MA subtypes; (c) to determine the past-year

prevalence rate of MA in general by gender and age; and (d) to

determine the past-year prevalence rates of the various MA subtypes.

Materials and methods: The initial sample comprised all patients of a

Parma-based general practitioner (LB) (n = 1,270) who, for age/gender

distribution, were comparable to Parma’s adult general population.

Using a specially designed, previously validated 13-section question-

naire, four physicians of the Parma Headache Centre administered

face-to-face interviews to 904 subjects (508F, 396M, accounting for

71.2% of the sample) between September 2007 and February 2009.

Results: The MA lifetime prevalence rate was 6.5% (n = 59), i.e.

8.3% (n = 42) in women and 4.3% (n = 17) in men; the F:M ratio was

2.5:1. Mean age was 52.4 years (range 21–83). Considering the var-

ious MA subtypes, 31 subjects (52.5%; 20F and 11M) had typical

aura without headache (code 1.2.3), 17 (28.8%; 15F and 2M) had

typical aura with migraine headache (code 1.2.1), 15 (25.4%; 12F and

3M) had typical aura with non-migraine headache (code 1.2.2), and

four (6.8%; 3F and 1M) had probable migraine with aura (code 1.6.2).

Eight women had more than one MA subtype.

The MA past-year prevalence rate was 4.7% (n = 43), i.e. 5.7%

(n = 29) in women and 3.5% (n = 14) in men (gender ratio, 2.2:1). In

22.1% of cases, migraineurs were aged C 40 years. Considering the

various MA subtypes, 14 subjects (32.6%; 13F and 1M) had typical

aura with migraine headache (code 1.2.1), 8 (18.6%; 5F and 3M) had

typical aura with non-migraine headache (code 1.2.2), 25 (58.1%; 16F

and 9M) had typical aura without headache (code 1.2.3), and 3 (7%;

2F and 1M) had probable migraine with aura (code 1.6.2). Seven

women had more than one MA subtype.

Conclusion:

1. The MA lifetime prevalence rate in the adult general population

is slightly higher than that reported in the literature, which varies

between 2.6% (Sakai et al. 1997) and 6% (Rasmussen et al.

1991).

2. The MA past-year prevalence rate in the adult general population

is comparable with the rates in the major European countries.

3. In our study, too, MA is more common among women.

4. Typical aura without headache (coded to 1.2.3 of ICHD-II)

accounts for over 50% of MA forms. This finding has no

equivalent in the literature and is very interesting. This type of

migraine and its distinctive features can be investigated only

through face-to-face interviews conducted by experienced head-

ache physicians using a specially designed questionnaire.
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Introduction: There are few data in the literature about the clinical

features of migraine with aura (MA). Moreover, the 2004 Interna-

tional Classification of Headache Disorders 2nd Edition (ICHD-II)

changed the diagnostic criteria for aura and introduced new MA

subtypes. Therefore, we deemed it useful to launch an extensive study

on primary headache, called PACE study (PArma CEfalea). The study

was aimed at describing also MA’s clinical features as part of a larger

project.

Aims: (1) To describe the clinical features of the various MA sub-

types in the adult general population: (a) age at onset; (b) frequency of

attacks; (c) aura characteristics (type, duration of each symptom, time

intervals between aura and headache if any); headache characteristics.

(2) To investigate family histories of headache among first-degree

relatives of MA patients. (3) To determine the frequency of MA

association with other primary headaches.

Materials and methods: The initial sample comprised all patients of a

Parma-based general practitioner (LB) (n = 1,270) who, for

age/gender distribution, were comparable to Parma’s adult general

population. Using a specially developed, previously validated ques-

tionnaire, four physicians of the Parma Headache Centre administered

face-to-face interviews to 904 subjects (508F and 396M, accounting

for 71.2% of the sample) between September 2007 and February

2009. MA diagnosis (ICHD-II code 1.2) was established in 59 sub-

jects (42F and 17M).

Results: A total of 67 diagnoses were made in the 59 MA sub-

jects under study (eight of them had two MA subtypes). In

particular, we found 31 subjects with typical aura without head-

ache (code 1.2.3), 17 with typical aura with migraine headache

(code 1.2.1), 15 with typical aura with non-migraine headache

(code 1.2.2), and four with probable migraine with aura (code

1.6.2). Mean age at MA onset was 34.5 years (±14.3, range

8–70), i.e. 38.0 years (±17.5, range 10–70) in men and 33.3 years

(±13, range 8–57) in women, and tended to increase in the forms

without headache (40.0 years ± 15.2). In 37.8% of cases (32.6%

of women and 51.3% of men), the first attack occurred after age

40. The average yearly frequency of attacks was 3.3 (±4.3, range:

\1–24 attacks/year) with no significant differences between the
different subtypes. In 59.3% (n = 35) of MA subjects, we diag-

nosed also other forms of primary headache: migraine without

aura (MO) in 33.9% of cases (n = 20), probable MO in 8.5%

(n = 5), tension-type headache (TTH) in 25.4% (n = 15), and

cluster headache (CH) in 1.7% (n = 1). MA subjects with

migraine headache (code 1.2.1) also had MO in 55.0% of cases,

while those with non-migraine headache (code 1.2.2) also had

TTH in 50.0% of cases. Visual symptoms of aura, either alone or

associated with other symptoms, were present in 98.5% of MA

cases (n = 66), aphasic speech disturbance in 16.4% (n = 11),

and sensory symptoms in 14.9% (n = 10). The headache in

typical aura with non-migraine headache (code 1.2.2) fulfilled the

ICHD-II criteria for TTH in 60% of cases, for probable TTH in

13.4%, and for probable MO in 13.3%. In the remaining 13.3%

of cases, the headache could not be classified.
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Conclusion:

1. Mean age at MA onset in our case series is older than is reported

in the literature, probably due to the large number of cases with

forms without headache (code 1.2.3), which typically occur at a

later age.

2. In our study, too, MA attacks do not recur frequently (\1 attack

per month).

3. Our data for the characteristics of migraine aura are similar to

those reported in the literature (Russell et al. 1996).

4. Before 2004, the headache phase had always been considered the

same for MA and for MO. The ICHD-II classification introduced

a distinction of MA into forms with migraine headache and with

non-migraine headache. Our results corroborate this distinction,

because in about half of MA cases the headache had clinical

features that were different from those of MO cases.
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Migraine with aura following PFO closure: cases report
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Background: A relationship between migraine, particularly migraine

with aura (MHA) and patent foramen ovale (PFO) has been estab-

lished in clinical studies and improvement of migraine frequency

and severity after PFO percutaneous closure has been reported [1].

Up to now, however, data are not conclusive and there is no con-

sensus on treatment of PFO in prevention of migraine. In

population-based studies, PFO was not associated with self-reported

migraine. The benefit of the PFO closure on migraine attacks has a

very low grade of evidence [2]. There are data about the indepen-

dency of migraine relief from the closure status, and that relief can

occur despite residual right-to-left shunt. So far, only one study has

described some cases of new-onset migraine after PFO closure,

showing that it happened in 7% of treated patients, which were

younger and had been treated for atrial septal defects (ADS) and not

for PFO [3].

Patients and methods: We describe 2 cases of new-onset MA after

percutaneous PFO closure. They were followed by the Headache

Center of our Department with a clinical diagnose of MHA. They

were screened for cerebrovascular risk factors and were examined by

encephalic MRI and contrast TCD. A complete cardiological follow

up was performed.

Results: Patients were both very young (16 years old). TCD, MRI and

all cardiological data were normal; particularly, no residual right-to

left shunt was found.

Conclusions: This is one of the first descriptions of cases of new-onset

MHA after PFO closure. In our opinion, these data show that we have

to be very cautious in presenting PFO closure as a therapeutic option

for MHA.

References:
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Acupuncture therapy: a ‘‘trait d’union’’ between a cephalea
treatment centre and antalgic therapy ambulatory
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Belvedere D.�, Stabile L.*, Massetto N.�

*Istituto di anestesiologia e rianimazione, S. Paolo Hospital, Milan,

Italy; �Clinica Neurologica III, S. Paolo Hospital, Milan, Italy

The pharmacologic abuse of cephalagic patient presents huge troubles

on therapeutic plans as well as clinical management. At the ‘‘centre of

diagnosis and treatment of cephalea’’ of A.O.San paolo, Milan, which

have 1,500 patients treats per year, we decided to menage patients less

responsive to prophylaxis standard of care and abuse of analgesic

drugs, with acupuncture round therapy. We include in this group of

patients also the one with internistic comorbidity (such as pregnancy,

young age) and patient with contraindications to the use of routinely

prophylaxis drugs.

Patients underwent acupuncture rounds have different kind of

primary cephalea, widely studied previously at the centre to exclude a

symptomatic cephalea.

This patients had have a preferential access way though the

cephalea centre and the antalgic therapy ambulatory, set with five

acupuncture rounds followed by another round of five, weekly.

The patient stopped the prophylaxis therapy before starting the

rounds, and were encouraged to fill out MIDAS before each rounds,

after the conclusion of the second rounds and 3 months later. During

the all treatment they filled out also the cephalea diary by themselves

and every five acupuncture rounds a verbal numerical scale (VNS)

assisted by antalgic therapy physicians. Moreover, every patient had

scheduled a neurologist follow-up after 1 month by the end of acu-

puncture rounds. Every patients were widely satisfied not only

because of the prearrange visit plan, but also for the personal

impression to be followed and suggested directly by a physicians.

In this abstract we would like to underline that most of the patients

reduced the analgesic drugs requirements during the whole cycle,

even if we do not have already quantitative data.

Waiting for a statistical analysis of the outcome, we hope this

route could be realized in many other hospitals.

Psychological variables, neurocognitivity, overuse
and dependence in migraneurs

Usai S, Bigianti B1, Muffatti R1, Grazzi L, Scarone S1, Gambini O1,

Bussone G

Headache Center, Neurological Institute C. Besta, Milan, Italy;
1Department of Psychiatry, University of Milan-Medical School and

San Paolo Hospital, Milan, Italy

Chronic migraine is often associated to analgesic overuse, developing

medication overuse headache (MOH). In these patients psychopath-

ological variables as anxiety, depression, personality disorders, if

present, have been considered predictors of possible relapse in

overconsumption after withdrawal. Systematic research lacks about

the consequential relation among dimensions of chronic pain, over-

use, dependence, disability and the neurocognitive patterns of this

atypical addiction.

This cross-sectional study shows datasets of 28 patients suffering

from MOH, diagnosed by International Headache Classification Cri-

teria, before withdrawal. Patients completed self-administered scales

(MIDAS, SDS, P.l.oc.s., Subs-SR, Scl90-R) to determine disability,

dependence, pain locus of control, substance use, psychopatological

dimensions. Neuropsychological assessments of prefrontal cortex and

frontal-striatal circuits has been investigated by Iowa gambling task
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and probabilistic reversal learning task. Patients underwent the

structured clinical interview for DSM-IV Axis II personality disorders.

We found that psychopathological variables, pain locus of control

and severity of addiction independently correlate with different

dimensions of disability. Age and duration of overuse influenced

neurocognitive performance. Having a full psychiatric diagnosis was

not related to severity in overuse and disability.

MO in migraneurs is a complex phenomenon, where psychopa-

thology, dependence and pain locus of control have complementary

roles. Dependence seems more pervasive in determining disability

and should be the first target of treatment. Anxiety and depressive

symptoms could be more likely a consequence of disability than a

predisposition, although more data are needed to assess these

correlation.
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